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This chapter deals with hardware-based site and system access controls, covering 
keys, locks, cards, token-based systems, and biometric authentication. Which of these 
technologies wdl be appropriate to your needs depends upon the threats that you 
face, the value of the assets that you are defendmg, and the resources available for 
that defense. The emphasis is on physical devices for controhng access. In the first in- 
stance, these are considered in relation to perimeter or site security, which in practi- 
cal computer-security terms means controlling who is allowed near your systems. 

Some of the same technology also can be applied to control the use of those sys- 
tems, allowing or preventing system access. For example, you might have to enter a 
four-digit access code to enter your office, then insert an ID card into a reader to 
boot up your personal computer (terms such as ID wdl be defined in a moment). 
Given the current trend toward system integration in physical security systems, it is 
conceivable that you would use one card or token to do many things, from entering 
the parking garage in the morning, opening your office door, booting up your PC and 
logging onto the company network, buying lunch in the company cafeteria, and 
checking out of the garage at the end of the day. 

Securing the Perimeter 

In chapter 4, I looked at techniques for preventing the theft of computer equipment, 
whch is an important part of what is calledphysical security. However, physical se- 
curity also involves regulating who actually uses your computers. Obviously, the in- 
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1. Site access 

2 .  Office access 

3. Computer area access 

B. System 
admin access 

Figure 6.1 Diagram of access control. 

formation on those computers is going to be a lot more secure if you can control who 
uses them. The security measures employed to accomplish this vary from the obvi- 
ous and inexpensive to the exotic and expensive. They operate at two levels. First, 
you need to be able to control who can get near enough to your computers to use 
them. Then you need to control what anyone who gets close enough can do when 
they get there (see Figure 6.1). 

In other words, if you control who can come into the office, you should know all of 
the potential users. If you further control who can use the computers, you should 
know who the actual users are. The word "should" is significant in those last two sen- 
tences for two reasons. First of all, it is important to recognize that access control 
systems are not 100% effective. Second, the mere fact that you have access controls 
in place d act as a major deterrent to computer abuse and misuse. 

The basics of access control 

Some people credit the Chinese with the first comprehensive access control system. 
Apparently, around 1000 B.C., the Emperor began to require servants at the Imper- 
ial Palace to wear rings engraved with intricate designs that identified areas of the 
palace where they were permitted to enter. The premise of site access control re- 
mains the same today. organizations of all sizes use such systems to manage access 
to sensitive areas. The three main functions of access control are: 
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Allowing access to those who are authorized. 

Denying access to those who are not authorized. 

Determining who has used access privileges and when. 

Consider how the most basic access control system, the locked door and key, han- 
dles these functions. Suppose you are the proprietor of a small business with three 
employees located in a one-room office that has only one door. You give each em- 
ployee a key to that door, thus authorizing their access to the office. Access to unau- 
thorized persons is denied because they don't have keys. You can determine when 
access privileges have been used by the fact that people are in the office. 

Clearly there are a lot of gaps in this site access control system, but it might well 
be entirely adequate for a small organization where there is a high level of trust. The 
most obvious gap is that you, as proprietor, will have only limited knowledge of who 
has used their access privileges during those times when you are not in the office. 
The most obvious way to make the system more restrictive is not to give everyone a 
key. Persons who are not issued a key then will have conditional access, meaning 
that they can get in only if someone with a key lets them in or lends them a key. 

The larger the organization and the more complex the space that it occupies, the 
less reliable the basic locked-door-and-key system becomes. There are more doors to 
be locked and additional levels of authorization beyond the simple has-key/doesnlt 
have-key option. Physical key management, which was discussed in chapter 4, be- 
comes a serious problem. It gets progressively harder to keep track of who has keys 
to whch locks. Keys can be borrowed, stolen, lost, and copied. The revoking of access 
privileges becomes a very serious problem. For these reasons, many organizations 
use more sophsticated systems, based on keys or other technology. 

More advanced systems 

Various technologies have been applied to address the problems cited earlier. These 
include electromagnetic locks, programmable locks, keypads, electronic tokens, and 
magnetic stripe cards (see Figure 6.2). Exploring all of these devices in detail is be- 
yond the scope of this text; however, a brief account of each will help you plan fur- 
ther investigations if your responsibilities encompass this field of security now or in 
the future (one of the best places to learn more about these systems and stay in 
touch with the latest developments is Security Magazine, a monthly publication de- 
voted to physical security). 

All of these technologies provide improved key management, and some allow 
more precise control of access privileges (for example, person X can enter room Y, 
but not after 6:00 P.M.). Some systems also can track the use of privileges (card nun-  
ber 21 was used to enter room A at 6:49 A.M.). Some even can report attempted 
abuse (card number 21 attempted to enter room B after 9 P.M. on three consecutive 
nights this week). However, it is important to bear in mind that few access control 
systems actually guarantee the identity of a person using an access privilege. Badges 
can be borrowed, and numbers can be shared (see the later section on biometrics for 
ways of solving t h s  problem). 
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Figure 6.2 A variety of modern keys and cards 

Electromagnetic locks. An electromagnetic lock, like the one shown in Figure 6.3. 
can be operated with a conventional key, but circuitg allows the security officer to 
override the lock to cope with various conditions, such as: 

No key required during normal business hours 

Key required to enter on evenings and weekends 

No access, even with key, on evenings and weekends 

Key required to enter during business hours 

Figure 6.3 
An electromagnetic lock 
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Electromagnetic locks can be used to prevent exit from certain doors unless it is 
an emergency and to sound an alarm if the door is used for an exit. These locks can 
be built to withstand serious attacks. The example in Figure 6.3 has a "holding force" 
rating of 1650 pounds. 

Programmable locks and tokens. One of the most common examples of program- 
mable locks are the ones on hotel room doors that use keys with holes in. The key it- 
self contains no indication as to which door it operates. The lock on the door can be 
programmed to accept only those keys with a specific pattern of holes. This allows 
the management to cancel keys very easily. Several examples of different styles of 
programmable locks can be seen in Figure 6.4. 

These locks require a special key that contains a unique identity code stored in 
ROM. Locks can be programmed to accept and reject keys based on their codes, al- 
lowing the system manager to cancel specific keys. Note that this type of key does 
not physically open the lock but is briefly inserted so that it can be read. T h s  type of 
key sometimes is referred to as a token, because it triggers, rather than performs, 
the opening of the lock. You can increase the security of the system by adding a key- 
pad. T h s  limits entry to persons who have a valid keyltoken and who know the nu- 
meric pass code. Locks of t h s  kind can be fitted with memory chips that allow 
hand-held "interrogation" to download and report recent "transactions," such as 
which keys were used and when. 

Keypads. There are considerable advantages to using keyless locks, referred to as 
keypad systems, such as the one shown in Figure 6.5. These often are seen in retail 
establishments and high-traffic public access areas. They limit access to people who 
know the numeric pass code. This code can be changed at anytime, which has the ef- 
fect of terminating access to those persons who are not informed of the new code. 

Figure 6.4 Programmable lock 
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Figure 6.5 
Keypad entry system. 

Cards. There are several different technologies that employ an encoded device of 
credit card proportions, such as the one in Figure 6.6 or those shown earlier in Fig- 
ure 6.2. Authorized personnel are issued cards, instead of keys, to open doors. Card 
readers are installed on each door where access needs to be limited, and manage- 
ment can decide which card is allowed where and at what time. I will discuss these 
systems in some detail as they are increasingly popular. By adding photographs, they 
can be used for positive identification, further enhancing security. 

Card Control Systems 

Introduced in the early 1960s, card access control systems now have capabilities 
never dreamed of 30 years ago. Information from card readers can be collected in a 
computerized database and analyzed. Time and attendance figures can be included 
in the information provided to system managers. Card systems can control anything 
from a handful of card readers and 1000 cards up to several thousand readers and 
more than 60,000 cards. 
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Figure 6.6 Electronic access card 

In Simple Terms 

In security terms, ID is not "the division of the psyche associated with instinctual 
impulses," and PIN is not something that you drop to demonstrate how quiet 
t h g s  are. I use ID to mean "a formal identifymg factor" as in ID number, ID card, 
and ID badge. This typically is a unique item, serial number, or series of letters. I 
use PIN to mean personal ident@catio?b number, which typically is a number 
used in conjunction with an ID number to confirm identity. Note that the phrase 
"PIN number" is redundant," just like "RAM memory." 

Card operations 

The components of a card access control system include card readers, optional PIN 
pads, door contacts, a computer to control and program everything, a printer for re- 
ports, and the cards themselves. Using the keyboard and a menu-driven program, a 
security manager can define which cards are allowed to enter a particular entrance 
on particular days of the week at a particular time. Readers can be installed inside or 
outside, on glass doors, turnstiles, parking gates, or wherever convenient and neces- 
sary. When such a system is installed, the basic entry procedure would go like ths :  

1. An employee seeking admission presents his or her card to the card readerllock 
controller at the entrance (this might involve inserting the card or simply placing 
it close to the reader). 
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2. The reader obtains identification data from the card, such as ID12345, and checks 
with the computer running the access system to see if card ID12345 is authorized 
for entry through this portal at this time on this day. 

3. After looking up the answers to these questions in its database, the computer 
sends the appropriate yeslno response to the card readerAock controller. If the 
answer is yes, the control circuits release the door lock. 

4. The computer records the event, that is, card ID12345 was presented at Door A 
and the response at date X, time Y, with result Z. 

5. If the system determines that the appropriate response is no, it does not open the 
door. The computer will note that card ID12345 was refused access at Door A, to- 
gether with the reasons for denial, such as wrong time, wrong door, or invalid ID. 

More sophsticated access control systems use disk storage to keep extended 
records. Simpler systems just print reports of activity as it happens without retain- 
ing records. Such reports and records are referred to as an audit trail. 

Card Controls for Cash 

You use a card control system when you go to withdraw money from your bank's 
ATM (automatic teller machme). You insert a card that has an ID number em- 
bossed on it, like the one shown in Figure 6.7. The ATM machine looks up the 
records for that ID, whch often are stored on a computer in a separate location 
contacted via phone, then it asks you to enter a separate number, the PIN. The 
ATM then makes sure that the PIN that you entered matches the one on file for 
that card. If it does, you can proceed with your transaction request. ATM cards 
now also are used like credit cards and vice versa. The Royal Bank of Scotland, 
which created the card shown in Figure 6.7, saw a dramatic decrease in card 
fraud when it offered embossed photographs and signatures on the reverse of its 
cards (retail establishments in the U.K. regularly check both sides of cards). 

Figure 6.7 ATM card with embossed photo and signature 
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Audit and analysis 

The term audit trail wdl recur throughout the rest of the book because it is a pow- 
erful security tool. Audit trails are a vital component of access control systems, 
whether you are controlling access to a building, a single computer system, a com- 
plete network, or individual files. Audit trails provide benefits in three areas: 

Deterrence: When people know that their actions are being recorded, they are less 
likely to act inappropriately. 

Detection: When people do act inappropriately, audit trails help you to identify, 
apprehend, and convict. 

Prevention: When you analyze audit trails, you can identify and remedy weak- 
nesses or identlfy suspicious activity before it causes serious problems. 

The audit trail in a card-based access control system lets you know who entered 
or attempted to enter a particular location at a particular time. The audit trail can 
alert management to bottlenecks in the system and help to improve traffic flow. If a 
user is suspected of unauthorized activity, an organization might want to use the au- 
dit data to track that person's activities over a period of time. Some systems can an- 
alyze their audit data and alert management to suspicious patterns. 

Pictures and PINS 

A PIN entry pad adds another level of security when used in conjunction with a card 
reader. This produces access security smilar to that of ATMs. Many of us experience 
access control when we get money from an automatic teller machine. This system 
uses a two-key approach. The first key is a public key: a unique card number. The 
second key is a personal identification number (PIN). The bank's computer knows 
which PIN goes with which card number and allows access to the account only to 
persons who have both the card and the PIN number. The PIN number can be 
changed if it is revealed or compromised. Even if a would-be intruder happened to 
find a card and knew whch door it operated, he or she could not get inside without 
also knowing the correct PIN. 

Another way of irnprovlng the security of a card access system is to place the user's 
photograph on the card. T h s  allows security personnel to monitor, in person or via 
video, the identity of card users. It greatly reduces the chances that someone who 
steals a card will be able to use it. Combining access and identification on the same 
card has considerable economic benefits as well, elirninatlng the need for separate ID 
badges. Relatively inexpensive dgital imaging and printing equipment makes it feasi- 
ble for companies to create their own "instant" badges, even for visitors. 

Site access control factors 

When a electronic locking mechanism is installed on a door and controlled by a card 
reader, the normal situation is that the door will open only when the computer tells 
it to. This has some disadvantages when unusual events occur, such as an emergency 
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evacuation of the building. There are two types of electronic doors: fail-lock and fail- 
safe. A fail-lock door prevents people from entering or leaving the budding when the 
power is turned off. A fail-safe door does the opposite. When power is cut, the doors 
are unlocked, which is a hghly desirable choice in a firelemergency situation. Many 
local building codes now require fail-safe doors. 

Normally, only valid cards can open doors, and thus only valid personnel can pass 
through. However, t h s  breaks down if the door is not closed after that person has en- 
tered. A door could be propped open to permit the theft of equipment. Electronic 
strike plates on doors, often located at the top of the door, can notify the computer 
if the door stays open too long. This event can be the basis for an alarm andlor alert- 
ing a guard. However, in special situations, it is desirable to be able to program the 
control software to disarm the door contact, for example, when new office furniture 
is being delivered. 

Software also can be programmed to suspend the required identification proce- 
dure on certain doors at different times of the day. You might not want visitors and 
employees to have to use the access control system at the door leading to the re- 
ceptionist during normal business hours, so you tell the system to lock the door af- 
ter 5:30 P.M. and to unlock only to specific cards. 

One big benefit of card access systems is that they can instantly and permanently 
eradicate a card from the system. For example, if an employee has lost a card or 
ceases to be employed at the company and fails to return the card, management can 
immediately void that card. If someone tried to use that card to enter, not only would 
that person be denied access, but management would receive a report showing that 
someone tried to enter with a voided card. In some systems, such an event viilll trig- 
ger an immediate alarm. It is helpful if the level of access privileged can be changed 
easily so that management can program the computer to allow employees to enter 
different areas and at different times, which would be useful in cases of promotion or 
a change to shft  hours. 

Pick a card system 

Card access controls range from single-door to multidoor, multisensor systems that 
handle interiorlexterior door control, time and attendance logs, and parking lots. If 
you are considering a card access system, you face a variety of actual card technolo- 
gies, including magnetic stripe, Watermark, barium ferrite, Wiegand, mfrared, and 
proximity, all of which will be described in a moment. Whatever the technology, the 
Information on the card should include a client or site code, a card number, and sev- 
eral parity bits (to store data used to check the accuracy of the rest of the data). The 
site code ensures that the lnformation is unique to the client or installation, ensuring 
that cards issued by one company cannot be used elsewhere. 

To allow different access authorizations to be applied to each card and permit ac- 
curate tracking of card use, the individually encoded cards must carry unique ID 
numbers. Because current card technology allows for several trillion combinations, 
t h s  is not a problem. There also is provision for parity information that allows the 
card reader to verify that the number just read really is the number encoded on the 
card so that card numbers are not misread. 
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Magnetic stripe and Watermark cards. These cards employ a magnetic stripe simdar 
to those found on credit cards. Typically they are "swiped" through a slot in the 
reader. One advantage of these cards is that they usually can be encoded on site. The 
negative side to encoding your own cards is that persons trained to use this part of 
the system then can abuse it, copying or modlfylng cards without authorization. To 
combat this, each Watermark card comes with a permanently encoded number that 
cannot be changed or copied. T h s  means that each piece of plastic can be traced, 
making it extremely difficult to create undetected unauthorized copies. 

Barium ferrite cards. These cards encode data in a soft, pliable magnetic material 
sandwiched between layers of plastic. Information stored on the card typically in- 
cludes site codes, card numbers, and parity bits. The Wiegand card uses metallic 
rods or wires embedded invisibly inside the card. Using a pattern of shadows inside 
the infrared card, a low-level infrared light in the reader detects the pattern and de- 
termines whether to grant entry. 

Proximity cards. A more recent development is the proximity card. A card reader like 
the one on the left in Figure 6.8 uses rado frequency signals to check cards. The card 
itself does not have to touch the reader. This avoids a lot of the problems associated 
with slot-style magnetic card readers, such a clogged slots, dropped and dr ty  cards, 
the manual dexterity required to swipe the card while carrying lunch, and so on. 

Some proximity readers even work if the card is in a purse or pocket. T h s  saves 
the user from having to do anythmg with the card and means that readers can be h d -  
den from view. T h s  lowers the security profile considerably and counteracts t h s  
problem: "Looks like they have electronic locks on those doors; must be something 
worth stealing inside." Other proximity readers work with devices other than cards, 
such as the key fob on the right of Figure 6.8. 

Recent card developments 

Several advances now are talung place in access-control technology. For example, low- 
cost barium-ferrite disposable access cards can be programmed to allow temporary ac- 
cess for specific days, numbers of users, and ranges of dates. Another technology trend 
is towards combining card technologies. It is not unusual to see cards with barcodes, 
magnetic stripes, photographs, and holograms all on one card (see Figure 6.9). 

Figure 6.8 Proximity card system 
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Figure 6.9 Card with multiple features 

Another new technology-wireless transmission systems-can be installed in 
buildings where it would be difficult or costly to add new wiring. Systems using ra- 
dio or infrared transmissions can incorporate multiple readers that communicate 
with control units several thousand feet away. A parallel development is RFID (radio 
frequency identification), such as the TIRIS system developed by Texas Instruments 
and used in products such as Sensor ID from Sensormatic Electronics (the word 
TIRIS stands for Texas Instruments Registration and Identification System). The 
heart of the system is a battery-free, low-frequency transponder attached to or em- 
bedded in an object, such as an ID card, portable computer, or vehicle chassis. The 
TIRIS reader sends an energy burst to the transponder via an antenna. This charges 
up the transponder in a matter of milliseconds, and it returns a signal that carries 
data. The total read cycle lasts less than 100 milliseconds and reads pass through 
most nonmetallic materials at up to 200 centimeters from the reader. In Figure 6.10, 
you can see several examples of how this system might be deployed. 

There is a definite trend for all access control technologies to be integrated into 
building-wide control systems. The market is moving toward systems that centrally 
monitor card readers, video cameras, heatlmotion sensors, and smoke/fire/water de- 
tectors-all watchng over doors, halls, public areas and parking lots. Depending on 
the value of what's inside, the cost of these systems might be well worth the invest- 
ment. As everyone knows, the successful physical security system never proves its 
cost-effectiveness. However, unsuccessful, or nonexistent, systems can quickly 
prove the cost of not investing in physical access controls. 

Another trend is combining electronic badging with photographic personnel data- 
bases. You can significantly improve fachty security through the use of a personnel 
database that consists of photograpl-uc images combined with textual information. 
When used with the badging application, a visual image of the employee is printed on 
a laminated badge to be worn by the employee. At the same time, the visual image and 
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I .  TIRIS RFID Reader embedded in wall 
detects transponder hidden in computer. 

2. TlRlS RFID Reader embedded in ceiling 
detects transponder hidden in disk tag. 

Figure 6.10 Deploying an RFID system 

employee record are stored in the personnel database for use by security personnel 
monitoring access to bulldings and fachties. The badge information then can be com- 
pared with the computer record and image for confirmation of access and appropriate 
security clearance. Thousands of images can be stored on a personal computer. 

Continuing the graplucs theme, it now is possible to get access control management 
software that runs under Windows. Ths  is a big step forward because many of the 
older, menu- and character-based management programs were difficult to learn and 
use. With sensible use of Windows features, such as icons and mouse controls, software 
such as GENESYS 2001 from IT1 dramatically reduces trainvlg time and operator effi- 
ciency. Despite being a point-and-click program, this particular system can control up 
to 198 doors and 8500 cards per door, plus phone access to remote networks, a l l o w  
geographically centraked access control of numerous sites regardless of their location. 

Card system selection 

When considering a card control system the following points should be kept in mind: 

System capacity: How many entrances and exits must be controlled today, and 
how many wdl there be five years from now? How many employees d l  receive 
cards today and five years from now? 

System strength: How stringent must security be at the various entrance or exit 
locations where access control will be installed? 
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Systemflexibility: Do you need to be able to program different authorization lev- 
els for various groups of employees? 

Audit capacity: What information on activity needs to be retained and for how 
long? Is disk storage of system transactions needed? 

User intevace: Will the system be comfortable for users? How intimidating will it be? 

Powerproblem: Does the system have to stay fully functional durmg power failures? 

Versatility: Can additional functions within the building or complex be inte- 
grated into the system? 

Expandability: Do you want to be able to add to the system as your organization 
grows? 

Current resources: Are special pieces of hardware required, such as turnstiles or 
parking gates? Can existing doors be used? Can existing personnel operations be 
taken up by the system, such as photo ID cards combined with access cards? 

When choosing between prospective suppliers, you need to focus on two areas: 
support and training. You probably wdl want help planning, installing, and irnple- 
menting the system. Administrators of the system will need to be trained. You want 
to buy from a security company that is going to be around for a whde so that they can 
maintain the system over the years and help you expand it if necessary. 

Preparation. In addition to planning where the access control points should be and 
where to locate the central control unit, you need to do preliminary work with em- 
ployees to present the system in the best light. Seek to get employee consensus be- 
hind the need for the system, then get input on the most convenient way to 
implement it. 

Installation. This is no small task. Cable from the reader to the central control unit 
signal must be installed in a conduit separate from the wiring that controls the elec- 
trical door strikes. The central control unit must be cabled to the readers and PIN 
pads according to manufacturer's specifications. There might be limitations on cable 
distances between the main components. Poor installation can result in marginal op- 
eration, leading an otherwise good quality access control system to be discarded as 
unsatisfactory. 

Training. Providmg the right level of training for users of the system is important, 
helping to break down resistance to the system and show how little it actually inter- 
feres with normal business. The natural antipathy to restrictions needs to be coun- 
tered by stressing the positive aspects (increased profits from reduced losses, 
reduced risk to jobs from loss of valuable data). Incentives and rewards for compli- 
ance tend to work better than threats of punishment for noncompliance. Care needs 
to be given to the training of system administrators. Ongoing securing of the system 
will depend on restricting access to detailed knowledge of how it works. For exam- 
ple, avoid training high-turnover clerical staff in how to make access cards. 
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Access and Social Engineering Attacks 

The term social engineering means "deceptive practices to obtain information from 
people using social, business, or techrucal &scoursen (SRI International). I mention it 
here because social engineering attacks are one of the main methods of negating the 
type of access controls that I have been talking about. There will be more about social 
engineering attacks and defenses in chapter 14, but it is important to realize that in- 
stalling clever access controls does not compensate for the stupidity of some personnel. 

Typical of a social engineering attack on a site access control system is the inter- 
loper who exploits the kindness and gullibility of others. The interloper waits near 
the card-controlled door that he wants to enter until someone who has a card comes 
along. Pretending to fumble in his pockets for a supposedly missing card and possi- 
bly muttering to himself, the interloper is allowed in by the person who has a legiti- 
mate card but knows all too well that it is easy to leave the card at home. A slrmlar 
attack is the person carrying an armful of boxes, for whom the unsuspecting legiti- 
mate card holder kindly opens the door. 

Smartcards 

You might be wondering if the card devices that I have been discussing constitute 
"smart cards," which currently are a very "hot" technology. The term smartcard, which 
usually is written as one word, refers to a card that matches the physical parameters of 
a credlt card but that contains some form of chip (or ICC for integrated circuit chip). 

The smart difference 

The presence of sophisticated circuitry gives a smartcard more than the ability to re- 
member something, which is all that your typical magnetic stripe credit card can do. 
Having said that, magnetic stripe cards, such as we commonly use for ATM machines 
and VISA accounts, can hold large amounts of information. However, they are es- 
sentially read-only devices. The information is written to the card before it is issued 
and remains the same thereafter. 

The ~nformation on a smart card can be changed, typically by the same "reader" 
that is used to obtain information from the card. A typical example is a "travel" card 
that is issued with a certain amount of travel fare stored in memory. Each time that 
the card is used, for example when the bearer boards a bus, the fare stored in mem- 
ory is debited. The card reader can tell the bearer how much fare is left on the card, 
and in some cases, the card can be "recharged" by paying for additional fare, which 
is placed in the card memory. You can see two examples of smartcards in Figure 6.11. 

Smart directions 

The amount of circuitry that now can be sandwiched into a card of this size is im- 
pressive, allowing for a miniature operating system and encryptionldecryption of in- 
formation on the card. This is a major plus when compared with traditional magnetic 
stripe cards. When you present your ATM card to the machne, it asks for your PIN 
number. When you enter the number, the ATM machne has to make a call to the 
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with total security 

Figure 6.1 1 Examples of smartcards. 

bank's computer to look up the PIN number associated with the ID number of the 
card that you are using (the PIN is not stored on the card for security purposes). 
This means millions of phones calls per day in the U.S. alone. 

By using encryption (a technology discussed in detail in chapter 7), a smartcard 
can safely carry around its own PIN number, revealed to the reader and nobody else, 
thus saving the cost of all those phone calls and, if the experience in France is any- 
thmg to go by, drastically reducing fraud (France has been the main pioneer of 
smartcard technology). At the moment, a wide range of smartcard applications are 
being developed, such as "digital cash." However, the technology currently is ham- 
pered by a lack of standards. In Figure 6.12, you can see one of the places on the 
World Wide Web that carries information about smartcards. 

Some of the access card systems that I mentioned earlier use smart cards that can be 
selectively reprogrammed. Others use simple magnetic stripe cards that must be 
erased or disposed of when you need to change the information stored on them. The 
main purpose of an access card is to present a unique ID number to the system. It is the 
role of the system to store information about the privileges associated with that card 
and act accordingly. Clearly smartcard technology has the abhty to greatly increase the 
scope and strength of access security options. To stay in touch with the latest develop- 
ments in this area, check out NCSA's Security Vendors Forum on CompuServe and the 
Smartcard F o m ,  which is shown in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12 Smartcard Web page. 

Figure 6.13 The CompuServe Smartcard Forum. 
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Biometrics 

By itself, a card or key does not prove the identity of the bearer. Adding a picture to 
the equation, as shown in earlier examples, is a big help. However, a picture helps 
only if someone actually checks the picture against the appearance of the person us- 
ing the card. The problem of proving identity is referred to as authentication. The 
term biometrics refers to a range of authentication systems. As defined by the In- 
ternational Biometric Association, a biometric is "a measurable physical characteris- 
tic or personal trait used to recognize the identity, or verify the claimed identity, of a 
person through automated means." Not surprisingly, microcomputer technology has 
enabled enormous advances in this field. 

The benefits of biometrics 

Biometric identifiers, unlike memory-based secrets, cannot be transferred either by 
theft or gift. They cannot be altered or lost. A properly implemented biometric ID 
method is positive identification of an individual person. In the event of a security 
breach, the audit trail can be completed, and the breach traced to an individual. By 
definition, biometric excludes PINS and passwords. Also excluded are cards, tokens 
or keys, and imprecise recognition features, such as when security personnel make 
a judgment call, for example concerning facial features or signature similarities. 

Biometric does include behavioral traits such as handwriting and speech charac- 
teristics that can be recognized "by automated means." A perfect example of a bio- 
metric identifier is a fingerprint, which identifies an individual "beyond a reasonable 
doubt." This has been established and tested in the courts over several centuries (fin- 
gerprints were even known as a form of identification in ancient China). Today the 
FBI compares fingerprints by using minutiae-points where fingerprint ridges fork or 
end. Each person has unique number and spaclng of minutiae (see Figure 6.14). 

Many other forms of identification are used today, such as voice prints, hand- 
prints, teeth prints, retinal scans, and other measurements such as height and 
weight. These features can be recorded, analyzed, and compared. For some time, 
those interested in verifymg identity for purposes of controlling access to buildings 
have looked at one or more of these factors. Highly secure government installations, 
such as parts of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories in California, use a 
combination of factors. For example, an individual wanting to enter a secure area 
might have to speak for a voice print to be matched, while they at the same time are 
being weighed. Biometrics means that control of access to either a personal com- 
puter system or the room or building in which it is located literally is at the user's fin- 
gertips. While they still strike us as futuristic, biometric systems are available today 
and offer a very high level of security that is worth considering if your organization 
has a lot of very valuable information to protect. 

Biometric implementation 

The first component of a biometric security system is the reader, which is a physical 
device that reads or scans the feature being measured or "printed." You can see a 
typical example in Figure 6.15. This is the ID3D Hand Key system from Recognition 
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Figure 6.14 A fingerprint 
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The Recognition 
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Systems. It uses three-dimensional hand geometry, which will be described in a mo- 
ment. When a biometric system is being installed, the reader scans the prints of au- 
thorized personnel. These are recorded and cataloged by a computer. This phase of 
operations is called enrollment. 

When enrollment is completed, the reader is configured as a logon device or lock 
controller. The would-be user presents hisher handlvoiceleye for scanning by the 
reader. The print is matched against those cataloged in the computer. A match opens 
the lock. If a match is not made, the user is rejected. A biometric system can be used 
to secure a single personal computer, terminal, or LAN workstation or a room or 
building in whch secure computing is carried out. Although technically not neces- 
sary, most biometric readers are used in conjunction with another identifier, such as 
an ID number. Before scanning commences, the user enters an assigned ID number 
on a key pad or presents a card or token that contains the ID number. The biometric 
reader then knows which of the stored "prints" it must compare to the live biomet- 
ric data that is being presented. This greatly increases efficiency because the system 
otherwise would have to compare the live data to all stored prints before it could be 
sure of the correct match. 

Biometric systems are not cheap; however, in some applications, the need for se- 
curity is such that the cost is justified. This is because biometric devices offer un- 
paralleled authentication. They have none of the weaknesses of password and 
traditional key systems. Even for the most determined hacker, there is no obvious 
way past biometrics. Everyone has a unique fingerprint, voiceprint, retinal pattern, 
and so on. Changing your biometric, the feature that is being scanned, is more ex- 
pensive, dangerous, and difficult than simply copying a key or breaking a password. 
Biometries might not be the answer for every situation, and they might be overkill 
for low-risk applications, but they are becoming the approach of choice for high-level 
security in government installations, laboratories, banks, and so on. 

Falling Prices 

The cost of biometric devices continues to fall. In the previous edition of t h s  
book, I said "typically upwards of $5000 per installation," but the ID3D scanner 
pictured earlier is currently $2500 or less, depending on volume. Other types of 
biometric devices have experienced similar rates of price reduction. 

Until biometric readers come down in price, securing each personal computer 
with a separate reader might be prohbitively expensive. An alternative use of the 
biometric technology is to secure a group of users with one machine. In Figure 6.16, 
you can see a configuration that enables users to have one hand geometry reader per 
room or department. After a user's hand is scanned, he or she is assigned a pass- 
word. The password is effective for only a few minutes at a particular workstation. 
Every password is randomly generated. This way, you get the security of biometries 
for a fraction of the cost. 

Besides cost, biometric systems do have some other drawbacks. If you install a 
biometric system, you run the risk of intimidating users. The reader devices them- 
selves are somewhat frightening. Putting your face up to a retinal unit before start- 
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Figure 6.16 Combining biometrics with passwords 

ing work in the morning can be rather daunting, as can talking to a box that wants to 
check your voice. Of the biometric systems available today, signature recognition 
and hand geometry probably are the least disconcerting. 

There also are questions of reliability and practicality. A user with a plaster ban- 
dage on hisher thumb cannot give a thumb scan. A user with a case of laryngitis 
might not produce a voiceprint that is acceptable. Ways around such problems exist, 
but the problems need to be acknowledged and dealt with when you are considering 
a biometric system. Override capability should be built into the system for use by the 
system controller when anomalies occur. 

In the past, biometrics gained a reputation for ineffectiveness. There were too 
many "false positives" and "false rejections." People who should have been rejected 
were accepted, while those who should have been accepted were rejected. However, 
biometric technology today has improved accuracy levels. Typically, a biometric de- 
vice wd1 reject the right person a little more than 1% of the time and admit the wrong 
person less than 1% of the time. If the biometric is combined with a password and 
identification number system, then the system almost guarantees the exclusion of 
unauthorized users. 

Biometric options 

Here are brief descriptions of the major categories of biometric devices currently on 
the market: 

Fingerprints. Readers for fingerprints benefit from the long famharity with the sci- 
ence of fingerprinting and now are remarkably small and accurate. They identlfy a user 
by the shape and number of minutia points on a finger. The minutia points are the 
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points where ridges fork or end, as shown earlier in Figure 6.14. Ths  is the same 
process used by the FBI and Scotland Yard, but law enforcement systems are designed 
to search for fingerprints, while biometric readers are designed to identlfy fingerprints. 

The fingerprint method is known to be uniquely related to only one individual and 
thus is a strong deterrent to computer system fraud. However, a certain stigma is as- 
sociated with fingerprints because they have been the staple of criminal identifica- 
tion for most of t h s  century. Some people feel it an insult to be fingerprinted, even 
for their own safety. This attitude is fading as more governments are putting finger- 
prints in driver license files and employers, such as banks and nursery schools, are 
requiring fingerprints with job applications. Use of fingerprinting in an employee sit- 
uation does not present the stigma that it might in public use. Some systems use just 
the thumbprint, and there is no need to go through messy mk printing to register the 
print in the system. Several companies now manufacture fingerprint readers that 
can be used with PCs. See the database included on the Cobb/NCSA Security Re- 
source Disk for more product details. 

Hand geometry. The shapes and sizes of fingers vary considerably from person to 
person. Finger lengths vary, as does the profile of the knuckles, in ways that are diffi- 
cult to fabricate or copy. Measurement of the hand is referred to as hand geometry. 
Using ordmary light, the reader constructs a three-dimensional image of a person's 
hand. Ths  was the basis of one of the first automated biometric devices. The Identa- 
mat was introduced in 1973, and it measured finger length. Somewhat large and un- 
wieldy, the system is no longer available, but it still is in use. A more recent device is 
the ID3D hand geometry system from Recognition Systems of San Jose, Cahfornia. 
The unit is about the size of a lunch pail and uses both finger dimensions and a 
knuckle profile. The RSI unit is available for around $2500 per station. 

As with fingerprint readers, the hand measuring device actually is separate from 
the keyboard. This does open up the possibility of operator substitution fraud in 
which an authorized user logs on for an unauthorized user. The deterrent to this is 
that the activity of the unauthorized user will be attributed to the person who per- 
mitted the substitution. There are several ways of deploying these devices, one of 
whch is shown in Figure 6.17. 

Keystroke dynamics. The principle of keystroke dynamics is that there is a consis- 
tency of timing in striking letter groups when a person uses a keyboard. The method 
is most effective on professional typists but also can work on those of us who operate 

- 

Give Them a Hand 

I came across the ID3D system when I was loolung at biometric devices as part of 
my research for the first edition of this book and featured a photograph of it in the 
section on biometries. When I contacted Recognition Systems for an up-to-date 

for this edition, it looked almost identical to the original. Thus, while 
a number of the other devices mentioned in that edtion have fallen by the way- 
side, the ID3D has proved to be an enduring design. 
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Figure 6.17 One method of implementing the ID3D system 

personal computers with only two fingers. The use of keystroke rhythm to identify a 
person seems a natural method for identifymg keyboard operators. The reader is the 
keyboard itself, making the system transparent to the operator. Indeed, the method 
can check constantly on the operator, thus preventing operator substitution fraud. 

To implement the system, you type several short sentences several times over. The 
system senses and records the precise relative timing of your keystrokes. This record- 
ing creates a template that is placed in the system by the administrator. Tedious as 
this enrollment is, taking as much as a quarter of an hour, it uses no "scary" high-tech 
apparatus like some other systems. When the operator wants to work with the sys- 
tem, he or she enters a PIN or employee name that declares a claimed identity. 

One of the enrollment sentences then comes onscreen, and the operator enters 
that sentence by keying the letters into the keyboard in the usual way. A software 
program compares the speed and timing of the entered sentence with the template 
that was put on file at the time of enrollment. If the patterns match, the operator is 
presumed to be as declared, and he or she is allowed access to the network or sys- 
tem. If the match is close, but not over the threshold, the operator might be 
prompted to try a second or third time. 

Some systems then continue to monitor the keystrokes during the session to pre- 
vent operator substitution. Ongoing monitoring is not as detailed as the original sign- 
on matching and is based on frequently used three- and four-letter groups, such as 
"tion" or "ing." If mismatches are found, the system stops the session and requests 
another logon test. 

In common with other behavioral biometrics, a physical injury or extreme emotions 
might cause an operator to be rejected in error, but acceptance of impostors is claimed 
to be under 1%. It also should be noted that operators can misrepresent themselves to 
the system by typing in an unusual manner, thus forcing the system to reject them. 
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Retinal scanners. All of us, even identical twins, have unique blood vessel patterns 
in our retinas. Retinal scanners, like the EyeDentification System from EyeDentify of 
Oregon, scan the pattern of the user's retina. The principle of the eye scan is to 
record a template pattern of the blood vessels that appear on the rear wall of the 
eyeball. These patterns are as unique as fingerprints and not nearly as complex. The 
pattern never changes unless there is major brain damage. 

To read the pattern, a pencil beam of low-intensity red light is made to track 
around the edge of the eyeball, measuring reflected light as it crosses a blood vessel. 
These vessels are irregular shaped spokes radiating from a central core and thus eas- 
ily measured as to radial location and size. During the scan, a low-intensity infrared 
light is bounced off 320 data points within a 450-degree scan. The circuit takes about 
half a second. 

Ths  might sound somewhat frightening and the system can be intimidating at 
first. However, it is quite safe. The light used has an intensity about equal to one 
Christmas tree bulb. A number of organizations have used readers without a prob- 
lem. For example, EyeDentify has been approved by Underwriters Laboratory, the 
Health and Safety Section of the Australian Radiation Laboratory, Oregon Health and 
Sciences University, Workers Compensation of the State of Oregon, and Sweden's 
National Institute of Radiation Protection, which is the organization that has spear- 
headed higher standards for VDUs. 

To use the system, you look into a dark barrel and focus on a target at the end of 
the darkness (see Figure 6.18). When the target appears clear, you press a button and 
the circular peripheral scan commences. If the pattern matches the template that was 
created for you when you enrolled, the identification is successfully completed. The 
maker claims that the quantity of hght is not affected by contact lenses, even tinted 
ones. However, eyeglasses must be taken off during enrollment and logon. 

As with fingerprint systems, enrollment in retinal scan systems is a fairly quick 
procedure. Unfortunately, the cost still is relatively high for use with personal com- 
puter access systems. 

EyeDentlfy manufactures two retina readers. One standalone unit retails for sev- 
eral thousand dollars and generally is used in securing room access. The other 
reader, EyeNet, can be used with personal computers, with the cost dependent on 
the particular installation. 

Voice. Another area where biometrics have become popular is voice. A voice verifier 
works by analyzing the unique characteristic of a person's voice. A mathematical 
model of a speaker's vocal tract is constructed. If the vocal tract matches the one on 
file, then access is granted. The identification can be handled centrally by a phone 
system or at each station by a small device attached to the terminal. While early 
voice analysis systems had problems with interference on telephone lines and with 
background noise, the problems have been largely solved. By placing the receiver in 
a quiet location, the problem can be avoided even in cases where there is a back- 
ground of voices. It is claimed that neither a recording nor a cold affects the system. 
This is because the voice recognition itself is not the key, but simply the vocal tract. 

Voice ID systems that use a telephone work well with network and remote termi- 
nal situations where the voice can be transmitted over the same cable system as the 
data. Because no training is required to use the system, voice ID is quite popular 
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Figure 6.18 Diagram of a retinal scan device 

with both users and administrators. A typical system can be installed for under 
$1000 per unit. Because voice ID uses a reader that is not part of the data system, 
there is the risk that the voice used for ID is not that of the operator. 

To enroll into a voice system, you repeat a set of words into a receiver, as 
prompted by the system. Words are spoken several times to establish a template. Be- 
fore you can log on, you identify yourself to the system, sometimes by entering a 
PIN, then the voice ID system asks you to speak selected words, choosing the words 
at random from those previously recorded. Immediate response is required, thus de- 
feating attempts to use recordings. Several systems are available. Ecco Industries, of 
Newton, Massachusetts, manufactures VoiceKey for securing rooms and installa- 
tions, at a cost of under $1000 per reader. Voice Prints of Santa h a ,  California, 
makes a similarly priced unit. 

Signature. One popular way of identifying someone is through his or her signature. 
Ths  usually is unique in appearance. Nevertheless, in the past, a signature often was 
accompanied by visual identification. You knew the signer and watched him or her 
sign. After all, signatures can be forged. Important signatures still require witnesses 
today; however, more typically, the signature is used as ID by comparing a recent sig- 
nature with one that previously was filed or enrolled. While most of these matches 
are done by a specialist making a visual comparison, image processing machines for 
check accounting can electronically match signatures. Such machines are very 
costly and are designed for a throughput of many signatures per second. The recog- 
nition of completed signatures really is not suited to access control devices. 

A more suitable method of using signatures for instant ID is signature dynamics, 
whch identifies a user by a variety of writing characteristics, including pen pressure, 
character shape, and pen acceleration. Instead of looking at the finished product, 
this form of ID uses the uniqueness of the writing action that creates the signature. 
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A would-be forger is unlikely to know the time a person takes to sign, at what point 
the "in was dotted or the "t" was crossed, or how long the signer paused between first 
and second names. A sensitized tablet or pen tip can record these time intervals and 
thus distinguish true signer from impostor while the signature is in progress. As the 
pen moves, it is measured, and the decision to accept or reject is made immediately 
upon completion of the signature. 

Unfortunately, as in keystroke dynamics, signature dynamics involves a relatively 
lengthy enrollment procedure. As many as 10 performances of the signature must be 
measured. The time or speed value of the pen strokes is taken as a template from 
these. AutoSig's SignlOn compares the generated X-Y coordinates to a template, 
whch is stored on disk. AutoSig offers several different models of their product. Ver- 
sions for securing a personal computer or a room are under $1000. The weakness of 
signature ID for access control is that a separate sensor-such as pad, tablet, or 
wired pen-is used, so control over operator substitution is difficult. 

The biornetric bottom line 

Some biometric systems are likely to be resisted as intimidating or intrusive. The 
graph in Figure 6.19 shows the results of a survey by Sandia Laboratories on user ac- 
ceptance of various biometric devices. 

It is important to bear in mind that security problems go beyond proper user iden- 
tification. Authorized users who are corrupt is a prime example. User integrity can- 
not be programmed or scanned. If authorized people log on and then share their 
account with others, the best biometrics are defeated. Proper data security, user ed- 
ucation, and transaction tracking are equally important. 

1991 Sandia Laboratories evaluation of Biometric Identification Devices 

Hand Geometry Retinal Scan Fingerprint Signature Voice 

Figure 6.19 Biometric user acceptance ratio bositive versus negative response to survey). 
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Rock and Roll Detection 

If you are looking for a really hi-tech method of protecting your site, you might 
consider a system that works by listening to rock radio! This is an intrusion-de- 
tection system, not an access control technology, but it is so cool that I thought I 
would include it anyway. Developed by a Canadian company, RadioGuard, the 
system relies on the fact that, when people move, they disturb the radio signals 
that are in the air around them (see Figure 6.20). An antenna is used to monitor 
the signals that normally fdl the protected area. Sensor units then can detect 
when those signal patterns encounter distortion consistent with human presence 
(adult humans are about one quarter to one half a wavelength tall at FM frequen- 
cies). The system is sensible enough to distinguish between animals and humans 
and is smart enough to listen to more than one station at a time in case one goes 
off the air. 

System Access Control 

Many techniques developed for site access control can be applied directly to com- 
puter system access control. The technologies used for controlling perimeter secu- 
rity are getting more sophisticated and more compact, allowing them to be applied 
directly to personal computers. 

Hardware for system access control 

In Figure 6.21, you can see an example of a personal computer access control system 
that uses a magnetic card reader. The card must be inserted into the reader and the 
correct PIN (personal identification number) entered for access to be granted. De- 

1. Sensors map and monitor the pattern made 2. A person or vehicle entering the site creates 
by radio waves from a number of radio stations a disturbance in the pattern that is detected by 
detected across the site. the sensors map, triggering an alarm 

Figure 6.20 How synergistic radar uses rock and roll to detect intruders 
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Figure 6.21 Keyboard lock on personal computer system unit 

vices of this type that can be fitted to personal computers now are widely available. 
(For examples, check in the section labeled "E 1: Access-control hardware" in the In- 
fosecurity News Buyers Guide included on the CobbINCSA Security Resource Disk 
included with this book.) 

The goals of computer access control are to restrict access to authorized persons, 
to ensure that you know who is using the computers, and to alert you to an unau- 
thorized user. In smaller offices, site control might be the only form of computer ac- 
cess control. On the other hand, companies using highly expensive identification 
systems might find it cost-effective to use them to control a group of computers in a 
special room rather than fit a device to every computer. A variation on t h s  is for an 
expensive identification system to provide limited duration passwords rather than 
direct room or computer access. The password must be used right away and will be 
invalid immediately after the user has logged on. 

Keyboard locks 

Chapter 2 pointed out that a sizable percentage of personal computers sold today 
have a very nice access control feature built into them: the keyboard lock. Usually lo- 
cated on the front of the system unit, this lock controls the connection between the 
keyboard and the motherboard, the latter being the main circuits of the computer. 
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Many front panels on personal computer system units contain a small icon indicating 
the two positions of the lock, as shown in Figure 6.21. When the lock is in the open 
or unlocked position, the circuit between the keyboard and the motherboard is com- 
plete, and keystrokes are accepted by the computer. In the closed or locked position, 
t h s  circuit is broken, meaning that you can press keys but nothing will happen. 

For the keyboard lock to be an effective security measure, you must lock the key- 
board whenever the computer is unattended, particularly during nonworking hours. 
Other steps include: 

Only placing the key in the lock for the action of locking or unlocking. Do not leave 
the key in the lock. 

Store all copies of the key in a safe place (usually two keys come with each com- 
puter). 

Test the lock from time to time. Turn the keyboard off before powering down your 
system so that you can try typing to make sure that the system is locked. 

Bear in mind that it is possible to disconnect the wires leading to the lock or short 
circuit them so that the lock is bypassed. This usually requires that the system unit 
case be opened. The best defense against this is a secure system unit with a case 
lock. For systems that do not have a built-in keyboard lock, add-on locking devices 
are available. Some of these just control the power switch, so they offer no defense 
for systems that are powered up but unattended. 

BIOS Passwords 

The ability to make booting a computer dependent upon the user entering the cor- 
rect password has been around for many years. The simplest system is a single pass- 
word, established via the same Setup program that allows changes to BIOS settings, 
such as hard drive parameters, which are stored in CMOS (a version of this software 
can be seen in Figure 6.22, also earlier in the book in Figure 2.2). Once a password 
has been established, any attempt to boot the machme vvlll halt until the correct 
password has been supplied in response to a simple, onscreen prompt. Any attempt 
to change the password wdl be denied unless the user already knows the correct 
password. 

T h s  introduces one of the few drawbacks to this system, the ability of a user who 
knows the password to change it to somethmg that only he or she knows, thus creating 
the potential for password extortion (refusing to give up the password to a legitimate 
party, such as the employer who owns the machme, unless certain conditions are met, 
such as reversing the decision to fire the user). Fortunately, there are some con- 
structive variations on the basic BIOS password scheme, such as the one offered by 
DEC in its desktop PCs (an example of which was shown earlier in the book in Fig- 
ure 2.16). T h s  custom BIOS provides for multiple user accounts with different pass- 
words. Thus a master account can be created that prevents alterations by users who 
don't know the master password. Different access controls also can be set for differ- 
ent users, such as the ability to read or write floppy disks. More personal computer 
manufacturers should follow DEC's lead in this area. 
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Figure 6.22 Setting the BIOS password 

You can thwart BIOS-based access control. Resetting the CMOS back to default 
values will erase the password, but this requires disconnecting or draining the 
battery that supports the CMOS storage, which in turn requires access to the case 
that contains the motherboard. In other words, this is one more reason that all of 
your system cases should have locks that are locked with keys that are properly 
managed (the DEC machine shown in chapter 2 has a case lock). One weakness 
of BIOS-based access control systems is that they tend to offer limited-length 
passwords. Be sure to use the full length allowed to defeat guessing attacks (see 
the next chapter for more on strong passwords). Some BIOS password systems 
reboot the machine after three wrong passwords, which is a nice added margin of 
safety. 

In the next chapter, there will be further discussion of cards and tokens for access 
control. It is possible for manufacturers to integrate these into BIOS-based security 
systems, as demonstrated by Apricot Computer, a pioneer of PC security. However, 
unless more manufacturers do more to educate the market in this area, there might 
not be sufficient demand to make this type of control a standard part, or even an op- 
tional extra, on mass market computers. 

DOS Access Controls 

If you are working with DOS-based PCs, you can use batch files to create a free pass- 
word or passkey system that impedes unauthorized access to your hardware (if you 
need help writing batch files, refer to the short guide in appendix B). Several of the 
examples in this chapter are supplied on the Cobb/NCSA Security Resource Disk in- 
cluded with this book. 
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A basic example 

By using the TYPE command and a file that contains ASCII text, a batch file can dis- 
play a message on the screen that can be cleared only by pressing the Break key 
(this is the combination of Ctrl and the key called Break, also activated by Ctrl and 
the letter C). By looping the batch file with a GOT0 statement, any key besides 
Break simply causes the main instructions in the file to repeat. You could incorporate 
a similar system in AUTOEXECBAT to stop someone from booting up a PC and us- 
ing it. Consider the following AUTOEXECBAT file: 

@ECHO OFF 
PATH=C:\;C:\DOS 
PROMPT $D $P$G 
: START 
CLS 
ECHO Enter password, then 
PAUSE 
GOT0 START 

The first line (@ECHO OFF) turns off the screen repetition of commands. The sec- 
ond h e  uses the PATH command to set the DOS PATH that the user requires. The 
PROMPT command then is used to set the preferred prompt: the date ($D) followed 
by the path ($P) and the greater than sign ($G). Next a line called START is named for 
later use by the GOT0 statement (: START). The screen then is cleared, and the cur- 
sor is placed on the top h e  (CLS) before a message is &splayed (ECHO Enter .  . .). 
When the batch file is m, the screen will show the following: 

Enter password, then 
Strike a key when ready . . . 

The PAUSE command is used to display the second line of this message, telling the 
user to press a key. Right after t h s  is the GOT0 statement that sends DOS back to 
the second h e .  Only if the Ctrl-Break key is used to interrupt the batch file can the 
user get to the DOS prompt to access files. Resetting the system will only get the 
user back to the batch file message because it is in AUTOEXECBAT, whch is run 
whenever the system boots. 

User input for batch files 

This primitive protection system has several weaknesses, the first of which is com- 
mon to most batch files: They can be terminated by Ctrl-Break. I will return to this 
later, but at this point, I can say that employing Ctrl-Break as the key to access 
this batch file simply underlines the weakness of the system. Second, the key to 
the system cannot be varied. Only Ctrl-Break works. Third, the design of the file 
means that the real work of the batch file is completed before the security routine 
is invoked. The security check should be the first thing that an AUTOEXEC.BAT 
does. 

An essential feature of a good access prevention batch file is the ability to work 
with a variable key. The user or admmistrator should be able to specify the key that 
permits access. So far, you have seen that batch files can accept "a key when ready" 
or Ctrl-Break. Unfortunately, w i t h  the DOS batch file language, this is the limit as 
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far as user input is concerned. To make them respond to a wider range of specific 
keys, batch files need some assistance from other programs, whch are known as 
DOS utilities. Several of these are provided on the Cobb/NCSA Security Resource 
Disk that is included with this book. 

About 10 years ago, a programmer named Frank Schweiger created and released 
to the public domain a program called ANSWER.COM. This makes use of a small area 
of memory, called the environment, which is set aside by DOS for user input and 
other information. The syntax for using ANSWER is as follows: 

ANSWER [ o p t i o n a l  prompt] 

When you include this command in a batch file, ANSWER will display the optional 
prompt, then accept input from the keyboard. The input is placed in the environ- 
ment area and named as ANSWER. (Advanced users might note that, if ANSISYS 
has been loaded, the optional prompt can contain any valid ANSI sequences to posi- 
tion the cursor, change color, and so on.) 

Parameters in the environment area can be accessed in the same way as com- 
mand-line parameters. A command-line parameter is a piece of information, a vari- 
able or argument, that you provide to a program. For example, when you enter DIR 

A : , the A : is a parameter, tehng DOS which drive to read. You can use numbered pa- 
rameters in a batch file by enclosing them with percentage signs. Consider t h s  batch 
file, called DW.BAT, which uses a parameter %1% for the letter of a drive: 

@ECHO OFF 
CLS 
DIR/W %l%: 

To run t h s  batch file, you enter the filename followed by a space and then the pa- 
rameter. Thus you could enter DW A to tell the program to produce a wide directory 
listing for drive A or DW c to create a wide listing for drive C. 

When you use ANSWER, the parameter or variable is named as %ANSWER%. For ex- 
ample, suppose you want the batch file to ask for the name of a file on drive A that is 
to be copied to drive C. You would use this sequence of commands: 

ANSWER Enter name of the file on drive A: 
COPY A:%ANSWER% C:\DATA 

Suppose you wanted the batch file to ask for a drive letter, directory, and filename, 
in turn. You could use this sequence of commands, which employs the SET com- 
mand to copy the Information in the variable called ANSWER into a variable of an- 
other name, which also is stored in the environment area: 

ANSWER Enter the drive ("d:") that the file is on: 
SET DRIVE=%ANSWER% 
ANSWER Enter the path ("path\") for the file: 
SET COPYPATH =%ANSWER% 
ANSWER Enter the filename: 
COPY %DRIVE%%COPYPATH%%ANSWER% C:\DATA 

Note that this example uses three named parameters in the environment area. 
The SET DRIVE=%ANSWER% tells DOS that the variable called DRIVE should equal 
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the variable called ANSWER. If you have not expanded your environment area from 
the default of 127 bytes, you might run out of environment space. You use the 
SHELL command to expand environment space. Enter this command in your AU- 
TOEXEC.BAT to expand the environment to 1024 bytes: 

Note that ANSWER sets a return code that can be examined by the ERRORLEVEL 
option of the IF statement. The ERRORLEVEL will be 0 if ANSWER was successful 
or 1 if there was insufficient room or the environment area was corrupted. Also note 
that, before the ANSWER command is issued, you must display some indication that 
keyboard input is expected or include the optional prompt to do so. If the optional 
prompt is not present, ANSWER will not display anything that tells the operator that 
input is expected. 

Security with ANSWER 

You can use ANSWER to create a batch file that locks out any user who does not 
know the correct password. The following code shows how you would set this up if 
the password was 999 (see h e  5): 

@ECHO OFF 
:DENIED 
CLS 
ANSWER Enter password, then press ENTER: 
IF %ANSWER%==999 GOTO OKAY 
GOTO DENIED 
: OKAY 
CLS 

Note the use of double equal signs in the IF statement that compares the %ANSWER% 
variable to the password. This is required because the variable is being compared to a 
string of characters that are not stored in the environment. This method of password 
protection gives you the use of a lengthy password instead of a single key. The pass- 
word could be as long as 100 characters, but this would be overkill. Spaces in pass- 
words are not allowed, but the password detection is case-sensitive, and you can use 
any of the keyboard characters and numbers, even an eight-character password would 
be very difficult to guess. (There would be 86"ossible combinations using letters and 
numbers alone, whch is something in excess of 4 billion. See chapter 7 for more about 
password complexity.) 

This batch file does not get around the problem cited earlier: interruption by 
Ctrl-Break (this is not something that can be corrected with the BREAK setting in 
CONFIG.SYS, which controls the BREAK during procedures such as sorting, print- 
ing, and reading from disk). Fortunately, there are several ways of dealing with this 
problem, several of which can be found, along with ANSWER, on the CobbNCSA 
Security Resource Disk that is included with this book. Typically, you disable 
Ctrl-Break with a special device driver in CONFIG.SYS, the role of which is dis- 
cussed next. 
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Rebootus lnterruptus 

Bear in mind that recent versions of DOS allow the boot process to be inter- 
rupted, for diagnostic purposes, by pressing F5 or F8 (the F5 key completely by- 
passes CONFIGSYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT whle F8 allows you to process them 
one line at a time). The default setting is for F5 and F8 to be enabled. However, a 
command called SWITCHES can be installed in CONFIGSYS to block the F5 and 
F8 keys. The following line will disable F5 and F8 and skip the two-second "Start- 
ing MS-DOS" delay: 

Safety through CONFIG.SYS 

Batch files can give you a measure of access control; however, unless you use a util- 
ity such as Everett Johnson's BRK.DRV, batch files can be interrupted with 
Ctrl-Break. An interloper who knows this will defeat the protection that the batch 
file provides. Fortunately, if you use the SWITCHES setting correctly, you cannot 
break into the very first user file that DOS reads, CONFIGSYS. Programmers can 
take advantage of that fact to disable Ctrl-Break, and numerous access control 
schemes use CONFIG.SYS to establish password-protection above the AUTO- 
EXECBAT level. One such program that is on the Cobb/NCSA Security Resource 
Disk included with this book is called PWSYS. This works with a companion program 
called CF'.COM. To use this system, you enter the following h e  in your CONFIGSYS: 

DEVICE = PW.SYS 

The file called PWSYS should be in your bootlroot directory. Using the program 
called CP.COM, you enter your password. T h s  is not shown on the screen as you 
type, and you must enter it twice to make sure that you have typed it accurately. The 
CP.COM program then rewrites PWSYS so that it contains your password. From now 
on, whenever you boot the computer, you are required to enter the password. Press- 
ing Ctrl-Break has no effect except to produce a tell-tale beep. Quite simply, DOS 
cannot proceed past the CONFIGSYS file, and all attempts to use an incorrect pass- 
word produce a warning beep. 

Cost-conscious PC users owe a debt of gratitude to KJ Consulting who wrote t h s  
program back in 1985. The program has a lot to recommend it. You can change the 
password at anytime and must know the current password before you can enter a 
new one. Nobody can see what you type for a password when you do change it. If 
there is a weakness to the program, it is that you can use some utihty and editing 
programs to view the password in the PWSYS file. However, an unauthorized user 
would need to get access to the system before PWSYS could be discovered in this 
way, and the password cannot be seen with the simple TYPE command. 

Boot disk problems 

Taken on their own, the previous methods of access control for DOS machines pro- 
vide moderate levels of protection. Casual interlopers and the office snoop are likely 
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to be discouraged. The determined and knowledgeable attacker armed with hisher 
own DOS boot disk will simply boot from the floppy drive and bypass both CON- 
FIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT protection. Chapter 2 described how to make your 
personal computer unbootable. Basically, this can be at two levels: 

1. System can be booted, but only with a system boot disk. 

2. System cannot be booted, even with a system boot disk. 

The first level is easy enough to achieve, as described in chapter 2. You could place 
one of the previous access-control programs on any floppy boot disks that you use 
and further strengthen access control. However, level 2 boot protection is more dif- 
ficult to attain. Some specialized hard disk format programs require the presence of 
a driver file before they can be recognized by DOS. Removal of this driver to a floppy 
boot disk can create level 2 protection, but most hard disks are accessible to plain 
DOS, leaving them prey to interlopers armed with DOS disks. In the next section, 
methods of closing this loophole are discussed. 

Boot disk defense 

Many Intel-based personal computers have a BIOS setting that prevents or h t s  
floppy drive access. For example, in Figure 6.23, you can see the screen that my 
Compaq notebook uses to disable all access to the floppy drive or limit floppy drive 
access to operations other than booting the system. This screen is part of a Win- 
dows-based security management program that Compaq includes with some of its 
machines (note that the control function actually operates at the BIOS level, so it is 
not dependent on DOS or Windows). 

Other systems might offer similar controls but in a less elegant format. For exam- 
ple, you might have to access them through the BIOS Setup program during the boot 
process. This is the same procedure that is used to set a power-on password on many 
systems (as described earlier in the chapter). Whether or not the access to these 
BIOS-level controls looks attractive, the controls themselves can provide a very ef- 
fective method of preventing floppy disk booting, which is a technique that can be 
used to defeat hard-disk-based password protection. You will want to set a boot-up 
password to stop people from altering the floppy drive control setting once a session 
is underway. 

The Compaq system allows a power-on password and, on some machines, a sleep- 
mode password so that, if you leave the system unattended, the lock will take over and 
a password will be required to "wake" the machine. Also handy in the Compaq system 
is the ability to disable both serial and parallel ports as well as the PCMCIA drive. This 
prevents people using programs like LapLink to copy data from the system. 

Network Connection 

When you network personal computers to share storage facilities on a machine that 
operates as a file server, you must control access to that machine. Network-savvy at- 
tackers, interlopers, malcontents, or even misguided would-be experts all find file 
servers an irresistible target. I have said this before, but it is worth repeating, I see 
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User Features 

Disable Diskette Drive Boot Ability 
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Figure 6.23 Controlling floppy drive access on a Compaq notebook 

too many file servers sitting on or under a desk in an insecure area or tucked into a 
corner getting dusty. You have to control physical access to your file server, plus you 
have to control just who is allowed to use it once they get close enough to touch it. 

Fortunately, plenty of access control devices now are available that work with the 
major network operating systems. However, do not blow all of your budget on secur- 
ing the server. Remember that the network operating system itself cannot control 
access to the computers that function as network workstations. These machines 
turn into attack platforms if they are not protected. They compromise network data 
that is stored locally, even if only temporarily (for example, in an unflushed hard disk 
cache after a networking session). Locally stored data might be valuable in its own 
right, or it could yield information that can be leveraged into a network attack. 

Simply put, it should be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for anyone but au- 
thorized and designated persons to make use of the operating system and applica- 
tions on your desktop or portable machnes. Putting such access controls in place is 
a small price to pay for continued confidentiality, integrity, and availability of net- 
worked data. 

Summary 

As you can see from this chapter, a wide range of technologies exist with which to se- 
cure the rooms in which your computer systems are located. You can control who en- 
ters, who leaves, and (with system access controls) who uses the computers while they 
are there. The inherent security weaknesses of personal computer design are being 
counteracted with a variety of add-on products. Some forward-thinking manufacturers 
are persevering with bdt- in security. 
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For those needmg high levels of security, advances in technology are bringmg bio- 
metric authentication systems into the realm of personal computers. Access control 
systems at the site and workstation level are becoming much more manageable, thanks 
to the database-management capabilities of the personal computer itself. For those 
who need less than ultimate security, a variety of options are available to stop unau- 
thorized persons from usmg your computer, right down to batch files that you can write 
yourself. In the next chapter, I'll look at software-based systems that allow you to con- 
trol who uses which systems and even whch programs and data fdes they can access. 
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This chapter focuses more closely on the task of control&! access to personal com- 
puter systems and the programs and data that they contain. The preceding chapter 
was concerned with techniques and wares, both hard and soft, that deny access to 
computers by unauthorized personnel. These included barriers to physical access 
and unauthorized system startup. This chapter continues this theme but also looks 
at how you control what people do once they go beyond p r e b a r y  barriers. Be- 
cause some strategies for providing t h s  type of access control use encryption, this 
chapter will discuss what this is and how it works. Because many of the access con- 
trols in t h s  chapter and the preceding chapter rely on passwords, t h s  chapter ex- 
amines the finer points of password selection and management. 

The Elements of Limited Access 

In this section, I will examine the various components that make up an access limb 
tation scheme. I will discuss why and how they are used. Because many commercial 
packages now provide some, if not all, of these components, I wdl talk about appro- 
priate deployment in a variety of situations. 

254 
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Why access needs to be limited 

There are several reasons for wanting to control what people do once they have ac- 
cess to a system. First of all, you probably want access restrictions on your comput- 
ers that are more sophisticated than a simple yeslno choice. Situations in which 
everyone needs access to everything all of the time are few and far between. Because 
to err is both human and inevitable, it makes sense to impose some limits on some 
users' access to certain features, commands, applications, devices, and storage areas. 

Home Truths 

Access controls once were confined to sensitive corporate and government ma- 
chines. Now there is an almost universal need for them. In the five years that have 
elapsed since the first edition of this book, an enormous number of personal com- 
puters have been networked together in, and between, corporate offices. Mdlions 
more have been installed in homes and small offices. The result is that a significant 
percentage of the population knows at least the rudiments of computer use, while 
ever-increasing amounts of important information now are accessible on, or from, 
personal computers. Obviously this access needs to be carefully controlled. Even 
computers in the home can benefit from access controls, unless you want to ex- 
pose your personal financial records, correspondence, and who knows what else, 
to any computer literate child, friend, or relative who happens to be left alone with 
the machine. 

A second reason for controlling access beyond the basic yeslno controls is the pos- 
sibility that such controls might be breached. Indeed, normal information security 
management practice is to assume that they will be. Planning for the eventuality that, 
at some point, an unauthorized person will be able to boot up one of our machines re- 
quires us to think carefully about how these machines are controlled and configured, 
as well as how we manage the information that is stored on them. You can see these 
threats diagrammed in Figure 7.1. A typical response consists of four elements: 

Insist that all users identify themselves (name, user ID, card, or token). 

Verify identity (with a password, card, token, or biometric data) 

Allow access (according to the security profile established for the ID that was 
entered). 

Record access (in a log file). 

Planning access limits 

These steps assume that you have established specific access rights for each user 
(the term access rights refers to the inverse of access limitations). Creating a secu- 
rity profile that determines the actions a user is allowed to perform is a "nontrivial" 
undertaking-one which requires considerable planning, plus detailed knowledge of 
the way in which each system is used. It is a logical extension of the initial computer 
security audit discussed in chapter 3. 
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compromised (documents, directories, records) modification, fabrication, interception, destruction 

Figure 7.1 Diagram of interloper scenarios. 

Consider a company that uses a PC to record customer orders. The order-entry 
clerk would need to be given read-and-write access to the customer order database, 
but the marketing manager's access to the same database might be limited to read- 
only, because she has no legitimate need to change customer orders. The order-entry 
clerk rmght need to print out copies of customer orders, but management might not 
want hun to print out the daily summary report that indicates total orders for the day. 
While the order-entry clerk will need access to the directory in which the customer or- 
der information is stored, he does not need access to the operating system directory. 

The abllity to define security profiles that embody detailed controls of this kind 
can be found within database applications themselves. For example, programs like 
Microsoft Access and Claris FileMaker Pro allow you to control access to different re- 
ports, data-entry screens, and program functions. Controls at a slightly higher level, 
covering program, file, directory, and printer access, also exist in any serious net- 
work operating system (NOS). Where they don't exist is within the most widely used 
personal computer operating systems. This has created a market for separate ac- 
cess-control packages, such as PCDACS from Mergent, seen in Figure 7.2. 

Implementing access limits 

Other access-control packages of t h s  type for DOS machines include DiaLOCK 
BOOT from COM&DIA, SecurePC from Hughes Data Systems, Data Security Plus 
from PC Guardian, Menuworks Total Security from PC Dynamics, StopLight from 
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Safetynet, Security Guardian from Command Software Systems, Stoplock from PC 
Security, MicroSAFE from M&T Technologies, Watchdog from Fischer International, 
and MASTERSAFE from EliaShirn. Packages for the Macintosh include Access Man- 
aged Environment from Casady & Greene and ultraSECURE from usrEZ. Typically, 
these controls work as described in the following paragraphs. 

For password-based control: 

1. An ID is requested when the user boots up the machine. 

2. If a valid ID is entered, the user is prompted for a password. 

3. If the correct password is entered, access is granted in accordance with the secu- 
rity profile established for the ID that was entered. 

4. User activity is recorded. 

This process involves at least four pieces of information: a list of valid IDS, a table 
that matches passwords to IDS, a table that lists the access rights pertaining to each 
ID, and a log file that records actions according to ID. This information itself is ex- 
tremely valuable and should be heavily protected. It should be encrypted (i.e., 
scrambled so that it is unintelligible except when decrypted or unscrambled, which 
requires a password; see the "Introduction to cryptography" section later in this 
chapter for more about encryption). Several variations on the previous process m7ere 
discussed in chapter 6. 

For token-based control: 

1. An ID is requested when the user boots up the machine. 

2. If a valid ID is entered, the user is prompted for a token. 

Figure 7.2 Logging m with PCIDACS from hlergent 
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3. If the correct token is presented, access is granted in accordance with the secu- 
rity profile established for the ID that was entered. 

4. User activity is recorded. 

For biometric-based control: 

1. A token is presented or an ID entered. 

2. If token/ID is valid ID, the user is asked to supply biometric data. 

Exercising Discretion 

The ability to provide different types of access to different users often is referred 
to as discretionary access control. For example, Mergent's product literature for 
PC/DACS refers to "10 discrete access rights at the directory, subdirectory, and 
file level for each user." However, the term discretionary access control has a very 
specific meaning in government-defined information security requirements, 
where it is contrasted with mandatory access controls. The National Security 
Telecommunications and Information Systems Security Instruction (NSTISSI) 
No. 4009, National Information Systems Security (INFOSEC) Glossary, de- 
fines discretionary access control as a "means of restricting access to objects 
based on the identity and need-to-know of users andlor groups to which the ob- 
ject belongs. Controls are discretionary in the sense that a subject [user] with a 
certain access permission is capable of passing that permission (directly or indi- 
rectly) to any other subject." 

The same document defines mandatory access control as a "means of restrict- 
ing access to objects based on the sensitivity (as represented by a label) of the in- 
formation contained in the objects and the formal authorization (i.e., clearance) 
of subjects to access information of such sensitivity." In other words, discre- 
tionary access control allows user A, who has access to object X, to pass that ac- 
cess to user B, whereas mandatory access control requires user B to have specific 
authorization for access to object X. Some personal computer access-control sys- 
tems offer both forms of control. For example, a group of users might have dis- 
crete rights to a group of documents that include the right to print them. How- 
ever, certain resources, such as printers, might have mandatory controls so that 
they are accessible only to specifically authorized users (defined in an access- 
control list or ACL). This means that users who are not on the list cannot print a 
document, even if they have rights to that document that include printing. 

In chapter 11, I will return to this issue when I talk about the various access con- 
trols employed on networks. Note that you might see mandatory access control ab- 
breviated as MAC, but this acronym is more commonly used for message 
authentication code, which is a dgital summary of a message that is used to verlfy 
the contents without revealing them. One other confusing acronym in this field is 
RACF, which stands for Resource Access Control Facility, a widely used IBM secu- 
rity product for large systems. 
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3. If the biometric data presented matches the biometric data on file for that IDIto- 
kenlindividual, access is granted in accordance with the security profile estab- 
lished for the ID that was entered. 

4. User activity is recorded. 

As you can see, there is great scope for variation on these themes. When you start 
to investigate the commercial offerings in this field, you will find that they cover the 
entire spectrum of possibilities. There are dozens of listings for this type of product 
in the Infosecurity News Security Product Buyers Guide on the NCSAICobb Com- 
puter Security Resource Disk included with this book (see "Section E: Computer Ac- 
cess Controls"). Although several products are mentioned for purposes of illustration 
in the following paragraphs, this should not be taken as endorsement of those prod- 
ucts in particular. 

The Elements of Control 

In the following sections, I'll look at the various elements that make up an access- 
control system. Most of the commercial products in t h s  category offer some or all of 
these features. 

Request for identification 

Instalhg an access-control system means that, whenever the computer is started or 
reset, a login screen appears, as seen earlier in Figure 7.2. Typically this asks the 
user to enter his or her user ID. There normally is a master ID for the person who in- 
stalls, manages, and supervises security. The master ID provides a full range of ac- 
cess rights and the ability to define additional users with less extensive rights. When 
a user enters a valid user ID, which might be a name, a number, or some combination 
of characters and digits, the security system typically requests a password. 

As I have shown, it also is possible for the system to request that a physical token 
be presented at this point, such as a magnetic stripe card passed through a card 
reader or a token placed in a slot. It also is possible to request a biometric reading, 
such as a hand scan or fingerprint. When the token, biometric, or password is sub- 
mitted, the system checks it against the information recorded for that user ID. If there 
is a match, the system grants access, again based on information recorded for that ID. 

The subject of password handling is considered at length later in t h s  chapter; 
however, at this point, it is appropriate to point out things to look for when assessing 
the way in whch the login screen handles password information. For a start, the 
password should not actually appear on the screen as it is typed. Some systems show 
asterisks or other symbols for each character typed, but it is preferable that even this 
clue be omitted (it allows an observer to know how many characters are in the pass- 
word). The reaction of the system to a failed password or other identification test 
also is important. 

During the boot-up and login process, the access-control program should be in 
control of the keyboard. This is to prevent the use of keystrokes, such as Ctrl-C and 
Ctrl-Break, to interrupt, disrupt, or circumvent the login procedure. If you are oper- 
ating under MS-DOS 6.x, you also need to guard against F5 and F8, which will bypass 
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CONFIG.SYS if the SWITCHES command is not used (as described in chapter 2). 
Note that installing a special device driver in CONFIG.SYS is only one way of imple- 
menting an access control program so that it takes over the system during start-up. 

Boot control 

You might be wondering how an access-control program is able to take over the sys- 
tem to present the login screen and control user input. Typically this is accomplished 
by modifications to either CONFIGSYS or the hard disk boot sector. In chapter 2 , I  
described the role of CONFIG.SYS and the disk boot sector. You will recall that the 
latter contains the first instructions that the computer executes after the BIOS code 
has loaded from ROM. Actually, on a hard disk, there are two boot sectors: the Mas- 
ter Boot Sector, which stores information about the disk partitions, and the OS Boot 
Sector. There is an OS Boot Sector on each bootable partition, and the Master Boot 
Sector points to its location. 

The instructions in these sectors normally point to the location of the operating 
system files and initiate the loading of the operating system, beginning with the two 
hidden system files, followed by CONFIG.SYS. However, it is possible to alter the 
boot sectors so that they load other programs before DOS (as you will read in chap- 
ter 9, this possibility is exploited by a certain type of malignant code, known as a boot 
sector uims). Altering the sectors is how access-control systems, such as Mergent's 
PCIDACS and Fischer International's Watchdog, install themselves. This means that 
they take command of the system before CONFIG.SYS is processed. This is poten- 
tially more secure than a control system that modifies CONFIG.SYS. 

Modifying the hard disk boot sectors enables control programs to prevent access 
to a protected hard disk even if the system is booted from a floppy disk. (If the boot 
sectors of the hard disk are encrypted, the disk will be unavailable to the operating 
system when booted from a floppy disk. Only if the access control program is run and 
the correct password entered can the hard drive be accessed by the operating sys- 
tem.) If you combine this with encryption of the hard disk, the data on it cannot even 

If possible, when selecting systems, you should look for a BIOS that offers pass- 
word protection of the SETUP program separate from, or independent of, the BIOS- 
based boot password. The latter can be an annoying extra step if the user has to 
enter another password for the access control software. Finally, be aware that there 

be accessed if attacked at the BIOS level. 

3 Boots, BIOS, and Back Doors 

You might want to use BIOS-based boot controls in addition to access control 
software (e.g., turning off the ability to boot from floppy disk). Be aware, how- 
ever, that BIOS control settings are stored in CMOS, which can be erased either 
through low-level programming or draining the battery that keeps the CMOS data 
live. Also, on some machines, it is possible for people who have access to the 
SETUP program to return BIOS settings to their ROM-based, unprotected default 
status. 
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are utility programs that allow you to access the CMOS settings from DOS. Armed 
with such a program, an example of which is shown later in Figure 7.7, someone who 
has obtained access to a machine can discover, alter, or disable the password. Obvi- 
ously, this presupposes that someone who knew the password started the machine 
up and left it unguarded. 

Users, groups, rights, and profiles 

If a personal computer is used by a number of people, then you probably will want to 
give different people different access rights. If t,here are just a few users, it is feasi- 
ble to define a separate set of rights for each person. However, with a larger number 
of users, it makes sense to assign people to groups and just define group rights that 
apply to all members of that group. Most of the commercial access-control programs 
provide this ability, as seen in Figure 7.3. 

Some programs provide several different ways of applying rights to more t,han one 
person. For example, PC/DACS allows you to define Views and Projects in addition 
to Groups. The purpose of a View is to define the set of access rights required to use 
a particular application, such as Excel. Once this View has been defined, it can add 
to, or take away from, the rights of any single user or group of users with a single ac- 
tion, avoiding a lot of detailed, and possibly repetitious, adjustment of rights that 
otherwise might be required. A Project is a set of named rights that can differ from 

Figure 7.3 Selecting a group for a user with AME 
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the rights normally associated with a User ID. For example, the ability to erase or 
copy files in certain directories might be assigned to a project called TIDY. Thus a 
user can log in with both a User ID and a Project ID to gain additional rights (e.g., 
logging in with TIDY to perform permitted housekeeping chores). 

Does this mixing and matching of access rights sound complicated? That's be- 
cause it is. While a well-designed program interface can help to take some of the pain 
out of an access-control system, there is no simple way to manage rights without giv- 
ing everybody access to everything or denying them access to just about anything. 
Many personal computer access-control programs are character-based, lacking in 
tools to help you visualize the combined effects of setting different rights for differ- 
ent groups or individuals. Even with such tools, making the right decisions about 
which rights to grant and deny takes serious thought and, as I mentioned earlier, a 
detailed knowledge of how the protected system is being used. 

Audit trails 

Because the access-control system identifies everyone who uses the system, it is 
possible to record what every user does, based on their user ID. This information, re- 
ferred to as an audit trail, is very useful when investigating suspected abuse. Typi- 
cally this information is recorded in a log file (see Figure 7.4). This should at least 
show who has signed in and out and when they did so. The very existence of audit 
logging is a great deterrent to computer abuse. 

Even if you don't think you will need more than the basic details of who has used 
the system and when, you should consider using a package that is able to provide 
them. Additional details will be valuable if you ever have to investigate problems. 
Some programs allow you to control how much detail is recorded while others record 
everything but provide several levels of reporting, from a general summary down to 

Figure 7.4 Example of an audit log 
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minute details. These details might include which programs each user has run and 
which files they have opened, plus which ports have been accessed (including printer 
and modem activity). 

The auditing controls themselves should be tightly controlled, accessible only to 
the system administrator. You do not want an unauthorized user turning off the au- 
dit logging or flushing the log file, which are two commands provided for the benefit 
of administrators (the one is helpful during legitimate system changes such as soft- 
ware installation, and the other prevents the log file from becoming unwieldy). The 
log file itself should be encrypted and inaccessible to ordinary users. 

Bear in mind that audit trails can be a sensitive subject with employees, particu- 
larly if they are accustomed to unrestricted and undocumented access to systems. 
However, it generally is not feasible or desirable to keep audit activity secret. The 
first time that a manager uses information from the log, it will no longer be a secret, 
and most managers will want the deterrent factor of users knowing that their actions 
are being recorded. Management can use the standard "security-saves-jobs" and 
"the-innocent-have-nothing-to-fear" approaches to selling users on the need for au- 
dit trails. At the same time, management should pledge not to abuse audit trails by 
turning them into a form of workplace monitoring (of course, if Fred puts in a suspi- 
cious claim for overtime for working on Sunday, checking the audit trail to see if he 
logged on that weekend would definitely be justified). 

Data encryption 

The ability to scramble data so that it is inaccessible without a password of some 
kind is a very powerful way of protecting it from prying eyes. Known as encryption, 
t h s  strategy relies upon sophisticated techniques and principles that are described 
in more detail later in this chapter. I already have talked about encrypting certain in- 
formation, such as password files and boot sectors, to protect them from people try- 
ing to hack their way into a system. 

One very strong access control is to encrypt the entire hard disk and only decrypt 
files as they are needed, and then only when the system has been booted by some- 
one with the appropriate ID and password. This is referred to as "on-the-fly" en- 
cryption to distinguish it from "file-by-file" encryption, which is the less convenient, 
but nevertheless useful, ability to encrypt single files or groups of files using a corn- 
mand-line program or a point-and-click File Manager-style utility. Numerous access- 
control systems offer both of these options, but some provide a third alternative, 
such as encrypted directories or encrypted partitions, as shown in Figure 7.5. More 
convenient than file-by-file but less drastic than total encryption, this approach seg- 
regates sensitive data, which is encrypted automatically on-the-fly as it is written to 
these protected areas. At the same time, application code and less-sensitive data 
files can be manipulated more freely. 

There are several good reasons for t h s  l m t e d  encryption approach. Even though 
the twin processes of encrypting and decrypting data are ideally suited to computers, 
they nevertheless require considerable processmg power. Unlike &sk compression, 
such as you get with Stacker, whch offers reduced readlwrite times to compensate for 
the extra processing time of squishmg and unsquishmg, on-the-fly encryption normally 
means slower operations than you could otherwise achieve on the same hardware. 
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Figure 7.5 Setting up an encrypted area with PCDACS 

You might be willing to sacrifice performance for safety, and today's high speed 
processors provide more-than-adequate horsepower for basic tasks such as simple 
word processing. However, we all know what tends to happen to the advances in 
hardware performance: They get soaked up by richer data and more sophisticated 
applications. In other words, unless you introduce systems with encryption already 
installed, people will bemoan the loss in performance when it is installed. The partial 
encryption approach results in far less processing overhead than total encryption. 

The burden of encryption on system resources can be reduced in other ways. You can 
choose to use a less powerful, but faster encryption scheme, or algorithm. Most access- 
control programs offer their own "proprietary" algorithms, in addition to standard algc- 
rithrns, such as DES, whch meets certain government criteria and is described later in 
this chapter. While the current government control of encryption algorithms practically 
mandates that these proprietary encryption schemes are less powerful than DES, they 
nevertheless can present a formidable barrier to all but the most determined attacker. 

Format and resource protection 

Among the various rights and privileges that you should deny to all but top-level 
users are disk formatting and system changes. Some access-control programs auto- 
matically rule out formatting and changes to files like CONFIG.SYS and AUTO- 
EXEC.BAT unless you are the supervisor or administrator. One method is to deny 
access to the root and DOS directories. Selective access to directories is a useful 
control to have for other purposes, such as segregating personal information for 
each user. In Figure 7.6, you can see what happens when an unauthorized user at- 
tempts to edit CONFIG.SYS on a system controlled by PCIDACS. Most access-con- 
trol programs include password-protected screen savers and keyboard locks that 
protect resources when a high-level user is logged on but away from the machine. 
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Other aspects 

Installing an access-control program accomplishes more than hiding data from pry- 
ing eyes and preventing errors and omissions that mess up systems. It can offer an 
excellent defense against virus infections. You probably will want to use other an- 
tivirus measures as well; however, as you will see in chapter 9, the majority of actual 
virus infections are caused by boot sector viruses, which are defeated by boot pro- 
tection systems. Many access-control systems also provide integrity controls, warn- 
ing you of attempts to alter program files, which can be a sign of a virus attempting 
to spread itself. 

For those who are familiar with networks, many of these access-control features 
will sound f a d a r .  A good networking operating system provides many of them. 
However, there still are many standalone machines that need protecting, and the 
network operating system cannot protect machines that are not logged onto the net- 
work. It also is important to note that networked machmes that lack local access 
controls make excellent platforms for an assault on the network. 

For those on a budget, I should point out that there are several access controls 
that are free, in addition to those mentioned in chapters 2 and 6. These include ap- 
plication-specific encryption, free encryption utilities, and password protection built 
into compression programs. See the later section on "Instant encryption" for more 
on these possibilities. 

If the previous features sound like the kind of protection that you want or need, 
there still are several important factors to consider before installing an access con- 
trol program. These factors are discussed in the section titled "Limited access 
lessons," which follows a closer look at how access controls change the way you 
work. 

Figure 7.6 Attemptmg to edit CONFIG STiS on a system controlled by PCIIIACS 
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Access Scenarios 

To better understand the role of file access control, I will consider a couple of sce- 
narios. In the first, there is very little control of access. In the second, a range of ac- 
cess controls are in place. 

Open access scenario 

Consider a department head using a spreadsheet program to prepare a budget that 
includes proposals for staff cutbacks. The staff naturally are curious about his pro- 
posals, but he is not a naturally suspicious person, so he doesn't lock his office when 
he goes to lunch. He doesn't even turn off his computer, but he does think to close 
the spreadsheet application before leaving, and he has a screen blanker that kicks in 
after five minutes. 

Now suppose that, while the department head is out to lunch, curiosity gets the 
better of one of h s  employees. Because there is no tell-tale paperwork on the de- 
partment head's desk or in the printer output tray, the employee, who has quietly 
slipped into the unlocked office, decides to look for the information on his boss's per- 
sonal computer. Finding the screen blank, the interloper presses the Shift key, and 
voila! Because the screen saver's password protection was not turned on, he now is 
free to browse the system to find the file that is the target of his curiosity. At this 
point, you might ask what barriers, if any, remain between the interloper and the de- 
sired data? In today's office, where most people are working with graphical user in- 
terfaces, the answer is "practically none." 

If the machine is a Macintosh or is running Windows, the icon for the most recently 
used application still might be highlighted on the desktop. In any event, the em- 
ployee might well know or guess that his boss is using a spreadsheet to work on the 
budget. The icon or command for launching that application would not be hard to 
find. Many of today's applications conveniently list the most recently used files at the 
bottom of the File menu to make it easy for you to resume work (or for the interloper 
to locate the requisite file). Both the Mac and Windows 95 have simple commands to 
list the most recently used documents and load them directly into the appropriate 
application. 

Another simple file finding tactic in Windows would be to load the File Manager 
with the entries listed by date. This makes it easy to spot the most recently saved 
document in each directory, which is likely to include the spreadsheet saved just be- 
fore lunch. So the interloper loads the spreadsheet and reads the sensitive informa- 
tion, which could easily lead to all manner of complications for the department head. 
The interloper might even decide to copy the file onto a floppy disk. T h s  would allow 
him to examine the contents at h s  leisure or even pass the file on to other people. 

A limited access scenario 

How different would things be if you were the department head and exercised a lit- 
tle more discretion? Here are some of the obstacles that you might have put in the 
way of the unprincipled employee. 
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Lock on the door. This can be a tough call, particularly if your office is a cubicle or 
otherwise unlockable. Unless locked doors are the norm in your organization, lock- 
ing up when you go to lunch might send an unpleasant message to your co-workers. 
A locked door can have other disadvantages. If the attacker happens to have the key, 
once inside, a closed door can provide a useful screen for his illicit activities. 

Keyboard lock. Much more subtle and very effective against an attacker who does 
not have an opportunity to take apart your computer is the keyboard lock. A quick 
turn of the key, which you take to lunch with you, is all it takes. The keyboard lock 
represents even stronger protection if your system has a case lock, which is locked, 
and the key to which is well-guarded. 

BIOS password. So the interloper has a copy of your office key and a copy of the key 
to your keyboard lock. He turns on your machme and what does he see? The BIOS 
password screen, requiring a password that might be limited in length and that might 
not be case-sensitive, but without which he wdl have trouble getting any further. A 
good BIOS will reboot automatically after three failed password attempts, further 
slowing down the attempt to guess your way in. Rebooting with a system disk in the 
floppy drive won't help as the BIOS kicks in before the disk operating system, re- 
gardless of where that is located. Furthermore, you have disabled "floppy drive seek 
at bootup" in the Advanced CMOS Settings, as shown in Figure 7.7. 

System access password. Let us suppose that the interloper makes an inspired 
guess at the BIOS password (you can get help with your password selection later in 
the chapter). He now must enter a valid User ID, which might be known, and the 
matching password requested by the access-control software. Again, he has to 

Figure 7.7 Shutting off floppy drive access mlth the AMIsetup utility that accesses the BIOS settings 
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guess. Rebooting with a system disk in the floppy drive won't help as the access-con- 
trol program kicks in from the boot sector. The program beeps loudly and resets the 
machine after every three failed attempts to enter the correct password. Time is run- 
ning out; you will soon be back from lunch. 

Application access password. The chances of randomly typing in the access pass- 
word are many millions to one, far less than the chances of being hit by hghtning, but 
let us suppose that he happens to do it, using a low-level user ID. This is linked, by 
the access-control program, which suspends Ctrl-C, to a batch file that automati- 
cally runs whenever this User ID logs in. The interloper is in, but only in a limited 
way (e.g., forced into Windows and unable to access the DOS prompt, or forced to 
reboot if he exits from Windows). 

Seething with frustration and running out of time, the interloper briefly considers 
removing the entire PC. However, he is deterred by the restraining cable and the fact 
that you probably would notice as soon as you got back from lunch. He thinks about 
taking out the hard disk but knows that he might not be able to boot it on any ma- 
chine without the correct password. He makes one last attempt, manages to log in 
with your User ID and another impossibly lucky attempt at your password, gets to 
the DOS prompt, and looks for the file that is the target of his attack. You have hid- 
den the directory! His only hope is to load the application with which you created the 
file. He finds that this too is password protected (see Figure 7.8). 

File access password. The odds now are well beyond astronomical, but suppose the 
interloper has loaded the spreadsheet program, in this case Excel, and issued the 
File command. The budget file is clearly identifiable in the list of recently used files. 
The interloper is dangerously close to succeeding. However, there is one last hurdle. 
You have used Excel's built-in password-protection system. This means that the file 
was saved using a variation of the File Save As command that scrambles or encrypts 

Figure 7.8 PCDACS can require a password before you load an application 
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Figure 7.9 Without the correct password, the file is almost inaccessible. 

the data in the file using a password that you supply as a key. Without the password, 
the scrambled data cannot easily be unscrambled or decrypted. 

When the interloper attempts to complete the File Open command, he gets the 
message shown on the left of Figure 7.9. On the right of Figure 7.9, you can see the 
message that he gets when he enters the wrong password (normally the message on 
the left disappears before the one on the right appears, and the user has to repeat 
the File Open command to try again). At this point, the interloper really has only two 
options: guess the correct password or break the encryption scheme. Both of these 
possibilities are addressed in later sections of t h s  chapter. 

Limited access lessons 

Before examining in greater detail the encryption technologies and password princi- 
ples that play a key role in the previous scenario, I will look at the practicalities of 
what I have just described. First of all, it is clear that you don't need to use all of the 
levels of protection that were mentioned. One alone might be strong enough. If you 
combine two or more, you could be well on your way to effective protection. 

However, any protection comes with a price. A fair amount of work and some expense 
are required to establish and maintain some of the access controls demonstrated in the 
second example. In addition, controls such as boot protection and hard dsk encryption 
make life a little harder for the legitimate user. For example, inst- new software on 
a system protected by access controls can be difficult, particularly if the installation pro- 
cedure requires access to system files. The use of diagnostic procedures, such as clean 
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booting with F5, often is prevented by access-control software. Uninstalhg the access- 
control program might be required for some applications to be installed. 

Another problem is the "two-edged sword" phenomenon. Obviously, many security 
features can be abused. Locks intended to keep t w s  out also can keep things in. Be- 
ing able to encrypt your hard disk is great if you have the key to decrypt it. More than 
one departing employee has encrypted a hard disk or important data files and left with- 
out telling anyone the password. The motive might be spite or greed (data r a n s o m ) .  
There will always be the occasional user who forgets a password. Unless you have in- 
stalled a system that provides for a "master" key, you could be in a difficult position. 

Perhaps more likely, but no less worrisome, is the potential for serious loss, which 
I have experienced personally when setting up a powerful access-control program. 
This means that you have to back up the system before installing the access-control 
software and make sure that you use it properly when it is installed. Believe the man- 
ual when it says "You must remember your password." My own experience con- 
cerned an access-control program that installed as device driver and encrypted and 
conflicted with a device driver that was necessary to access the hard disk. It took a 
visit from the vendor's system engineer to get the hard disk back, but it returned 
sans data, and all because it is impossible for any software writer to be aware of, let 
alone predict, every possible combination of device that is out there in the real world. 

So you buy your access control software from a reputable vendor who will stand 
by the product for years to come and sort out any problems as soon as they arise. You 
also decide whether it is all worth the hassle based upon your assessment of two 
things: the value of the data that you are protecting and the likelihood of an attack 
by a skilled adversary. For many of us, the value of data is easier to assess than the 
probable skills of a possible attacker. 

The unprotected scenario made it clear that, in today's office, computers are easier to 
use, and more people know how to use them than ever before. This is a challenge to man- 
agement, which must choose between two different approaches. On the one hand, there 
is the "less they know, the better" approach, which is closely related to "security by ob- 
scurity" as taught at the Mushroom School of Management (school motto: "Keep them 
in the dark and only open the door once in a while to add a fresh layer of ferthzer."). On 
the other hand, there is the "a little knowledge is a dangerous t h g "  or "a smarter em- 
ployee is a better employee" approach, which I favor for the following reasons: 

You cannot master information technology with ignorance. While previous up- 
heavals in commerce might appear to have thrived on the exploitation of ignorance, 
this is seldom the case. The spread of knowledge is what drives the information age 
that now is upon us. Superior technical skills and knowledge are increasingly im- 
portant keys to commercial and organizational success. 

Better skilled workers make a difference. W e  the direct productivity benefits of 
increased computer literacy in an organization are notoriously difficult to mea- 
sure, there are numerous examples of the overall effect that widespread computer 
savvy can have. Government-fostered computer literacy programs in Singapore, 
Ireland, and India paid handsome commercial dividends, snatchmg major software 
and hardware contracts from more established contenders. 
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People wdl find out anyway. Attempts to keep employees from gaining technical 
skills and knowledge are bound to be futile. The individual, who-driven by the 
prospect of higher earnings-seeks to learn about computers but is denied access 
at work, can learn at home or at any number of public training facilities. 

If you have opted to foster computer literacy among staff, you do have to face up 
to the specter of the interloper who knows his or her way around a computer system 
(one more reason why computer ethics should be part of all computer training). 
However, the use of even a few of the many controls described in the limited access 
scenario wdl defeat all but the most determined, skilled, and unethical interloper. 

In situations where an interloper with BIOS-level programming and cryptanalysis 
skills is a possibility, a wider range of measures must be used (cryptanalysis is the 
art of breaking encryption schemes). This means proper site and system access con- 
trol. Because cryptanalysis techniques involve a time factor, limting the time during 
which such an attack can be mounted is critical. Furthermore, because the inter- 
loper would prefer to take a copy of the file that can be inspected elsewhere at 
leisure, techniques to prevent file copying also are an important barrier. One further 
lesson to be learned from the scenario described is the importance of password se- 
lection and management. This will be discussed at length later in the chapter. As to 
the strength of the encryption schemes currently in use, these are best assessed af- 
ter a general introduction to cryptography. 

Introduction to Cryptography 

A file access-control system should have the power to render files useless to those 
without authorized access. Typically this is accomplished by scramblmg, or encrypt- 
ing, the data in the file, using some form of password as a key (encrypt comes from 
the Greek kryptos, meaning key). Without the key, the scrambled data cannot be un- 
scrambled or decrypted. The science of designing cryptosystems or cipher systems 
for encrypting information in order to make it secure is known as cryptography (the 
art of breaking cryptosystems is called cryptanalysis, and the study of both cryp- 
tography and cryptanalysis is called cryptology). In cryptograpluc terms, the con- 
tents of a file before encryption are plaintext, while the scrambled or encoded file is 
known as ciphertext (see Figure 7.10). 

This particular field of intellectual activity study goes back several millennia and 
was discussed by the ancient Greeks and the Chinese. The first European treatise on 
the subject appeared in the 14th century. The subject assumed immense historic irn- 
portance during both world wars. The concentrated, and eventually successful, ef- 
forts of the British to break the codes used by the Germans to protect their mditary 
communications in Word War I1 was a major factor in both the outcome of the war 
and the development of the first electronic computer systems. 

The role of crypto 

Much of the language and literature of cryptography still is oriented to protecting mes- 
sages and communications. This fits the traditional data processing perspective where 
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key to encrypt 

Figure 7.10 Diagram of cryptographic terms 

the weak link is communication between secure terminals and closeted mainframes 
rather than stolen copies of data files. This orientation can be seen in the definition of 
encryption, given by Seberry and Pieprzyk in their excellent, if mathematically chal- 
lenging, book Cryptography: A n  Introduction to Computer Security: "Encryption 
is a special computation that operates on messages, converting them into representa- 
tion that is meaningless for all parties other than the intended receiver." 

When applying cryptography to the world of standalone personal computers, it 
might be appropriate to substitute the term "files" for "messages." However, data 
does take the form of messages on personal computers when it is transferred from 
one computer to another across a network or via phone lines. Practically speaking, 
data being transferred in this manner is exposed to a somewhat different set of dan- 
gers from those that threaten data residing on a personal computer in an office. (The 
dangers inherent in communicating data between computers are specifically ad- 
dressed in chapters 11 through 13.) Thus, the role of encryption-that is, rendering 
files useless to anyone other than an authorized user-is relevant both to files that 
are transmitted and to those that reside on a standalone personal computer. 

Crypto Changes 

In the five years that separate the first and second incarnations of this book, no 
area of personal computer security has changed as rapidly as encryption. From an 
arcane art associated with the military and commercial mamframe systems and 
shrouded in official secrecy and threats of government gag orders, it has emerged 
as a technology that is in widespread use at the desktop level, as well as a hotly 
and openly debated topic of immense public interest. The substance of that de- 
bate, together with the fascinating history and science of cryptology, have be- 
come subjects so rich in content that they cannot be accommodated w i t h  the 
pages of this book. 
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Fortunately, a number of excellent texts on the subject are available. On the 
NCSAICobb Computer Security Resource Disk included with this book, you will find 
several FA& documents that go into considerable detail about cryptosystems. These 
documents have been available on the Internet for some time and occasionally are 
revised to account for new developments. For a detailed treatment of cryptography 
as it applies to computer security, the best book that I have found is William Stallings' 
Network and Internetwork Security. For a hstorical account of cryptography that 
explains all of the main concepts in the context of their discovery, you need to read 
David Kahn's classic The Code Breakers. I am deeply indebted to both Kahn and 
S t a h g s  for the clarity of their exegesis. 

One role that cryptography does claim for itself is defense against data destruc- 
tion. Encryption represents one more line of defense for computer information, after 
secure sites and secure terminals. When data is being communicated or computers 
are mobile, encryption might be the main line of defense. Thus, cryptography is of 
considerable and growing relevance to personal computer security. 

Crypto Computers 

Ever since World War 11, cryptography and computer science have developed 
hand-in-hand. Beginning in 1956, the United States National Security Agency 
(NSA), which is the government department in charge of monitoring the world- 
wide flow of information "in the interests of national security," provided tremen- 
dous impetus to improvements in computer hardware, pumping some $25 million 
into Project Lightning. This five-year development effort, which was intended to 
produce a thousand-fold increase in computing power, resulted in over 150 tech- 
nical articles. It also gave rise to more than 300 patent applications and suc- 
ceeded in advancing the frontiers of hardware design. Today, the NSA is widely 
believed to have the largest collection of supercomputers in the world. 

Even though applied cryptography can provide personal computer users with lev- 
els of security that cannot be overcome without speciahed knowledge and powerful 
computers, encryption of data should not be thought of as an alternative to, or substi- 
tute for, system access control. According to Seberry and Pieprzyk, the role of cryp- 
tography is to protect "mformation to whch dlegal access is possible and where other 
protective measures are inefficient." Encryption-based file access controls should be 
a thrd  barrier after site and system access controls, if for no other reason than that 
encryption systems alone do little to prevent people copying files or deleting them. 

Basic cryptography 

Before placing your faith in an encryption scheme, you naturally will want some as- 
surance that it is effective; otherwise you will have a lingering fear of hackerslinter- 
lopers deciphering the data that you have tried to hide. The first piece of reassurance 
is shown in Figure 7.11. This is a diagram of something called DES encryption, the 
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Figure 7.1 1 Diagram of DES encryption. 
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Data Encryption Standard, whch is one of the most widely used data encryption 
techniques. As you can see from the diagram, it is relatively complex. After exarnin- 
ing some of the mechanics of simple encryption, DES wdl be examined in more detail. 

The aim of cryptography is to develop systems that can encrypt plaintext into ci- 
phertext that is indistinguishable from a purely random collection of data. This im- 
plies that all of the possible decrypted versions of the data d be hopelessly 
ambiguous, with none more likely to be correct than any of the others. One of the 
simplest ways to create ciphertext is to represent each character or word in the 
plaintext by a different character or word in the ciphertext, such that there is no im- 
mediately apparent relationship between the two versions of the same text. 

To see basic encryption in action and to give you an idea of what a venerable sci- 
ence cryptography is, I will consider a cipher used by Julius Caesar. As you can see 
from the following table, the letters of the alphabet simply are shifted several places, 
as shown here: 

P la in tex t :  a b c d e f g h i j  k 1 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z  
C i p h e r t e x t : E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D  

To encrypt a message, you find each letter of the message in the plaintext alpha- 
bet and use the letter below it in the ciphertext alphabet. Thus the message: 

beware the ides  of  march 

becomes: 

FIAEVI XLI MHIW SJ QEVGL 

This type of cipher is known as a substitution cipher. Although t h s  one is rela- 
tively simple, substitution ciphers can be very powerful. Note that most examples of 
the Caesar cipher shift the alphabet three places so that the ciphertext line begins 
with D. However, some authors suggest that Caesar might have used other numbers, 
and the term Caesar cipher is used for all ciphers that conform to t h s  algorithm (an 
algorithm is a formula or recipe for solving a problem). 

More cryptic terminology 

The key or password for this cipher is the number of places the alphabet has been 
shifted (e.g., 4). This key must be provided to the recipient of the message for the 
message to be decoded, or decrypted, back to plaintext. For this reason, the Caesar 
cipher can be described as a private-key algorithm. In other words, it can be de- 
feated by someone who has the key, an encrypted message, and knowledge of the al- 
gorithm used. This might sound like a statement of the obvious; however, as I d 
show you later in tkus chapter, there are encryption algorithms that use keys that can 
be openly exchanged without rendering the encrypted data accessible. 

Another obvious fact should be stated at t h s  point. When you use a private-key ci- 
pher, you swap one problem for another, which is known as the key exchange prob- 
lem: the problem of exchanging keys between sender and receiver without disclosing 
the keys. Later in tkus chapter, I d return to t h s  problem, whch is part of the larger 
problem of encryption key management. 
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Cryptanalysis 

Returning to the Caesar cipher, I now WIU look at how you go about breaking codes- 
the science of cryptanalysis. You probably can see that this particular code is fairly 
transparent. As soon as you identlfy several letters correctly, the rest falls into place. 
For example, because "the" is the most common three-letter word in the English lan- 
guage, testing "XLI" against "the" reveals that each letter of plaintext has a fixed re- 
lationship to the ciphertext: a shift of three to the right. If you apply that difference 
to the rest of the message, you come up with a piece of plaintext that is intelbgible 
and thus assumed to be the correct solution to the problem. However, even in this 
simple example, several sophisticated processes and assumptions are at work that 
deserve closer attention before looking at more complex codes. 

First, the test of "the" against "XLI" assumes that the plaintext is English and that 
we have some detailed knowledge of that language, such as the frequency of certain 
words. Second, we are assuming that the ciphertext follows the plaintext in terms of 
word breaks. Typically, t h s  is not the case. Ciphertext usually is written in blocks of 
letters of equal length to further disguise it, as in: 

Ciphertext: FIAEV IXLIM HIWSJ QEVGL 

When the recipient of the message decrypts it, the result, while not exactly easy 
reading, is nevertheless entirely intelligible: 

Plaintext: bewar ethei desof march 

Also note the convention of ignoring the case of individual letters and placing all 
plaintext in lowercase, while all ciphertext is in capitals. 

You brute 

The next thing to note about the Caesar cipher is that there are 25 possible keys. 
This means that someone intercepting the encrypted message could mount a stan- 
dard form of attack known as brute-jorce cryptanalysis, which otherwise is known 
as password guessing. This method runs possible keys, or passwords, through the 
decryption algorithm until a solution is discovered. Statistically speaking, you wdl hit 
upon the correct key after testing only half of all possible keys. In Figure 7.12, you 
can see a spreadsheet table d e t a h g  a brute-force attack on the Caesar ciphertext 
in the example. Note that the plaintext appears in line four. 

It is important to note that three items of mformation are required for t h s  attack, 
and all three of them are relevant to encryption on personal computers: 

A knowledge of the encryption algorithm used 
The number of possible keys. 
The language of the plaintext. 

Using a computer in an office is somewhat different from sending messages on the 
field of battle (at least on a good day). Unlike an enemy spy, someone who is at- 
tempting to gain unauthorized access to your data already will have a fairly good idea 
of which algorithm you are using. (There are relatively few in use, and they often are 
directly associated with particular applications.) This takes care of the first item. 
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Figure 7.12 Brute-force attack on the Caesar cipher. 

The primary obstacle to a brute-force attack is the second item. In the case of the 
Caesar cipher, the number of possible ciphers is very small, so the work involved in 
carrying out the attack can be completed very quickly, which is very sig~uficant. In 
practical cryptanalysis, seconds count. Being able to decrypt messages within 24 
hours is of little use if the information that they contain pertains to events that are 
measured in minutes, such as orders to buy and sell stock or launch air raids. Consider 
the situation if the cipher consisted entirely of random letter substitutions, like this: 

Plaintext :  a b c d e f g h i j  k 1 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z  
Ciphertext: U T W F R A Q O Y  S E D C K J V B X G Z  I P H L N M  

The number of possible keys is now 26!, or 4.03 x which looks like t h s  when 
you write it out: 

Ths  is quite a daunting number. Imagine a brute-force attack using a computer 
that can perform one million decryptions per microsecond (hint: this is not the sort 
of number cruncher you can buy at the local computer store). It would take over a 
million years to execute a brute-force attack on this code (6.4 x Fortunately, 
for the code breaker, there are other ways of cracking substitution ciphers, as you 
wdl see in a moment. However, the point to be made here is that, while brute-force 
attacks are possible, they are not always practical. 
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Functionally, brute-force attacks depend upon knowing wlvch encryption algo- 
rithm is behind the ciphertext. Practically, they depend upon the feasibhty of suc- 
cesses within an appropriate time frame. They also depend upon the thrd  item of 
information in the earlier list: knowledge of the language of the plaintext. The solu- 
tion to the Caesar cipher tends to jump out at you in Figure 7.12 because it is closer 
to plain English than any of the other solutions. However, without knowing what con- 
stitutes plaintext, a brute-force attack wdl, at best, be inefficient and, at worst, un- 
successful. This part of cryptanalysis, recognizing a positive result, is less amenable 
to automation, than any other. 

When applying encryption to computerized data, this fact can be exploited in sev- 
eral ways. For example, a lot of data is more complicated than text messages. While 
database and spreadsheet files obviously conform to certain patterns, as you can 
see from Figure 7.13, they are more difficult to discern as plaintext than, for exam- 
ple, word processing documents. The same is even more true of graphics files, 
which consist of either a collection of mathematically defined shapes (drawings) or 
a mass of dots (bitmap or paint images). This fact has led to some interesting en- 
cryption possibilities that I cannot go into here. However, it is not impossible to 

-1 Microsoft Excel - SALES95.XLS 
Ri.1 File Edit View Insert Format Tools Data Window Hela 

1 

S a l e s  by 

'W e s t 

R e g ~ o n  by  Ouatter 
a t t  I a t t  2 

766 646 
1,348 BUY 
1 019 334 

Q t r 3  Qtt 4 Total 
657 368 2,437 

Figure 7.13 The file type has a considerable effect on the difficulty of discerning data 
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Figure 7.14 There is a big difference between plaintext and compressed plaintext 

make sense of graphics files, as is demonstrated by the need for fax encryption sys- 
tems, which will be described in chapter 13. 

One other form of data is particularly difficult to discern. If you compress a file us- 
ing an archive program like PKZIP or a disk compression program like Stacker, the 
results are very hard to read, as can be seen from Figure 7.14. Bear in mind that I am 
simply talking about using these programs to compress data, not encrypt it (while 
PKZIP does have an encryption module, it is based on an algorithm that experienced 
cryptanalysts have described as "relatively weak"). The effect of compression is to 
remove all semblance of the original text so that, when the file is encrypted and 
someone tries to crack it, the task of identifymg the plaintext is rendered consider- 
ably more difficult. 

Crackers and Brutes 

I have stated that a brute-force attack upon a ciphersystem depends upon know- 
ing the algorithm used. This is because the ciphertext is analyzed based on that 
algorithm and possible keys. This is different from a password-cracking attack, 
the term used for repeated attempts to guess a correct password, given a sub- 
mitlrespond situation. For example, if I am trying to get at the data in your pass- 
word-protected Excel spreadsheet, I have two choices. One is to purchase 
XLPASS from AccessData Corp. of Orem, Utah, a company that specializes in un- 
locking encrypted files, the passwords for which have been lost. The other choice 
is to sit there and keep entering passwords when the program prompts me to. 
There will be more on cracking in the section on passwords. Success depends 
upon the password being short and soft, as well as the opportunity to make re- 
peated guesses. 
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Monoalphabetically speaking 

Both the Caesar cipher and the random substitution cipher shown earlier are exam- 
ples of monoalphabetic ciphers. This means that one letter of ciphertext stands for 
one letter of plaintext. This renders such codes susceptible to an attack quite differ- 
ent from brute force. Suppose you are a customs officer attempting to discover when 
and how an illegal weapons shipment will be entering the country. You intercept the 
following message: 

YZYGJ KZORZ OYXZR RKZRK XUXRJ XRZXU YKQQQ 

The person who encoded this text clearly substituted new letters for the original 
letters of message. To the experienced code-breaker or cryptanalyst, the task of de- 
ciphering this message is quite a simple one. First you count how many times each 
letter occurs in the text. Ths  produces a list like this, dscounting the last three let- 
ters, whch obviously are f d h g  out the five-letter grouping: 

Ciphertext: R Z X Y K J U 0 G 
Frequency: 6 6 5 4 4 2 2 2 1 

Next you reach for your table of frequencies, whch shows the relative frequency 
with which the letters of the alphabet occur in plain (i.e., uncoded) text in a specific 
language. Not everyone has these handy, but they are easy enough to obtain. Two 
such lists are shown in Figure 7.15. You can see the most commonly used letters in 
English are e,  t ,  r, and so on. Assuming that the original message is in English, you 
can easily come up with a list that matches code letters to plaintext letters. 

Ciphertext: R Z X Y K J U 0 G 
Frequency: 6 6 5 4 4 2 2 2 1 
Plaintext: e t r i n o a h s 

T h s  gives the following: 

Ciphertext: YZYGJ KZORZ OYXZR RKZRK XUXRJ XRZXU YKQQQ 
Plaintext: itiso nthet hirte enten rareo retra inqqq 

T h s  is readable as "it is on the thu-teen ten rare ore train." However, although this 
example obviously was contrived to make a point, it clearly illustrates an important 
cryptographc tool that can quickly decipher something that looks at first glance to 
be very forbidding. The encryption in the previous example could have been based 
on a simple substitution cipher. For example, after using the password "TRICK" fol- 
lowed by the regular alphabet minus the letters in the password for the plaintext, the 
ciphertext is the alphabet written backwards: 

Plaintext: T R I C K A B D E F G H J L M N O P Q S U V W X Y Z  
Ciphertext: Z X Y W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A  

However, frequency analysis also works if the substitution is entirely random, as in 
the example shown earlier, the key for which is entirely random: 

Plaintext: a b c d e f g h i j  k 1 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z  
C i p h e r t e x t : U T W F R A Q O Y S E D C K J V B X G Z  I P H L N M  
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I~n~lish, by Frequency I 

Figure 7.15 Frequency lists 

What's the Frequency? 

The specialized tools, such as frequency tables, that are required to break codes 
point out a basic trade-off in codes: If you need a basic level of protection, it is 
easy to get but also is easy to break, at least "for an expert." The qualification "for 
an expert" is important because you need to keep the role of encryption in per- 
spective. The salient questions are: Who can gain from decrypting the data, and 
what means do they have at their disposal? There is no point investing in power- 
ful encryption hardware or software if those likely to attempt to read your files 
are not particularly sophsticated, dedicated, or well-equipped. 

Multiple letters and polyalphabeticals 

Even when the plaintext uses a wider range of letters than my contrived example, sub- 
stitution ciphers can be cracked by frequency analysis. A powerful technique is to con- 
centrate on the frequency of two-letter combinations, which are known as dzgraphs, 
the most common of which is "TH." One way to counter frequency analysis is to use 
multiple substitutes for the more frequent letters. This cannot be done with a straight- 
forward alphabetic c o w ;  however, if you use numbers for letters, you can asslgn mul- 
tiple numbers to some letters, such as 13 17 19 23 for E, whch would help ddute the 
natural frequency of t h s  letter. It would appear that supplying multiple substitutions, 
known as homophones, in proportion to the frequency of each letter would effectively 
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counter frequency analysis. However, some of the underlying structure of the plaintext 
still survives, notably dgraphs, whch the cryptanalyst can use to crack the code. 

One method of decreasing the extent to whch the structure of the plaintext is re- 
flected in the ciphertext is to encrypt multiple letters of the plaintext. For example, 
"AR" might be encrypted as "CM." This is the theory b e h d  what is known as the 
Playfair cipher, which was invented in 1854 by a British scientist, Sir Charles Wheat- 
stone, but that was named after his friend Baron Playfair who fought for its adoption 
by the British Foreign Office. Although the Playfair cipher, which I vvlll not examine 
here, actually remained in use through both world wars, it does not do enough to 
disguise the plaintext and cannot withstand a concerted frequency analysis. 

The same is true of another famous cipher, the Vigenere, whch is associated with 
a 16th century Frenchman of that name (I use the term "associated" because the ci- 
pher known today as Vigenere was not specifically delineated by him and, as Kahn 
describes, it is less impressive than more unique ciphers that Vigenere did de- 
scribe). The Vigenere cipher involves a table of letters, like the one shown in Figure 
7.16, that are used with a key to provide different monoalphabetic substitutions as 
you proceed through the plaintext. Thus each letter of the ciphertext has a different 
relationshp with the plaintext, like this: 

Key: doomsdaydoomsdaydoomsdaydoomsday 
plaintext: sellentireportfolionowandbuygold 
ciphertext: VSZXWQTGUSDAJWFMOWCZGZALGPIKY 

Figure 7.16 The Vigenere table 
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The message is enciphered by looking at the row in the table which begins with 
the first letter of the key. You then go along that row until you are in the column 
headed by the first letter of the plaintext. The ciphertext substitution is the letter at 
that intersection in the table. Thus, row d, column s, yields V. You then proceed to 
the second letter, and so on. You can see that the first time the letter e is encrypted 
the cipher is S, but the second time it is W. The two l's in sell are encoded as Z and X 
respectively, and so on. 

You might think that this cipher would completely obscure the structure of the 
plaintext. But consider Stallings' observation: "If two identical sequences of plain- 
text letters occur at a distance that is an integer multiple of the keyword length, they 
will generate identical ciphertext sequences." This means that the cryptanalyst can 
determine the length of the keyword. Once this is done, the cipher can be treated as 
a number of monoalphabetic substitutions, that number being equal to the key 
length. Frequency tables are again brought into play and the code can be cracked. 

The cryptographer's response to t h s  weakness is to use a longer key, so that it re- 
peats less often. In fact, one technique, which happens to be the actual cipher that 
Vigenere invented, is to form the key from the plaintext itself, together with one 
code word, like this: 

Key: doomsdaysellentireportfolionowan 
plaintext: sellentireport£olionowandbuygold 
ciphertext: VSZXWQTGJIAZVGYWCMDBFPFBOJILUKLQ 

This system, which is referred to as an autokey, is very powerful, but it stdl can be 
attacked by statistical analysis based on frequencies. Ths  is because the letters of 
the plaintext and key share roughly the same frequency distribution. 

A simple addition 

The next level of defense is to use a keyword that is as long as the plaintext but bears 
no statistical relationshp to it. This approach, which is of great cryptographic signif- 
icance, was not hit upon until the 20th century arrived, bringing with it binary code 
and global warfare. In 1917, an engineer at AT&T, Gilbert Vernam, was working on a 
project to protect telegraph transmissions from the enemy. At that time, teletype- 
writers were being used, based on a version of Morse code called Baudot code, after 
its French inventor. In Baudot code, each character of the alphabet is allotted five 
units, each of which is either an electrical current or absence of current, known as a 
mark or a space, respectively. For example, the letter "a" is represented by mark, 
mark, space, space, space. In binary terms, each unit constitutes a bit that is either 
0 or 1 (the five-bit code for "a" would be 11000). 

This system of pulses allowed teletype machines to convert text to and from tele- 
graph signals using a keyboard and punched paper tape for input (a hole represents 
a mark because it allows the reading device to make electrical contact and create a 
pulse, whereas a space is represented by leaving the paper intact). Anyone with a 
suitable m a c h e  could intercept and read the transmission. 

The 32 possible combinations (25) in t h s  code were assigned to the 26 letters plus 
six "shunts" that did various things like shift to capitals or go down to the next line. 
Vernam's brdliant idea was to use a tape of random characters in Baudot code as a 
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key that could be electromechanically added to the plaintext. Kahn describes the 
method of addition like this: 

If the key and plaintext pulses are both marks or both spaces, the ciphertext pulse will 
be a space. If the key pulse is a space and the plaintext pulse is a mark, or vice-versa (in 
other words, if the two are different), the ciphertext will be a mark. 

This marvelous piece of wizardry is commonly known as Exclusive-Or and some- 
times referred to as bit-wise XOR or just XOR for short. It is widely used in today's 
computerized encryption schemes. You can see it laid out in Figure 7.17. Consider 
what happens when you encode the letter "a" using "B" as the key: 

Plaintext: 1 1 0 0 0 (=a) 
Key: 1 0  0 1 1  ( = B )  
Ciphertext: 0 1 0 1 1 

In the first column, I + 1 = 0, as indicated in Figure 7.17. If you want to decipher 
the encrypted character, you simply perform the same operation, but add the ci- 
phertext to the key: 

Ciphertext: 0 1 0 1 1 
Key: 1 0 0 1 1 (=B) 
Plaintext: 1 1 0 0 0 (=a) 

At the time of its discovery, the significance of t h s  method lay in its capacity for 
automation. The operator could feed the plaintext and key tapes into the teletype 
machine, and it would transmit an encrypted message with no further human input. 
No offline preparation was required. Furthermore, as long as the receiver had the 
key tape, the teletype at the receiving end automatically printed out plaintext. This 
made Vernam's system the first to integrate encryption into the communication 
process, which is an essential feature of encryption systems for today's computer- 
based communications. 

DES, RSA, and Today's Encryption 

Although the use of XOR predated computers, the fact that it worked so well with bi- 
nary code ensured that it would become an essential item in the modern cryptogra- 

I There are various ways of stating XOR I 

Figure 7.17 Diagram of XOR. 

0 XOR 0 = 0 
OXORI  = 1  
1 X O R O = l  
1 XOR 1 =O 

Exclusive OR is 
symmetrical: 

Plaintext: 11 000 
Key: 10011 

Ciphertext: 01 01 1 
Key: 10011 

Plaintext: 11 000 

Plaintext: 1 
Key: 1 

Ciphertext: 0 

Ciphertext: 0 
Key: 1 

Plaintext: 1 
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pher's tool kit. In this section, I will look at the two leading forms of commercial en- 
cryption in use today: DES and RSA. 

Getting real 

The earlier brief overview of the evolution of encryption suggests that major ad- 
vances, which are few and far between, often are N e d  with the individuals who 
made them, such as Vigenere, Playfair, and Vernam, none of whom had the benefit of 
computers. Today's computerized encryption schemes typically employ a number of 
classic techruques that, when combined, eliminate or minimize the shortcomings of 
any single method. In a moment, I will discuss several techruques, including trans- 
position and rotors, that point the way to the most widely used encryption scheme 
to date: DES. First, however, I need to consider the practical problems encountered 
by Vernam's otherwise brilliant scheme. 

You will recall that Vernam proposed a key that was a long series of random char- 
acters. This was coded on a loop of paper tape that eventually repeated (the tape 
held about 125 characters per foot). The length of the key made cryptanalysis of in- 
tercepted messages extremely difficult, but not impossible, because the key eventu- 
ally repeated. With sufficient volume of ciphertext, the code would yield to 
frequency analysis (bear in mind that during time of war, or even d t a r y  exercises, 
hundreds of thousands of words can be encrypted per day, providing a solid basis for 
cryptanalysis). 

Several improvements then were suggested to avoid the impracticality of simply 
creating longer and longer key tapes. Another AT&T engineer, Lyman Morehouse, 
suggested using two key tapes of about 8 feet in length, containing some 1000 char- 
acters, to generate over 999,000 combinations of characters that could be fed into 
the encryption process as the key. This was an improvement in terms of practicality 
and security but, as Major Joseph Mauborgne of the U.S. Army Signal Corp. pointed 
out, heavy message traffic encrypted in tlus way still could be decoded. It was 
Mauborgne who realized that the only unbreakable cipher would use keys that are, 
as Kahn puts it, "endless and senseless." Thus he came up with what we know as the 
one-time system, the one unbreakable encryption scheme. 

The one-time system sometimes is referred to as a one-time pad ,  because this is 
the way that it has been deployed by intelhgence agents in the field. The agent is is- 
sued with a pad that aligns columns and rows of entirely random characters, as 
shown in Figure 7.18. The first letter of the plaintext is encrypted using the appro- 
priate ciphertext from row 1, the second letter is encrypted from row 2, and so on. 
The result is ciphertext that contains no statistical relationslup to the plaintext. 
When the message is encrypted, the pad is destroyed. The recipient, who has a copy 
of the pad, uses it to reverse the process and decrypt the message. 

The one-time pad essentially is a polyalphabetic substitution cipher, but with the 
same number of alphabets as there are characters in the message, thus defeating any 
kind of frequency analysis. A brute-force attack is defeated by the fact that every 
possible result is as statistically significant as every other. As Kahn points out, a four- 
letter group of ciphertext could just as easily yield kiss, kill, fast, slow, or any other 
possible four-letter combination. 
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Figure 7.18 Spreadsheet demonstration of a one-tlme pad. 

So why isn't the unbreakable one-time system in universal use? Well, it probably 
remains a favorite of intelligence agents in the field who have an occasional need to 
send short messages. However, for large scale commercial or military encryption, it 
fails to solve the key-size problem that Vernam's system brought to light; that is, the 
key has to be as large as the total volume of encrypted information, and there is a 
constant demand for new keys. Furthermore, both sender and receiver have to hold 
and defend identical copies of this enormous key. 

Transposition, rotors, products, and blocks 

From the ultimate substitution cipher, I now will move on to a different cipher tech- 
nique: transposition. Instead of substituting ciphertext characters for plaintext, the 
transposition cipher rearranges the plaintext characters. The simplest example is re- 
ferred to as rail fence, which encrypts "sell entire portfolio now and buy gold" by 
writing each character on alternate lines, like this: 

sletrprflooadugl 
elnieotoinwnbyod 

which results in the following ciphertext: 

SLETRPRFLOOADUGLELNIEOTOINWNBYOD 
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Even to the amateur cryptanalyst, this does not present a serious challenge. More 
challenging is the following transposition into rows and columns that are numbered 
by a key (in this case, 37581426): 

Key: 3 7 5 8 1 4 2 6  
Plaintext: s e  1 1  e  n  t  i  

r e p o r t f o  
l i o n o w a n  
d b u y g o l d  

Ciphertext: EROGTFALSRLDNTWOLPOUIONDEEIBLONY 

While more complex, t h s  transposition still will yield to cryptanalysis because it re- 
tains the letter frequency characteristics of the plaintext. The analyst also would look 
for digraphs and trigraphs while playing around with columns and rows of different 
length (Kahn describes French code breakers during World War I literally cutting 
text into strips and sliding them up and down against each other to break German 
transposition ciphers). 

What makes transposition difficult to decipher is additional stages of encryption. 
For example, if the previous ciphertext is run through the system again, using the 
same key, all semblance of pattern seems to disappear. 

Key: 3 7 5 8 1 4 2 6  
Plaintext: e  r o  g  t  f a 1 

s r l d n t w o  
l p o u i o n d  
e e i b l o n y  

Ciphertext: TNILAWNNESLEFTOOOLOILODYRRPEGDUB 

The development of increasingly complex multiple-transposition ciphers pointed 
out the positive effects of multiple stages of encryption, which also apply to substi- 
tution ciphers. The prime examples of this are the rotor machines used by the Ger- 
mans and Japanese in World War 11. Some of the insights gained during the attack on 
German codes, such as Alan Turing's 1940 work on the application of information 
statistics to cryptanalysis, were considered so important that they remained classi- 
fied for more than 50 years. 

Although they eventually were defeated by Allied cryptanalysts, these electro- 
mechanical systems were not only the most sophisticated precomputer encryption 
systems, but the effort to crack them also was a major catalyst in the development of 
computer systems themselves. (Operation of rotor devices is described by both 
Stallings and Kahn. A great account of the Enigma story can be found in the latter's 
Seizing the Enigma, and you can download several software emulators of the 
Enigma from the Encryption library in the NCSA Information Security Forum on 
CompuServe.) 

When people started applying computer systems to encryption (code making 
rather than code breaking), they quickly h t  upon the idea of chopping plaintext into 
pieces, or blocks, for easier handling. The term block cipher is used to describe ci- 
phers that encrypt one block (for example, 8 bytes of data) at a time, one block af- 
ter another. Another result of computerizing the encryption process is a class of 
ciphers known as product ciphers. A product cipher has been defined as "a block ci- 
pher that iterates several weak operations such as substitution, transposition, mod- 
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ular addition/multiplication [such as XOR], and linear transformation" (from the 
Sci.Crypt FAQ, written by the "Crypt Cabal"). 

The mathematics of product ciphers are beyond the scope of this text, but it is 
useful to note that "Nobody knows how to prove mathematically that a product ci- 
pher is completely secure" (Sci.Crypt FAQ). An effective product cipher acts as a 
"mixing" function, combining plaintext, key, and ciphertext "in a complex nonlinear 
fashion" (Sci.Crypt FAQ). The parts of the product cipher that perform the rounds 
of substitution are referred to as S-boxes. The product cipher called Lucifer has two 
of these S-boxes, while DES encryption has eight S-boxes. The abllity of a product 
cipher to produce truly random, norhear  ciphertext depends upon careful design 
of these S-boxes. 

Examples of modern product ciphers include Lucifer (developed by IBM), DES 
(developed by IBMNSA), SP-networks (Kam and Davida), LOKI (Brown, Pieprzyk, 
and Seberry), FEAL (Shimizu and Miyaguchi), PES (Lai and Massey), and Khufu 
and Khafre (Merkle). A class of product ciphers called Feistel ciphers operates on 
one half of the ciphertext at each round, then swaps the ciphertext halves after each 
round. Examples of Feistel ciphers include Lucifer and DES, both of which are com- 
mercial systems and to which I now will turn my attention. Figure 7.19 compares the 
main parameters of several product ciphers. 

-1 File Edit Yiew !nsert Format 1001s Data Window Help 

Product Cipher Paratneters 

Figure 7.19 Product cipher parameters 
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The Data Encryption Standard 

The primary markets for code makers and computer makers are the same: the gov- 
ernment and banks. After World War 11, computers were developed for both military 
and commercial purposes. By the mid-1960s, the leading computer maker was IBM, 
whch could see that the growing role of electronic communications in commerce 
would create a huge market for reliable encryption methods. Over a period of years, 
mathematicians and computer scientists at the IBM research lab in Yorktown 
Heights, New York, developed a cipher called Lucifer that was sold to Lloyds of Lon- 
don in 1971 for use in a cash-dispensing system. 

The National Security Agency, established by the US. government in 1955, has 
a mandate to monitor all developments in cryptography. The NSA was in close 
touch with the Lucifer project, making regular visits to the lab (the constant flow 
of personnel between the NSA, IBM, and the mathematics departments of the ma- 
jor American universities tended to ensure that all new developments in the field 
were closely monitored). At roughly the same time, the National Bureau of Stan- 
dards was developing standard security specifications for computers used by the 
federal government. In 1973, the NBS invited companies to submit candidates for 
an encryption algorithm to be adopted by the government for the storage and 
transmission of unclassified information (the government handles a lot of informa- 
tion that is sensitive but not sufficiently relevant to national security to warrant 
classification). 

IBM submitted a variation of its Lucifer cipher to the NBS, and after extensive 
testing by the NSA, this cipher was adopted as the nation's Data Encryption Stan- 
dard (DES). The acronym actually refers to a document published as Federal In- 
formation Processing Standards Publication 46, or FIPS PUB 46 for short. This 
document was published on January 15, 1977. The heart of DES is the Data En- 
cryption Algorithm (DEA) that is described in a publication of the American Na- 
tional Standards Institute, titled American National Standard for Information 
Systems-Data Encryption Algorithm-Modes of Operation, 1983, referred to as 
ANSI X3.106-1983. 

The technicalities of DES 

Today, DES is widely used in commercial data encryption products for personal com- 
puters, and you can find examples in various forums of DES shareware on Compu- 
Serve. However, before you use DES, you wdl want to know how secure it is. The 
simple answer is that the only known method of deciphering data encrypted with 
DES without knowledge of the key is the use of brute force. This involves the com- 
puterized comparison of plaintext data with encrypted versions of the same data, us- 
ing every possible key until both versions of the data match. With DES, the number 
of possible combinations is about 70 quadrillion. 

If you could test one trillion possible keys per second, it would take 70,000 sec- 
onds, or nearly 20 hours, to try all combinations. On average, the code would yield 
after 10 hours, when half of all possible combinations would have been tested. I say 
"would" instead of "will" because nobody claims to have produced a computer ca- 
pable of testing one trillion keys per second. Such machines have been theoretically 
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Wiener's DES Key Space Search Machine 

Pipeline techr~~qires 
50 million keys per. second 

5,760 search chips per module 

Key Search Machine Unit Cost Expected Search Time 

Figure 7.20 Speed of processing relative to key size. 

posited and are not beyond the capability of current technology. However, they are 
beyond the budget of just about everybody except perhaps the NSA (see Figure 
7.20). 

Given that this amount of time would be required if the attacker had the use of an 
appropriately programmed, purpose-built supercomputer capable of testing one tril- 
lion keys per second, you have some idea of the league your attacker would be in. 
Suffice it to say that, for general business purposes, the DES provides an adequate 
level of security. If you still are not reassured, then you might want to compare the 
flow chart of the DEA shown earlier in Figure 7.12 with the description presented in 
the following paragraph. 

Technically speaking, the DEA is a combined substitution/transposition ci- 
pher-a product cipher that operates on blocks of data 64 bits, or 8 bytes, in 
length. Remember that a bit is a simple 1 or 0. With 8 bits, you can have 256 dif- 
ferent combinations, so 8 bits often are used to represent one character, or byte. 
Using 56 bits for the key gives room for 7 characters, each of which can be one of 
256 possible characters; thus the possible combinations are 2567, or 256 or 
72,057,594,037,927,940, which is the number in the region of 70 quadrillion that I 
referred to earlier. The difficulty of attacking DES can be fairly easily increased if 
you use double or triple encryption. 
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Spies vs. Ize 

If you have any doubt that the government takes encryption seriously, consider 
what happened in 1988 to an American software company called Persoft, which 
developed a personal information manager called Ize. I am tallung basic personal 
computer software here; however, in accordance with U.S. regulations that re- 
quire software publishers to lnform the government about any new product in- 
tended for export, the company notified the Commerce Department. W i t h  days, 
four government men arrived, with all of their names on one business card, which 
had no street address. Because Ize included a password-protection scheme for its 
data files, the Commerce Department had contacted the State Department, 
which had contacted the Office of Munitions Control. The result was a visit from 
the NSA, which has the right to prevent the export of cryptosystems. 

To be fair, officials at Persoft described their NSA visitors as polite and friendly, 
and eventually Persoft was able to get its encryption scheme approved. However, 
the first version of the product had to s h p  without it due to the time constraints 
of this red tape. Things could have been worse. If the company had developed a 
code too secret for NSA approval, they might have lost the ability to earn any rev- 
enue from their work, whch is something that has happened to more than one 
code maker. 

DES complications 

Programmers who want to include an encryption facility in an application, a utility 
program, or an operating system have a wide range of algorithms from which to 
choose. Ready-made algorithms like DEA exist, or the programmer can develop a 
proprietary algorithm. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. An ex- 
isting algorithm will have been tried and tested. The level of equipment and amount 
of time required to break it probably will be documented. As long as the algorithm's 
level of difficulty is suitable for the application at hand and the implementation is 
not too cumbersome, then the customer using the program probably will be satis- 
fied. 

A proprietary algorithm, one that is not published, runs the risk of being compro- 
mised by a weakness that the designer overlooked. On the other hand, if the algo- 
rithm is very good, distribution of the program might be restricted by government 
regulations. 

Doubts about DES 

If you think your data is very valuable and very likely to be attacked, then you might 
want to investigate rumors of weaknesses in the algorithm behind DES, weaknesses 
that a determined and well-heeled attacker might try to exploit. The primary weak- 
ness is the length of key provided by the DEA. This is less than half the length of the 
key used in the original Lucifer cipher developed by IBM. There was considerable 
controversy over the NBS decision to approve a "weakened" cipher. 
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Cipher Sleight of Hand 

In his book The Radio Hacker's Code Book, British cryptographer George Sas- 
soon points out that everyone can read how the British broke the German Enigma 
rotor machine ciphers, but that tlus remarkable story was kept secret for some 30 
years. Why? Sassoon suggests that, after the war, all the German Enigma ma- 
chines were collected up and sold to third-world governments, which continued 
using them, implying that "the British government had access to all their secrets 
for virtually no further effort." 

At the time that the DEA was approved, two Stanford University professors who 
are pre-eminent in 20th century cryptography, Diffie and Hellman, pointed out that 
the algorithm, as approved by the NBS, would be increasingly vulnerable to attack as 
computer equipment increased in power and came down in cost. The NBS dismissed 
any and all criticisms with the kind of righteous indignation typical of such institu- 
tions, and the NSA flatly denied that they were behmd any attempts to weaken the 
cipher. However, the general consensus is that the NSA had done just that, and as 
author George Sassoon writes, "Although both the US. Department of Commerce 
and IBM deny it vigorously, everyone in the know insists that the NSA enforced a 
halving of the DEA key length to ensure that they themselves could break the ci- 
phers even if nobody else could." 

This opinion received some support from the NSA itself when, in 1986, less than 
10 years after the DES was approved, the NSA announced that it would no longer 
certify the DEA for nonclassified use. This move probably was prompted by the rapid 
development of parallel computers, which achieve amazing processing capabilities 
by using hundreds or even thousands of multiple processors, working in parallel. 
These machnes offer enormous power at considerably less cost than traditional su- 
percomputers. The NSA probably could see that, by the mid-1990s, it would be pos- 
sible to buy, for well under six figures, 1000 lughly powerful processors, say 64-bit 
chips running at 100 MHz. Alternatively, you could design and produce even cheaper 
chips that did nothing but key search. 

The original Lucifer cipher used data blocks of 128 bits and a key of 112 bits. If this 
had been adhered to in the DEA, the difference in the number of possible key combi- 
nations would have been staggering. W e  256, the current key length, is a number 
greater than 7 with 16 zeros behmd it, 2112 is greater than 5 with 33 zeros behind it. 
The practical consequence of tlus weakness in the DEA means that the search for 
better algorithms has not ended, despite the fact that DEA has become established as 
a commercial standard. New algorithms are constantly being put forward in academic 
circles and tested by an army of cryptanalysts. Some of those that show the most 
promise are known as public-key cryptosysterns and will be described in a moment. 

There are definitely some positive aspects to DES that recommend it for general 
business use. The cryptograpluc weakness of DES can easily be strengthened by 
double encryption, and you will see some security packages offering this feature. 
Double encryption doubles the difficulty of decryption, making it a task that is well 
into the realm of supercomputers and purpose-built, massively parallel machines. 
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The fact that DES is a standard means that you can send a DES-encrypted file to 
someone who has DES software, and as long as you also give them the key, they can 
decrypt the file, even if they do not have the same DES software that you use. Also 
convenient is the fact that DES now is available in many forms, such as single-chp 
implementations that can be inserted into ROM sockets and integrated into all man- 
ner of hardware, such as expansion cards, PCMCIA cards, and smart cards. 

Chipping Away 

Since the 1980s, the NSA has had its own c h p  design and manufacturing facili- 
ties, and I assume that these have been used to create purpose-built, massively 
parallel m a c h e s  of the type necessary to execute brute-force attacks. You can 
imagine what kind of effect development of t h s  type could have on the security 
of encryption systems. Bear in mind that the NSA, the world's largest employer of 
mathematicians, is a government agency and, thanks to the end of the Cold War, 
increasingly subject to congressional oversight. Just because the NSA can crack a 
cipher system in a matter of hours does not mean that system is worthless for 
business and personal encryption. 

Public-Key Encryption 

I should stress that, even with a longer key, the DEA still would have a major weak- 
ness, one that it shares with all of the other password systems mentioned so far, that 
is, the need to keep the password secret. This necessity gives rise to the term prz- 
vate-key encryption. In this section, I will examine this problem, and the public-key 
solutions that now are available. 

The key exchange problem 

When password-protected data is sent from one place to another, either electroni- 
cally or by hand, the need to transmit the password to the recipient presents serious 
obstacles. In cryptography, these are known collectively as the key exchange prob- 
lem. This is the way it is described by the Crypt Cabal: 

In a classic cryptosystem, we have encryption functions E-K and decryption functions 
D-K such that D-K(E-K(P)) = P for any plaintext P . . .. If you want your friends to be 
able to send secret messages to you, you have to make sure nobody other than them sees 
the key (K) . . .. [This is] one of the most vexing problems of all prior cryptography: the 
necessity of establishing a secure channel for the exchange of the key. To establish a se- 
cure channel, one uses cryptography, but private-key cryptography requires a secure 
channel! (Sci.Crypt FA&). 

So, even when you are using very powerful private-key systems, such as DES, 
password or key dstribution is a major problem. Sassoon characterizes the problem 
thus: "We still are no better off with DES than were the Elizabethan diplomats with 
their nomenclatures when it comes to the problem of key-distribution." After all, the 
reason for encrypting valuable information in the first place is because you suspect 
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someone is trying to steal it or tamper with it. T h s  implies a motivated and skilled 
adversary. Such an adversary is likely to use every opportunity to discover the pass- 
word that will unlock the information. The password is perhaps most at risk from 
such an adversary when it is passed from one person to another. 

This might sound like the stuff of Bond movies, but it actually is a very real and 
practical problem facing many areas of legitimate organized activity, from businesses 
to public institutions. Suppose that you have to send an encrypted file that contains 
sensitive accounting data to the head office. How are you going to let the recipient 
know the password needed to access the file? You could make a phone call, if you are 
sure it will not be overheard and if you can be sure that you have the right person at 
the other end. 

You could hire a courier, send a sealed envelope, or encrypt the password, but all 
of these channels present problems. You cannot guarantee that the courier is honest 
or that the envelope will arrive intact, and the password for the encrypted password 
will itself have to be transmitted. You can have the recipient of the file provide you 
with the password before you encrypt it, but this is no guarantee that the password 
will not be intercepted. There are ways of making matters more difficult for the at- 
tacker, but the ideal solution would be to use a key that was useless to the attacker. 
You can see this possibility diagrammed in Figure 7.21. 

Public-key systems 

A public-key encryption system offers encryption that does not depend upon the de- 
cryption key remaining a secret. It also allows the receiver of keys and messages to 
verify the source. You can see this system diagrammed in Figure 7.22. The first pub- 
lished description of a public-key cryptosystem appeared in 1976, authored by Stan- 
ford University Professor Martin Diffie and researcher Wt f i e ld  Hellrnan, whde 
Ralph Merkle independently arrived at a similar system. Because it resolves the se- 
cret-key dilemma, public-key cryptography has been hailed by many as a revolution- 
ary technology, "representing a breakthrough that makes routine communication 
encryption practical and potentially ubiquitous" (Sci.Crypt FAQ). 

In a public-key cryptosystem, E-K can be easily computed from some public key X, 
which in turn is computed from K. X is published so that anyone can encrypt messages. 
If decryption D-K cannot be easily computed from public key X without knowledge of 
private key K, but readily with knowledge of K, then only the person who generated K 
can decrypt messages (Sci.Crypt FAQ). 

The mathematical principles that make this possible are beyond the scope of this 
chapter. A rudimentary treatment can be found in appendix H, "How public-key en- 
cryption works." (From the Encryption library of the NCSA Information Security Fo- 
rum on CompuServe, you also can download a very informative file called RSAF'AQ 
.ASC, which is distributed by RSA Data Security, the company that markets products 
based on the RSA algorithm. The RSA algorithm was discovered by and named for 
Ronald Rivest of MIT, Adi Shamir of the Weizmann Institute in Israel, and Leonard 
Adelman of the University of Southern California.) 
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1. Private key, chosen 
Select two prime numbers, p and q p = 7 a n d q =  17 

2. Public key, calculated 
Calculate n = pq 7 X 17 = 119 

3. Public key, chosen 
Calculate ~ ( n )  = (p - l ) ( q  - 1) = 96 
Select e, such that e is relatively prime to ~ ( n )  and < ~ ( n )  e = 5  

4. Private key, calculated 
Determine d, such that de = 1 mod 96 and d < 96 
Because 77 x 5 = 385 = 4 x 96 + 1 d =  77 

Result: Public key, KU = 5,119 Private key, KR = 77,119 

Encryption 
Plaintext 20807 

19 , -2f?E!B = remainder 
19f-/19 -LC 

Public key, KU = 5,119 Decryptio 

Ciphertext: 66 77 1.27...Xl 0I4O- '06'''x10 

Private key, KR = 77,119 

Figure 7.21 Diagram of private and public key encryption 

In brief, public-key encryption is possible because some calculations are difficult 
to reverse. If I read the literature correctly, it seems that Diffie and Hellman pro- 
posed the idea of public-key encryption before they had hit upon the precise nature 
of the calculations that would make it possible. 

Here is how RSA describes its system, with some clarification from me (although 
Bob and Alice also appear in Stallings' excellent guide to PGP, Carol and Ted seem to 
be out of the picture): Suppose Alice wants to send a private message, m ,  to Bob. Al- 
ice creates the ciphertext c by exponentiating: c = m A e  mod n, where e and n are 
Bob's public key. To decrypt, Bob also exponentiates: m = cAd mod n, where d is 
Bob's private key. Bob recovers the original message, m;  the relationship between e 
and d ensures that Bob correctly recovers m. Because only Bob knows d ,  only Bob 
can decrypt. 

This is diagrammed in Figure 7.22, which follows the previous scenario but uses 
numbers taken from an example given by Stallings. These numbers are way 
smaller than the actual numbers used by RSA. The point is that, given the cipher- 
text (c), the public key (e,n), and knowledge of the algorithm, it still is impractical 
to decipher the message (m). This is because n is created by multiplying two 
prime numbers (normally represented as p and q) and e is derived from n com- 
bined with the secret key, d .  To break the cipher, you need to factor a large num- 
ber into a pair of prime numbers. How large? More than 150 digits in length (that's 
digits, not bits). 
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Alice Bob 

Private key = d,n Public key = e,n I m 
\doc~me?:~: Digital n-. 

signature = s 

=-A 
m = sAe mod n 

message authenticated 
by public key could 
only be from holder 

of private key 

s = mAd mod n 

Figure 7.22 Example of the RSA algorithm 

It goes without saying that this is very hard to do in a meaningful period of time, 
even with a very powerful computer. Large networks of computers have successfully 
factored a 100-digit number into two primes, but the RSA algorithm can use nurn- 
bers even bigger if computer power and factoring algorithms start to catch up to the 
current implementations. 

Authenticity and trust 

The point of the public-key cryptosystems is to provide a means of encrypting mfor- 
mation that is not compromised by the distribution of passwords, but public-key en- 
cryption does not solve all problems associated with key exchange. Because the keys 
are considered public knowledge, some means "must be developed to testlfy to au- 
thenticity, because possession of keys alone (sufficient to encrypt intelligible mes- 
sages) is no evidence of a particular unique identity of the sender" (Sci.Crypt FAQ). 

This has led to key-distribution mechanisms that assure listed keys actually are 
those of the given entities. Such mechanisms rely on a trusted authoritg, whch typ- 
ically does not actually generate keys but does employ some mechanism that guar- 
antees that "the lists of keys and associated identities kept and advertised for 
reference by senders and receivers are 'correct"' (Sci.Crypt FAQ). Another ap- 
proach has been popularized by the program known as PGP (for more on Pretty 
Good Privacy, see chapter 13). This is the so-called "web of trust" approach that re- 
lies on users to distribute and track each other's keys and trust in an informal, dis- 
tributed fashon. The NCSA Information Security Forum on CompuServe provides 
one such means of distribution. 

Here is how RSA can be used if you want to send evidence of your identity in ad- 
dition to an encrypted message. First, you encrypt some mformation with your pri- 
vate key. Ths  is called the signature and is included in the message sent under the 
public-key encryption to the receiver. The receiver can "use the RSA algorithm in 
reverse to verify that the mformation decrypts sensibly, such that only the given en- 
tity could have encrypted the plaintext by use of the secret key" (Sci.Crypt FA&). 
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What is meant by "decrypts sensibly"? The answer involves something called a 
message digest, which is "a unique mathematical summary of the secret message" 
(Sci.Crypt FAQ). In theory, only the sender of the message could generate his or her 
valid signature for that message, thereby authenticating it for the receiver. There will 
be more about digital signatures in chapter 13, but here's how RSA describes au- 
thentication, as diagrammed in Figure 7.22: Suppose Alice wants to send a signed 
document m to Bob. Alice creates a digital signature s by exponentiating: s = m A d  
mod n, where d and n belong to Ahce's key pair. She sends s and m to Bob. To ver- 
Ify the signature, Bob exponentiates and checks that the message m is recovered: m 
= s A e  mod n, where e and n belong to Ahce's public key. 

RSA at work 

The RSA algorithm has been successfully exploited on a commercial basis by RSA 
Data Security, wluch was founded in 1982 by its three "inventors." Some people have 
argued that the term inventor is not appropriate to the discovery of a mathematical 
formula; however, in 1983, the U.S. government granted a patent on the algorithm to 
Public Key Partners, which is a consortium that includes MIT and Stanford Univer- 
sity (PKP already held the 1980 patent issued to Hellman, Diffie, and Merkle for the 
basic ideas of public-key encryption). This means that, if you want to develop prod- 
ucts that use RSA or certain other public-key encryption schemes, you have to li- 
cense the technology, at least for now (patent protection is good for only 17 years, 
so it wdl not be long before the patents can be exploited without licensing). 

Do many products use RSA today? You might be surprised at how many, starting 
with Windows for Workgroups! Then there's NetWare 4.1, Lotus Notes, Wordperfect 
InForms, Adobe Acrobat, Apple System 7.5, and many more. In most of these exam- 
ples, RSA is used for its authentication capabhties rather than for large-scale data 
encryption. That's because public-key systems have one very noticeable downside; 
they are slow. Tlus makes them harder to break (one million years of brute force with 
the same hardware that would take one year to crack DES). However, they are too 
slow for bulk encryption. To quote from RSA's own literature, written in 1993: 

The fastest current RSA chip had a throughput greater than 600 Kbits per second with a 
512-bit modulus, implying that it performs over 1000 RSA private-key operations per 
second. It is expected that RSA speeds will reach 1 Mbitlsecond within a year or so. By 
comparison, DES is much faster than RSA. In software, DES generally is at least 100 
times as fast as RSA. In hardware, DES is between 1000 and 10,000 times as fast, de- 
pending on the implementations. RSA probably will narrow the gap a bit in coming years 
as it finds growing commercial markets, but it will never match the performance of DES. 

Fortunately there is a simple solution: Use a fast private-key algorithm for the data 
encryption, but use a public-key system to handle the key exchange and authentica- 
tion. The private-key encryption system might be DES or an exportable system such 
as RC2 and RC4, both of which are available from RSA Data Security. 

Just as there are other private-key systems besides DES, there are other public 
systems besides RSA. One method, called SEEK, is patented, trademarked, and mar- 
keted by Cyllnk of Sunnyvale, California. This method uses an alternative algorithm 
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for public-key distribution. Cylink manufactures a range of DES encryptors that use 
SEEK for key distribution. I will talk more about Cylink products when I come to se- 
cure communications in chapter 13. 

Practical Encryption 

The fact is that the primary market for encryption systems and devices is communi- 
cations. If you look at the commercial products on NIST's list of approved DES imple- 
mentations, most are designed to protect information when it is being communicated, 
not when it is sitting on a machme for local use. This is understandable when you look 
at the development of computing, which has spread outwards from the "fortress 
mainframe." Centralized data-storage facilities lend themselves to physical access 
control. Encrypting data that stays behind walls and locked doors is overlull, particu- 
larly when there is a performance penalty involved. Encryption was reserved for data 
in transit, between computers, across wires. T h s  philosophy was extended to file 
servers on networks. File encryption on the server was not considered a priority as 
people assumed the server would be protected. Data encryption on standalone ma- 
chines and removable meda is a relatively recent development, but there are plenty 
of products with which to implement it, including the access control programs de- 
scribed earlier in the chapter, all of which have an encryption component. 

Instant encryption 

Even without a specialized program, you can implement some encryption protection. 
As you saw earlier, in the section called "Limited access scenario," many mainstream 
personal computer applications offer last-ditch protection against an interloper in 
the form of password-protected encryption. Although you can buy password-re- 
trieval programs that bypass this encryption, attempting to crack it simply by guess- 
ing the password is a formidable task that should discourage the casual snoop. Even 
if your password used only four letters from an alphabet of 26, the number of possi- 
ble passwords is 264, otherwise known as 456,976. If the password system is case- 
sensitive, then the number of possible words soars to 524 (over 7 million). However, 
it must be emphasized that this is potential strength. If you use a "soft" password, 
such as your last name or your initials, then the password will not be much of a bar- 
rier to an interloper with initiative. Later in this chapter, you will find tips on how to 
avoid "soft" passwords. 

Copy Protection 

Ideally, an interloper would like to get a copy of the target file so that he could 
crack it at his leisure. This is why you need to h i t  the right to copy files onto 
floppy disks or across cables connected to the serial or parallel ports. Some per- 
sonal computers allow you to control access to these ports through the BIOS. 
Otherwise, an access control program should be able to provide this sort of pro- 
tection. 
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Typically, entering an incorrect password causes the file opening process to be 
canceled. The only recourse is to try again. While it is not difficult to imagine a sim- 
ple program written to automate the "guessing" of passwords, such a program would 
need time to run, given the large number of possible passwords. Some password 
schemes beep when given an incorrect password, further complicating matters for 
the interloper. 

Applications are not the only source of "instant" encryption. For example, many 
people use PKZIP to compress files before copying to a floppy disk or transmitting as 
electronic mail. The - s  option in PKZIP allows you to encrypt the compressed file 
with a case-sensitive password (this can be very long, to allow for pass phrases such 
as "Mary had a little lamb"). You can selectively encrypt files within an archive, so 
passwords are required to decrypt only the sensitive files. 

Stacker, the disk compression program, allows you to set passwords that are up 
to eight letters long (but not case-sensitive) for compressed drives (Figure 7.23). 
These can be hard disks or any removable media such as floppies or cartridge drives 
that can be mounted by Stacker. You can have both readwrite passwords for full ac- 
cess and separate passwords that allow read-only access. When the system boots 
up, the Stacker password request appears next to the name of the drive that is pro- 
tected, for example: 

H: = D:STACVOL.DSK Enter Password: 

So what happens if you don't enter the right password? In this example, drive D 
will be accessible but wd1 appear to be empty. Attempts to access drive H will result 
in the message "Not ready reading drive H - Abort, Retry, Fail?" In other words, 

Figure 7.23 Setting a password to control access to a Stacker volume. 
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data stored on what normally appeared as drive D will be very difficult to access. You 
cannot boot around this control or bypass it with Ctrl-C or F5. 

Implementing encryption 

On a personal computer, encryption can be performed by software or can be imple- 
mented through specially designed hardware that speeds up the encryptionldecryp 
tion process. The access-control programs discussed at the begmrung of this chapter 
support various types of encryption. Most have file-by-file DES encryption. Some have 
on-the-fly encryption, using DES or a proprietary algorithm, covermg the whole disk or 
a section. The section approach allows you to desgnate a directory or partition for en- 
crypted storage. As long as all sensitive data files are stored in this area, such schemes 
offer about as much encryption as most personal computer users wdl ever need. 

One exception might be a system used by a program developer, where program 
files, as well as data files, need protection, or a system that contains a top-secret pro- 
gram that you don't want anyone else to run (for example, the results of the program 
are what you are want to protect, as in the case of a stock price prediction program 
or a bond sale timing application). Also, total encryption might be desirable for 
portable computers because they are more easily stolen and thus more hkely to be 
subject to prolonged attack at the interloper's leisure. 

Swapping Stories 

By now, you are all familiar with the fact that data in files that are "erased" can 
linger on the disk for some time, ripe for reconstruction using utilities like Norton. 
You also probably know that data held in RAM is lost when the power is turned 
off. However, less well known is the fact that some virtual memory programs can 
leave traces of RAM on the disk after a system has been shut down. These pro- 
grams are used to shuffle data in and out of memory from "swap" files on the hard 
disk, typically to compensate for the lack of genuine RAM, which costs a heck of 
a lot more per megabyte than hard disk space. They are associated with multi- 
tasking and graphical user interfaces, such as Windows or the Mac. 

Before putting your faith in an encryption system, you should ask the vendor 
how it handles swap files. For example, if a data file is decrypted when it is read 
into memory from an encrypted directory, and the swap file is stored in a nonen- 
crypted area, analysis of the swap file could reveal some of the contents of the 
otherwise encrypted data file. This would require access to the system, which you 
have presumably gone to some trouble to protect, but it is one more factor to con- 
sider. 

If you are looking for total encryption of the hard disk, you want a program that is 
closely allied to the operating system (none of the standard desktop operating sys- 
tems offer blult-in, on-the-fly encryption). For example, Encryption Plus from PC 
Guardian installs as a device driver, ENCRYPT.SYS, in the CONFIG.SYS. This pro- 
vides transparent on-the-fly encryption of all files. They are decrypted only when 
read into memory. 
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The Access Managed Environment program from Casady Greene, shown in Figure 
7.24, is a good example of encryption fairly close to the operating system on the Mac. 
This can be DES or a faster proprietary algorithm. One interesting feature is the abil- 
ity to use a key disk instead of, or in addition to, a password. This turns an ordinary 
floppy disk into a decryption token, whch offers some advantages over a password 
that is remembered or written down (the key on the token disk is likely to be con- 
siderably longer and more random than a user-selected password). 

Hardwired encryption 

One downside to total, on-the-fly encryption is the performance degradation. This 
can be minimized by using encryption hardware, typically an expansion board that 
contains a purpose-built cryptographic chip (see Figure 7.25). T h s  off-loads the 
cryptographc processes from the CPU, thus resulting in better performance for a 
given level of protection than software-only methods. A natural place to include the 
cryptographc functions is a drive controller, although few products have emerged 
in t h s  category, possibly due to the restrictions on international shipment of such 
devices. 

Such a board can contain the encryption processor (which might be DES or pro- 
prietary), all bus interface logic, a basic system ROM with the kernel drivers required 
to implement the encryption functions, and a unique hardware key ROM. It should 

Figure 7.24 Setting encryption on the Mac with AME 
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Figure 7.25 An example of encryption implemented in hardware 

be able to encryptldecrypt all data either written to or read from floppies or fixed 
disks that have ROM support. It should come with drivers to encryptldecrypt infor- 
mation as requested by user application programs. 

'&pically, keys used for floppy and hard disk encryption are combined with the in- 
dividual hardware key mounted on the board before being loaded into the encryp- 
tion processor. Boards normally are supplied with individual hardware key ROMs, 
but groups of boards with identical key ROMs can be ordered. The key storage sec- 
tion should be able to provide secure storage of several hundred keys (in battery- 
backed CMOS memory) for use at system- and application-software levels. 

There are several other options for integrating encryption into hardware. The 
emergence of the PCMCIA standard for removable credit card format devices has 
enabled some very elegant encryption products to be developed, such as those of- 
fered by Toshiba and Techmatics. A slightly different approach is the Hardlock sys- 
tem available from Glenco Engineering, which is a specialist in copy protection 
schemes and antipiracy dongles (see Figure 7.26). This mates a dongle, which con- 
tains the encryption algorithm on a chip, with software routines that can be incor- 
porated into most applications. 

Note that t h s  is a developer's product rather than an end-user solution. It requires 
some programming skills to integrate the Hardlock into new or existing applications. 
However, it is an excellent form of protection because the dongle simply plugs into 
the computer's printer port. T h s  means that it does not require an internal expan- 
sion slot (making it ideal for portables) and can easily be removed for a very high 
level of protection (the decryption algorithm itself is absent, so brute-force pass- 
word attacks are ruled out, leaving low-level cryptanalysis as the only avenue of at- 
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tack). You can even set up a Hardlock so that the machine itself will not boot with- 
out it. Encryption schemes available on Hardlock include DES. 

DES utilities 

Those who are interested in exploring the DES cryptosystem before investing heav- 
ily in it might want to take a look at the freeware program CRYPTDES available on 
CompuServe. Ths  is a DES-based file-encryption program written in 1988 by W e  
Johnson. The program may be copied freely for educational use. It is a simple com- 
mand-he DOS program that implements the NBS Data Encryption Standard. It is not 
recommended that you use this for large binary files, but it works well on text files as 
an example of DES in operation. More elegant, but not free, is the Windows DES 
shareware program by Cottonwood Software, which also is shown in Figure 7.27. 

This allows you to select individual files or groups of files for encryption using 
standard Windows point-and-click operations. The program has several nice fea- 
tures, including the abhty to perform multiple encryptions using the same key with- 
out re-entering it. This is referred to as a session key-one which remains in effect 
for an encryption session (in this case, between when you enter it in the dialog box 
and when you exit the program, at which point the key is discarded). 

Another nice feature is the level of control over the input and output of the en- 
cryption and decryption processes. The classic mistake of novice encryption users is 
to create an encrypted file as a copy of the unencrypted original, then forget to erase 
the original, leaving its contents unprotected. Hence the option to write the en- 
crypted file over the plaintext version, using the same name, or to destroy the input 
file if the encrypted version has to have a different name from the original. 

Public-key products 

Whether you need to use a public-key encryption system on a standalone machine 
wdl depend in the first instance on whether you have to distribute encrypted data. 

Plaintext 

data file 

:k dongle 
,I[alrrlrlg algorithm 1 Application Plaintext 

-Ciphertext 

data file 

Both encryption key and 
algorithm are removable 

Figure 7.26 The Hardlock from Glenco Engineering. 
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Figure 7.27 The Windows DES shareware program by Cottonwood Software 

For single users who do not share information, a public-key system is largely redun- 
dant. They really come into their own when sharing information across a local or 
wide area network or via electronic mail and online services. For more on these ap- 
plications, see chapters 11 through 13. 

The Password Problem 

On several occasions, I have pointed out that all forms of password protection share 
a common weakness: soft passwords. These are passwords that are easy to guess. In 
t h s  section, I examine this problem more closely and consider ways of dealing with it. 

Soft words, hard facts 

Most of us are f a d a r  with the soft password problem, whether it is the PIN number 
for our ATM card or the combination for our bike lock. We have a natural tendency 
to choose something that is easy to remember, like the last four digits of our home 
phone number or digits from our birthday, vehicle license plate, street address, or 
social security number. The problem is that such numbers are directly associated 
with us. Someone pretending to be us will most likely know what those numbers are. 
On the other hand, if the password is determined by someone else and means noth- 
ing to us, which is the case with some banks and bike locks, we might well feel com- 
pelled to write it down somewhere, thus exposing it to other people. 

The same problem arises when people are using computers and a program asks 
them to pick a password. They tend to pick a word or string of characters that are 
somehow related to them, and thus guessable by someone pretending to be them. 
They also might use a word that is entirely random, in which case they will feel obliged 
to write it down and thus expose it. If you have ever been locked out of an important 
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program or file because you can't remember the password, you will know that there is 
a huge incentive to keep a copy of passwords in somethmg other than your brain. 

While such commonly used passwords as "pass" or the last four digits of your home 
phone number might defeat an inexperienced user who has inadvertently stumbled 
on a protected file, there is little chance that they will present a problem for the ex- 
perienced and determined interloper. Indeed, you can easily acquire extensive lists 
of commonly used passwords, compiled by experienced hackers. Take the case of the 
Internet worm, which is described in more detail in chapter 10. T h s  program gained 
unauthorized access to thousands of powerful computers connected on a worldwide 
network. As the program attempted to spread from system to system, it would en- 
counter password requests designed to keep out unauthorized users. To overcome 
t h s  access control, the worm program contained a password module. This consisted 
of some 400 commonly used passwords that were tried systematically, one after an- 
other. In an alarming number of instances, the correct password was indeed among 
those in the list! 

Choosing hard passwords 

The ideal password is easy to remember and hard to guess. To work towards such a 
password, it is first necessary to look at what makes a password difficult to guess. 
Consider the following criteria: 

There should be no logical connection between the password and the user. 

There should be no logical connection between the password and the protected 
resource (building, system, file, etc.). 

If permitted, the password should contain a mixture of characters, both uppercase 
and lowercase, plus numbers, punctuation, and special symbols. 

The password should not be a word that is in any dictionary. 

The password should be at least eight characters long. 

Adhering to the first two criteria will decrease the threat from an attacker who 
knows things about the protected resource or the person to whom it belongs, and so 
use that information to guess the password. The last three criteria ensure that the in- 
terloper cannot simply try a series of ordinary words. 

Consider the following list that shows some of the passwords found to be in com- 
mon use (obviously, all of these words and words like them should be avoided): 

abracadabra 
admin 
administrator 
boss 
ceo 
chef 
cio 
enter 
friend 

guest 
hello 
letmein 
manager 
master 
mine 
mypass 
mymachine 
mYPc 

myword 
opensesame 
pass 
password 
ssap 
supervisor 
sysadrnin 
SYSOP 
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Encryption systems that can use punctuation and "special characters" allow for 
stronger passwords. For example, there are 256 characters in ASCII, and only 62 of 
these are letters (uppercase and lowercase) and numbers. That leaves 194 other 
characters. Using an 8-character password that can contain any one of 256 codes 
gives an incredible 2568 possible combinations. Even the use of standard punctua- 
tion characters, if mandated in password selection policy, can greatly enhance the 
power of passwords. 

While not all encryption systems recognize ASCII codes as valid characters, many 
do, including programs like 1-2-3 and WordPerfect. This gives you the ability to use 
passwords like the happy face that is ASCII code 1. m c h  ASCII codes a password 
system recognizes should be described in the program's specifications or manual. 
For example, in WordPerfect, you would enter the sign for pi, which is ASCII code 
227, by holding down Alt whde typing 2 2 7  on the numeric keypad. The same tech- 
nique works with Quattro and 1-2-3, although 1-2-3 does not recognize all of the 
ASCII characters when they are generated in t h s  way. On the Macintosh, plenty of 
unusual characters can be created by using Option and Shift-Option together with 
regular keys. The PC Secure program mentioned earlier in the chapter allows the 
use of hexadecimal numbers as well as regular numbers. 

Password systems that accept spaces allow you to use phrases as keys. A phrase 
like "Time after time" is easy to remember and not difficult to type. However, it is 
quite difficult to guess because there are 15 characters. However, just as words that 
are easy to associate with the file's creator or its contents should be avoided, so 
should popular phrases and inside jokes. Again, adding numbers and other charac- 
ters can strengthen the password, as in my favorite movie: "Chinatown, 1975." Yet an- 
other method of password selection is to use acronyms for sentences, phrases, 
quotes, song titles, and so on. For example, the fairly obscure password YoLoThLoFe 
is short for "You've Lost That Loving Feeling." 

Selection systems 

Users who have to create a lot of passwords might want to set up a system of pass- 
word selection. A simple method is to use words from a particular page of a book. For 
example, many people keep a dictionary or thesaurus at their desk. To use this sys- 
tem, you select a page at random and use the first word on the page. Suppose you 
turn to page 67 and the first word is "cataclysm." For the first file you have to en- 
crypt, you could use 67cataclysmOl as the password. The filename could contain 
671 as a code to help remember the word, as in SC06701.XLS. A second file could 
use the second word on the page, say "catacomb," as in 67catacomb02, with the file 
using 672 as the code. Proceeding in this fashion, you have an ample supply of pass- 
words that can be readily recalled. 

Another source of random words and numbers is found in electronic spread- 
sheets. There is a RAND function in most of these programs that produces a random 
number between 0 and 1. T h s  function can be used alone or in combination with a 
formula to produce a larger number, as in =RAND ( ) * 1 0  0 0 in Excel. To create a 
whole number, you can use the ROUND function, as in: 

=ROUND(RAND( )*1000,0) in Excel 
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Each time you recalculate the formula, you will get a different random number. 
This can be used to create a list or table of numbers from which to choose pass- 
words. If you prefer to work in letters, you can convert the random number into 
characters. For example, the ASCII codes for the capital letters A to Z are 65 to 
90. To produce a random number from 65 to 90 use either of the following for- 
mulas: 

To convert this to a letter use the CHAR function, as in: 

This wdl produce a letter from A to Z. For an 8-letter password use the concate- 
nation symbol, &, to connect copies of the formula, as in: 

Bear in mind that some programs will constantly recalculate formulas created with 
the RAND function, so you might want to "fix" the formulas by converting them to val- 
ues (Excel users can use Paste S p e c i a l  va lues ) .  One way of using a spread- 
sheet of random numbers is to select passwords according to an index. For example, 
suppose XTIHERGW is the password in column C, row 12. You can record the pass- 
word in the filename, as in SALES12C.XLS. When you come to retrieve the file, you 
would simply glance at the sheet, see that row 12, column C is XTIHERGW, and enter 
it as the password. 

Hopefully, these suggestions will prompt you to come up with your own system of 
password selection. If you have to come up with a lot of passwords (for example, 
where a whole department is using passwords), then it might be necessary to adopt 
a centralized system where passwords are given to users, rather than chosen by the 
users themselves. Indeed, if employees are required to use passwords on files that 
management will need to access, then a management-controlled password selection 
system becomes essential. You can set up such a system in numerous ways. For ex- 
ample, there can be a daily password. The manager lets each user know the pass- 
word for files created on that day. The user then combines the password with his or 
her initials, thus creating a unique password. Given a list of the daily passwords, the 
date the file was created, and who it was created by, the manager can determine the 
password. 

This system has other limits. It leaves files open to any employees who keep track 
of the daily password. A variation is for each employee to have a unique password 
that then is combined with the daily password. If employees are given their personal 
password in secrecy and if such passwords are changed frequently by the manager, 
then the system becomes considerably stronger. The weak link will be employees not 
guarding their own words effectively. However, whenever a personal password ap- 
pears to be compromised, the manager can change it. By keeping track of daily and 
personal passwords, the manager has access to all files. 
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Comprehensive password management 

If you are considering adopting a comprehensive password system, perhaps one that 
controls system access as well as file access, there are several important factors to 
consider. 

Hierarchical access. There is clearly a danger in demanding that users protect their 
files with passwords if said passwords are lost or forgotten or if said employees leave 
or turn nasty. The need to get at data despite the password is a real one for managers 
and administrators. For this reason, some password systems are herarchcal; that is, 
they allow for passwords to be applied at several levels. For example, Mergent's 
PC/DACS and the PC Secure utility for the Macintosh both require a master pass- 
word be entered when the program is installed. This is a valuable back door for the 
system owner or administrator. When personal computer resources are networked, 
a herarchical password system becomes essential if the system administrator is to 
control the level at which different users access the network's resources. 

Password log. Managers and admmistrators might want to be able to check the 
passwords that are currently being used. Some security systems maintain this infor- 
mation in a password log. Particularly useful in a network situation, such a log allows 
screening out of inappropriate passwords, such as user names. For example, an or- 
ganization can easily develop a list of all employee names and initials. This list can be 
checked against a password log to see if anyone is using his or her name. This has a 
two-fold effect. In addition to weeding out ineffectual passwords, it discourages the 
habit of uslng soft passwords because users know they will be detected. 

General features. A good password protection system also wdl have the following 
features: 

Uses a wide variety of characters, including uppercase and lowercase characters, 
punctuation, spaces, or ASCII or HEX codes. 

Requires a minimum key length to prevent short passwords. 

Disguises the key length when the password is entered or retrieved. 

Disguises the actual password as it is entered. 

Limits the number of failed attempts at password entry, loclung the system or 
sounding an alarm to deter brute force attacks. 

Varies the number of failed attempts that are allowed. 

Ongoing password system management 

Having gone to the trouble and expense of instituting a password system, you will 
want to make sure that it is not simply put in place and left to run itself. Password 
systems quickly lose their effectiveness if they are not enforced, maintained, and 
monitored. Consider the following points when checlung up on password-based se- 
curity systems: 
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Make sure employees are properly instructed in proper password selection and 
password rules, such as minimum length. 

Develop a list of prohibited passwords to cross-check against those in use. Update 
the list regularly, and perform the cross-check at random intervals. 

Check that procedures are in place to promptly remove passwords assigned to 
persons who leave the organization. Check that procedures have been complied 
with, removing all redundant passwords. 

Check procedures to revoke the password of an employee who has been trans- 
ferred from one department to another. 

If your password system does not have a minimum-length requirement, verlfy the 
length of passwords being used. 

Some password systems can be activated by macros or scripts, which means that 
the user's password is kept in a file that might not be protected. Check whether 
users are employing such systems and v e r ~  that they are secure. 

Maintain a log of previously used passwords, listed by employee name. 

Check that you have a readily available up-to-date list of authorized users. 

If users are having difficulty remembering passwords, check the security of proce- 
dures for assigning new passwords and coach employees of safe methods of record- 
ing passwords. 

Monitor the number of illegal attempts to access files and note any increases. 

Compare passwords used by employees within a single department. Make sure 
everyone is not using the same password. 

An ongoing effort is required to maintain the effectiveness of a password system. 
Reminding users of the rules and their responsibilities should not be something you 
do only after a major intrusion reveals a problem. While maintenance operations are 
somewhat repetitive and boring, they are essential to maximize security. 

The Network Connection 

Access controls are built into most network operating systems. Typically these con- 
trols are password-based, so the previous remarks about password selection and 
management are well worth noting. Fortunately, there are network-management 
tools, such as those described in chapter 12, that can test the effectiveness of pass- 
words and audit network-access controls settings for all network workstations. 

What network software cannot do is protect machines that are not logged onto the 
network. These require their own controls. Such controls can be coordinated with 
the network controls (for example, using a single sign-on procedure for both the 
workstation and the network). Both network and local access mechanisms can be 
augmented with tokens and other devices described in chapter 6, which offer 
stronger protection than passwords alone. 
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Summary 

Encryption used to be a secret and seldom-mentioned science, but the rapid growth 
of public awareness surrounding subjects like Internet break-ins has thrust cryptog- 
raphy into the limelight. Hopefully, the modest and very basic introduction proved 
by this chapter will enable you to make sense of ongoing discussions concerning 
such issues as the relative strength of rival encryption schemes, the advisability of 
export restrictions on encryption technology, and the increasingly serious question 
of whether or not to encrypt information, the security of which you want to protect. 





Chapter 

Secure Data 
Backup, Backup, Backup! 

W.E.B. connection: http:/Iwww.ncsa.com/pclan/chap08.html 

". . . and everg prudent m a n  will sooner 
trust to two securities than to one." 

EARL OF CHESTERFIELD (1694-1773) 

If there is one smgle fact about data security that should be clear by now it is this: 
Your best protection against data loss is backups stored in a safe place. I define 
backup as a current copy of all valuable files. Ths  chapter reviews the various tech- 
nologies for malung backups, such as tape drives and cartridge disks. The relative 
merits of different technologies are presented, but specific product reviews are 
avoided because these quickly become dated. Indeed, today's data defenders are reg- 
ularly presented with new products offering faster and more cost-effective solutions 
to the backup dilemma. 

Unfortunately, even the latest storage media are relatively primitive, because all of 
them, to a certain extent, are mechanical in operation, and mechanisms have a nasty 
tendency to wear out or break down. Unfortunately, the filing systems that personal 
computer operating systems use also are relatively primitive (for example, relative to 
the sophistication that has been acheved in such software as graphics and video). So 
this chapter points out some of the integrity and accessibility problems posed by the 
way in whch operating systems relate to storage media. Preventative measures are 
suggested and diagnostic tools are discussed. 

Backup Basics 

Although the logic of making backup copies is irrefutable, it is not irresistible, ac- 
cording to every known survey of personal computer users. In a moment, I will give 
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some thought to the question of why so many people fail to do as much baclung up 
as they should. First, however, I need to consider the history of several different 
types of file copying. 

Measure for Measure 

Just so that you are clear on the concepts of storage space as they relate to data, 
the smallest unit is a bit, a binary digit, which is either 0 or 1. Put eight bits to- 
gether, and you have one byte, which is capable of representmg any number from 
0 to 255. The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) is a 
table that allocates 256 codes so that there is one for each letter of the alphabet, 
in upper- and lowercase, plus digits and punctuation characters. So one byte is 
equivalent to one character (see the later section "Compression, copies, and 
archives" for some exceptions to t h s  rule). When you put 1024 bytes together, 
you have one kilobyte. The units go up from there, in denominations of 1024, to 
megabytes, gigabytes, and terabytes, as shown in t h s  table: 

1024 bytes = 1 kilobyte or 1K 
1024 kilobytes = 1 megabyte or 1MB 
1024 megabytes = 1 gigabyte or 1GB 
1024 gigabytes = 1 terabyte or 1TB 

Note that, for rough calculations, you can use 1000 rather than 1024. The lat- 
ter number arises from the fact that we are dealing with binary numbers, and 
1024 is the closest such number to 1000. 

Backups or archives 

Back when personal computers did not have hard l s k s ,  the most common backup 
operation was making working copies of program disks. The original, or master, disks 
then were placed somewhere safe in case something happened to the working 
copies. As data was created by programs, it was stored on a floppy disk. When a disk 
became full, you took it out and put in another one. Users often would keep different 
data disks for different projects. 
All that changed when cheap and relatively reliable hard drives became available. 

We no longer make working copies of master program l s k s  but transfer working 
copies of program files onto the hard drive, whch accommodates numerous pro- 
grams, plus their data, on the same disk. The advantages, both in terms of speed and 
convenience, are considerable. However, there are disadvantages too. It is all too 
easy to assume that both programs and data are permanently, and safely, stored in- 
side the computer. This is not the case. 

Hard drives are mechanical devices and are quite capable of wearing out-some- 
times prematurely, sometimes without warning. Users are only human. Sometimes 
they erase important files, or records within files, by mistake, and sometimes they 
erase them on purpose. Some people have written malevolent software programs 
that are designed to spread from one computer to another and, under certain cir- 
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cumstances, destroy files. The system files on hard disks might vary from the de- 
fault settings to optimize performance and integrate peripheral devices. Making 
backup copies of all of the files that are on a hard disk is the only way to recover 
from mechanical failure, user error, malevolent software, natural disaster, or physi- 
cal theft. 

Furthermore, hard drives have finite storage capacity. Eventually you have to 
erase files from the hard disk to make way for more. You might need to keep copies 
of those "surplus" files, such as last year's bookkeeping ledger. These days, some 
people use two computers: one on the desk at work and another that travels with the 
user or resides in the user's home. Thus we can identify at least four different types 
of file copying: 

Backups: Copies of files made to defend against loss/corruption of originals. 

Archves: Copies of files made to relieve overcrowding on primary storage devices. 

Updates: Copies of files made to synchronize files between two machines 

Duplicates: Copies of files made to provide other users with copies of programs or 
data. 

Note the use of the term primary storage device in the definition of archive 
backups. This refers to the place where applications and working data are kept for 
instant access. This also is referred to as online storage in that it is available irnrne- 
diately. In t h s  context, floppy disk drives and tape drives are referred to as sec- 
ondary storage and are capable of duplicating the content, but not the accessibility, 
of the primary storage. 

My main focus in t h s  chapter is backups, but this does not imply that the other cate- 
gories are unimportant. Updates that synchronize files between desktops and portable 
machines are a relatively recent concern, whch I will address later in the chapter be- 
cause it does have implications for data integrity. An archive is a set of fdes that have 
been copied as a hstorical record. Typically these are files that contain data that wdl 
not change and to which immediate access is no longer required, such as accounting 
records. When the archve copy has been created, the original can be erased, thus free- 
ing up storage space. Arckuvlng is a constant practical concern for users and managers 
because of the tendency of both programs and data to increase in size over time. To a 
certain extent, t h s  offsets the decluung per megabyte costs for primary storage (hard 
disks). I have graphed these factors in Figure 8.1. 

One way of looking at this is to compare the amount of hard disk storage that you 
could buy for $300 ten years ago with today's prices. By my reckoning, it increased 
by a factor of 25. However, the content of "typical" documents and the size of "typi- 
cal" applications probably have grown by an even greater factor. For example, when 
I bought my first laptop in 1986, you could fit a "full-featured" word processor, such 
as Wordperfect 4.2, on a 720K floppy, including the spell checker. Today's WordPer- 
fect 6 for Windows takes up about 20MB. 
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Storage costs continue to fall 
but requirements are rising 

Figure 8.1 Diagram of relationslup between storage costs and space requirements. 

Class Notes 

What constitutes "typical" when it comes to computer documents? A few years 
ago, I used a word processor to put together a 20-page introduction to computing. 
Although it contained diagrams (drawn in Arm Pro) plus bitmap screen shots of 
Windows, it was not a very complicated document by today's standards. Only two 
fonts were used, and the two-column layout was the same on every page. The file 
size was 730K. A dozen years ago, when desktop publishing was just a gleam in 
the eye of Aldus, Apple, and Adobe, you were lucky if you got underlining or bold- 
face in your 10 pitch Courier documents. Graphcs consisted of line drawings with 
ASCII characters. A 20-page introduction to computing, complete with character- 
based screen shots, might take up about 60K. That suggests a 10-year growth fac- 
tor of about 12, even before you take into account photographic quality art work 
or sound and video clips. 

Is archiving a security concern? Not directly. When you perform a complete 
backup of a computer system, you essentially take a snapshot of that system. Within 
days or even hours of that snapshot, the system might have changed considerably, 
rendering the snapshot inaccurate. For that reason, it is normal to perform succes- 
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sive backups on the same media, overwriting previous backups (with certain impor- 
tant exceptions, as discussed later in t h s  chapter in the section "Backup strategies 
in depth"). However, many organizations find it prudent, and fairly inexpensive, to 
occasionally set aside a full backup as an archive. Indeed, some archving of records 
might be required by law (e.g., business records kept for tax purposes). These days, 
your computer archives can have even broader legal sigruficance (for example, we 
are seeing cases in which archives that contain electronic mail messages have been 
subpoenaed). 

Why we don't back up 

Backing up the information stored on your personal computer is rather like flossing 
your teeth: Everyone knows it should be done frequently and thoroughly, but few 
people do it often, and even fewer do it properly. In the early 1990s, the rapid growth 
of networks eased the problem for some users, concentrating important data files on 
file servers where backup becomes the responsibihty of the network administrator. 
However, at the same time, the value and volume of that networked data has in- 
creased considerably. Furthermore, in the mid-1990s, we are seeing a massive in- 
crease in non-networked SOHO, or small officelhome office, users. So the need to 
spread the backup message is greater than ever. 

Should Do, Don't Do 

A 1994 survey of personal computer users in large organizations, which was car- 
ried out in the U.K. by 3M, found that only half of the users knew that they should 
be doing backups. This leads me to think that management is not doing a very 
good job in educating users. However, even fewer users, a mere 1 in 10, per- 
formed backups regularly and correctly. This suggests that, even among people 
who know that they are supposed to be backlng up, only 1 in 5 are getting around 
to it. This might be due to lack of suitable tools, appropriate policy, or motivation 
(the same survey indicated that a large proportion of the people who were doing 
regular backups only started to do so after losing data). 

The origins of the problem of inadequate backup can be seen in the way personal 
computing developed. While security and backup systems have always been part and 
parcel of the hardware and software of mainframe computers, many of whch were de- 
veloped for the two most security-conscious market sectors (the d t a r y  and financial 
institutions), many of the early personal computers were developed with no backup 
facilities except those designed to copy files for others to use, rather than archive 
them for posterity. This was not a major problem until the appearance of hard dsks 
for personal computers. When floppy disks were the only way to store data, users 
were forced to enjoy the advantages of a removable storage medium that could be 
locked away at rught. Program and data files were relatively small so archival copies 
were relatively easy to make. 

With the arrival of hard disks that offer fast and capacious storage, the amount of 
data handled by personal computers increased proportionately, as did the need for 
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Growth of "standard" hard 
drive capacity in personal 

computers, relative to floppy 
disk capacity (not to scale) 

10 Megabytes 

Figure 8.2 Increase in hard dlsk capacity versus floppy disk capacity 

faster and easier backup procedures. However, hardware specifically designed to fa- 
chtate data backup was slow t,o appear and involved considerable extra cost. The 
storage capacity of floppy disks did not evolve as fast as that of hard disks (see Fig- 
ure 8.2). Furthermore, backup facilities within early versions of personal computer 
operating system software were primitive. This made backup tedious and slow, 
which did little to establish the practice as an integral part of running your own com- 
puter system. 

Today there are plenty of inexpensive programs that simplify backing up hard 
disks onto a variety of media. Microsoft even includes both DOS- and Windows-based 
backup programs with MS-DOS 6.x (although these support only floppy drives). 
Reasonably priced backup hardware is widely available (by the end of 1995, a basic 
tape drive capable of storing 800MB of data was priced under $150). However, the 
fact that such devices are not universally accepted as a "standard equipment" is a 
continuing reflection of the early neglect of t h s  area, as well as other trends in the 
history of personal computing. 

It is important to remember that, even today, the majority of personal computer 
users have had little or no formal training. What training they have had has tended 
to concentrate on breaking down the barriers of computerphobia and mastering pro- 
gram interfaces. Few users have experienced training programs that teach daily 
backup as an indispensable part of everyday computing. Regardless of the intentions 
of the instigators of the microcomputer revolution, its effect has been to promise 
quick fixes and cheap solutions. Early efforts to turn personal computers into house- 
hold appliances fostered an attitude inimical to the more serious and businesslike as- 
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pects of computing. We have grown to expect that hardware and software should 
cost less and less. This perception has maintained pressure on the profit margins of 
major vendors who have to support current products while developing new ones. 

Selling Security 

Neglect of end-user training and skimping on "optional extras," such as backup 
systems, are both symptoms of the general malaise of personal computer eco- 
nomics. Very few personal computer makers have been prepared to buck the 
trend and advertise along these lines: "Our systems cost slightly more and take 
slightly more effort to use, but they are much more secure and offer quicker re- 
covery from disaster." Few vendors have seriously pitched the added value of se- 
curity features to give their products a competitive edge. Those that have, such 
as Apricot, the U.K.-based, Mitsubishi-owned, computer maker, have seen only 
limited success. The previous ehtion of this book featured a sophisticated and se- 
cure IBM 286 clone from Opus Technology called the DataSafe, but this disap- 
peared from the market very quickly. 

Before I sat down to produce this edition, I contacted all of the major personal 
computer vendors to see if they would provide evaluation units that demonstrated 
their commitment to secure computing. Only one of them, Digital Equipment Cor- 
poration, was m and able to do so (see chapter 15 for more mformation about 
the DEC system). The end result of this attitude has been an ongomg tendency 
among users to keep ad- to their installed base of personal computers without 
stopping to think about the full cost of supportmg and protecting t h s  enormous 
growth in raw computing power. 

Perking up backup 

How do you persuade users to do better in the backup department? Make it easier to 
do. Make people want to do it. Making people want to do something is malnly a ques- 
tion of education. People need to be told why backups are important, and this means 
more than simply saying, "Because it is company policy." A positive approach is to 
present scenarios in which backup saves the day. Users should be made aware of the 
variety of ways in which data can be lost or damaged (without destroying basic faith 
in the technology). You don't need to dwell at length on that slnking feeling that 
comes from seeing the message "error reading hard disk" because the moral of 
avoiding such doomsday scenarios is immehately apparent (Figure 8.3). 

The stress should be on the relaxed and comfortable feeling that comes from 
knowing that you have current backups. An education campaign of this type can 
make use of the usual channels of organizational communication: meetings, memos, 
posters, and seminars. The campaign might be started with a special employee meet- 
ing, given some depth with a series of seminars, then reinforced with posters, the oc- 
casional memo, and even screen savers. In Figure 8.4, you can see an animated 
screen saver distributed by U.K. backup specialists, Cristie Electronics. 

Making backup easy to do involves some decisions about hardware and software. 
What backup media will be used-floppy disks, tape, optical disks, cartridges? What 
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a full backup 
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Figure 8.3 Sometimes the benefits of a fresh back-up are immediately apparent 

backup software will be used? Will computers attached to a network be backed up in- 
dependently or by the network? WiLl macros, batch files, or automated schedule pro- 
grams be used to simplify the procedures? If so, who is responsible for creating and 
configuring these? 

Beyond these questions are matters of policy, such as how often backup should be 
done, what files should be backed up, and where the backup media will be stored. 
Organizations should establish clear guidelines on these matters so that users are 
clear about what their backup responsibilities are. Such rules and regulations can be 
incorporated into an education campaign. To summarize, a general improvement in 
backup habits is likely to occur if you: 

Make backup a policy, not an option. 

Make backup desirable. 

Make backup easy 

Make backup mandatory. 

Make sure users comply with backup policy. 
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Figure 8.4 The Cristie screen saver 

Backup Strategies 

Before looking in detail at the various hardware and software products that are used 
to perform backup operations, it is important to look at overall backup strategies. 
Clearly there is no universal path to quick and easy backup. If there was, we would all 
be taking it and cheerfully doing our daily backup. The user with unlimited resources 
has some excellent options, the most attractive probably being optical disks. However, 
the whole culture of personal computers is shaped by economics and the inescapable 
fact that most individuals and organizations do not have unlimited resources. 

Backup contents 

To make effective use of time and money devoted to backup, you need to develop a 
backup strategy. It is important to consider what files need to be backed up and how 
often the backup should be performed. Begin by considering the type of backup you 
need. 

Image backup. Some of the first tape backup units for personal computers could 
perform only a complete and total backup of every file on your hard disk, which is re- 
ferred to as an image backup. This might strike you as ideal until you discover that 
this is a "warts and all" image, created by reading the surface of the hard disk track- 
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by-track, including hdden files, system files, and even unused areas and crosslinked 
files. This poses problems when you have to restore data. If the disk that you have 
backed up dies and you buy a newer, better disk as a replacement, an image backup 
might not fit properly on the new disk. Some systems only allow an image backup to 
be restored in its entirety, meaning that you get the bad along with the good. How- 
ever, other systems allow file-by-file restoration of data from an image backup. 

In some situations, an image backup might be useful, particularly if you take a few 
precautions and accept a few limitations. The main benefit of an image backup is not 
completeness, but speed. By treating the contents of the hard disk as a continuous 
stream of data bits, a lot of time that would otherwise be spent searchmg the disk for 
parts of specific files is saved. The amount of crosslinlung and fragmentation of files 
on the hard disk can be minimized by malung use of a disk optimizer. Plan to use the 
image backup only on the same type of system and hard disk that you are backing 
up. T h s  WILI avoid restoration problems due to differences in hard disk design. 

File-by-file backup. The alternative to an image backup is a file-by-file backup. This 
involves the user selecting which files and directories are to be backed up, then the 
software reading and writing each one in turn. Typically, this takes longer than an 
image backup but allows quick restoration of a single file or group of files. A file-by- 
file backup also can be faster than an image backup when only a small percentage of 
the hard disk has been used. A file-by-file backup can be complete, including all of 
the files on the hard disk, but this is different from an image backup. In a file-by-file 
backup, the files are read individually rather than as a pattern on the disk. 

When you are choosing the files to include in a file-by-file backup, you might de- 
cide not to back up all of your files. For example, you might choose not to back up 
program files because you already have the original application and operating sys- 
tem disks. However, you should watch out for some subtle points here. A fully func- 
tioning hard disk in a personal computer constantly is changing. Software is 
fine-tuned, utility programs are added, batch files and macros are created, tool bars 
and icons are customized, and system files are tweaked for optimum performance. 

Recreating a hard disk system after a major crash involves a lot more than just 
copying back the data and reinstalling the programs. Numerous parameters, the 
right combinations of which previously were determined by considerable trial and 
error, need to be recreated. If you have no backup of configuration or user-prefer- 
ence files, getting the system back to normal can be quite a challenge. A good com- 
promise is to make a complete backup at longer intervals, while backing up data files 
more frequently. 

Now consider what you want to include when performing a data file backup. For 
example, are font files for printers data files? They seldom change and take up a lot 
of disk space. You might want to omit them from a data-file backup. The same applies 
to spelling dictionaries and thesauri, which do not change. However, user-defined 
spe lhg  supplements that are regularly updated might need to be included. 

The method that you use to include or exclude fies from a backup operation will de- 
pend on the backup software that you are using. For example, on the Macintosh, the 
operating system itself dstmguishes between data/document files and prograndappli- 
cation files, so backup software on the Mac often has a simple check box to include or 
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Figure 8.5 Selecting files for backup with Microsoft Backup for TVindows. 

exclude programs. Backup software on the PC, such as Microsoft Backup for Windows, 
whch is included with MS-DOS 6.x, often has include and exclude parameters based 
on file extensions. Program files can be excluded by speclfylng the extensions EXE 
and COM, plus BAT, SYS, and others if you want to stick purely to data files. If you are 
consistent in your file naming, you might be able to group data files by speclfymg ex- 
tensions such as DBF, XLS, DOC, and so on. Both Mac and Windows programs allow 
selection of Irectories/folders by cliclung on a directory tree (see Flgure 8.5). 

Incremental and differential backup. An incremental backup involves baclung up only 
those files that have changed since the last backup. The idea is that successive back- 
ups of all data files on a hard disk are hkely to include files that already were backed 
up. This slows down the backup process. Interim backups can be performed that ap- 
ply only to files that have been added or modified since the last backup. Operating 
systems can do this by checking the status of files stored along with names and other 
directory information (for more details see the section "The archve attribute," which 
appears later in t h s  chapter). Some backup software, such as Microsoft Backup for 
Windows, makes a distinction between incremental and differential backups. The lat- 
ter is defined as all files that are new or modified since the last full backup. This dif- 
fers from an incremental backup, which is all files that are new or modified since the 
last backup, either full or incremental. The difference is diagrammed in Figure 8.6. 
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Note that restoring from an incremental backup can require more work as sev- 
eral sets of media might be required, namely the previous full backup plus all in- 
cremental backups since then. On the other hand, restoring from a differential 
backup only requires the last full backup plus the last differential backup. How- 
ever, differential backups might take up more space and take longer to perform 
than incrementals. Basically, incrementals are better for systems that are heavily 
used, like file servers on a network, whereas differentials are more appropriate for 
single-user systems. 

Backup intervals 

The timing of backups depends on how often the information on a system changes. 
At the one extreme, a personal computer might operate purely as an information 
bank, perhaps used to look up pricing information. Such a system needs to be backed 
up only when the information is updated. The system could go months between 
changes. On the other hand, a personal computer that records customer orders com- 
ing in as fast as they can be typed might have to be backed up at least once a day. 

Most users operate systems that are somewhere between these two extremes. 
How often you back up typical data files, such as word-processed documents and 
database records, depends on how often they change, and this might not be a con- 
stant factor. For example, spreadsheets in the accounting department might change 
quite often while the budget is being prepared but remain unchanged the rest of the 
year. So, the backup regime that you implement will depend on how you use your 
computer. The three factors that need to be weighed against each other are: 

The amount of time and effort represented by changes to files. 

The amount of time and effort represented by backing up the files. 

The value of the contents of the files. 

Full, incremental, and differential backup 

II files new or changed since May 15 

All files new or changed since 

lncremental backup, May 17 

lncremental backup, May 19 

Differential backup, May 21 

7 

, May 15 

Figure 8.6 The relationship between full, incremental, and differential backups. 
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Backup scenarios 

The interplay between the previous factors is not as simple as it might first appear. 
Take the case of a word processing file, 200K in length, that is accidentally wiped 
from the hard disk. Suppose the file was created by a legal secretary transcribing dic- 
tation. It might represent a few hours work. If the file was a screenplay created by a 
budding script writer who also is a two-finger typist, it might represent days, even 
weeks, of work, each word carefully chosen before being committed to disk. If the le- 
gal secretary does not back up the file and it is lost, the negative effects would be two 
hours of duplicated work. If the dictation tape has not been erased, the file can be 
recreated quite quickly. 

If the aspiring screen writer suffers the same fate, we could be talking major 
tragedy. However, what if the legal secretary's file contains a deposition obtained at 
great expense and due to be presented in court the very morning the file disap- 
peared from the disk? In this case, it is possible that the failure to make a backup will 
have very real and costly consequences. On the other hand, if the screen writer is 
unemployed and has no contract to complete the script, then the financial conse- 
quences of the loss of the unarchived file are far less significant. 

When you consider that it can take no more than one minute to make a backup 
copy of a 200K file, you might conclude that the bottom line is simple: Back it up! 
However, what if these two users were adhering to an every-other-day backup sched- 
ule? The writer, who created the 200K file over a number of days, might have most of 
the file backed up, while the legal secretary, who cranked out the 200K in a matter of 
hours, has no backup because the file disappeared between backups. Your immediate 
reaction to t h s  might be to put both users on a daily backup routine. However, if the 
legal secretary creates or edits many megabytes of data a day, making daily backups 
onto floppy disks will be a considerable chore, one that is all too easily put off. If the 
data is important enough for daily backup, then it is worth investing in specialized 
backup hardware to minimize the time and trouble of a daily backup. 

Backup schedules 

The previous scenarios demonstrate that backup needs vary between users. Careful 
consideration of work patterns is necessary to establish an appropriate backup 
regime. When establishing a backup regime, you can combine the three levels of 
backup described earlier, based on three different intervals: 

. Interval 3: Total backup 

Interval 2: Data file backup 

Interval 1: Incremental data file backup 

For example, you could do a total backup once a month, a total data file backup 
once a week, and an incremental data file backup every day. The main point is that 
every backup does not have to be complete or lengthy, and a schedule mixing com- 
plete and partial backups will require less time, so it would stand more chance of be- 
ing adhered to. In a moment, I will consider the practical implementation of various 
backup schedules in greater detail. 
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One important factor to bear in mind when designing your backup schedule is the 
ease with whch the state of your data at a specific point in the past can be recreated. 
For example, suppose that a virus is discovered on a hard drive and many files have 
been mfected. A process of deduction determines that the virus probably was intro- 
duced on Monday when an employee brought in a game on a floppy disk. If incre- 
mental backup is done daily with a full backup on Friday and today is Wednesday, 
then one option of dealing with the virus is to erase the hard disk and restore the 
previous Friday's backup. Because viruses do not infect data files, you then can re- 
store the data files from the Monday and Tuesday incremental backups. 

However, what if records were accidentally erased from a database on Tuesday, 
and this affected spreadsheets and reports created on Wednesday, but the error was 
not discovered until the following Monday? You could not use the complete backup 
from the immediately preceding Friday to correct this problem. You would need the 
complete backup from the preceding Friday, plus the following Monday's incremen- 
tal backup. If this sort of problem sounds challenging, that's because it is. Getting 
people to create backups is only part of the problem. Restoring systems and data 
from those backups is quite another. 

Backup handling and storage 

Before I look in further detail at backup strategies, I need to consider the physical 
handling of the backup media. Where wdl it be stored? How many copies will there 
be? What is a good offsite storage location? One possible media-management pro- 
gram is based on the generally accepted wisdom of putting your eggs in several dif- 
ferent baskets: the rotating three-way split. This involves two sets of backup media, 
which means that the files are always in three places at once: backup copy 1, backup 
copy 2, and the original. You begin this regime by making backup copy 1 and storing 
it in a safe place, offsite, known as location A, as shown in Figure 8.7. The offsite lo- 
cation can be a bank, the manager's home, a different office of the same company, 
etc. Very important data warrants storage in a special safe. 

Melt Proof vs. Fireproof 

Be sure that any safe you use for magnetic meda storage is properly rated. Simply 
using a "fireproof' safe designed for important papers is not enough. Magnetic 
tapes give up the W t a l  ghost at much lower temperatures than paper ignites 
(451" Fahrenheit). One option is to place media in a special box, such as the FireK- 
ing "Turtle" Transformer, which is avdable from the Chicago-based office supply 
company, Reliable. T h s  unit, which is shghtly under a cubic foot in size, prevents 
internal temperature from rising above 125°F for at least one hour during exposure 
to fire at 1500°F. The unit also protects against water damage and electromagnetic 
interference and is small enough to be locked in a fireproof f h g  cabinet or safe for 
additional protection. 
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Figure 8.7 Three steps of the three-way backup regime. 

After a suitable interval, determined by the factors discussed in the previous sec- 
tion, you make backup copy 2. This is placed in location A. You now move backup 1 
to a safe place, onsite, known as location B. This might be a lockmg filing cabinet or 
desk drawer. After another interval, you remove backup copy I from location B and 
reuse the media to make backup 3. This then is placed in location A. At the same 
time, backup 2 is moved to location B, and so on. In this system, the offsite backup 
is always the most up-to-date. The copy held onsite is only one interval behind. If 
somethmg happens to the files on the computer, then the offsite copy can be used. 
In the unlikely event that somethmg has happened to that as well, you can use the 
onsite copy as a fall-back position. Other options for offsite backup storage are de- 
scribed in the section Remote Backup Strategies. 

Backup strategies in depth 

For data-intensive operations, such as order processing, where large amounts of data 
are added or altered every day, you can use a day-by-day backup schedule such as the 
six-way system. You begin by labeling six sets of media as Fridayl, Friday2, Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. On Friday afternoon, the operator goes to the 
backup storage cabinet and takes out the me&a marked Fridayl. This is used to make 
a complete backup of the hard &sk. The media is locked away over the weekend (see 
the section "Remote backup strategies" for an offsite variation on this scenario). On 
Monday afternoon, the operator goes to the me&a cabinet and gets out media marked 
Monday. This is used to make an incremental backup, overwriting the previous data on 
the media. The same thmg happens on Tuesday through Thursday. Incremental back- 
ups are made each day on me&a marked for that day of the week (see Figure 8.8). 
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When Friday rolls around again, the Friday2 media is used for a new complete 
backup. On Monday the incremental backup is made onto the Monday media, and so 
on, until Friday comes around again and you overwrite Friday1 with another com- 
plete backup. This system gives you a maximum archive period of two weeks. For 
example, on Fridays before you perform the Friday backup, you have the ability to 
restore data from one or two Fridays ago. On any day of the week, you can restore 
things to the way they were on the same day of the previous week. 

This system has several advantages. The time required for an incremental backup 
generally is far less than that for a full backup, making the daily routine less burden- 
some. Nevertheless, if restoration is required, a full set of data can be put together. 
Suppose that, on Thursday, the operator discovers an important record has been 
deleted from a database by mistake. If the deletion occurred less than a week ago, 
the record still d l  be on one of the backups. 

Suppose the operator remembers the error occurred on Tuesday. The full backup 
from the preceding Friday plus the Monday media will contain a copy of the file 
made before the record was erroneously deleted. The copy can be restored, and the 
record copied to the current version of the database. If you simply use the same 
backup media every day, this type of recovery is not possible. A variation of this six- 
way routine, which sometimes is referred to as thefathedson backup cycle, re- 
quires eight sets of media with the additional ones being called Friday3 and Friday4 
so that your archive goes back a whole month. 

Another backup cycle well worth considering is the ten-way or grandfatherga- 
ther/son system. This covers 12 weeks and allows you to delete data from your hard 
disk and retrieve it up to 3 months later. A variation of this scheme involves remov- 

Stan the cycle on On Monday makc 
Friday night by an incremental 
backing up the backup of new and 
entire disk on a altered files on a 
tape called: 

Friday 1 

b 
tape called: 

Monday 

Repeat the process on the next 
three days using the corresponding 
tapes called: 

Tuesday 

0 
On the second 
Friday night back 
up the entire disk 
on a tape called: 

Friday 2 

0 
Repeat Step Two .... the same cycle can men sran again ar Step One, tirealilly d  omp plate G tape-system. 

Figure 8.8 The 6- and 10-set backup strategies. 
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ing some of the complete backups from circulation at regular intervals for archive 
purposes (for example, once a month or once a quarter). One advantage of this is a 
gradual replacement of media, which have a natural tendency to wear out from re- 
peated use. 

Backup timing 

You might want to give some thought to the time of day that backups are performed. 
It seems natural to do the backup at the end of the day, then lock the media away or 
take it offsite. Because some backup systems, such as tape units, allow backups to be 
triggered automatically, some people leave systems on overnight and have the 
backup performed under software control. This minimizes inconvenience to users 
and leaving systems running is not considered detrimental to their health or reliabil- 
ity (although monitors should be turned down or off). However, even if the hardware 
performs reliably, there is a problem in that the backup is being performed during a 
period of high risk. 

Theft of computers, tampering with files, or disasters such as fires can progress 
with less chance of detection during the night. An unsupervised overnight backup 
operation is no protection against these threats. Indeed, if the backup media sits in 
the computer until a human operator arrives in the morning, it can make a nice pres- 
ent to someone looking to steal data. You would have the previous night's backup to 
fall back on, but a day's worth of work wdl have been lost. 

Doing backup first thing in the morning might seem like the answer, but again, an 
overnight attack threatens a whole day's worth of work. Besides, backup operations 
tend to tie up processing time and thus prevent systems from being used, whch can 
make backing up in the morning counterproductive. One solution available to com- 
panies with an evening shift is to have them perform the backup and lock up the me- 
dia before leaving. Indeed, with larger networks, it will be necessary to budget staff 
specifically for this task. 

Consider a server that has four hard drives of 1.2 gigabytes each. At a relatively re- 
spectable sustained backup speed of 10 megabytes per minute, it is going to take 2 
hours to do a complete backup of each drive. That's a total of eight hours for all four 
drives. Unless the backup device can store 4.8 gigabytes on a single tape, or has an 
automatic tape loader like the one shown in Figure 8.9, someone will need to be 
around to change the tapes. Even if you have a 5-gigabyte tape drive you might want 
someone to watch over the process because glitches can occur that will halt the 
process (it is extremely frustrating, but not uncommon, to arrive at the office on 
Monday morning to find that the full unattended backup that you set in motion be- 
fore leaving work on Friday afternoon hccuped before reaching 20% completion). 

Remote backup strategies 

Offsite storage of backups is a strong defense against two serious threats: physical 
theft and natural dsaster. However, some offsite storage options pose practical or tac- 
tical problems. Requiring staff to take backup meda home with them imposes a con- 
siderable burden of responsibility and requires a h g h  degree of trust. Most banks are 
not set up to receive magnetic media for safe deposit outside normal banking hours. 
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Figure 8.9 The Cristie Power Changer, capable of automatically loading up to 12 DAT cartridges 

Problems also are opportunities, and numerous companies now specialize in offsite 
storage of media, such as Arcus Data Security, Datavault, and Safesite Records Man- 
agement. 

Safesite's SafeNet service provides offsite storage and rotation of file server 
backup tapes. Outgoing tapes are placed in foam shpping trays and air-freighted 
overnight to secure vaults where they are barcoded and stored in a halon-protected 
environment that is fully temperature- and humidity-controlled. You pay a weekly 
fee for this service. Other companies operate at a local level, offering daily pickup 
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and delivery of backup media according to standard rotation schedules. This has the 
added benefit of reinforcing backup regimes. 

One step beyond physical offsite collection and delivery of backup media is remote 
offsite backup. In other words, your computers are backed up automatically, over 
phone lines, to a remote location. This strategy is known as televaulting. This not 
only provides protection against theft and natural disasters at your site, it also pro- 
vides insurance against errors and failures in your normal onsite backup systems. A 
pioneer and leading supplier of this type of service is Minneapolis-based Rimage Cor- 
poration. (WNe the company headquarters are in Minneapolis, all its eggs are not in 
one basket. Rimage operates backup sites in New York and Atlanta, plus one near 
Los Angeles and another near San Francisco.) You can see a diagram of the Rimage 
system in Figure 8.10. 

To subscribe to the service, you must attach a modem to a workstation on the net- 
work and install the Subscriber 1000 software. At this time, a full backup is per- 
formed using a conventional backup system. Thereafter, at a preprograrnrned daily 
backup time, the System 1000 software interrogates the hard drives on the network 
(up to 24 logical drives and 8 file servers) to determine wluch files have been added 
or modified since the previous backup. The data in the selected files then is auto- 
matically compressed to about one-third of its original size and encrypted with a 
password chosen by you, the subscriber (see the section "Compression, copies, and 
archves" later in tlus chapter for more about this particular technology). 

At t h s  point, the modem automatically dials a local Rimage Televaulting 2200 Sub- 
station and transmits the compressed, encrypted backup. This is received on high- 
speed, large-capacity hard disks. From there, it is automatically transferred to optical 
me&a using a Hewlett-Packard optical jukebox. This optical m e l a  is regularly shipped 
to a larger Rimage facility, which is referred to as a Central Station. Computer systems 
at the Central Station process incremental backups from each subscriber into com- 

At scheduled mtervals the 
Subscr~ber 1000 software 
determ~nes backup need, 

then compresses and codes 
data before forward~ng 

backup to Substat~on 2200. 
Substat~on 2200 stores 

2 Substation 2200 incomlng incremental 
1 Subscr~ber 1000 backup on hard dlsk, then 

transfers to opt~cal media 
for archiving - M Substat~on 2200 penod~cally 

transm~ts incremental backups 
to Central Stat~on 3000 whlch 
generates full backups and IS 

Data IS transm~tted by able to transmlt data back to 
Subscr~ber 1000 uslng Subscribers or deliver on request 
a modem or DSU, from as CD-ROM 
e~ther a s~ngle mach~ne 
or an entlre network 

Figure 8.10 The three stages of the Rimage Televaulting system 
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Figure 8.1 1 Projected growth of electronic vaulting revenue. 

plete backups archived on CD-ROM. At any point in the process, the subscriber can re- 
trieve some or all of data that has been backed up. Individual files or small groups of 
files can be restored over the same modem link that provides the backup service. 
Larger amounts of data, up to and including a complete and current backup, can be 
recreated and delivered to the subscriber on CD-ROM, optical &sk, or hard disk. 

So how practical is this service? Rimage claims that an incremental backup for a 
typical 15- to 20-user departmental network can be transmitted in less than 30 rnin- 
utes, even using a 14.4Kbps analog modem. Much hgher data transfer rates, up to 
tens of megabytes per minute, are possible using digital lines (ISDN). Restoration by 
phone ranges from 4MB per hour on analog lines, up to 50MB per hour on digital 
lines. Optional services include regular delivery to your premises of your complete 
system archived on CD-ROM. 

While you might expect to pay an arm and a leg for a service this sophisticated, 
Rirnage says that, for smaller networks, which are defined as under 25 users, costs 
average between $100 and $200 per month. Considering the amount of insurance 
that this service provides, against theft of systems, fires and other disasters, and 
even the breakdown of inhouse backup systems, fees of this magnitude sound very 
reasonable. Rimage recommends that you perform inhouse backups in parallel with 
their service, and you will need to devote a 486 workstation to the Televaulting 
process, but only during the scheduled backup period. 

I expect services of this type to be offered by a lot more companies in the future- 
typically firms that already have experience in disaster recovery, such as Sungard Plan- 
ning Solutions (Wayne, Pennsylvania). A 1994 report by Strategic Research Corp. 
predcts substantial growth in this market, as you can see from the chart in Figure 8.1 1. 
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Backup miscellany 

In the previous scenarios and strategies, I have made very few distinctions between 
backing up networks and backing up standalone systems. This is because a basic set 
of principles and practices are common to both. Later in t h s  chapter and again in 
chapter 12, I will consider network-specific backup issues. These generally have to 
do with speed, capacity, scheduhg,  and security, as well as choices such as backing 
up at the sewer or from a workstation. 

Another moot point so far has been the type of media used for backups. Although 
the diagrams have represented the media as tapes, they also could be disks and car- 
tridges of various kinds. In a moment, I will discuss the various media, beginning 
with the humble but ubiquitous floppy disk. One security tip that applies to all me- 
dia is proper labeling. The extended label system from Avanti Associates can be used 
on everything from floppies to tape cartridges, and it provides increased visibility, as 
well as added room for description and classification of contents, plus barcoding for 
tracking of media inventory (see Figure 8.12). 

One other security tip that applies to all types of backup is password-protected 
encryption. Most backup programs provide an encryption option, and it makes sense 
to use t h s  as an added precaution against media falling into the wrong hands. You 
even get password protection with the backup program that Microsoft includes free 
with MS-DOS 6.x (see Figure 8.13). 

Figure 8.12 The TAG extended label system from Avanti Associates. 
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Setue File: 

ACCDlF12.SET - [No Description] 

Compress Backup Data 
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Use Error Correction 
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Audible Prompts [Beep] 

Quit After Backup 

Figure 8.13 Use passwords on backups to further protect your data. 

Backing Up on Floppies 

When you decide to back up your data, one of the first questions to be answered is 
"What media will I use?" Fortunately, all personal computers have at least one 
backup device, the floppy disk drive. For this reason, floppy disks have tended to be 
the default backup media for the individual user and standalone systems. However, 
whle floppy disks have increased in capacity over the years, they have not matched 
the growth in "standard" hard drive capacity. 

Today, when 850MB hard drives are considered no more than adequate for single- 
user machines, the 1.4MB floppy disk represents the low end of the efficiency scale 
when it comes to making archival copies of information. The numerous alternatives 
to floppies are examined in a moment. However, because none of these alternatives 
has yet been accepted as standard equipment on personal computers, the pros and 
cons of the humble floppy are examined first. 

The pros and cons of floppies 

On the face of it, floppy disks are a cheap backup medium, costing less than 254 per 
megabyte in bulk. Tried and tested, floppy disks generally are reliable, widely avail- 
able, and familiar to all users. Furthermore, floppies themselves are easily dupli- 
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cated. However, there are three main reasons why floppy disk drives are not ap- 
plauded as the idea backup device: 

Capacity 

Speed 

Inconvenience 

Capacity. Relative to the size of the hard disks that they are called on to back up, 
floppy disks have very limited storage capacity. For example, even when you use a 
backup program that compresses files as it backs them up, a full backup of a 200MB 
hard disk that is 80% full requires the following: 

75 of the 5.25" disks with 1.2MB capacity. 

65 of the 3.5" disks with 1.4MB capacity. 

Wlile floppies are relatively inexpensive, the cost mounts up when you are talking 
about dozens of disks. For example, this particular backup would cost $22.75 (if you 
used 65 of the 3.5" disks at 354" per disk). That is about twice the price of a tape car- 
tridge of similar capacity. That cost differential starts to add up if you have several 
machines and use several sets of media to preserve successive backups. 

These days, the limited capacity of floppies even impacts their usefulness for 
archiving individual files with the basic copy command. A single photograpluc image 
or video clip might not fit on one disk, requiring a backup or archive program. This 
prevents you from using the floppy as a form of online storage for files. In the early 
days of personal computers, it was possible to argue that the slow speed of floppy 
disks was offset by their convenience as online storage, offering direct access to files. 
Slnce then, data files have grown ever larger, and it i d 1  take considerable advances 
in floppy disk storage before this argument can be resurrected. 

Speed. Floppy disks are relatively slow in operation. Hard disks spin at 3000 revo- 
lutions per minute (rpm) or more. A floppy disk might spin at 300 rpm. That gives 
you some idea of the speed differential between floppies and hard disks. Storing data 
onto a floppy disk takes time-over a minute per megabyte. Multiplied by the num- 
ber of megabytes that need to be backed up, this speed factor translates into a bore- 
dom factor. Tgrpically, over an hour is required to back up 100MB. This is not just 
computer time, but operator time as well (plus a bad case of wrist strain from in- 
serting and removing all those disks). The only significant floppy disk speed irn- 
provement in recent years has been the widespread availability of preformatted 
disks, eliminating the need for formatting during the backup process. 

Inconvenience. Lnen you combine the speed and capacity factors with the time 
taken to insert and remove floppies during a large backup operation, you get a recipe 
for tedium. Few users look forward to an hour's worth of disk shuffling even if it's 
only once a week. Also, the sheer quantity of disks required for backing up with flop- 
pies poses several problems. A single backup spread across many disks is hard to 
manage, physically and logistically. If you lose just one disk, Murphy's law dictates 
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that it will be the one that contains the one file that you really need. The disks need 
careful handhg  and proper storage. A stack of 50 floppies is an unwieldy package 
(over 6" high if you are using 3.5" disks). This compares unfavorably with a cassette 
tape the size of a deck of playing cards holding anythmg from 40MB to 4 gigabytes 
(see Figure 8.14). 

A place for floppies 

Despite their lirmtations, floppy disks still can be effective for small-scale data 
backup or for short-term incremental backup. For example, daily backup of word 
processing files onto floppies might be feasible as long as the documents consist pri- 
marily of text. (The entire text of the first edtion of this book was 1.2 megabytes in 
a simple word processing format, but simply converting those files to a more recent 
word processor that uses styles doubled their size.) Fortunately, basic accounting 
data is relatively compact. Small business bookkeeping programs, such as Sage, 
which is widely used in the U.K., perform daily end-of-session backup to a single 
floppy disk. This can hold up to a year's worth of data for a small company. 

Some users prefer to store documents directly to a floppy rather than place them 
on the hard disk. If you do th s ,  you should make backup copies of your data floppies 
on a regular basis. Users of DOS can make mirror image copies of floppy disks with 
DISKCOPY or the Disk Copy command in the Windows File Manager. However, if you 
are using a floppy disk as primary storage, you should be careful not to use the same 
disk for extended periods. Over time, the process of adding and deleting files on the 

Figure 8.14 Relative size of various backup media. 
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same floppy disk can cause a breakdown of the file allocation system, leading to data 
loss (see the section "Disk disaster recovery and prevention" later in this chapter). 

The DISKCOPY command does nothing to improve this condition. It simply dupli- 
cates it on the second copy. From time to time, you should transfer all files from the 
used disk to a fresh disk using either COPY or XCOPY. These commands copy files 
instead of a disk image. When you copy file-by-file onto a freshly formatted disk, 
DOS can place each file one after another on the disk, in contiguous sectors (an al- 
ternative is to use a defragmentation program as described later in this chapter). 

For those who prefer to create documents on the hard disk, a simple addition to 
the batch file that loads an application can activate a copy operation that archives all 
changed files onto a floppy disk. For example, a batch file that loads WordPerfect 
might look like this: 

ECHO OFF 
CLS 
CD C:\WP\DOCUMENTS 
c: \WP\WP 
CLS 
REM Do you want to backup files to a disk in drive A. 
REM If not, press CTRL-C followed by Y and Enter, otherwise 
REM Insert blank formatted disk in A and then 
PAUSE 
XCOPY * . *  /M A: 

When the user exits from WordPerfect, the files that have been changed since the 
last time they were backed up are copied to the floppy disk in drive A. (Later in this 
chapter, there will be more about the XCOPY command and file attributes. ) You also 
can use compression programs like PKZIP to archive files onto floppies, as \ d l  be de- 
scribed in a moment. 

Disk duplication 

I cannot leave the subject of floppies without mentioning the ease with which they can 
be duplicated, even if you have only one disk drive. Recent versions of the DOS com- 
mand DISKCOPY can read an entire 1.4MB floppy disk into memory at once, thus al- 
lowing you to make multiple copies from a single reading of the source disk. Utility 
programs, such as DCF (Disk Copy Fast), can duplicate floppy dsks faster than the reg- 
ular DOS commands. For even greater speed in copying, dedicated disk-duplication 
machines can copy disks without using computer time and can double as disk format- 
ters. As a rule, users should never be issued with unformatted floppy dsks. Because of 
its destructive potential, the format command should be removed from all machmes 
(except one-belongmg to a supervisor). In departments that handle sensitive data, 
floppy disk tracking programs should be considered. These prevent unauthorized disks 
from being used and help to monitor the movement of disks in and out of the office (see 
the next chapter for more on such schemes, whch also protect against viruses). 

Compression, Copies, and Archives 

Before I take a closer look at backup hardware that offers greater speed and capac- 
ity than the humble floppy disk drive, I need to discuss several software concepts 
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Figure 8.15 The Stacker 4 0 Toolbox under Windows 

and commands, starting with compression, which has the ability to greatly increase 
the storage capacity of many devices and might even assist in managing that storage. 

Disk compression 

Earlier I described a televaulting system that compressed data while backing it up. 
This actually is a common practice and can even be used for primary storage. In Fig- 
ure 8.15, you can see a popular disk compression program, Stacker 4.0, operating 
under Windows. As you can see, this program acheves a compression ratio of more 
than 2:l. In other words, when you install it on a 250MB disk, you can store more 
than 500MB of data on the disk (if the drive in Figure 8.15 was defragmented the 
compression ratio probably could be increased even further). 

Stacker accomplishes this by taking over key fie-management processes from the 
disk operating system (in this case DOS, but you can get Stacker for OSl2 and Macin- 
tosh as well). When you have Stacker installed and you request that a file be written to 
&sk, Stacker intercepts that request and compresses the data before the file is written. 
The results appear normal to the operating system, which still sees thmgs in terms of 
file names, directory lists, and &rectory trees. However, all of the compressed files are 
being stored in one large file called the Stacker volume. This is created as a "virtual 
drive," which is made to appear to the operating system as a normal hard dlsk. When 
you need to use a file, Stacker decompresses the contents as the f ie  is read from &sk. 

This sounds pretty complicated, but the basic principles are fairly simple (see the 
following section for more about how compression works). Although you would ex- 
pect compression to slow your computer down, it actually is one of those rare win- 
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win propositions. (Note that Stacker is not the only disk compression program. With 
MS-DOS 6.x, you get Microsoft's own compression program, Doublespace, and Nov- 
ell offers disk compression for file servers as an integral part of NetWare 4.x.) You 
win because even the fastest hard drive reads data a lot slower than your computer 
can process it. A compressed file takes up less space on disk, so the physical act of 
reading or writing it is speeded up. This speed gain offsets the slight increase in pro- 
cessing time required by the decompression/compression procedure. Performance 
is not impaired, while storage is doubled. 

There are downsides to every technology, and early attempts at disk compression 
had a nasty habit of losing data. However, I have had no problems using Stacker 4 
over a period of several years, on several Mferent machmes, including one with 
compressed Bernoulli cartridges. The only problem that I encountered was caused 
by greed on my part. The larger the drive that you compress with Stacker, the more 
RAM is required to handle housekeeping tasks like defragmenting and uncompress- 
ing. These occur some time after the initial compressing of the drive, so it is possible 
to create a compressed drive that Stacker cannot later manage within the amount of 
RAM in your machme (for example, it takes more than 16MB of RAM to manage a 
drive that has an uncompressed capacity of 500MB). 

You can avoid this problem by partitioning a large drive into smaller units, but you 
have to do this before the problem arises. You cannot uncompress the oversized 
drive without more RAM, so you have to back it up, erase it, uncompress it, partition 
it, then compress the smaller drives separately. I know this works because I did it, 
but it is just as much of a pain as it sounds. However, other than this, Stacker per- 
forms reliably and might even make your system more reliable than when you use 
DOS alone. That's because Stacker has a feature called AutoSave that regularly ex- 
amines the compressed data and creates a fresh "header" that contains all the infor- 
mation that Stacker needs to access the compressed files. In effect, this makes sure 
that the drive is in good condtion, alerting you to potential problems before they 
materialize, enabling you to take remedial action, such as defragmenting the disk. 
AutoSave works in the background, whde your computer is idle. When the time 
comes for saving a header, AutoSave makes sure the computer isn't in use, then 
checks out the drive and saves a header. If you use the computer during t h s  time, 
AutoSave stops immediately, giving you full access to your computer. When the com- 
puter is idle again, AutoSave resumes. 

Which brings me to the question of what happens when you come to back up com- 
pressed data. Actually, you just proceed as normal. Because the compression pro- 
gram makes your files and data appear to the operating system as though they were 
stored on your hard disk in the normal fashion, your backup software acts as though 
the compression did not exist. However, you wdl need enough backup media to store 
the "true" size of your data, that is, the uncompressed size. For example, if you have 
a 200MB hard disk that is compressed, you could have up to 500MB of files stored on 
there. You will need backup media capable of storing 500MB. The twist comes when 
you examine backup devices and see that many of them quote two different capaci- 
ties (for example a tape cartridge might say "125MB native, 250MB with compres- 
sion"). This is because backup software also performs compression. In this example, 
you would need two cartridges to back up the hard disk. 
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Zip it up 

Programs like Stacker and Doublespace perform "on-the-fly" compression, auto- 
matically compressing files as they are written to disk and decompressing them 
when they are read into memory. A different type of compression is performed by 
what are called "archive" programs, such as PKZIP and LHARC, as well as most 
backup software. All of these programs perform "on-demand" compression for ef- 
ficient long-term storage. A backup program typically compresses the data as it 
copies it to tape or other media but decompresses it only in the event that you 
need to restore files. 

General-purpose compression programs like PKZIP on the PC or Stuffit on the 
Macintosh have a wide range of uses. For example, a lot of your word processing files 
might represent business correspondence that is seldom referred to on a daily basis. 
You can safely move this onto floppy disks in compressed format because it is very 
easy to retrieve specific files if you need them. Another example is the collection of 
the files on the CobbNCSA Security Resource Disk provided with this book. Many of 
these files are compressed with PKZIP, a copy of which is also included on the disk 
for use as an archwing and decompressing tool. 

The reason is simple: It saves space. If you are transferring files over the phone 
line, space saved by compression translates into time saved. The amount that is 
saved depends upon the type of file. A plain text file typically is squashed by 66%. 
For example, as text, this chapter takes up about 120K. With PKZIP, it can be com- 
pressed to 40K. How is this possible? Well, the uncompressed 120K version uses 
one byte per character, including spaces (the chapter contains 20,000 words so that 
averages out to five characters plus one space per word: 120,000 = 20,000 x 6). 
However, the chapter does not contain 20,000 unique words or 120,000 unique 
characters. 

Chunks of repetitive mformation can be replaced by single characters or shorter 
combinations of characters (imagine how much shorter the chapter would be if 
there were a single character for backup, tape, and drive). Furthermore, each char- 
acter normally is represented by one of the 256 codes in ASCII table, and these re- 
quire one byte, or eight binary digits, for each character. However, there are less 
than 256 unique characters in this chapter, so it is possible to get by with fewer 
codes, which means fewer bits. Furthermore, each code does not need to be equal in 
length. If I use variable length codes, with those containing the fewest bits repre- 
senting the most frequently used characters, then the total number of bits required 
drops dramatically. There are numerous coding techniques, or algorithms, that pro- 
duce codes of varying length based on symbol frequency. 

These techniques are not limited to text files. Some image file formats are partic- 
ularly wasteful. For example, the Windows bitmap, or BMP, format consists of one 
byte for every pixel on the screen, plus a file header. Thus an image such as a full- 
screen shot of Windows mming at 800x600 resolution takes up 481,078 bytes. This 
can be compressed by as much as 97% to around 16K. The same image stored in 
PCX format takes up only 90K before you apply compression. That's because the 
PCX format itself includes a certain amount of compression. One of the most effi- 
cient image formats is GIF, which was developed by CompuServe for viewing images 
over phone lines. It stores the same 800x600 image in 34K. 
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Compression algorithms often are referred to by the names of the people who dis- 
covered them, such as Huffman and Shannon-Fanno. Some have been patented, 
such as the one in PKZIP, Stacker's patented LZS, and the Unisys LZW compression 
algorithm used in CompuServe's GIF format. While processing documents with these 
algorithms might sound like a lot of work, it is exactly the kind of work that comput- 
ers do best. Thus, as I mentioned earlier, it is possible to perform on-the-fly com- 
pression within the amount of time that is saved by having to write a smaller number 
of bytes to disk. 

Obviously, programs like PKZIP and LHARC have many uses. The simplest opera- 
tion is to squash a group of files together for storage or transmission, as in this PKZIP 
command that creates a compressed file called ARTWORK.ZIP that contains copies 
of all the BMP files in the current directory: 

PKZIP -a ARTWORK.ZIP *.BMP 

The compressed file has the extension ZIP. To see whch files are in a ZIP file, you 
use this syntax: 

PKZIP -v filename.ZIP 

To remove a specific file from a ZIP file, you use this syntax: 

PKZIP -d filename.ZIP USELESS.BMP 

To uncompress files in a ZIP, you use the companion program PKUNZIP, like ths :  

PKUNZIP filename. ZIP 

The default action is to uncompress all of the files in the ZIP file but without over- 
writing any preexisting, same-name files (you actually are prompted to allow selec- 
tive overwriting or total overwriting). Note that, by default, PKUNZIP leaves the 
original ZIP file in place after decompressing its contents. You often can reclaim 
quite a bit of space on a hard dsk by deleting ZIP files that are no longer needed be- 
cause their contents have been expanded. 

In terms of archiving, compression programs are very efficient for moving old or 
unused files from hard disk to floppies. They are capable of packing many megabytes 
onto a single floppy, encrypted with password protection if you like. They can com- 
press and recreate subdwectory systems and operate on file lists that you provide, 
instead of specific names and Mnldcards. Numerous scenarios are described in the 
printed PKZIP documentation, including use of the backup feature that allows a sin- 
gle ZIP file to span several floppies. This makes it feasible to use a combination of 
PKZIP and floppy disks as a backup program on small systems. Note that many file- 
management programs, such as Norton Desktop and Outsidehn, can display the con- 
tents of ZIP files without the need to unzip them. 
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Pay for PKZIP? 

If you don't have a bound copy of the very informative PKZIP manual, complete 
with glossy color cover, you probably don't have a registered copy of PKZIP. That 
means that you have not paid for the program. The fact that you have to pay for 
PKZIP if you use it seems to have been overlooked by many people. I urge you to 
pay the registration fee immediately (details are available simply by entering 
PKZIP at the DOS prompt). Not only wdl this bring you a copy of the manual, 
which happens to include an excellent description of compression theory, but you 
also will get that nice, warm glow that comes from knowing you are a street legal 
PKZIP user. For those who cannot pay, the LHARC program offers compression 
at no charge because it is freeware (released by a very philanthropic Japanese 
programmer). However, as you might expect, LHARC offers fewer options than 
PKZIP. Mac users can use Stuffit. 

The Archive attribute 

You might wonder how backup software and commands like XCOPY and PKZIP can 
decide which files have been backed up and which have not. The answer is the sys- 
tem of file attributes that DOS uses. As you might remember from chapter 2, any 
DOS file can have up to four attributes assigned to it: Hidden, Read Only, System, 
and Archive. The last of these, the Archive attribute, indicates whether the file has 
been copied or not. The Archive attribute is set to On or Yes whenever a file is cre- 
ated or modified. This tells DOS that the file needs archiving. When you back up a 
file, the attribute is changed to Off or No, meaning that it has been archived. So, be- 
cause the Archive attribute is turned off when a file is backed up and turned on when 
a file is changed, DOS can tell you which files have changed since they were last 
backed up. 

Note that the basic COPY command does not turn off the Archive attribute, but 
the XCOPY command can, as can programs written to perform backup tasks. If you 
want to see the archive status of a particular file or set of files, you can use the DOS 
command ATTRIB, as in ATTRIB * .DOC, which tells you the attribute status of all 
DOC files in the current directory. The files are listed by name, preceded by letters 
for any attributes: 

A-Archive 

H-Hidden 

R-Read Only 

S-System File 

Other ways of viewing and changing file attributes are the Norton Utilities pro- 
gram called FA and the File Manager in Windows. You can see File Manager display- 
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ing attributes in Figure 8.16. Note that most of the files have been recently backed 
up, so they show no "a1' for archive. However, CONFIGSYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT 
have been changed recently, so their Archive attributes are on, indicating that they 
have not been backed up-a situation that you might want to remedy fairly soon to 
preserve the settings stored in these system files. 

The Norton FA program is issued as a DOS command and displays attributes in a 
more readable list than ATTRIB. You can use File Manager, ATTRIB, FA, or even a 
hard disk manager like QuickDOS to alter the archive status of a file. You might want 
to do this for several reasons. Suppose you have backed up all of the files on your 
hard disk. A few days later, a coworker gives you a disk that contains an important 
document, MAJOR.DOC. You copy this to your hard disk. A few days after this, you 
decide to perform an incremental backup. T h s  should include all data files that have 
been altered and all new data files. However, you check the archive status of MA- 
JOR.DOC and note that its archive status is not on, possibly because the coworker 
had backed it up before making a copy for you. 

Unless you turn on the archive status, it will not be included in the incremental 
backup. To set the archive status of the file MAJOR.DOC so that it is included in your 
incremental backup, you would use the following command: 

ATTRIB MAJOR.DOC +A 

B hus~ness 

54834 3/18/94 4 00 00arn 
commaiid corri 5461 9 9130133 6 20 00am 

0 corn~t 453 5/8/81 3 32 36am 

t e cornnis u config sys I Iln 
455 5/8/35 3 11 30pm s 

A comt counttv svs 13546 9/30/93 6 20 0Uam 
F5 core150 dblspace bm 57510 6/23/34 2 39 40am ths 
0 coreldw ddll 1st 35 10/12/33 2 14 38pm 
8 corlscs~ dmfw e r e  146360 511 0/94 4 09 38pm 

t B cseive B d p m s  ere  47268 3/18/94 4 00 0O?m 
b A ccd2 W f d ~ s k  exe 29334 9130193 6 20 00arn 

621 bytes. 5(Sp5 4 11 2SPM Total 100 t~le(s) (1 32MB) 

Figure 8.16 Displaying file attributes with File Manager 
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In general, your backup software wdl take care of setting the archve attribute cor- 
rectly. However, it is important that you understand how t h s  feature of the operat- 
ing system works to both avoid and solve backup problems. 

Backups vs. copies 

When you use a backup program to store a copy of a file, the file is not simply copied 
as it would be with the ordinary COPY command. In the interests of speed and effi- 
ciency, the backup program throws many files together in a slngle file per piece of 
backup media. This means that they are no longer drectly accessible with ordmary di- 
rectory commands. Files that have been backed up need to be restored before they 
can be accessed by applications. This means that backup made this way is not "online." 

In some circumstances, this can be inconvenient. Consider an author who has writ- 
ten several books about computers. After each book, she backs up the various data 
files and chapters onto floppies and deletes the original files from her hard disk to 
make way for the next book. The new book requires a description of DOS directories 
very similar to the one that she wrote in the last book. If the file that contains that de- 
scription was created with BACKUP, the author first needs to exit from her word 
processor, issue the appropriate RESTORE command to get the file onto the hard 
disk, then return to the word processor to read the file. If, on the other hand, the 
backup file that contains the needed data was created with a simple COPY, then the 
file can be accessed from within the word processing program, a considerable saving 
in time and effort. This illustrates the benefit of creating an o n h e  backup, which is 
somethmg that you can do with the COPY, REPLACE, and XCOPY commands that are 
part of DOS, as well as some third-party hard dsk-management programs. 

The COPY command 

The most basic form of backup is to copy files from your hard disk to a floppy with 
the DOS command COPY. The COPY command allows you to select all files (*.*), 
groups of files (*.DOC for all files with the extension DOC), or single files by exact 
name as in: 

COPY C:\WP\DOCUMENTS\MAJOR.DOC A: 

which copies the file MAJOR.DOC from the \WP\DOCUMENTS directory on drive C 
to drive A. The drive and directory of the source files to be copied can be stated in 
full, as shown in the previous example, or the source drive and directory can be as- 
sumed. as in: 

COPY * .  * A: 

which copies all files from the current directory to drive A. The target drive can be 
assumed if it is the current drive so that: 

COPY C:\WP\DOCUMENTS\*.* 

will copy all files from the \WP\DOCUMENTS directory on drive C to drive A if A is 
the currently logged drive. 
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The COPY command can operate on only one source or target directory at a time 
and cannot provide any further criteria for file selection besides DOS wildcards. 
There is no way to check for date or archive status. The COPY command does not 
read or alter the archive status of a file, but recent versions at least warn you when 
writing over existing files on the target disk with identically named files on the 
source disk. Further limitations of COPY are that it cannot cope with source files 
larger than the target disk or with a group of files that needs to be spread across 
more than one disk. About the only redeeming feature of COPY as a tool for creating 
online backup is the fact that it is an internal command-one that is part of COM- 
MAND.COM, so it always is available. 

The REPLACE command 

To remedy some of the shortcomings of COPY, versions of DOS after 3.1 acquired the 
REPLACE command. This command allows you to perform prompted updating of 
existing files on a floppy disk and to selectively restore files to the hard disk, includ- 
ing subdirectories. For example, the following command copies to drive A any files 
in the current driveldirectory that have the extension DOC, copies of which already 
exist on the disk in drive A: 

REPLACE *.DOC A: 

The REPLACE command has several parameters: 

REPLACE source target /A /S /R /P /W 

/A stands for add  and tells REPLACE to copy only the files on source  that do not 
exist on t a r g e t .  This allows you to add files to the t a r g e t  disk without replacing 
files that already exist, which is useful when updating data files. The /A cannot be 
used with the / s parameter. 

/ s  applies REPLACE to all subdirectories contained in t a r g e t .  Thus, if you spec- 
ify the root directory of a disk as t a r g e t ,  the REPLACE command is applied to 
every subdirectory on the disk (the "S" stands for search, as well as subdirectory).  

/ R  causes read-only files on t a r g e t  to be replaced; otherwise, such files are not 
affected by REPLACE. 

/ P prompts for user confirmation before each file is replaced. 
/w waits for a floppy disk to be inserted before starting the REPLACE operation. 
Suppose that you have a high-capacity floppy disk on which you store backup 

copies of regularly updated spreadsheet files. After a spreadsheet session, you want 
to replace the old copies on the backup floppy with the revised versions from the 
hard disk. The following command would do that: 

REPLACE A:\*.XLS C:\EXCEL\DATA 

All spreadsheets in C:\EXCEL\DATA that had the same name as files already on 
the floppy disk would be copied to the floppy. You also could tack on the /P param- 
eter, allowing you to avoid updating files to the floppy that do not merit backing up. 
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Suppose that you have a high-capacity floppy disk on whch you store backup 
copies of general spreadsheet files. After a spreadsheet session, you want to add to 
the backup floppy all new spreadsheets from the hard disk. The following command 
would do that: 

REPLACE A:\*.XLS C:\EXCEL\DATA 

AU spreadsheets in C:\EXCEL\DATA that were not already on drive A would be 
copied. You also could tack on the / P parameter, allowing you to avoid adding files to 
the floppy that do not merit backing up. Note that the basis for the term new is that 
a file of the same name does not already exist on the target floppy. 

Another scenario in which REPLACE is convenient is when you have to return 
files from a floppy disk to the hard disk. The following command will replace all 
*.DOC files in the WP directory and all of its subdirectories with files of m a t c h g  
names on the floppy in drive A, pausing for confirmation of each file: 

REPLACE C:\WP\*.DOC A:\ /S /P 

The XCOPY command 

Unlike COPY and REPLACE, the XCOPY command, which was added in version 3.2 
of DOS, can be used selectively to copy only files whose Archive attribute is on or to 
copy only files that have been changed since a date that you specify. The XCOPY 
command has 10 parameters: 

XCOPY source target /A /M /D:date /E / P  /S / V  /W 

source is the name of the file to be copied. You can use ulldcard characters to 
copy a set of files with similar file names or extensions. 
target specifies where the files specified as source are to be copied. You can in- 

clude any combination of drive letter, path name, and filename. 
/ A  copies only those files whose archve attribute is on but leaves the archive at- 

tribute unchanged. 
/M copies only those files whose archve attribute is on but turns off the archive at- 

tribute. This tells DOS (or any other program) that the file has not been changed 
since it was last backed up and therefore does not need to be backed up again. 
/D: date copies only files created or changed on or after date. The date of cre- 

ation or last change is the date shown in the directory entry for any file. You enter 
the date just as you do for the DATE command. 

/ E creates subdirectories in target even if they are empty in source. 
/ P prompts for confirmation before each file specified in source is copied. 
/ s applies the XCOPY command to all subdirectories contained in target. If you 

spec* the root directory of a disk as source, the XCOPY command is applied to 
every subdirectory on the disk. 

/v verifies that the copy of the file on target was stored correctly. This can slow 
the operation of the XCOPY command somewhat but is good insurance when copy- 
ing critical data. 
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/w prompts you to press a key before the XCOPY command begins. This gives you 
a chance to put in the correct floppy disk before starting to copy files. 

Bear in mind that XCOPY.EXE, like REPLACE.EXE, is an external DOS command. 
T h s  means it must be in either the current directory or a directory that is in the cur- 
rent PATH setting for you to be able to issue the command. As you can see from the 
previous parameters, the XCOPY command offers considerable scope for creating 
online backup files. Like the regular COPY command, XCOPY terminates when the 
source files exceed the capacity of the target floppy. However, by using the / M  op- 
tion you can overcome this problem. 

Suppose you want to back up all DOC files from the current directory to a series 
of floppies. First, issue the following ATTRIB command to make sure that all files 
have their archive attribute turned on: 

ATTRIB *.DOC +A 

Now you issue the command: 

COPY *.DOC A: /M 

This copies as many DOC files as wdl fit on the disk in drive A, then the command ter- 
minates. You take out the disk, insert a fresh one, press F3 to repeat the previous com- 
mand line (COPY * . DOC A :  /M), then press Enter. The command continues copying 
files, ornittlng those that were copied previously because their archive attribute has 
been turned off, indcating that they no longer need archwing. The /A parameter also 
tells XCOPY to copy only those fdes whose archwe attribute is on; however, unhke /M, 
it does not turn the archive attribute off. With its wide range of options, XCOPY is a 
valuable tool for hard disk management, particularly within batch file systems. 

Using MOVE and HELP 

With MS-DOS 6.x, you get an additional command to help move files around. The 
MOVE command moves one or more files to the location that you spec@, which can 
be another drive andlor directory. This avoids the previous two-step process of copy- 
mg the files, then deleting them. The syntax is: 

MOVE [drive: ] [path] source destination 

In other words, you first specify the location and name of the source file or files 
you want to move, then specify the new location or destination. So, if DOCS is a di- 
rectory on drive C and REPORT.DOC is a file in the current directory that you want 
to move to C:\DOCS, the command would be: 

MOVE REPORT.DOC C:\DOCS 

If you want to move several files, you specify them with commas between the 
names, as in: 

MOVE REPORT.DOC,MEMO.DOC C:\DOCS 

You also can use wddcards, as in: 

MOVE *.DOC C:\DOCS 
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Note that, if you spec@ a destination where the file already exists, MOVE will 
prompt you before overwriting the existing file. 

If you are moving only one file, you also can spec@ a new filename if you want to 
rename the file when you move it. For example, the following command changes the 
name of REPORT.DOC to REPO1.DOC whde moving it from the current directory to 
DOCS on drive C: 

MOVE REPORT.DOC C:\DOCS\REPOl.DOC 

You also can use MOVE to renames directories. You first spec& the name of a di- 
rectory that you want to rename followed by the new name of the directory. For ex- 
ample, to rename the DOCS directory on drive C to TEXT, you enter the following at 
the command prompt: 

MOVE C : \ D O C S  C : \ T E X T  

Note that you can change the directory name, but you cannot move the directory 
to another location in the directory tree. 

Third-party disk organizers 

There are many different programs that offer a menu-driven approach to the disk 
operating system. Some are free, such as DOS Shell, which comes with DOS versions 
after 4; others are commercial programs, such as the File Manager in Windows. How- 
ever, it is worth investing in some of those offered by thrd-party vendors, such as 
Syrnantec's Norton Desktop or Norton Commander or Gazelle Systems' QuickDOS. 
These programs include additional features to help you organize files and directo- 
ries. As systems become increasingly crowded with vast amounts of data, two fea- 
tures are particularly valuable: file searching and file viewing. In Figure 8.17, you can 
see OutsideIIn, which can search for files based on a large number of parameters, 
then view any of the files that it finds. 

In most cases, data files are viewed in native fomzat,  meaning that the contents 
appear as they would if you were viewing the file with the program that created it. 
Furthermore, whle you are viewing a file, you can print all or part of it, in your 
choice of font, with page numbers as well. This is very helpful when d e a h g  with 
downloaded FAQ files (text files that contain answers to Frequently Asked Ques- 
tions about a particular subject). You can perform searches for text within files that 
you are viewing and copy portions to the clipboard. 

If the file that you are viewing is compressed with PKZIP, you can view it without 
unzipping it, which is great for looking at the README files that are included in most 
downloaded shareware. Chances are that you wdl be able to use OutsideAn to exam- 
ine old or unused files before deleting or archving them, even if you no longer have 
the application that created the file. If you are using Windows for Workgroups 3.11, 
you can install OutsideAn as a file viewer button in File Manager. 

Backup Hardware: Tape 

Let us assume that your backup needs exceed the practical h t s  of the humble 
floppy. The use of magnetic tape to store data predates the invention of floppy disks, 
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Figure 8.17 Using OutsideAn 

and large-capacity tape drives still are an integral part of mainframe systems. The 
primary advantages of tape drives are h g h  capacity, mechanical simplicity, and low 
media cost. The primary disadvantages are speed of access to data, particularly 
when reading data back from tapes. 

General tape factors 

Whereas floppy disks require a moving readlwrite head that needs to be accurately 
positioned, the head on a tape drive is stationary, and the tape simply runs past it. The 
tape drive's readwrite process needs to deal with only one dimension, distance along 
the tape, as opposed to the two dimensions involved when locating data on the surface 
of a disk. However, this simplicity also is the shortcoming of the tape drive. Locating 
specific files stored on tape takes longer than it would if they were stored on disk 
(some tapes record in parallel tracks so that they do have two dmensions, but they 
stdl are essentially a sequential-as opposed to random access or onhe-media). 

These days, it is possible to pack several gigabytes onto a tape smaller than a cig- 
arette pack. The following sections review the different tape standards that cur- 
rently are in use. They typically are grouped according to the dimensions of the tape 
that they use, from %", 4mm, and 8mm. 
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QIC tape 

The magnetic tape manufacturer 3M was a primary architect of data cartridges, and 
you will see tapes referred to by their DC or Data Cartridge numbers. The term QIC 
stands for Quarter-Inch Cartridge, which is a standard evolved by a committee of 
tape drive manufacturers. QIC drives record data in serpentine fashion on narrow 
tracks that run the full length of the tape. When it gets to one end of the tape, the 
drive reverses direction, shifts the heads to record on the next track, and records on 
that track until it reaches the end of the tape. There are numerous QIC standards 
that can be divided into mini cartridge and standard cartridge. 

Mini cartridges. The QIC mini cartridges conform to a 3.5 form factor. This means 
that the tapes drives will fit in 3.5" drive bays, as shown in Figure 8.18 (the cartridges 
themselves are approximately 3" x 2.5" x 0.6"). The mini cartridge tapes usually are 
referred to by product codes in the DC2000 range. For example, a DC2120 tape 
holds 120MB, uncompressed. This standard also is referred to as QIC-80, based on 
the original tape capacity of 80MB. Normally, the drives that use these cartridges are 
installed internally, connected to the floppy disk drive controller, or externally, con- 
nected to the parallel printer port. 

Figure 8.18 Inserting a QIC mini cartridge (also note the Iomega Bernoulli drive and re- 
movable hard drive) 
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Tape drives that use the QIC-80 standard are suitable for backing up smaller hard 
disks or large hard disks that have been divided into smaller partitions. These days 
the basic formatted capacity is 125MB uncompressed (175MB with extended-length 
tape or 210MB uncompressed with QIC-Wide media). Typically you can get twice as 
much data on the tapes using compression. In 1995, street prices for QIC-80 drives 
started at $120 with tapes as little as $10 each (86 per megabyte). Prices for higher- 
capacity QIC-Wide drives were running around $160. In 1996, new Travan models, 
storing 800MB, came onto the market at about $150. 

Standard cartridges. The standard cartridges are somewhat larger, as shown in Fig- 
ure 8.19 (actual size: 6" x 4" x 0.6"). The drives that use these cartridges require 5.25" 
bays. Standard data-cartridge QIC drives offer uncompressed capacities that range 
from a 60MB all the way up to 5GB. Prices for the cartridges range from $10 for a 
250MB cartridge up to roughly $30 for the higher capacity of 2.5GB (less than 26 per 
megabyte). 

While lower-capacity standard drives can be connected to a PC's floppy disk drive 
controller, drives with one gigabyte or greater capacity use a SCSI-2 interface. In 
common with the DAT and 8mm drives that I will consider in a moment, the standard 
QIC drives have a built-in compare procedure. This means that they perform a read- 
after-write test while writing data, reducing the need for a separate compare for rou- 
tine backups (you still should use a compare, for maximum safety, when backing up 
critical data). 

Figure 8.19 The standard or full-size QIC data cartridge 
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4mm tape 

Based on the Digital Audio Tape standard that uses 4mm-wide tape, DAT cassettes 
are very small (less than 3" x 2" x 0.5"). DAT drives have tended to both be faster 
than QIC and hold more data, although recent advances in the QIC standard have all 
but eliminated these differences. Uncompressed capacities for DAT drives range 
from 2GB to 4GB with street prices from $700 to $1000 for the drives and $6 to $20 
for the cartridges (less than 1& per megabyte). 

The DAT drives achieve their speed and capacity from a recording system known 
as helical scan. T h s  is similar to the system used in regular VCR recorders. The 
path of the tape around the recording heads forms a partial helix, producing tracks 
that are recorded as diagonal slashes in a herringbone pattern. Proponents of DAT 
claim that this uses the tape more efficiently than QIC drives, which record data in 
serpentine fashion on tracks that run the full length of the tape. The diminutive DAT 
cassettes follow one of two standards: the 1990 DDS (digital data standard), which 
packs up to 2MB in a 90-meter cassette, or the 1993 DDS-2, which doubles speed 
and capacity using 120-meter cassettes. 

8mm tape 

Using the same helical scan recording scheme as 4mm DAT drives, 8rnm drives have 
different specifications and a wider tape, whch delivers even better speed and ca- 
pacity. They are based on the Video8 cartridge developed by Sony for camcorders. 
However, only one company, Exabyte Corp., has a license from Sony to make data 
drives of this type. These drives can store as much as 7GB per tape, uncompressed. 
Street prices range from $1200 to $2250. The tapes cost from $6 to $7 for a 5GB car- 
tridge, which translates to a very low %& per megabyte. 

Tape your choice 

As you might imagine, each of the previous standards has its share of fans and de- 
tractors. The proponents of QIC systems d l  tell you that they are more reliable, 
quoting an MTBF of 250,000 hours, versus 80,000 hours for 4mm and 8mm drives 
(MTBF is mean time between failures, a common measurement of equipment reli- 
ability). Measurements of annual failure rate also favor QIC drives, which had the 
lowest failure rate of the three tape technologies in an independent 1993 study. It is 
not hard to believe these figures when you look at QIC cartridges, which are con- 
structed on a solid metal plate (both 4mrn and 8mm tape casing are made out of plas- 
tic). Advocates of QIC also point out that the other technologies were not designed 
with data backup in mind (4mm DAT was developed for sound recording, and 8mm 
for video). However, both 4mm DAT and 8mm currently offer higher data transfer 
speeds and have the edge in capacity, DAT being particularly suited to autoloading. 

3 When assessing relative MTBF figures for computer hardware, you should check the 
duty cycle (for example, a 100,000 MTBF ratmg with a duty cycle of 10% assumes 
that the unit will be used only one-tenth of the day, or about two and a half hours). 
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Other purchase considerations include the type of drive controller that you will be 
using. Smaller-capacity QIC drives that attach to floppy drive controllers work well in 
standalone machmes, and their performance can benefit from the improved IDE con- 
troller cards that now are available. The current leader in terms of data transfer rates is 
Fast Wide SCSI-2. A few years ago, buyng SCSI devices for PCs was fraught with in- 
compatibility problems, and I strongly recommended buying the cont,roller and tape 
drive together as a package to ensure that they worked together. However, the tighter 
standardization achieved with SCSI-2, plus the development of universal drivers such 
as ASP1 and utility software such as CorelSCSI, has made mix-and-match more feasible. 

For example, when installed with CorelSCSI, my Future Domain SCSI-2 card auto- 
matically recognizes and works with a Toshba CD-ROM drive and an Iomega Bernoulli, 
without any proprietary drivers. A few years ago, I did a magazine review of a dozen 
different removable media devices, all of them SCSI, and CorelSCSI automatically rec- 
ognized and formatted all of them, from tapes to flopticals, including magneto-opticals, 
and cartridge hard disks (see the next section for more on these devices). 

Nevertheless, there is one big advantage to purchasing all three elements of your 
backup system-drive, controller, and software-from the same vendor, such as a 
tape drive integrator. This vendor will be responsible for making sure that all three 
work well together. Backup is one area where it makes no sense to cut corners. On 
the other hand, you might not want to restrict options in the area of backup soft- 
ware, where features vary considerably. Be sure that the hardware that you choose 
comes with, or is supported by, powerful third-party backup software. As to the rel- 
ative cost of the various tape options discussed in this section, and the removable 
drives discussed next, they are graphed for you in Figure 8.20. 

Prlces appromnate, as oflatc 1395 Note Travan, a new verslorl of quarter 
ui~:h tape, wluch catnc on the market m 1395 

Figure 8.20 Relative costs of backup drives and media. 
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Backup Hardware: Removable Disks 

An alternative to tape drives is provided by a range of high-capacity removal disk 
drives, which generally are referred to as cartridge drives. These include magneto- 
optical drives, recordable CD-ROM drives, removable hard disks, and two propri- 
etary drive types: the SyQuest drive, which uses a hard disk in a removable cartridge, 
and the Iomega Bernoulli drive, which uses a specialized floppy disk in a removable 
cartridge. (The difference between a removable hard disk and a removable cartridge 
is that the latter does not contain the readlwrite head.) 

With the exception of recordable CD-ROM drives, all of the previous systems can 
be used for both backup and o n h e  storage. In other words, they can appear to your 
system as an additional hard drive, and some offer access times comparable to regu- 
lar hard disks. Having your backup device online like this makes backing up and 
restoring relatively simple. You can use the copy command to create duplicates of 
the files on your primary drive. An ordinary file-management program can be used 
to locate files that need to be restored. Indeed, you can even use the online backup 
device as primary storage until a damaged hard drive is replaced. 

Big Berni 

One of Iomega's first Bernoulb products, which was created back in the mid- 
1980s, consisted of dual 10" cartridge drives, designed to act as primary storage 
plus "instant" backup. The storage capacity back then was a whopping lOMB, as 
much as the standard hard drive in the IBM PC XT. Back then that was enough to 
handle the complete accounting system for a small- to medium-sized business, in- 
cluding a year's worth of records. However, the dual drive unit was as big as a PC 
and cost just as much. 

Magneto-optical drives 

Now a well-established and reliable technology, magneto-optical, or MO, drives come 
in 5.25" and 3.5" formats of various capacities. The technology uses a combination of 
lasers and magnetics to pack data onto disks that spin inside hard-shelled, metal- 
shuttered cartridges. The 3.5" systems commonly hold 128MB or 230MB on car- 
tridges that look very much like regular floppy disks. Vendors include Fujitsu, 
Epson, and IBM, and street prices are around $700 for the drives and $30 for a 
230MB disk (roughly 13Q: per megabyte). Relative to other removable media the 
230MB disks are cheap, but the drives are expensive, which means that you need to 
use a lot of media for the total price to be lower than a less-expensive drive with 
more-expensive cartridges. These drives also tend to be slightly slower than the 
larger MO drives and the other cartridge technologies. 

The 5.25" magneto-optical drives offer capacities up to 1.3GB, based on 650MB 
per disk side (see Figure 8.21). Older models used just one side of the disk and thus 
provided just 650MB. The newer models allow you to turn the disks over to get dou- 
ble the capacity (but unlike floppy disks, they d l  write to only one side at a time, re- 
quiring manual flipping). The higher capacity models are street priced in the $1700 
to $2000 range with media prices at $65 for 650MB cartridges and $75 for 1.3GB (6Q: 
per megabyte). 
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Figure 8.21 A 5 25" magneto-optical cartridge next to a Bernoulli cartridge, a Syquest cartridge, and CD- 
ROM disc. 

Not only is the media relatively cheap per megabyte, the drive performance is 
comparable to a regular hard disk (due in large part to fast SCSI-2 connections). 
Several companies make these drives, including NEC, Hewlett-Packard, and Sony. 
They are available in "juke box" configurations, meaning that several drives are com- 
bined to offer total capacities of 20GB or more. The media is highly reliable and is 
less susceptible to magnetic interference than tapes or other magnetic disks (high 
temperatures are required before the readhrite head can change the data on the 
disk). Most MO drives can also operate in WORM mode, as in Write Once Read Many. 
A backup made in WORM mode is an archive that cannot be changed. 

Highly Dense? 

One technology that is not on my list is the floptical drive. Despite such an unin- 
spiring name, these drives caused some excitement when they first appeared in 
the early 1980s. A floptical drive uses a specially formatted 3.5" floppy disk to 
store 20MB (thanks to improved accuracy of tracking using a light beam). Al- 
though you can increase this capacity to 40MB with compression, it falls short of 
though you can increase this capacity to 40MB with compression, it falls short of 
today's backup requirements, particularly as flopticals are considerably slower 
than other cartridge media. For a dozen years or more, "super floppies" of one 
kind or another have been rumored or even produced, but today's PCs require 
hundreds of megabytes of fast removable storage, something that variations on 
the traditional floppy so far have been unable to deliver. 
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Whde large format MO drives are expensive and the media that they use costs a lot 
more per megabyte than DAT or QIC tape, they are a serious option for file server 
backups, particularly when you need to minimize server downtime or you want to 
make backups several times per day. Because of their fast operation, files that need 
to be restored can be located instantly and copied just as fast as if they were on lo- 
cal hard drives. 

Bernoulli drives 

These proprietary drives, developed by Iomega, have been around for more than 10 
years. They are named for the Swiss physicist who discovered the "effect" that is 
used to position the flexible disk relative to the readlwrite head (as a consequence 
of whch the disk moves away from the head when it stops spinning, thus guarding 
against disk crashes). The large capacity Bernoulli 230MB drives cost around $475 
with 5.25" cartridges typically costing around $100 (434: per megabyte). T h s  is a 
cheap drivelpricey media proposition relative to the MO drives, although the perfor- 
mance is somewhat better than the smaller, slower 3.25" MO drives but not as good 
as the faster, larger MO units. 

For many years, Iomega has been locked in competitive battle with SyQuest and 
claims that its Bernoulh cartridges are mherently safer for data. I would have to say 
that I have used Bernoullis of one kind or another for nearly 10 years without losing 
any data (except when I upgraded from a 20MB drive to my current 44MB system, 
which cannot read the older disks). My current drive, whch was seen earlier in Fig- 
ure 8.18, is five years old and, thanks to Stacker disk compression, provides 90MB of 
online storage despite having been shpped across the Atlantic several times). Re- 
cently Iomega launched a small format sub-$200 drive called the Zip, which is prov- 
ing very popular with SOH0 users. 

SyQuest drives 

In the speciahzed field of Macintosh graphics, the SyQuest 5.25" drives, offering either 
44MB or 88MB per disk, have long been a standard meda for shipping photographic 
and desktop publishing files to service bureaus (see Figure 8.18). The newer 270MB 
drives use a 3.5" cartridge and have a street price around $400. Like the older units, 
they use metal hard dsks in a shuttered case, instead of the floppy disks favored by 
Iomega in its Bernoulli drives. At about $60 per cartridge, they cost 224: per megabyte, 
almost half the price of Bernoulhs. They also have the edge in speed, with an average 
access time under 14 rmlliseconds, which is comparable to many hard disks. 

Record your own CDs 

The technology known as CD-recordable, or CD-R, is used when you want to archive 
your data permanently. By using a laser to etch information onto a blank CD-R disk, 
a CD-R drive creates a CD-ROM that you can read in any CD-ROM drive. As well as 
creating backups, CD-R drives can create CD-ROMs of company mformation, such as 
a customer database, for distribution w i t h  your company. With a predicted life 
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span of 100 years, CD-R disks represent a hghly reliable storage medium for archiv- 
ing or backing up critical data. 

Recently, CD-R drives have shrunk in size and price to below $1000, including the 
special recordmg software. Blank CD-R disks, with a maximum capacity of 640MB, sell 
for around $9 (less than 1.5& per megabyte). Bear in mind that you can record multi- 
ple sessions on one disk, so you could perform a full backup of 500MB, followed by 7 
incremental backups of 20MB each. Vendors include Phihps, Yamaha, JVC, Hewlett- 
Packard, and CD-ROM Strategies. Unfortunately, whde the cost per megabyte is low 
and the reliability of the media is exceptional (zero susceptibility to electronic inter- 
ference) at about 5MB per minute, backing up with a CD-R is relatively slow 

Removable hard disks 

As I mentioned earlier, removable cartridges are uferent  from removable drives. The 
latter includes both the disk and the drive mechanism. A removable hard drive essen- 
tially is an ordinary hard disk that you can take out of your computer. The hard drive 
mechanism, particularly the readlwrite head, is manufactured to very fine tolerances. 
This allows hard disks to store more than cartridge drives of slrnilar size, but it also 
means that regular hard drives are highly susceptible to rough treatment. With a few 
exceptions, removable hard drives are too delicate to be mailed, whch shghtly h u t s  
their usefulness, although they can be safely transported for offsite backup storage. 

The fact that you have to buy a complete drive mechanism for each additional 
chunk of storage also makes removable hard drives an expensive backup option (up- 
wards of 50& per megabyte), although you eliminate the cost of a drive unit. For ex- 
ample, to acheve 1GB capacity with a SyQuest unit, you would need to spend about 
$500 on drive mechanism and cartridges. A tape drive able to handle 1GB also would 
cost about that much. You can buy a 1GB hard drive for $300, but it is the incremen- 
tal cost that gets expensive. You would be buying additional gigabytes at $300 each, 
versus $100 for cartridges, $10 for a tape. 

If you choose removable drives as a backup media, you might feel that you can dis- 
pense with a rotating schedule of multiple incremental backups. Thanks to the speed 
of operation, your 1GB primary drive can be cloned by a backup drive in under 30 
minutes, making complete daily backup possible. Unfortunately, if you keep backing 
up successive days by overwriting the preceding day, you will lose the ability to re- 
store data that was accidentally erased several days ago. Using enough hard drives 
to provide a month's worth of historical protection will get very expensive. 

Nevertheless, removable hard drives have their uses, such as primary storage that 
can be locked away in a safe overnight. Both Quantum and TEAC make removable 
drive systems (the Passport and TEAC-Stor respectively). Street prices for a 500MB 
unit are around 60Q: per megabyte. Note that these systems cost more than ordinary 
drives of the same capacity due to added protection for the drive unit and, most irn- 
portantly, a dockmg system that allows the drive to be removed without powering 
down the system. If you don't need this capability (e.g., if you simply want to remove 
the drive at the end of one workday and put it back in the f o l l o w  day), a cheaper al- 
ternative is provided by the $25 kits that turn any 3.5" drive into a removable drive (us- 
ing a 5.25" drive bay, as shown in Figure 8.22). These units come with keys to lock the 
drive in place, and some even include padded storage cases for the removable unit. 
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Figure 8.22 Installing a removable drive unit 

A very different approach to removable hard drive storage is provided by PCMCIA- 
format disks. As you might know, PCMCIA is the standard that defines expansion de- 
vices of credit-card size, such as modems, network adapters, and so on. It originally 
was developed for portable computing (see Figure 8.23). Companies such as Maxtor 
and Hewlett-Packard have succeeded in developing drives that fit the Type I11 PCM- 
CIA specification (somewhat thicker than Type I1 cards). For example, Maxtor's Mo- 
bileMax 171, which sells for around $315, offers 171MB of very mobile, and very fast, 
hard disk storage. This is great for moving large amounts of data between a notebook 
and desktop computer, provided that both are equipped with Type I11 PCMCIA slots 
(you now can buy PCMCIA card drives for desktop machines for around $150). 

Other storage options 

There are several reasons to back up your systems. For example, you want your data 
and software to survive the theft of your hardware. You also want to defend against 
hardware failure. One technology, disk mirroring, allows you to do the latter but does 
not defend against the former. In other words, disk mirroring enables you to survive 
a hard disk crash but does nothing to preserve your data if the drive unit is stolen 
along with the rest of the system. 

Basically, disk mirroring adds a second hard disk drive and uses either software or 
a special controller to write the same data to both drives. Because both drives es- 
sentially are identical, one drive can fail without causing any data loss. It is possible 
to use more than one drive for mirroring, creating additional redundancy, something 
required by mission-critical network servers, which I will look at in chapter 11. How- 
ever, mirroring also is viable for critical standalone systems, on both Macs and PCs, 
and it can significantly improve drive performance. 
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Figure 8.23 An example of a PCMCIA hard drive. 

For very high-capacity backups, in the 20GB-plus category, you might need a juke 
box. Technically, referred to as a robotic multiple play device, a juke box contains 
multiple media. An example is the Cristie DAT autoloader, which was shown earlier 
in Figure 8.9. Juke boxes are available for MO disks as well as tapes and some 
models offer terabytes of cataloged and automated storage, which can be restored 
without any human handling of media. However, such devices can run to tens of 
thousands of dollars, and they make a very tempting target for computer literate 
thieves. 

Things to Come 

It was only a few years ago that tape capacities of 2GB and 3GB sounded amazing. 
Now it is normal to find standalone personal computers with more than IGB of 
hard drive storage and file servers with lOGB or more. Fortunately, there is some- 
thmg called the National Storage Industry Consortium (NSIC), whch is research- 
ing ultra-high-density recording technology. The plan is to increase recording 
density in both tape backup units and hard disk drives. The goal is to achieve 
recording densities up to one terabyte per cubic inch in both DAT and QIC for- 
mats, at greatly enhanced speeds. This should ensure the continued viability of 
these tape standards despite the continued rapid growth in hard disk sizes. 
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Backup hardware connections 

Whether you choose tapes or disks, you have to be able to integrate your backup 
hardware into your system. There basically are two approaches to this: adding a con- 
troller card or plugging into an existing port. For smaller internal tape drives, this 
port might be the existing floppy drive controller. For some tape drives and remov- 
able drives, the existing port might be the parallel printer port. Connecting to this 
port has become a popular option in recent years for machines that cannot be ex- 
panded internally (e.g., notebook PCs) or for users who want to be able to move a 
device between machmes. For example, there are plenty of units, like the Cristie 
model shown in Figure 8.24, that can be carried from machine to machine to perform 
backups. 

Devices of this type, which also include tape drives like the one shown in Figure 
8.25, can be used to back up local drives on network workstations if you don't want 
to back them up over the network. They also are very cost-effective if you have a 
handful of non-network machines that you need to backup. To use the device, you 
plug it into the printer port, attach the power supply, then load a device driver, and 
you are ready to operate. If you need to use the printer at the same time, there usu- 
ally is a "pass-through" port that allows it to be plugged in. 

Figure 8.24 Three Cristie parallel port devices, left to right: 3.5" magneto-optical, floptical, and 5 25" 
Syquest 
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Figure 8.25 A portable parallel port tape drive 

There are limitations to parallel port devices, most notably speed. While some 
newer computers have enhanced parallel ports that allow transfer rates up to 12MB 
per minute, older ones might limit data transfer rates to just a few megabytes per 
minute. One advantage of the Cristie models shown in Figure 8.24 is that they in- 
clude both SCSI and printer port connections, allowing them to be attached directly 
to an external SCSI connector on systems that already have a SCSI controller in- 
stalled. If you are adding a backup device to a network file server, then it might well 
have a SCSI controller already installed, and these can support up to seven devices. 
As mentioned earlier, SCSI devices are a lot easier to work with than they used to be 
and provide maximum data transfer rates. 

Beware Data Creep 

Choosing a cartridge disk technology for backup has one drawback not associated 
with tape drives. You might be tempted to use the cartridge drive for additional 
storage, rather than backup. In other words, suppose you add a 270MB SyQuest 
drive to your system, drive C of which holds 250MB. The new drive appears as D. 
You back up drive C to a cartridge in D, then you buy several new applications, 
which barely fit on C. You put a fresh cartridge in D and move some less fre- 
quently used applications and data from C to D. From now on, if you ever change 
the data on D, you will find it difficult to back it up. Once you start using D as pri- 
mary storage, you will need something else for backup. 
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Backup Software 

You could say that the hardware that you use to back up your data is only as good as 
the software that drives it. Tape drives usually come with their own software. In some 
cases, this is very good; in others, it is merely adequate. There also are third-party 
backup programs, such as Sytos, Back-It, and Palindrome for Windows or Dantz Retro- 
spect and Norton Utilities for the Macintosh. Some operating systems, such as DOS, 
come with limited backup and restore commands, but typically these work only with 
floppies (the Microsoft Backup program for DOS, shown in Figure 8.26, comes with 
MS-DOS 6.x, as does the Windows version, which was shown earlier in Figure 8.5). 

Built-in backup commands 

There are several reasons why the backup commands that come with desktop oper- 
ating systems are designed to work with floppies (an exception to this rule is Unix, 
which has integral support for tape drives but which generally is outside the purview 
of this book). Disk drives are the only storage devices that the operating system 
knows about, and floppy disks are the only "standard" removable media that the op- 
erating system can count on accessing on any machine. Basic operating system 
backup commands work okay with any device, such as a SyQuest drive, that can be 
made to appear as just another drive, but tape drives normally don't work this way. 

To work with a storage device that does not appear to the operating system as a 
disk drive, the backup program needs a driver, and these are more or less model-spe- 
cific (e.g., my 1991 version of Back-It would not recognize my 1994 Conner TapeStor 
420 tape drive). Indeed, the backup software that comes with your tape drive might 
work with only that tape drive. For example, I would not expect the Conner Backup 
Exec, which is shown in Figure 8.27, to support tape drives other than the Conner 
TapeStor 420 unit with which it was supplied. 

I Backup 

Backup From Backup To: 
t C-F-I p 

C-G- I 
I . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 

- - B files selected for backup 
0 K free space needed on MS-DOS drive 

Backup Type: 1- 
-- - - - - - - 

Figure 8.26 Microsoft Backup for DOS 1s a big improvement on the old BACKUP command. 
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Figure 8.27 Conner Backup Exec software, supplied with Conner tape drives 

Choosing backup software 

There are numerous features to look for in backup software. If you are working with 
a file server, there are even more, which are discussed in chapter 11. The generally 
desirable features include: 

Mouse/menu-driven: If novice users are expected to operate the software, it 
needs an intuitive menu-driven interface that makes selection of source files and 
target media as easy as possible. 

File selection: You need to be able to include or exclude certain types of files, as 
well as specific individual files. Directories and folders should be displayed in a 
way that makes it easy to choose them. 

Named backups: You need to be able to name and store different sets of backup 
specifications for repeated use. 

Overwrite protection: The software should make it clear when it plans to over- 
write existing backup information on the media and offer a chance to prevent this. 

Report generation: The software should provide a printed report of a backup ses- 
sion for reference. This can be stored with the media. (Some companies require fil- 
ing of such reports by users to prove that backup has been performed.) 

Comrnand lines and scripts: To make backup as easy as possible for users, you 
should be able to set up a single-key operation using either a batch file, macro, or 
script fachty. Make sure that the software offers you t h s  type of control. 
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Timing commands: If the hardware is capable of operating unattended, make 
sure the software accepts timing instructions so that it can carry out the backup 
without you. 

Simple restoration procedure: While the main emphasis is on efficient backup, 
you cannot ignore the possibility that the backup needs to be restored. Check that 
the software handles this simply and effectively, offering control over the over- 
writing of existing files on the hard disk (the circumstances under which you have 
to use this part of the software might be less than ideal). 

File searchnocute: You need a quick and easy way to find specific files w i t h  the 
backup and select them for restoration. 

Tape cataloguing: You want a system for keeping track of what was backed up to 
which media and when. 

Password protection: You need to be able to encrypt the backup and password 
protect it against theft and tampering. 

Reliable compression: To make the most of the storage media, the backup soft- 
ware needs to use compression. Some vendors license this from compression spe- 
cialists such as STAC. 

In Figure 8.28, you can see a third-party backup package from one of the leading 
independent suppliers of such software, Sytron. T h s  particular package is Sytos 

CHKDSK Cold 

CLocKnl SYS 

Select tile files you want to back up by clk:Ctng in the selecton squares wxt to their [cons 

Figure 8.28 Selecting files to be backed up with Sytos Premium for OSl2 is accomplished with a simple 
point-and-click operation. 
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Premium for OSl2. Other Sytron products work with Windows and NetWare. They 
use STAC compression and have encryption facilities and Error Correction Code 
(ECC) to help you recover files from damaged media. 

Disk extenders and synchronizers 

While PKZIP is a powerful archwing program that also can be used for backups, it 
takes quite a bit of work to turn it into a PSM system (as in personal storage man- 
agement). The backup software company Sytron came up with PSM to describe its 
product NeverEnding Disk (seen in Figure 8.29). This program automates opera- 
tions that many users have become accustomed to performing manually. We have all 
agonized over deleting noncritical files, struggled with archiving unused files onto 
floppies, then searched high and low for the right disk when we need them again. 

The purpose of NeverEnding Disk is to monitor your system and help you decide 
which files are not being used, then archve them, with compression, onto floppy 
disks or other media, which are thoroughly catalogued within the program. All you 
have to do is put the right label on the floppy disk. The program keeps an expanded 
directory of your files, as though the floppies, or other archve media, are part of 
your system. This enables you to locate archived files as easily as those still on your 
hard disk. If the file that you want happens to be archved on a floppy, you simply in- 
sert it, and NeverEnding Disk decompresses in onto the hard disk for you. 

A similar approach to archwing is taken by the program Infinite Disk. The share- 
ware program Software Tracker does something slightly different: It doesn't archive 
data for you but provides a cataloging system for applications stored on floppy disks. 

0 123554 Vo11.5368 

11/01/93 02/21/94 11558 Vol1:5276 
DLLSCHED DLL 11/01/33 02/21/34 7680 Vo11:5277 
DOCKED I N  03/04/94 03A7194 
DOSAPP IN1 03/15/94 03/15/34 
DOSPRMPT PlF 02/21/34 02/21/34 545 Vo11:5316 
EFPXPUMP DLL 11/01/93 03/11/94 38135 65024 41X 
EFPXRUN DLL 11/01/33 02/21/94 22016 Vo11.5278 
EGYPT BMP 11/01/93 02/21/94 630 V o l l  5279 
EMM386 EXE 11/01/93 02/21/94 120926 
EXPAND EXE 11 /01193 02/21 I 9 4  16378 Vo11:5280 
FPXCODEC DLL 11/01/93 03/11/94 841 7 14848 43% 

Figure 8.29 NeverEndmg Disk 
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Figure 8.30 The Backer is used to synchronize files 

An archive-related problem with managing files is the need to synchronize files be- 
tween two machines or two disks or to update files simultaneously. This can be done 
by a program like The Backer, which is seen in Figure 8.30. 

A shareware program with similar goals but a more comprehensive set of conv 
mands is UpD8R, which is seen in Figure 8.31. It is specifically designed to help note- 
book users synchronize their machines with the desktop back at the office. This 
actually is a fairly complex operation, and you should use such programs with care. 
It is possible to overwrite valuable data if you wrongly update a pair of files that share 
the same name but contain different data. 

Software Safety Nets 

Backing up on a regular basis is a must for serious personal computer users and is a 
lifesaver when hardware gives out or files are destroyed. However, it still is a dam- 
age-limitation exercise, a precaution against the time when "things go wrong." There 
is always a period between backups during which valuable work might be performed, 
work that can be lost due to error, attack, mechanical breakdown, or power failure. 
For example, suppose that you have just designed a brilliant Excel macro. Before 
you get a chance to save the file, the lights flicker and your machine reboots. Gone 
is the macro, and lost is the time it took to design it. If you exercise a positive atti- 
tude and immediately start reconstructing your work, you probably will find that re- 
construction takes less time than creation. Nevertheless, it is an inconvenience you 
would like to avoid. 
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Figure 8.31 The UpD8R program in action 

Fortunately, you can obtain some measure of protection against the interim ef- 
fects of such problems as power outages, even if you do not have the budget needed 
to supply everyone with a UPS. Well-trained personal computer users know that 
they should save work regularly, religiously, and whenever leaving their computers 
unattended. Unfortunately, as with backup, "knowing you should" does not always 
mean "doing as you should." Any honest personal computer user of reasonable vin- 
tage will own up to at least one major sin of omission when it comes to saving work. 
To make up for this simple human failing, some programs make provisions for auto- 
matic file saving. 

Designers of programs like Excel and Wordperfect know that it is very easy to 
spend several hours totally absorbed in the act of writing and editing, whether it is 
macros or love letters. Most spreadsheets and word processors now have an auto- 
matic save feature that can be set to store work at regular intervals, measured in 
nunutes (see Figure 8.32). Once set, the program automatically records the current 
document on disk every so many minutes. The timed saved feature causes very little 
inconvenience. You occasionally might notice a "Please wait" message in the lower 
left of the screen while the saving to disk takes place. However, even when working 
on large documents, the time taken to save to disk rarely prevents you from typing 
for more than a few seconds. 

A different approach to reversing operator error is automatic recording of key- 
strokes so that multiple levels of "undo" can be called upon to reverse actions about 
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which you have second thoughts. One of the most keystroke-intensive applications 
on a personal computer is database management, involving as it does the entry and 
updating of many records. Regular saving of database files is a must. However, one 
leading database, FileMaker Pro, does not have a Save command on its File menu! In- 
stead, it automatically saves all changes whenever they are made. Because t h s  is 
done incrementally, using a buffer system, the program is not slowed down by con- 
stant disk-writing; nevertheless, the user is assured that all work is always saved. 

Disk Disaster Recovery and Prevention 

When we save files on disk, we expect the operating system to look after them for us. 
We might use locks and keys and other access controls to prevent damage from hu- 
mans that we don't trust, but we implicitly trust the operating system to do its part. 
Is this wise? Unfortunately, the answer is no. There are times when the operating 
system itself fails to perform. Files that were written cannot be read. Data is scram- 
bled. To understand how this is possible, you need to know something about the way 
data is stored on a disk. 

Related Problems 

For Help on d~alog settings, press F1 

Figure 8.32 Setting the autosave feature in Excel 
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Disk formatting 

Disks, both hard and floppy, have a magnetic coating that records data in much the 
same way that VCR tapes record movies. However, w N e  the location of a particular 
part of a tape is a one-dimensional measurement (that is, the distance from the be- 
ginning of the tape), locating data on a disk is a two-dimensional proposition, re- 
quiring that the information be structured. This structure is called a format, which 
is a magnetic grid by means of which the disk drive can assign an address to any part 
of the disk. The basic layout of data on a floppy disk is shown in Figure 8.33. 

You can see that the space on one side of a disk is divided into concentric circular 
tracks that are further divided into sectors. In t h s  case, each sector stores 512 bytes. 
Hard disks can store more bytes per sector. T h s  format creates a large number of 
small sections of disk, whch sometimes are referred to as blocks. Different operat- 
ing systems use slightly different track and sector formats; however, most use both 
sides of the disk. T h s  is done without you having to turn the disk over, because the 
disk drive's readwrite heads scan both sides of the disk at once. 

The format is a set of signals written on the disk by the operating system. Without 
a format, a disk cannot store files. In the DOS world, you use the command FORMAT 
to prepare a new disk so that it can store data. In the Mac world, formatting is called 
initializing. For example, when you take an unformatted floppy disk fresh from the 
box and place it in a Macintosh floppy drive, you get the message seen on the left 
side of Figure 8.34. If you proceed to initialize the disk, you get the warning seen on 
the right side of Figure 8.34. 

Both hard disks and floppy disks require formatting. In both the Mac and DOS 
worlds, it is vitally important to bear in mind that the preparation or formatting of 
disks removes any previously stored data from the disk. If you format the floppy disk 
on which you have stored the accounts receivable database file, you lose that file. 
Whde you can write-protect floppy disks to prevent them from being wiped out by 
the format command, write-protecting hard disks is a different story. You need to be 
able to write freely to hard disks that are in use. 

80 circular tracks x 9 pie-shaped sectors = 720 sector boxes each storing 1024 bytes 
720 x 1024 bytes = 720 Kilobytes per side x 2 sides = 1,440 K or 1.44 Megabytes per disk. 

Figure 8.33 Diagram of a disk format 
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This is not a Macintosh disk: 

Do you want to initialize it? 

Figure 8.34 The Macintosh 
initialize warning. 

Many personal computer users know that the format command wipes out the data on 
a disk. The format command thus can be abused, eraslng critical data files. With a sin- 
gle instruction, a disgruntled employee can trash a hard d~sk  full of data. An dl-mformed 
employee can perform the same operation if not properly trained in the basics of sys- 
tem operation. One school of thought suggests that you never tell employees about for- 
mattmg, relieving them of the temptation to abuse this basic part of personal computer 
operation. A more progressive view accepts that people will learn this information any- 
way and suggests that well-informed operators are less of a threat than those who are 
stumbhng in the dark. In both views, it makes sense to control the formatting of disks. 

On DOS systems, the FORMAT command itself can be removed or renamed, and 
employees can be supplied with preformatted disks. The main point here is that a 
command that is central to the operating system can itself, if abused, pose a threat 
to your data. Fortunately, it is possible, under some circumstances, to reverse the 
format operation, as described in a moment. 

Undeleting and real erasing 

Most files take up more than one sector. Large files are spread across many sectors. 
A list is maintained by the operating system that shows which sectors are used by 
what files. If you thmk of sectors as rooms in a hotel, accommodating a large file is 
like booking a rock star with a large entourage. Many rooms are taken up, and the en- 
tries in the register keep track of who is in which room. The operating system equiv- 
alent of the hotel register is called the File Allocation Table, or FAT. 

When you delete a file, you free up space on the disk. However, the operating sys- 
tem does not clean out the sectors that once were occupied by a deleted file. This 
would make deletion a lengthy process. Instead, an alteration is made to the FAT. In 
the case of DOS, the first letter of the file is removed, effectively removing the file 
from the directory listing and making it inaccessible to normal applications. How- 
ever, the data stdl is in the sectors and wdl remain there until DOS needs the vacated 
space to add further files to the disk. 

Norton Utilities and more recent versions of DOS are able to read the FAT and give 
you a chance to replace the first letter of a file that was "erased." These programs 
then can use the information in the FAT to find data that belongs to the file, scanning 
the sectors of the disk until as much as possible of the file has been recovered. If you 
delete a file accidentally and then use one of these unerase programs immediately, 
you should be able to get all of the data back. You can see Microsoft Undelete for 
Windows at work in Figure 8.35. 
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Figure 8.35 Microsoft Undelete for Windows comes with MS-DOS 6.x 

There is a downside to this. The same feature of operating system file handling 
that makes it possible to recover deleted files opens up a security window, through 
which the clever interloper can gain access to data that you thought had been re- 
moved. For example, programs like MacTools on the Mac and Norton Utilities on the 
PC make the reading of deleted data files quite simple. Fortunately, these utility pro- 
grams also include a "true erase" feature that can prevent anyone from reading the 
remaining file fragments. For example, Norton Desktop for Windows includes a pro- 
gram called Shredder that "wipes the contents of a file, making it impossible for 
unauthorized eyes to ever see it. . . . Shredder also wipes the file's directory entry, so 
nobody can even get a hint that the file used to exist." When you shred a directory, 
it wipes the directory's directory entry. Shredder also wipes the slack space at the 
end of the file, whch might contain bits and pieces of secret data. 

Shredder can use a standard wiping procedure (overwriting with zeros), or you 
can choose the multiple-pass US. government standard wiping method, which con- 
forms to Department of Defense standards (DoD 5220.22M). However, while Shred- 
der works well on files that you select to be destroyed, to be completely safe from 
undeleting, you also must wipe your disks with a utility such as Norton WipeInfo, 
which is a program that comes with Norton Utilities. T h s  overwrites all areas of the 
disk that are not used by legitimate files. Several options for overwriting, including 
the DoD standard, are provided. 
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Don't think that you have destroyed data if you have reformatted a disk. In an- 
other case of good newshad news, disk formatting now is a reversible process. Re- 
cent versions of DOS don't erase old data when they format. Utility programs can 
find copies of previous versions of the FAT that remain on the disk after reformat- 
ting, so unformatting is possible. There is even an UNFORMAT command included 
with MS-DOS 6.x along with the UNDELETE program that reclaims individual files. 

Discombobulate 

Normally large parties are booked into hotels in adjoining rooms. Similarly, files are 
stored in contiguous or connected sectors. However, as you delete files from a disk, 
space comes available between files. Eventually this space will be used up by new 
files. As files are added, enlarged, and erased, the records in the FAT get pretty com- 
plex. For example, when you delete a file, spaces appear in the block of sectors. Now 
you copy some more files to the disk. Parts of these files are placed into the spaces 
left open by the removal of previous files. Some files wd1 not be stored in consecu- 
tive sectors but will be split or fragmented across several parts of the disk. The same 
thing happens if you read a file into memory, add data to it, then resave it onto disk. 
The file wdl no longer fit in the original sectors, and the added data is stored in a dif- 
ferent part of the disk. In Figure 8.36, you can see a map of a typical DOS hard disk, 
showing how the space has been used. 

This map was produced by a program called Norton Speed Disk, which will be dis- 
cussed in a moment. Note the way that unused areas are mixed in with the used ar- 
eas. Also note that the disk area is divided into blocks in a 16 by 80 grid. Each block 
represents 43 clusters. (Clusters are the smallest segment of a disk that DOS can 
use for storage. More recent versions of DOS refer to clusters as allocation units be- 
cause these are the units by whch the operating system allocates disk space.) On 

Cluster 3,453 81 1 - Used - Partial - Unused 
r - Reading W - Writing 

Elapsed Time: 00:00:42 B - Bad X - Unmovable 
Reading . . .  Drive C: 1 block = 38 clusters 

Figure 8.36 Norton Speedisk 
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hard disks, there can be from 4 to 64 sectors per cluster. On a high-density 1.4MB 
floppy disk, where one sector is 512 bytes, there are 4 sectors, or 2048 bytes, per 
cluster. This means that a file that is 3000 bytes in size will occupy 2 clusters. The 
1096 bytes of extra space is unused (2048 x 2 = 4096 and 4096 - 3000 = 1096). 

The fragmentation of files into noncontiguous clusters generally is not a problem 
for operating systems because they are designed to cope with the phenomenon. 
Files spread over different parts of the disk still can be read, and the FAT keeps track 
of where the parts of a file are stored. However, if a disk experiences a lot of adding 
and removing of files, then the web of connections between files can become quite 
tangled and can cause several difficulties. 

The more a file is fragmented, the more revolutions of the disk it takes for the en- 
tire file to be read into memory. Response time when reading and writing files can 
slow down dramatically. Both program and data files can be affected. This is partic- 
ularly noticeable on hard disk systems. Beyond this problem, the fragmenting of files 
increases the chances that the FAT will not be able to cope. Files can become 
crosslinked, meaning that the connections between separate parts of a file are cor- 
rupted. I have seen this happen quite often on floppy disks used to move copies of 
files from one computer to another. If you use the same floppy to take copies of data 
files home every night to work on them on your home computer, the copying on and 
off of data can wear out the disk's FAT and lead to corruption or even loss of data. 

Checking up on DOS 

The basic preventative measure on a DOS system is to run the CHKDSK utility. This 
command reports on the use of space on a disk and the amount of memory available 
in your PC. You also can use CHKDSK to determine how fragmented your disk has 
become. If you CHKDSK with the DOS wildcard (*.*), it will examine each file to see 
if it is stored in contiguous space. This has been done in Figure 8.37, and you can see 
that some of the files on the disk are stored in more than one block of clusters. This 
is not a critical problem, but one that slows down performance. To correct the prob- 
lem, copy the files to another disk (using COPY or XCOPY, not DISK COPY). If you 
then reformat the original disk, you can copy the files back to it, and it should work 
fine. 

A:\>chkdsk *.* 
Uolume GI09825 created 84-28-1992 1:23a 

738,112 bytes total disk space 
783,488 bytes in 45 user files 
26,624 bytes available on disk 

1,024 bytes in each allocation unit 
713 total allocation units on disk 
26 available allocation units on disk 

655,368 total bytes memory 
489,136 bytes free 

A:\123GOll.XLS Contains 3 non-contiguous blocks 
A :\BRIAL. TXT Contains 3 non-conti~uous blocks Figure 8.37 Running c ~ x ~ s x  * , *. 
A:\BRIALI.TXT Contains 2 non-contiguous blocks 
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Volume 6109825 created 04-28-1992 1:23a 

45 lost allocation units found in 1 chains. 
Convert lost chains to files IY/N)?y 

738,112 bytes total disk space 
654,336 bytes in 47 user files 
46,088 bytes in 1 recovered files 
29,696 bytes available on disk 

1.024 bytes in each allocation unit 
713 total ailocation units on disk 

29 available allocation units on disk 

655,360 total bytes memory 
489,136 bytes free 

A :\FILE0000 .CHK Contains 2 itoit-cont iguous blocks 
A:\123GOSl.XLS Contains 3 non-contiguoiis blocks 
A:\COMMCTRL.DOC Contains 4 non-contiguous blocks 
A:\MfiRYl.DOC Contains 7 non-contiguous blocks 
A:\BRIAL. TXT Contains 3 non-contiguous blocks ~i~~~~ 8.38 ~h~ of CHKD~K IF. 
A:\BRIfiLI.TXT Contains 2 non-contiguous blocks 

A:\> 

When you run CHKDSK, the program does not actually check the disk space. 
Rather, it puts together the information in the directory witah the information in the 
FAT to make sure that they match up. In checking the FAT against the directory, 
DOS will turn up two types of problems: lost clusters and crosslinked clusters. A lost 
cluster occurs when a value has been entered for a particular cluster in the file allo- 
cation table, but none of the active files in the directory use the cluster. T h s  creates 
no active danger to existing data files, but it does mean that DOS will not allocate 
this cluster to any new files. 

A crosslinked cluster is a more serious matter. In t h s  case, the FAT indicates that 
a data cluster is being used by two or more different files. This is an anomaly because 
the data in the cluster should belong to one or the other of the crosslinked files. In 
the case of crosslinked data, it is highly probable that one or all of the crosshked 
files have suffered damage. The normal cause of such problems is an interruption 
while DOS is attempting to write information to the disk. This can be the result of a 
hardware, software, or user error. For example, if a user starts to copy a large data 
file from the hard disk to the floppy drive but removes the floppy disk before the 
drive Light has gone off or if there is a power failure at this point, then DOS might be 
prevented from completing the copying of the file onto the disk. 

When you copy a file, DOS first enters the filename into the directory. It then ex- 
amines the FAT to determine what clusters are free for its use. DOS then writes the 
data into the clusters. When the writing is done, it returns to the directory and com- 
pletes the entry for that file by writing the location of the first cluster for that file and 
its size. T h s  means that, if DOS is interrupted while writing a file, you might see the 
name of the file in the directory with a size of 0 bytes, an indication of an interrupted 
file-writing process. Some or all of that file actually was written to the disk before the 
error occurred, but DOS cannot find it. 

The DOS program CHKDSK accepts a switch, called /F for "fix," that causes the 
program to modify the FAT and directory to deal with lost clusters or allocation 
units. For example, in Figure 8.38, you can see CHKDSK /F results. These indicate 
the number of lost allocation unitslclusters on the drive. The program then asks how 
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you want to deal with them. To the question "Convert lost chains to files (Y/N)?" you 
can answer yes or no. The term chain refers to groups of clusters that are numbered 
consecutively in the FAT. 

If you enter Y,  you are telling CHKDSK to correct the problem by creating a file 
out of the lost clusters. This leaves the FAT pretty much intact, and the directory 
simply has one or more new filenames added to it. The assumption is made that all 
consecutively numbered clusters should be placed into a single file. If DOS finds 
clusters that are not consecutive, it counts each group as a separate chain and as- 
signs a separate filename for each chain. The file naming convention is to use the 
name FILEO0OO.CHK for the first chain of clusters, FILE0001.CHK for the second 
chain, and so on. 

Note that collecting lost clusters into files does not free up any disk space. The 
purpose of the collected files is to allow you to examine the contents of the clusters 
to determine if you really want to preserve this data. If you do not intend to go to t h s  
trouble, it is better to select N as your response to the question in Figure 8.38. T h s  
tells CHKDSK to leave the directory unchanged and alter the FAT by setting all lost 
clusters back to a value of zero. This releases all the disk clusters to be used by other 
files. 

Crosslinked clusters present a more difficult problem. When a disk contains 
crosslinked clusters, the CHKDSK command will display a list of the crosslinks 
and the files that they relate to, such as: 

A:\FRED.DBF 
Is cross linked on cluster 123 
A:\JOE.DBF 
Is cross linked on cluster 123 

The list will always contain pairs of entries, one for each file that is crosslinked to the 
same cluster. Using CHKDSK, even with the /F parameter, will not affect crosslinked 
clusters. The reason is that the disk directory or FAT provide no clues as to which file 
the cluster should belong. The easiest way to get rid of the crosslinks is to delete the 
files. If the files contain valuable data, another solution is to copy both files to new 
files on the same disk or preferably to another disk. Next, you delete the crosslinked 
files and copy the backups to their original disk or filenames. This will eliminate the 
crosslink; however, because DOS copies the crosslinked sector into both files, it does 
not mean that the files are undamaged. You will have to test the files to see whch 
one, if either, still functions correctly. 

Also note that the CHKDSK utility does not rearrange files to untangle the frag- 
mentation. For this, you need a specialized program called a disk optimizer, which 
is discussed next. However, CHKDSK still is a valuable tool, and you can incorpo- 
rate it into a batch file, perhaps the AUTOEXEC.BAT, making disk checking a reg- 
ular preventative measure, rather than waiting to use CHKDSK when you 
encounter problems reading files (note that Windows 95 can perform automatic 
disk checks). 
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SCANDISK 

With MS-DOS 6.x, you get a more powerful command for checking disk and file 
integrity, SCANDISK, which is shown at work in Figure 8.39. When you run 
CHKDSK in MS-DOS 6.x, the operating system suggests that you use SCANDISK 
instead. There are two reasons for this. First, SCANDISK knows about Double- 
Space disk compression and can check that this is working properly. Second, 
SCANDISK not only checks the FAT, directory structure, and file integrity, it also 
checks the physical surface of the disk. The ability of each sector to retain infor- 
mation is tested. This is important because some disk write operations are more 
sensitive to weak signals than others. While some disk write operations repeat- 
edly attempt to write to weak areas until they succeed, others will not, which pro- 
duces conflicts between programs and can result in sections of the disk failing 
without sufficient warning. If you use SCANDISK or other disk diagnostic utili- 
ties, you can get advance warning of weak areas, and the data that is stored in 
them can be moved to a safer location. The weak areas then can be marked as un- 
usable so that the operating system will no longer try to use them. 

Optimizing your disks 

Given the natural tendency of disks to get cluttered by a mass of fragmented files, 
you would think that the operating system could do something about it. However, for 
many years, we have had to rely on third-party programs, called optimiaers or de- 
fragmenters, to clean up this problem. (Strictly speaking a defragmenter simply 

l x  complete 

Figure 8.39 Using SCANDISK to test the disk surface. 
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moves files so that they are stored contiguously, whde an optimizer moves files so 
that they are arranged in optimal order, typically placing executable files as the be- 
ginning of the disk.) Fortunately, beginning with MS-DOS 6.x, a defragmentation 
program was included with DOS (you also get one with both Norton Utilities and PC 
Tools, plus there are several shareware offerings for the Mac and PC, and there is 
one included with the Windows 95 operating system). 

The general idea of a disk optimizer is to read files off the disk, then write them 
back in consecutive sectors. Ths  is a fairly complex operation, and you need to care- 
fully follow the instructions and precautions that come with whatever disk optimizer 
you use. For example, you probably Mrlll want to make a complete backup of a hard 
disk before you optimize it for the first time. In the unlikely, but possible, event that 
the disk optimizer is not compatible with your particular brand of hard disk, you will 
be protected against the program not working properly. 

An optimizing program called Speed Disk comes with more recent versions of the 
Norton Utilities. Earlier in Figure 8.36, you saw the display that the program gener- 
ates when it goes to work on a disk. This shows the way disk space is allocated by 
representing a small group of clusters with a small rectangle. The number of clusters 
per rectangle in the map depends on the size of the disk. Wlule the map does not 
show individual files, there is a command that allows you to zoom in on individual 
clusters. The diagrams in Figures 8.36 and 8.40 simply show the "big" picture. Fig- 
ure 8.40 shows a disk that has been optimized. This helps you to visualize the im- 
provement, with all data stored in contiguous clusters. 

While optimizing can take a long time, several hours in some cases, the im- 
provements in performance and reliability of file storage are well worth it. Regular 
optimization sessions, perhaps as part of a backup cycle, is a valuable preventative 
measure. Earlier, in Figure 8.15, you saw that the Stacker Toolbox shows the amount 

Speed Disk 
Optimize 0 I - 

- partial 3 - Unused 
r - Readin W - Writing 
B - Bad X - Unmovable 

Finished condensing Drive C :  1 block = 38 clusters 

Figure 8.40 An optimized disk 
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Figure 8.41 The Stacker Toolbox on a less fragmented drive. 

of fragmentation on a compressed drive. In Figure 8.41, you can see Stacker at work 
on a different machine that is less fragmented. 
All disk compression software, such as Stacker, should come with its own defrag- 

mentation program that is designed to work with the special format used by the com- 
pressed data. With Stacker, you can combine defragmentation with a recompression 
of data, often resulting in an improved compression ratio. However, be warned that 
defragmentation takes longer on a compressed disk than it does on a regular disk 
and might well be an overnight proposition. Several programs perform hard disk op- 
timization on the Mac, including the Mac version of Norton Utilities, which is seen at 
work in Figure 8.42. 

The Network Connection 

Additional reliability and backup issues specific to networks will be discussed in 
chapter 11, including the pros and cons of backing up from a workstation versus the 

Disaster Relief 

If you encounter a disk disaster that cannot be cured by utilities such as Norton 
Disk Doctor, there is always the possibility that a disk recovery company can help. 
In the US., the leading company in t h s  field probably is Minneapolis-based On- 
track, makers of the NetWare recovery program described in chapter 12. In the 
U.K., it is S&S International, makers of Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus Toolkit, which 
will be discussed in chapter 9. 
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Figure 8.42 Optimizing on the Macintosh 

file server and how to handle local hard drive backups. One issue that concerns both 
stand-alone systems and network file servers is reliabhty. It is natural to assume that 
you will be able to restore files from your backups if you have to. However, this is a 
dangerous assumption and one that should not be made without regular testing. 

You don't have to keep performing complete system restorations to assure your- 
self that your backup system works, although at least one, perhaps on a test ma- 
chine, would be good practice. Normally, a few files selected at random can be used 
to test restore procedures. Doing this on a regular basis has three main benefits: 

Assures you that the system works, which gives you added peace of mind. 

Reveals problems before they have a chance to disrupt a "real" restore. 

Trains staff in restore procedures, which avoids errors and delays when faced with 
the real thing. 

Summary 

The evidence suggests that we are not born with good backup and file-saving habits. 
Such habits are difficult to impose upon ot,hers. In the end, we all must take respon- 
sibility for making sure that our data is backed up and set a good example for those 
who might be influenced by our behavior. Within organizations, it is up to manage- 
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ment to take the lead in establishing a livable regime of data backup. The value of 
files, the frequency with which they are altered, and the means available to back 
them up all must be evaluated. To repeat the key points made earlier, managers and 
administrators who are serious about personal computer security must make 
backup: 

A policy, not an option 

Desirable 

Easy 

Mandatory 

They also need to make sure that users comply with backup policy. 
Finally, you might want to place the following crude-but-effective message, 

penned by an anonymous office worker, on the company notice board: 

Here's what every user should know: 
Backup! Backup! Before you're told to go. 





Chapter 

Secure Code 
Defeating Viruses and Other Malicious Code 

W.E.B. connection: http://www.ncsa.com/pclan/chap09.html 

I n  1992, the Virus Creation Laboratory 
featuring online help and pull-down menus, 
brought virus creation within the reach of 
even nonsophisticated computer users 

S W T E C  T;IRUS WHITE PAPER 

This chapter will help you to protect yourself against what probably is the most 
widely publicized threat to personal computer security: harmful or malicious pro- 
grams. These programs are software that can erase files, bring down networks, and 
waste an awful lot of person power and processing time. There are several types of 
programs that fit into this category, and they go by strange names, like viruses, 
bombs, and worms. They can be grouped together as malicious code, or MC, al- 
though each type poses a different threat to the integrity and availability of your data. 
(Note that portions of t h s  chapter first appeared in the 1996 NCSA Computer Virus 
Study. They are reprinted here by permission.) 

MC: An Instant lntro 

Based on numerous studies, it is possible to say that malicious code has caused bil- 
lions of dollars worth of damage and disruption over the last five years. Malicious 
code has affected everythmg from corporate mainframes and networks to computers 
in homes, schools, and universities. Despite impressive advances in defensive mea- 
sures, malicious programs continue to pose a major threat to information security, as 
shown in Figure 9.1. This chapter presents a crash course in how to secure your sys- 
tems against them. 

The colorful names given to different types of malicious code reflect different ap- 
proaches to malicious programming. A key member of IBM's antivirus team, Alan 
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Which Mishaps Have You Experienced in the Past Year? 

Network outages 

Processing interruptions 

Viruses 

Destruction of datairecords 

Theftidamage of equipment 

Insider computer fraud 

Leakage of information 

Hacking phoneiPBXiv-mail 

Computer hacker break-in' 

Source: Infosecurity News, MarchiApril 1995 ('indicates break-ins actually detected) 

Figure 9.1 Infosecurity News survey results indicate that viruses continue to pose problems. 

Fedeli, uses the following as simple, working definitions of the three main problems 
for PC and LAN users: 

Virus: A program that, when executed, can add itself to another program, without 
permission, and in such a way that the infected program, when executed, can add 
itself to stdl other programs. 

Worm: A program that copies itself into nodes in a network, without permission. 

Trojan: A program that masquerades as a legitimate program but does something 
other than what was intended (as in the deceptive wooden horse used by the 
Greek army to achieve the fall of Troy). 

Note that, while viruses and worms replicate themselves, Trojans do not. Viruses 
and worms both produce copies of themselves, but worms do so without using host 
files as carriers. Also note that, despite the use of medical terminology to describe 
computer viruses, such as "infection" of "host" programs, these pieces of program 
code are not a biological life form of any kind (some scientists, notably Dr. Stephen 
Hawking, have postulated that viruses might constitute a life form, but t h s  is a the- 
oretical concept, and there is certainly no need to wear rubber gloves and a surgical 
mask when handling lnfected files). 

A fourth category of malicious code, the logic bomb, has historically been associ- 
ated with mainframe programs but also can appear in desktop and network applica- 
tions. A logic bomb can be defined as dormant code, the activation of which is 
triggered by a predetermined time or event. For example, a logic bomb might start 
erasing data files when the system clock reaches a certain date or when the applica- 
tion has been loaded X number of times. 

In practice, these various elements can be combined so that a virus could gain ac- 
cess to a system via a Trojan, then plant a logic bomb, which triggers a worm. More 
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detailed definitions will be considered later in this chapter. The bottom line is that, 
despite the bizarre and even amusing naming system, malicious code is no laughing 
matter. When the NCSA, in conjunction with Dataquest, conducted a survey in 1994 
of hundreds of businesses in North America, each of which had more than 300 per- 
sonal computers, approximately two-thrds reported at least one virus infection, the 
consequences of which are displayed in Figure 9.2. 

Viruses and Money 

A 1995 study by the NCSA shows that the world-wide costs of simply detecting 
and recovering from computer virus incidents (from virus contamination alone- 
not including any costs of data loss or disaster recovery) amounts to approxi- 
mately $1 billion per year. T h s  is an annual cost of about $800 per infected 
computer per year or an average of about $10 for every computer owner per year, 
whether they suffer an infection or not. 

Plan of Attack 

Entire books have been devoted to the problem of viruses alone. So, given just one 
chapter to work with, I have concentrated on providing a basic understanding of ma- 
licious code and outlining practical measures for dealing with the problem. I also 
have summarized in appendix F and included in the W.E.B. page numerous pointers 
to further resources. I have avoided an exhaustive treatment of the subject for three 
reasons (apart from the fact that, however costly and annoying malicious code at- 
tacks might be, they are only a fraction of the overall PC and LAN security problem): 

The awareness factor 

The time factor 

The myth factor 

I Problems that Viruses Cause 

Files scrambled or lost 

Productivity lost 

Computer locked up 

Applications unreliable 

Network crashed 

Users lost confidence 

I Source: NCSNDataquest Study (multiple answers total more than 100%) 

Figure 9.2 NCSADataquest findings on the problems caused by viruses. 
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The awareness factor 

First of all, the widespread attention given to computer viruses by the media over 
the last decade has created a relatively high awareness of the problem. Most per- 
sonal computer users have at least heard of viruses. Antivirus software is widely 
available. Indeed, with version 6 of MS-DOS, limited antivirus capability became part 
of the most widely used desktop operating system (see Figure 9.3, also "Appraising 
Microsoft AV" in appendix K for more on this particular subject). 

For those who want to study viruses in greater detail, there now are plenty of 
books that deal with the subject in depth (see appendix F for suggestions). There is 
even an international monthly journal, Virus Bulletin, that is devoted to the subject. 
If you have an information security responsibility within your organization, it is 
worth getting an annual subscription to this publication, whch will keep you in- 
formed about trends in virus writing and detection, as well as provide detailed com- 
parisons between competing antivirus products. 

The time factor 

The second reason for keeping my coverage of malicious code fairly general is the 
time factor. Given that W o n s  of personal computers now are connected to each 
other over the Internet, new threats can take on a global perspective w i t h  a matter 
of hours. T h s  means that publications that appear monthly, or even weekly, can 
prove inadequate. Several enterprising people have recognized t h s  fact and offer 
"virus alert" services that fax or e-mail breaking news to corporate subscribers. This 

Microsoit Anti-Virus 

Flgure 9.3 The first "built-in" antivirus software, Microsoft Anti-Virus, offers versions for both DOS and 
Windows. 
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might be overkill for the individual user, but everyone can avail themselves of con- 
stantly updated online information, such as that shown in Figure 9.4. 

The Word virus reported on the NCSA web page shown in Figure 9.4 was a prime 
example of how dramatically thmgs can change in the treacherous world of mali- 
cious code. See the section headed "Dangerous docs" later in this chapter for more 
about this particular phenomenon. 

The myth factor 

Unfortunately, the publicity given to viruses has not always been accurate, resulting 
in numerous myths and misconceptions. At the end of this chapter, I will address 
these (although I will try to avoid getting drawn into some of the very complex ar- 
guments that tend to arise whenever virus experts get together). One myth that I 
can debunk right here is that writlng viruses is ''just a bit of fun." Apart from the huge 
cost burden they have created, virus writers are responsible for a shocking waste of 
human resources. The battle to defend computer systems against viruses has turned 
into a full-time occupation for dozens of very glfted people, such as Dr. Alan 
Solomon, founder of S&S International; Dr. Peter Tippet, founder of Certus, one of 
the first antivirus companies, and now President of the NCSA; and Dr. Richard Ford, 
former editor of Virus Bulletin, now the NCSA's Director of Research. One can only 
wonder what valuable programs and research people like t h s  would have created if 
they had not devoted themselves to the task of antivirus warfare. 

The First Virus 

According to the Virus Bulletin's excellent textbook Survivor's Guide to Com- 
puter Viruses, the first verified report of a computer virus, issued in 1981, was 
occasioned by the so-called Elk Cloner, which infected the boot sector of floppy 
dlsks on Apple I1 machmes. The term virus is said to have been coined by Len 
Adleman, a colleague of Dr. Frederick Cohen who experimented with self-repli- 
cating code on VAX and Unix machmes at Lehgh University in Pennsylvania. 

Defining the Problem 

The various types of malicious code, such as viruses and worms, will be further de- 
fined in a moment. Malicious code in general can be defined as software that inter- 
feres with the normal operation of a computer system. Another general definition 
might be software that executes without the express consent of the user. 

Of harm and intent 

Another term for such programs is harmful code, which acknowledges the fact that 
some people who write t h s  type of code claim that their intentions are not malicious. 
In some cases, this might be true, but it really makes no difference to the ethical or 
practical implications of releasing software that is designed to execute without the 
express consent of the user. Ethically speaking, we must object to such software, 
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Figure 9.4 A new virus alert appears on the NCSA web site 

even when it does not interfere with the normal operation of our systems, as an in- 
vasion of privacy. In other words, someone who writes a program that is designed to 
get onto your system or use your system's resources, without your permission, is 
akin to someone walking into your garage and using your workbench without asking. 
This perception had not occurred to me when I wrote the first edition of this book, 
but a student in one of my security awareness classes pointed it out quite forcefully 
when I started to explain how viruses operate (his exact words were "How dare they 
try to put their programs onto my machne!") 

The practical objection to viruses, worms, Trojans, and logic bombs is that no pro- 
grammer, however smart, can write code that will run benignly on every computer it 
encounters. For practical proof of this, you probably don't need to look any further 
than the nearest desktop computer. We have all experienced the frustration of try- 
ing to add a new piece of hardware or software to a system only to find that it con- 
flicts with something withm the pre-existing configuration. We even learn to live 
with confhcts because we fear that resolving them would take too long or result in 
yet more problems (right now the PCMCIA power management feature on my trusty 
Compaq Concerto consistently crashes Microsoft Powerpoint, so I have to turn it off 
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Mr. Potato Head and the MacMag Virus 

A virus was released in December 1987 by the publisher of MucMug magazine in 
Montreal, Richard Brandow, who claimed that it was intended as a simple mes- 
sage of peace, designed to pop up on Macintosh screens on March 2, the anniver- 
sary of the introduction of the Mac SE and 11. 

The virus infected the System file but did not directly affect applications. After 
March 2, the virus erased itself. This is a classic example of a virus designed to be 
benign but in reality having nasty side effects (it played havoc with System folders 
on Infected machines). Also, in an all-too-typical case of benign infection, MucMag 
became the first virus to infect a commercially available personal computer prod- 
uct. Apparently, the president of a software company in Chicago loaded a com- 
puter game, called Mr. Potato Head, on his personal Macintosh, unaware that the 
disk was infected. He only ran the game program once, but that was enough to in- 
fect his Mac. Some time later, his company developed a training disk for Aldus, and 
the infected Mac was used to test the master copy of the training disk, which then 
was sent to Aldus. A disk-duplicating machine copied the mfected dlsk for three 
days before the problem was discovered, by which time half of the mfected disks 
had been sent to customers. 

when doing presentations; my main desktop machine has a phantom drive E that 
cannot be accessed because it doesn't exist). 

You probably could apply statistical theory to determine the probability that a lone 
programmer, with access to only one or two machmes, could write a program that 
ran on all machines. Consider the fact that, after Microsoft Windows 95 started ship- 
ping, I spent several months trying to get it installed properly on a standard brand 
name, state-of-the-art, plug-and-play Pentium computer. In this case, the code came 
from the world's largest software company, which invested millions of programmer 
hours and conducted a year-long beta test with thousands of testers. Earlier in the 
book, we glanced at the astronomical math behind the number of hardware permu- 
tations alone (with 12 alternatives in 12 categories, you get 8,916,100,448,256 possi- 
ble combinations). 

The precise math might well be irrelevant to the practical bottom line, which is 
that you cannot write benign code that can insert itself unannounced into every sys- 
tem without causing problems for at least some of those systems. Furthermore, even 
if the code does no damage, according to Dr. Peter Tippett: 

Most of the damage that viruses cause, day-in and day-out, relates to the simple fact 
that contamination by them must be cleaned up. The problem is that, unless you search 
through all the personal computers at your site, as well as all the diskettes at your site, 
you can have no assurance that you have found all copies of the virus that might have 
actually infected only four or five PCs. Because viruses are essentially "invisible," the 
engineer must actually go looking for them on all 1000 PCs and 35,000 diskettes in an 
average corporate computer site. If even a single instance of the virus is missed, then 
other computers will eventually be re-infected and the whole clean-up process must 
start again. 
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Types of code 

Confusion about the different types of malicious code is widespread, due in part to 
the way the problem has matured from shop talk in data processing departments to 
general public consciousness. Here is how IBM's A1 Fedeli puts it: 

Since the late 1980s, corporations have witnessed harmful code events and have taken 
some precautions as a direct result. Key events include: the Internet Worm of 1989, 
which was written by Robert Tappan Morris, the Christmas EXEC Worms experienced 
by universities and corporations, the media attention to the Jerusalem or Friday the 13th 
virus in 1989, the AIDS Trojan Horse, which was distributed to conference attendees in 
1990, Internet break-ins described by Clifford Stoll in The Cuckoo's Egg, and the 
Michelangelo media hype in March of 1992. These events are a mix of PC viruses, net- 
work worms, and Trojan horses, which tend to blur the harmful code issue, making it 
hard for the layman to understand what is under attack and what can and should be de- 
fended against. 

Costly Business 

In the October 1993 issue of Vims Bulletin, Micki Krause from Rockwell Inter- 
national outlined the cost of a virus outbreak. In late April 1993, the Hi virus was 
discovered at a heavdy networked U.S. division of Rockwell (9 file servers and 630 
client PCs connected to 64 other sites around the world). The virus had entered 
the division on program disks from a legitimate European business partner. One 
day after the disks arrived, the Hi virus was found by technicians on file servers, 
PCs, and floppy disks. Despite eradication efforts, the virus continued to infect 
the network throughout the entire month of May: 

160 hours spent by internal PC and LAN support personnel to identify and con- 
tain the infections ($45 per hour = $7200). 

An external consultant to assist Rockwell employees in the cleanup (200 hours 
@ $40 per = $8000). 

One file server disconnected from the LAN to prevent the virus from propagat- 
ing across the network (used by 100 employees, down for an entire day = $9000 
or 100 users @ $45kr for 8 hours, with users accessing the server, on average, 
25% of the normal workday). 

While some antivirus software was in use, Rockwell purchased additional soft- 
ware for both the servers and the client PCs for an additional $19,800. 

Total cost of the virus incident to Rockwell was $44,000. 

What is under attack is the integrity of your data, the reliability of your systems, 
and the resources of your organization. The integrity of your data is threatened by 
aggressive viruses that attempt to format hard disks, Trojans that try to delete di- 
rectory structures, and logic bombs that threaten to delete customer records unless 
money is paid to the programmer who wrote your order-taking application. The reli- 
ability of your systems is threatened by viruses that spread from machme to machme 
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across a network, by Trojan horses that trap keystrokes to compromise passwords, 
and by worms that clog memory and storage facilities and slow down the system. 
The resources of your organization are threatened by the need to divert processing 
cycles and person-power to the task of watchmg out for and cleaning up after virus 
infections, Trojan attacks, and worm outbreaks. I now will look more closely at what 
can and should be defended against. 

The computer virus 

As mentioned earlier, some of the first serious experiments with virus code were car- 
ried out in 1983 by Dr. Cohen, who originally used t h s  definition of a virus: "A pro- 
gram that can infect other programs by mo-g them to include a slightly altered 
copy of itself." A decade later, the following definition appears on the first page of 
Cohen's book, A Short Course on Computer Vzruses, whch many consider to be 
required reading for serious students of the subject: 

When we talk about computer viruses in the deepest sense, we are talking about se- 
quences of symbols in the memory of a machine. . . . What makes one of those sequences 
of symbols an element of a "viral set" is that, when the other machine interprets that se- 
quence of symbols, it causes some other element of the viral set to appear somewhere 
else in the system at a later point in time. 

Viruses are described in more practical and less scientific terms in the booklet 
"How to Avoid Computer Viruses," which was produced by the National Computer 
Security Association and 3M (available as a Windows Help file on CompuServe and 
the Web, thanks to Ziff-Davis; see Figure 9.5). The booklet notes that "a computer 
virus is a relatively small program that does certain things" and then describes those 
things as follows: 

Gets onto a computer hard disk without being invited or announcing its arrival 

Lies in wait, later ambushing your computer when you do something innocent like 
turning on the computer or opening a software application. 

Reproduces itself so that it can secretly spread to other parts of the hard disk, to 
diskettes, or to other computers. 

Further light is shed by IBM's A1 Fedeli, who notes: 

While viruses exhibit many other characteristic behaviors-such as causing pranks, 
changing or deleting files, displaying messages or screen effects, hiding from detection 
by changing or encrypting themselves-modvying programs and spreading are the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a program to be considered a virus." 

So how do viruses differ from worms and Trojans? In the document "Computer Virus 
Myths," shareware and virus experts Rob Rosenberger and Ross M. Greenberg state 
that "a computer virus falls in the realm of mahcious programming techniques known 
as 'Trojan horses."' However, other experts would say that this stretches the definition 
of Trojan horse too far, because many viruses gain access to systems without directly 
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How To Avoid Computer Viruses 

Figure 9.5 Ziff-Davis created a U'indows Help version NCSrV3M booklet on avoiding llruses 

misrepresenting themselves to the user as something beneficial. Indeed, boot sector 
viruses, which d be explained later in this chapter, are practically invisible. 

Fedeli notes that Trojan horses tend to be single instances of harmful code, "such 
as a modified payroll system or an unauthorized addition to software that is being 
distributed." 

A virus carries out its task of replication by altering files, usually program files, at- 
taching itself to them, and spreading from one to another, much like a biological 
virus attacks and spreads among cells. The files modified by the virus act as carriers 
for the virus, leading to the definition "a self-replicating file modification." As to the 
distinction between viruses and worms, Fedeli observes: 

Worms spread, as do viruses, but worms don't modify or attach themselves to other code. 
If they did, they would be viruses. This distinction between viruses and worms isn't ap- 
preciated, and the terms are frequently used synonymously. However, notice that worms 
tend to get stamped out quickly, because they don't leave their residue in other pro- 
grams, whle viruses persist. Perhaps the distinction is more than semantics. 

The very act of modifymg files means that the presence of a virus causes disrup- 
tion to normal operation, in addition to which the virus program can be written to 
carry out a specific task, like playing a tune at a certain time every day. In a mix of 
metaphors, such a virus task is referred to as a payload and the event that releases 
or invokes it is referred to as a trigger. Triggers can be dates or actions, such as boot- 
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ing up the machine. Some payloads are very nasty, such as corrupting the file alloca- 
tion table (FAT) on a disk and thus rendering files inaccessible. Even though playing 
a tune might not seem like a particularly disruptive task, I already have observed that 
it is impossible to write a virus that can carry out such a task without interfering with 
the normal operation of the host system, if for no other reason than that the pro- 
grammer cannot possibly predict conditions on all of the host computers to which 
the virus will spread. 

A lot of viruses attack operating system files, meaning that they have the potential 
to disrupt a wide range of users. Other viruses attack a particular application. Con- 
sider the virus that attacks dBASE data files, stored with the DBF extension. The 
virus reverses the order of bytes in the file as it is written to disk. The virus reverses 
them back to normal when the file is retrieved, making the change transparent to the 
casual user. However, if the file is sent to an uninfected user or if the virus is inad- 
vertently removed from the host system, the data is left in a scrambled state. Later I 
will look more closely at the anatomy of several different types of viruses 

Virtual Viruses 

The climate of fear and doubt created by viruses has led to the existence of what 
might be called "virtual viruses." These viruses only exist in people's minds, as ru- 
mors. Yet they still can cause a lot of trouble. Consider the message that I re- 
ceived early in 1995 via my Internet account. It warned of a "Good Times" virus, 
allegedly circulated in electronic mail on bulletin boards and commercial online 
services. The warning stated that simply reading the message in a mail reader 
would cause it to activate, reaping various forms of havoc. My response was to 
visit the NCSA Infosecurity Forum on Co!x:puServe and search library files for 
"Good Times." The result was a report fr1~11-i the Purdue Computer Emergency 
Response Team (CERT) describing how th. ; rumor had appeared in December of 
the previous year. Since then, nobody has a. i id ly  reported any credible sighting 
of such a virus, but the warnings keep ap-gr)ring, clogging up mail boxes and 
swamping help desks. 

Furthermore, as CERT noted, there is a distr:ct possibility that "someone is us- 
ing this as a precursor to a real attack. That is, -;omeone is repeatedly circulating 
the Good Tmes rumor to condition people to 1)elieving there is no danger, and 
then will circulate some damaging code under tiiat name. . . . If you ever get any 
mail labeled Good Times that is in some way executable (that is, a program or 
command file), do not run it!" The CERT report ~ i s o  pointed out that "virus and 
Trojan horse code must be executed in some way to have an effect. That is, it 
must be run as a program or passed as instruction:. To some interpreter program. 
When e-mail arrives at a system and is read by the ilser, it is seldom "executed" 
by anything that could damage the system, let alone reproduce the code itself." 
See the section headed "Dangerous docs" later in this c.hapter for more about this 
subject. 
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Before moving on to Trojan horses, it is important to point out that, although some 
people say there are thousands of viruses to worry about, as of late 1995, only a few 
hundred were "in the wild." This term is reserved for viruses that actually have in- 
fected someone, somewhere. It is important to distinguish this small number of "in 
the wild" viruses from the much larger number of "in the zoo" viruses. We use this 
term to describe a virus that has never been seen in a real world situation (believe it 
or not, some people who write viruses send them to antivirus researchers, which is 
one reason the population of the zoo far out-numbers that of the wild). 

The Trojan horse 

According to Rosenberger and Greenberg, ''Trojan horse is a generic term describ- 
ing a set of computer instructions purposely hidden inside a program. Trojan horses 
tell programs to do things that you don't expect them to do. The term comes from 
the legendary battle in which the ancient city of Troy received a large wooden horse 
to commemorate a fierce battle." T h s  gift horse held enemy soldiers in its belly who 
thus gained entrance to the fortified city. In computer terms, a seemingly legitimate 
program is loaded by the user; however, at some point thereafter, Trojan code goes 
to work, possibly capturing password keystrokes or erasing data. 

Such was the case with a Trojan that troubled Mac users in 1988. The so-called 
Sexy Ladies Hypercard stack dished up the promised pictures but also erased data 
on the computer that loaded it. 

A more recent example appeared in 1995 when someone started distributing a file 
described as PKZIP 3.0, the long-awaited update of PKZIP version 2.04g that has 
been referred to extensively in earlier chapters as an excellent file archiving tool. 
Naturally, because the purpose of PKZIP is to compress and decompress files, ver- 
sion 2.04g was distributed as a self-extracting file. That is, it had the EXE extension 
and was executed as a program at the DOS prompt (for the simple reason that peo- 
ple would need the compressed contents to be automatically uncompressed to un- 
compress compressed files). 

PKZIP 3.0 also was made available on bulletin boards as an executable file, but it 
was not a self-extracting archve. Instead it was a Trojan horse that attempted to ex- 
ecute the DELTREE and FORMAT commands. Although t h s  particular Trojan was 
clumsily written, it did work and some people lost data, largely because the underly- 
ing idea was cleverly conceived: there has not been an update of PKZIP in several 
years; it is logical that the update would be an executable; and mdlions of people use 
PKZIP, many of them unlicensed shareware users. 

Perhaps the most famous case of a Trojan horse was the "AIDS disk," which was 
distributed in 1989. According to Virus Bulletin, "some 20,000 envelopes contain- 
ing a 5.25" floppy disk were bulk mailed from London to computer users in the U.K., 
Europe, Africa, Scandinavia, and Australia. (See Figure 9.7.) The disks, which were 
DOS compatible, were marked "Aids Information Diskette Version 2.0" and encour- 
aged the recipient to insert the disk and install its contents on the computer. When 
this was done, the program modified AUTOEXEC.BAT so that every time it was ex- 
ecuted, a l d d e n  counter program incremented by one. 
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Proceed with Caution 

Owing to the existence of at least one persistent malicious code rumor (see the side- 
bar "Virtual viruses" earlier in this chapter), the first time I received a message 
about the bogus PKZIP 3.0, I did not know if it was a rumor or not. I decided to put 
on my journalist hat and call the vice president of PKWARE, makers of PKZIP. She 
conf i ied  that the current version stdl was 2.048 (as of March, 1996, it remains 
2.04g) and that reports of a Trojan version were true. As you rmght irnagme, she was 
extremely angry about the whole thmg but felt powerless to do anything, as there 
seemed to be little chance of tracking down the origmal author of the llojan version. 

One moral of the story for the end-user is to be wary of any new software. You 
should not hesitate to go directly to the publisher if you have doubts about a prod- 
uct. One way to do that is via the World Wide Web, as shown in Figure 9.6, where 
you can see the PKWARE Web page d e a h g  with the Trojan problem. Another 
moral is that legitimate executables, llke DELTREE and FORMAT, which could be 
used destructively by a Trojan horse (or negligentbelligerent employee), should 
be removed from most systems or hddenldisguised. 

PKWAREe News & Updates 

To save tkus file m text fomat ,  :lick here. 

1 '  1 NOTICE PKZIP TROsJAN VERSION 1 ' ! 

I t  has  cone t o  PKWARE1s a t t e n t i o n  t h a t  a  t r u j a n  v e r s i o n  of PKZIP is b e l n g  
d i s t r i b u t e d  under t h e  nmne PK2300B.ZIP o r  PKZ3OOB.EXE. Thls  v e r s i o n  1s not  
an  o f f l c a l  v e r s l o n  and will a t tempt  t o  d e s t r o y  your HD.  De le te  it l~nrnediatel  
i f  you have downloaded t h i s  v e r s i o n .  I f  you have any f u r t h e r  q u e s t i o n s  about  
t r o j a n  v e r s l o n ,  c o n t a c t  PKWARE a t :  suppurt@pkware.com, 

Figure 9.6 The PKWARE Web site 
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n onnafmn Dskerte 

a n  ,our computer Ve"lon 
2 Insert thls &sL;eIte m o  dnve A 
3 At the C> prof&&Jype A INSTALL 
4 Press ENTER r, 

Introductory AIDS Information Diskette 
Version 2.0 

1. Start your computer 
2. Insert this diskette into drive A 
3. At the C> prompt, type A:INSTALL 
4. Press ENTER 

Figure 9.7 The AIDS disk was sent to people on a computer magazine mailing List 

After approximately 90 executions, data on the hard disk was encrypted and a 
message displayed indicating that the only way to get the data back was to pay the 
licensing fee to PC Cyborg Corporation. As Virus Bulletin notes, "a blue leaflet ac- 
companied the diskette, on the reverse of which and in very small print, was the "Li- 
cense Agreement" that urged the user to send $189 or S378 to a post office box in 
Panama." However, the program was clearly an attempt to extort money from un- 
suspecting users (the program actually conducted an AIDS risk factor questionnaire 
so that users might have considerable reason to be nervous about their data). The 
perpetrator of this scam was one Dr. Joseph Popp, who was identified when he be- 
gan behaving strangely in Schipol Airport, Amsterdam. An alert security guard who 
inspected Popp's luggage spotted a rubber stamp bearing the name PC Cyborg Cor- 
poration. After more strange behavior during detention in the U.K., Popp was found 
to be unfit to stand trial but was later convicted, in absentia, by Italian courts. 

So, while virus programs might sound very nasty, gaining undetected entrance to 
a computer system by hiding within a normal program, and then spreading to other 
programs within the new host, Trojan software can be no less malicious. However, in- 
stead of spreading secretly, Trojans depend upon being attractive or interesting to 
prospective users. For example, many of the people who loaded the AIDS disk did so 
out of natural curiosity, or even personal fear, about the contents. They were re- 
warded by data loss and threatening messages. 

The worm 

According to Rosenberger and Greenberg, a worm is similar to a Trojan horse, but 
there is no "gift" involved: 

If the Trojans had left that wooden horse outside the city, they wouldn't have been at- 
tacked from inside the city. Worms, on the other hand, can bypass your defenses without 
having to deceive you into dropping your guard. 
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The classic example is a program designed to spread itself by exploiting bugs in a 
network operating software. In the context of malignant programs, the term w o r n  is 
used figuratively. A worm is a program that spreads parts of itself across many u fe r -  
ent computers that are connected into a network, the parts remain in touch with, or re- 
lated to, each other, thus giving rise to the term worm, a segmented insect. Naturally, 
t h s  has a disruptive effect on the host computers, eating up empty space in memory 
and storage and wasting valuable processing time ( ths has no connection with the 
acronym WORM, standing for Write-Once Read-Many, whch is a type of optical disk 
drive used for archiving data, and as such, a defense against breaches of security). 

The best-known example is the Internet worm (see Figure 9.8). This worm con- 
sumed so much memory space and processor time that eventually several thousand 
computers ground to a halt (the Morrishternet worm has been exhaustively ana- 
lyzed by persons far more qualified than I, so please check appendix F for sources). 
More destructive worms might erase files. Even without malicious intent, cornmuni- 
cations on the network are likely to be disrupted by any worm as it attempts to grow 
from one area to another. Most people agree that a worm is typified by independent 
growth rather than modification of existing programs. The difference between a 
worm and a virus might be characterized by saying a virus reproduces, while a worm 
grows. You could even distinguish between a worm infestation and a virus infection. 

Worm programs have been more harshly described as "program code that destroys 
data held in memory or storage." The implication being that worms cannot operate 

Current directory is /pub/doc/morris - worm 

Up t o  h l g h e r  l e v e l  directory 

9 FAQ 3 I01 

GAO-rpt. t x t  1 0 1  1 5  

The IJor-~n B e f .  . . 2 W 

m1t.  PS. Z 112 W 

1 t 1 1 t  l e e e .  PS. 2  74 W 

m o r r l s . a p p e a l . 2  14 Kh 

r f c 1 1 3 5 . 2  3 1  Kh 

s e e l y . P S . 2  69 Kb 

spaf-IWorm-p . . .  111 W 

3paf-IWorrrl-p. . . 7; Kb 

7 morro-fix . 2 3 ~b 

rtornt. p a p e r  1 5  K b  

Ved k t  19 0 0 :  0 0 :  00 1994 

Wed J u l  06  O0:OO:UO 1994 P l a i n  Tex t  

S a t  Oct 14 00:130:00 1989 

aJed J u l  06 00:ClO:OU 1994 Conlpressed Dat.a 

Wed J u l  06 0U:O0:00 1994 Compressed Dat.a 

S a t  l'Iay 11 00:UO:OCI 1991  Conlpressed D a t a  

Man Oct  17 U0:OU:OO 1994 Compressed Data  

Wed J u l  06 00 :00 :00  1994 Compressed D a t a  

Sun J u n  26 00:00:0O 1994 Compressed D a t a  

Sun J u n  26 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0  1994 Cc~mpressed D a t a  

Tue Oct  0 1  0U:OO:OO 1991 Compressed D a t a  

F r i  J u l  0 8  Cl0:00:0U 1994 

Figure 9.8 The World Wide Web offers a vast number of documents about the Internet 
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without negatively affecting the computers that "host" them. Llke viruses, worms 
can be left dormant within legitimate code to be triggered later by such events as a 
particular date or a certain number of uses of the host program. Malicious code that 
is triggered like this also can be described as a logic bomb. 

The code bomb 

One of the oldest forms of malicious programming is the creation of dormant code 
that is later activated or triggered by specific circumstances. Typical triggers are 
events such as a particular date or a certain number of system starts. Stories abound 
of disgruntled programmers planting logic bombs to get back at employers deemed 
to have been unfair. Several logic bombs have been planted to extort money ("pay up 
or the computer gets it"). This requires paying up or finding the malicious code and 
removing it. The latter option can be extremely costly when the system is a large 
mainframe computer. 

Farewell Data? 

In September 1987, Donald Burleson, a 40-year-old programmer at the Fort 
Worth-based insurance company, USPA, was fired for allegedly being quarrelsome 
and difficult to work with. W o  days later, approximately 168,000 vital records 
erased themselves from the company computers. A logic bomb had gone off, 
wreaking havoc with the files that were the hfeblood of USPA! Burleson was 
caught after investigators went back through several years worth of system files. 
They found that, two years before he was fired, Burleson had planted a logic bomb 
that lay dormant until he triggered it on the day of his dismissal. He became the 
first person in America to be convicted of "harmful access to a computer." 

Basic Defenses against MC 

Now that you have a better idea about the enemy, I'm ready to talk about some basic 
defensive measures. Fortunately, there is good news for readers who have heeded 
the advice in preceding chapters of this book. The layered approach to security that 
I have been advocating can provide a head start in defending against malicious code. 
To briefly reiterate the elements of this layered approach, they are: 

Access control 
-Site--Controhg who can get near the system. 
-System-Controhg who can use the system. 
-File-Controhg who can use specific files. 

System support 
-Power-Keeping the supply of power clean and constant. 
-Backup-Keeping the copies of files current. 

The three access control items provide positive protection against infection, while 
the last item under system support, backup, allows you to recover from a virus attack 
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(see the later section on "Virus response and recovery"). However, this chapter adds 
a third layer of system support, namely vigilance-keeping tabs on what enters, or 
attempts to enter, the system. 

Vigilance 

By exercising vigilance, users and administrators alike can prevent, or at least mini- 
mize, the effects of malicious programming. To be vigilant, users need to know what 
they are defending against. This means: 

General training in malicious code awareness. 

Constant updating of defenses to remain effective against a threat that continues 
to evolve. 

An ongoing program of security checking, review, and retraining. 

Beyond ths ,  it also can affect hardware and software purchasing decisions (see 
appendix J, "Securing safe software," for more on this aspect of anti-MC tactics). In 
the case of the most prevalent malicious code threat, namely viruses, vigilance means: 

Knowing what viruses are, the methods of attack that they use, and what consti- 
tutes a healthy regime of computer operation and maintenance. 

The use of hardware andlor software that prevents or warns of virus attacks (typically, 
software of this type needs to be updated on a regular basis to remain effective). 

Hardware and software buying choices might be affected, with systems and pro- 
grams that are more inherently virus-free being preferred. 

I now will review some basic measures that go together to form an effective re- 
sponse to the malicious code threat, followed by a closer look at what viruses are and 
where they come from. After that, I d l  discuss some antivirus hardware and soft- 
ware products. However, it is important to note that none of these products offer an 
instant panacea for the malicious code problem. In fact, many fail to offer any seri- 
ous defense against Trojan horses and logic bombs, and none of them can hope to be 
effective against viruses unless they form part of a comprehensive malicious code 
defense program. 

A Growing Problem 

In 1986, there were just four PC viruses. New viruses were a rarity, with a virus 
strain created once every three months. By 1989, a new virus appeared every 
week. By 1990, the rate rose to once every two days. Now, more than three viruses 
are created every day-for an average 110 new viruses created in a typical month. 
(Syrnantec, 1995) 
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Basic education 

All responsible personal computer users, and those responsible for groups of users, 
need a basic level of knowledge about the malicious code threat. This goes beyond 
just viruses to include an understanding of how all types of malicious programs can 
enter a system and how they are likely to manifest themselves. While the main em- 
phasis must be to help users to protect their systems, it is equally important to edu- 
cate users as to what a rogue program can and cannot do. This helps to head off the 
problems of users pinning any and all problems on phantom code lurking in their sys- 
tem (support staff have observed that users who used to ask "Could it be I pressed 
the wrong button?" now tend to wonder "Could it be a virus or something?") Unless 
users have a good grasp of how their personal computers work, they will have diffi- 
culty distinguishing between user error, mechanical error, and intrusive programs. 

As most personnel managers know, well-informed users do not grow on trees. 
They are the product of good hiring, training, and communication practices. By in- 
stituting a malicious code awareness program that incorporates the facts set out 
here, possibly as part of an overall security awareness program, and by laying down 
a set of operational rules tailored to the organization's use of personal computers, 
the threat can be greatly minimized. 

More Likely Than Not 

The 1993 Computer Crime Survey by Creative Strategies Research International 
and BBS Systems of San Francisco found that 64% of U.S. respondents had ex- 
perienced infection in 1993 alone. 

Staying abreast 

To be effective against malicious code, you must keep abreast of the latest threats. 
Fortunately, this now is a lot easier than it used to be. There are a number of online 
sources that are sure to report new developments: 

NCSA forums on CompuServe 

NCSA pages on the Web 

ForurnlWeb page/BBS hosted by your antivirus vendor 

VIRUS-L newsgroup 

For the smalllhome office user, I recommend checking in with one or more of 
these sources once a week. After all, it only takes a few minutes. For larger organi- 
zations, I suggest that someone, probably on the support staff, be assigned the task 
of making a daily check. An alternative to performing this task lnhouse is to sub- 
scribe to a virus alert service. This provides some assurance against simple human 
oversight ("but I thought Fred was doing the AV checks this week"). Automated 
alerts, typically executed by fax or e-mail, are provided by a number of organiza- 
tions, including the NCSA and leading antivirus vendors. Some AV vendors include 
alerts as part of corporate site license agreements. For individual and small users, 
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such services might not be economical. However, accessing online services to stay in 
touch is not expensive. Furthermore, today's leading computer magazines can be re- 
lied upon to provide responsible and up-to-date coverage of malicious code threats. 

Basic rules 

Being vigilant about the files that enter your system will go a long way towards pro- 
tecting it from malicious code. If you use access controls to extend that vigilance to 
the times when you are not around to oversee what is happening to your computer, 
you can avoid the immediate effects of malicious code attacks. To sum up the defen- 
sive measures discussed here, the following rules can be promulgated, first for the 
individual user, and then for the manager of users. 

1. Observe site, system, and file access security procedures. 

2. Always perform a backup before installing new software. 

3. Only use reputable software from reputable sources. 

4. Know the warning signs of a malicious program 

5. Use antivirus products to watch over your system. 

6. Use an isolated machine to test software that might be suspect. 

Rules for managers of users: 

1. Make sure that access control and backup procedures are observed by all users. 

2. Check all new software installations, floppy disks, and file transfers with an an- 
tivirus product. 

3. Forbid the use of unchecked or unapproved software, floppy disks, or online con- 
nections. 

4. Stay informed of latest developments in malicious programming, either through 
an alert service or by tasking inhouse staff. 

5. Keep all staff informed of the latest trends in malicious code so that they know 
what to look for. 

6. Make use of activityloperator logging systems so that you know who is using each 
system and what it is being used for. 

7. Encourage the reporting of all operational anomalies and match these against 
known attacks. 

What Viruses Do 

Viruses are the most widespread form of malicious code. To defend against them suc- 
cessfully, you need to know how they operate and the sort of actions that they can per- 
form. To this end, several cases are cited in this section, which begins with a look at 
the basic infection techniques by which viruses spread. I am indebted to Dr. Richard 
Ford and V i ~ u s  Bulletin for much of the detail about virus technology. As to the de- 
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scriptions of different viruses, these are compiled from numerous sources, including 
personal experience. 

Boot sector viruses 

This type of infection hits your computer just as it loads the operatmg system. Most 
common on IBM-compatible machines, boot sector viruses also can be created for 
other systems (the "first" virus was an Apple I1 boot sector virus). However, for rea- 
sons that will become obvious in a moment, they are not very common on Macintoshes. 
I discussed the role of boot sectors in chapter 2. They are what get the operating sys- 
tem loaded into memory after you power up the system (cold boot) or perform a hard 
reset (usually using a button on the front of the machine). On IBM-compatible ma- 
chmes, the instructions stored in the BIOS, which cannot themselves be ~nfected by a 
virus because they are burned into ROM (Read-only Memory), load information from 
the Master Boot Sector and DOS Boot Sector, into RAM, after performing the POST 
(Power On Self Test) and readmg data, such as the time, from CMOS (whch can be 
corrupted by viruses). Accordmg to Virus Bulletin's description: 

Boot sector viruses alter the code stored in either the Master Boot Sector or the DOS 
Boot Sector. Usually, the original contents of the boot sector are replaced by the virus 
code. . . . Once loaded, the virus code generally loads the original boot code into memory 
and executes it so that, as far as the user is concerned, nothing is amiss. 

In Figure 9.9, you can see how this might be accomplished by virus code in the 
boot sector that points to a different section of the disk. 

So the virus code is in memory, and the user is none the wiser. The virus then can 
infect the boot sector of any floppy disk that is used in the machine's floppy disk 
drive, thus passing the infection on. While this is rather clever, it would seem to be 
an inefficient means of replicating now that so many people boot from a hard disk. If 

Uninfected Disk / Infected Disk 

Infected 
boot sector 

Virus code 
and the 
original 
boot sector 

Figure 9.9 How boot sector infection works (after Virus Bulletin) 
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everyone cleaned their hard disk boot sector, it would appear that extermination of 
boot sector viruses would be achievable. 

Unfortunately, this overlooks the fact that there are boot sectors on all floppy 
disks, not just those that are bootable system disks. We have all made the mistake of 
turning on or resetting a system with a floppy in drive A. If the floppy disk is not 
bootable (e.g., if it is a data or program installation dsk),  you get the "Non-System 
disk or disk error. . . . Replace and strike any key when ready" message. Alas, at that 
point, the boot sector virus already is in memory. Indeed, that message is read onto 
the screen from the boot sector (you can see t h s  very easily if you view a floppy disk 
with Norton Disk Editor). Taking the floppy out and pressing "any key" will not clear 
the virus from memory. Besides, it might have already infected the hard disk. Note 
that the Macintosh uses a combination of hardware design and operating system soft- 
ware to spit out floppy disks when booting, thus considerably reducing the chances of 
t h s  type of infection. 

Even without the Mac's method of handling floppies, the solution appears quite 
simple: Don't leave floppies in drive A, and if you do get the non-system error mes- 
sage, reset the system instead of pressing "any key" when you get the message. Bet- 
ter still, if you have a newer BIOS that allows you to adjust the drive boot sequence, 
tell it to boot from C before A ( ths  still allows you boot from a floppy if somethmg 
happens to drive C) . 

Sadly, many solutions that sound simple are very hard to implement in practice. 
That is why, in September of 1995, 9 out of the top 10 in Syrnantec's list of the most 
prevalent viruses were boot sector infectors. Well-known boot sector viruses include 
Michelangelo, Monkey.B, and perhaps the most widely occurring viruses of all time 
(prior to the Word macro virus), Stoned and Form. In Figure 9.10, you can see de- 
tails of Form, which was at the top of IBM's list of viruses in May, 1995. 

While it at first sounds like you could catch a boot sector virus only from a floppy 
disk, the threat is slightly more complex, thanks to the folks who enjoy placing boot 
sector viruses in Trojan horse or "bait" files and then uploading them to bulletin 
boards. These files are designed to place the boot sector virus on your hard disk 
when you execute them (ironically, these programs accomplish t h s  task with a rou- 
tine known as a "dropper," which originally was developed to allow the transfer of 
boot sector viruses between legitimate researchers and antivirus programmers). 

Parasitic viruses 

More numerous than boot sector viruses but less prevalent, parasitic viruses also are 
referred to as file infectors, because they infect executable files. According to Virus 
Bulletin, "they generally leave the contents of the host program relatively un- 
changed, but append or prepend their code to the host, and divert execution flow so 
that the virus code is executed first. Once the virus code has finished its task, con- 
trol is passed to the original program which, in most cases, executes normally." (See 
Figure 9.11.) While such a complex operation sounds at first like it would be irnrne- 
diately noticeable to the user, this is often not the case because virus code typically 
is very compact. The temporary diversion of program flow often is indiscernible from 
normal operations. 
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U i r u s  Name: Form 
B l i a s e s :  [none] 
I n f e c t s :  DOS b o o t  s e c t o r  on h a r d  and f l o p p y  d i s k s .  
D i s k  Size:  2  s e c t o r s .  
L o c a t i o n :  Second u i r u s  s e c t o r ,  f o l l o w e d  by o r i g i n a l  boo t  s e c t o r ,  

s t o r e d  on f l o p p y  d i s k e t t e s  i n  an unused c l u s t e r ,  which 
i s  marked as bad. Chkdsk r v i l l  r e p o r t  1024 b y t e s  ( l k )  i n  
bad s e c t o r s  on d i s k e t t e .  

On hard  d i s k ,  t h e  second s e c t o r  and o r i g i n a l  b o o t  a r e  s t o r e d  
i n  t h e  l a s t  two s e c t o r s  o f  t h e  i n f e c t e d  p a r t i t i o n .  Not i n  t h e  
l a s t  two s e c t o r s  on t h e  p h y s i c a l  d r i v e  as some r e p o r t s  s t a t e .  

Memory S ize :  The u i r u s  reserues  2k o f  memory by m o d i f y i n g  t h e  a u a i l a b l e  
memory word a t  40:13. On a  640k system t h e  v a l u e  w i l l  be 
changed f r o m  280h t o  27Eh. Chkdsk w i l l  r e p o r t  653312 b y t e s  
(6388) o f  memory f r e e .  

L o c a t i o n :  On a  640k system t h e  u i r u s  r v i l l  r e s i d e  a t  segment PFBOh. I 
b p e c i a l :  The d a t e  check uses a  f u n c t i o n  n o t  suppor ted  b e f o r e  RTs. 

E f f e c t s :  When t r i g g e r e d  (see below),  t h e  u i r u s  produces a  c l i c k i n g  
sound when keys a re  pressed.  

Figure 9.10 Data sheet on the Form virus, as provided by Joe Wells at IBU 

Program 1 
Program infected at the beginning 

Proaram infected at the end 

V ~ r u s  with 
payload 

Figure 9.1 1 Program infection with a parasitic \%'us (after Virus Bulletin). 

Program 
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Multi-partite and companion viruses 

You now know what boot sector and file infector viruses do. Put the two together, 
and you have multi-partite viruses, such as Tequila, which are capable of spreading 
by both methods. At the other end of the sophistication scale are companion viruses, 
which take advantage of this simple fact about DOS: if you launch a program at the 
DOS prompt by entering its name, as in FORMAT, and DOS finds that there are two 
program files in the current directory, one called FORMAT.COM and the other called 
FORMAT.EXE, the COM file wdl be executed before the EXE file. A companion virus 
thus hides and spreads as a COM variant of a standard EXE file. Examples include 
the rare AIDS I1 and Clonewar viruses. 

Link viruses 

These also are rare in the wdd, despite the fact that they have considerable potential 
for spreadmg rapidly, owing to the way that they manipulate the directory structure 
of the media on which they are stored, pointing the operating system to virus code 
instead of legitimate programs. 

Source- and object-code viruses 

Academic viruses researchers and underground virus writers both spend a lot of 
time thinking about new ways in which viruses could be spread. This leads to many 
"in the zoo" or "in theory" viruses that exist more on paper than in practice. Several 
approaches to infection that fit into this category are source-code and object-code 
viruses. The idea b e h d  a source code virus is to insert virus instructions into pro- 
grams at the source-code level, rather than through the compiled program. 

To clarlfy the terminology, I wdl sketch how software works. By itself, computer 
hardware does not understand software instructions such as Ctrl-P or F i l e  I P r i n t .  
In fact, it does not even understand programming statements such as PRINT 

"HELLO". Commands and programming statements have to be translated into a set 
of code that the hardware does understand. This low-level code is known as ma- 
chine language. You can write programs using assembly language, but it is relatively 
cumbersome and hardware specific. Consequently, most programmers use a 
"higher" language, such as Pascal, COBOL, C, or BASIC. They write h e s  of high- 
level programming instructions, or code, which are stored in simple ASCII text files. 
When the program needs to be executed t h s  code is converted into assembly lan- 
guage and fed to the hardware. 

There are two ways in which t h s  can happen. High-level code can be interpreted, 
that is taken direct from a file of source code and passed through a program called 
an interpreter to the hardware. T h s  is what happens when you type up a program in 
BASIC and issue the RUN command. The alternative is to compile the code into a 
COM or EXE file; that is, use software called a compiler to produce a program file 
that contains the machine code version of the source code. A compiled program then 
can be executed at the operating system level, without any further reference to the 
source code. An interpreted program has to be run through the interpreter every 
time it is executed. 
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A source-code virus would add itself to the source-code file, then get compiled 
into the executable file when the program code was compiled. From the compiled 
program the virus code then would seek out further source code files to infect. This 
method of infection could be quite effective in some environments because most 
source-code files have common and easily identifiable attributes, such as file exten- 
sions (hke .C and .BAS). There is little evidence of such viruses on desktop ma- 
chmes, but widespread use of an interpreted language, like Microsoft Visual Basic, 
could make this an appeahg path for infection. 

To understand the object-code virus, of which at least one example, SMting-Ob- 
jectives, has been discovered, you need to know that all of the source code for a com- 
plex program, such as Microsoft Windows or Microsoft Excel, is not compiled into 
one large EXE or COM file. Instead, these programs use sections of code, called ob- 
jects, that are loaded into RAM and h k e d  together only when they are needed. Pro- 
grammers like to write code in the form of objects because these can be recycled 
very easily. For example, if treated as an object, the code required to create a dialog 
box also can be used in many places within a program, without the programmer hav- 
ing to code each dialog box individually. By infecting an object rather than an exe- 
cutable, the object-code virus makes itself less open to normal methods of detection 
(for example, many antivirus strategies concentrate on protecting and monitoring 
executable files). 

Kernel viruses and SYS file viruses 

The term kernel is used to describe the core of the operating system. In DOS, for ex- 
ample, the kernel is stored in the hidden file IOSYS. The idea behind a kernel infec- 
tor, of whch there are currently very few, is to operate at one level above the boot 
sector, but within the heart of the operating system, replacing the instructions in the 
real IOSYS with its own agenda. This makes the virus more difficult to track than if 
it infected visible COM files, such as COMMAND.COM. By loading its own code into 
memory ahead of the operating system, the virus can achieve "stealthmg" to avoid 
many traditional forms of virus detection. 

Stealth and polymorphism 

Stealth viruses use traditional techniques for infection, such as boot sectors and ex- 
ecutable files, but they have code that stays in memory to monitor and intercept op- 
erating system calls, thus disguising its presence. As Jonathan Wheat, one of the 
antivirus experts at NCSA puts it: 

When the system seeks to open an infected file, the stealth virus leaps ahead, uninfects 
the file and allows the operating system to open it so that all appears normal. When the 
operating system closes the file, the stealth virus reverses the actions, reinfecting the 
file. If you look at a boot sector on a disk infected by a stealth boot sector virus what you 
see looks normal, but it is not the real boot sector. 

Stealth viruses pose numerous problems for traditional antivirus products, which 
might even propagate the virus as they examine files when loolung for infections. In 
Figure 9.12, you can see details of the stealth virus AntiEXE as listed in VSUM, an ex- 
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Figure 9.12 The AntiEXE listing in VSUM 

tensive virus database. Entries in VSUM provide symptoms as well as detection and 
removal methods for hundred of viruses and their known variants. You can download 
VSUM from the NCSA on CompuServe and the Web. 

The term polymorphic is used to describe computer viruses that mutate to es- 
cape detection by traditional antivirus software, which compares suspect code to an 
inventory of known viruses. Polymorphic viruses can infect any type of host soft- 
ware. Polymorphic file viruses are most common, but polymorphc boot sector 
viruses also have been discovered (virus writers use a free piece of software called 
the Mutation Engine to transform simple viruses into polymorphic ones, which en- 
sures that polymorphic viruses are likely to further proliferate). 

Some polymorphic viruses have a relatively limited number of variants or dis- 
guises, making them easier to identify. The Whale virus, for example, has 32 forms. 
Antivirus tools can detect these viruses by comparing them to an inventory of virus 
descriptions that allows for wddcard variations. Polymorphic viruses derived from 
tools such as the Mutation Engine are tougher to identify, because they can take any 
of four billion forms! 

Macro viruses 

Viruses do not need to be written in machine code or a higher language such as C. 
They can be written using any instruction set. Ask anyone who has worked with 
macros in programs such as 1-2-3 or Excel, Wordperfect or Word, and you will dis- 
cover that these work just like a programming language. As macros evolved from their 
origins in the 1970s in word processing (storing multiple keystrokes under one key) 
to spreadsheets in the early 1980s (enabhg complex menu branches of conditional 
commands), they acquired vital ingredients for virus making, automatic execution, 
and alteration of default settings. 
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Of course, the purpose of automated operation was to enable the creation of easy- 
to-use, macro-driven applications for less-experienced users. In the mid- to late- 
1980s, this became a major activity within some organizations. Macro power 
increased, driven by power users of programs like 1-2-3 who worked hard to reduce 
complex operations, such as invoicing, to simple macro menus. Macros acquired the 
ability to execute operating system commands and further extended their power in 
the early 1990s when software designers introduced cross-application macro lan- 
guages, such as WordBasic. The result is a class of computer files that appears at first 
to be a data file, but which actually can contain a program of macro commands. 

This further blurred the distinction embodied in the oft-repeated advice that 
"your computer cannot be infected by a document" and "you can only be infected by 
programs." These statements only remain true if we carefully define documents to 
exclude those containing macros (and any other pseudo-language, such as Post- 
Script, whch can trigger hardware events when transmitted to a printer) and define 
programs to include executable code in the widest sense (including ANSI codes, 
which could execute some unwanted actions if placed in e-mail that was displayed in 
text mode). 

Don't Get ANSI 

The likelihood of an ANSI e-mail virus is considered small because, as the CERT 
advisory on the Good Rmes hoax notes, the necessary control characters would 
be unlikely to pass through various mail gateways and forwarders without modi- 
fication. Any change would render the sequence inoperable. Furthermore, to 
spread effectively, the code would need to be written such that it would use path 
names and code present on almost every machine where received, including 
ANSI.SYS. Note that ANSI codes could only map one or more keys to a damaging 
command. The user would have to press a certain key (or sequence) to actually 
trigger the damage. 

Ironically, Microsoft's domination of the software market in the mid-1990s pro- 
vided the final ingredient for a "document" virus outbreak, that is, a universal, 
transplatform application: Microsoft Word. In late August of 1995, people learned 
that there was a dark side to the compatibility benefits of a de facto standard for 
word processing. A new virus came to light, capable of being spread through the ex- 
change of Microsoft Word documents. The virus, named Winword.Concept, repli- 
cates by adding internal macros to Word documents. If the virus is active on a 
system, an uninfected document can become infected simply by opening it and sav- 
ing it using the F i l e  l Save As menu option. Although Winword.Concept does not 
cause any intentional damage to the system, some users have reported problems 
when saving documents. 

The macro virus becomes active when you open an infected document, doing so 
via Microsoft Word's "Autoopen" macro, which executes each time you open a doc- 
ument. If you open an infected document with Word, the first thing the macro virus 
does is check the global document template, typically NORMALDOT, for the pres- 
ence of either a macro named PayLoad or FileSaveAs. If either macro is found, the 
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routine aborts and no infection of the global document template occurs. However, if 
these macros are not found, then several macros, shown in Figure 9.13, are copied to 
your global document template. During the course of copying the macros, a small di- 
alog box with an "OK" button appears on the screen. The dialog box simply contains 
the number "1" as its only text. The title bar of the dialog box indicates it is a Mi- 
crosoft Word dialog box. This dialog will only be shown during the initial infection. 

Once these macros are added to the global document template, they replicate by 
means of the virus version of the F i l e  I Save A s  command. Consequently any docu- 
ment created using F i l e  I Save AS wdl contain this macro virus. An uninfected user 
can simply open the document and become infected. 

This can even happen while you are online to the World Wide Web, if you have 
your Web browser configured to use Word as the viewer for DOC files (the remedy is 
to use a viewer program, such as Word Viewer, instead, as described later in this 
chapter). Note that the "PayLoad" macro contains the following text: 

Sub MAIN 
REM That's enough to prove my point 

End Sub 

Figure 9.13 The macros added by the Word virus macro 
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However, "PayLoad" is not executed at any time. Because of the flexibility of Mi- 
crosoft's WordBasic macro language, almost anything could be performed here (in- 
cluding a file delete or other potentially damaging operating system commands). 

So how do you respond to this type of threat? Since the AutoOpen macro first 
checks for the presence of a PayLoad or FileSaveAs macro before continuing, simply 
creating a PayLoad macro that does nothing is sufficient to prevent this particular 
virus from spreading. However, this is only a temporary solution. The AutoOpen 
macro could be modified to simply infect the document template regardless of 
whether a PayLoad or a FileSaveAs macro exists. Shortly after the macro was dis- 
covered, the NCSA, with the help of antivirus vendor Command Software Systems, 
made available a file called WVFIX.ZIP that contains a Word document designed to 
detect the presence of the virus and prevent its subsequent installation. 

Most antivirus vendors made available online updates capable of detecting the 
virus within a week or so of its discovery. Unfortunately, Microsoft's first response, 
whch was to issue a press release calling the virus a harmless prank, was typical of 
the software giant's lackadaisical attitude towards security in the desktop environ- 
ment. It is hard to avoid the impression that Microsoft, which waited months before 
publishing anythmg about this virus on its Web pages and which included nothing 
about viruses of any kind in the Windows 95 help files or Resource Kit, feels little 
obligation to help users deal with the dark side of the computer revolution that has 
made it the giant corporation that it is today. 

Dangerous docs 

Within days of the first reports of the first Word macro virus, several nasty variations 
had appeared, such as WinWord.Nuclear (a.k.a. Wordmacro.Nuclear). The following 
information about tkus virus was provided in a posting from Paul Ducklin at Sophos, 
the U.K. antivirus and security vendor, to VIRUS-L, a moderated, digested mail fo- 
rum for discussing computer virus issues. Ironically and probably with malice, this 
new Word virus was attached to a Word document that gives information about the 
first Word virus, Winword.Concept. Files infected by WinWord.Nuclear contain a 
macro that usually is run when the document is opened. 

Unlike the Winword.Concept virus, which alerts you by popping up a dialog box, 
this new macro was not particularly noticeable. Once activated, the virus effectively 
"goes resident" by adding its infective macros into your Word environment. It also 
runs a macro called PayLoad, which wipes out your DOS system files (IOSYS, MS- 
DOSSYS, and COMMAND.COM) on the fifth of April. The viral macros also alter the 
usual behavior of several Word functions. Any document saved via the save AS.  . . 
menu option will be infected. Roughly every twelfth document printed wdl have two 
lines of text added at its end that read: 

And finally I would like to say: 
STOP ALL FRENCH NUCLElZR TESTING IN THE PACIFIC 

Furthermore, next time you start up Word, the virus looks at the clock. If it is be- 
tween 5 : 0 0 ~ . ~ .  and 5 : 5 9 ~ . ~ .  (or, as a comment in the virus suggests, "5PM - approx 
time before work is finished"), the virus attempts to inject a DOS file virus named 
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"Ph33r" into your system. Lastly, the virus switches off the menu setting "Tools/Op- 
tionsPrompt to save NORMALDOT" every time you close a file. This means that you 
are less likely to notice Word saving changes that the virus has made to your global 
environment, because the dialog box that warns you that this is about to happen no 
longer appears. 

There are some preventative measures built into Word that are supposed to con- 
trol automatic macros. For example, the Word for Windows manual states that, if you 
hold down Shift while double-clicking the Word icon in Program Manager, then Word 
will start up with file-related "auto-execute" macros disabled. However, while t h s  
ought to f i b i t  the actuation of WinWord.Nuclear, which relies on this feature, 
D u c k h  found that it didn't work. He also found that starting up Word with the com- 
mand line WINWORD. EXE /m, whch is supposed to achieve a sirmlar effect, failed as 
well, as did holding down Shft w N e  opening a document to disable any automatic 
macros in that file. 

Fortunately, Ducklin found that it was possible to use the following Word auto- 
execute macro to help out. Under ~ o o l s  I ~ a c r o ,  create a macro called AutoExec 
that looks like ths :  

Sub MAIN 
DisableAutoMacros 
MsgBox "AutoMacros off!", "Safety First!", 64 

End Sub 

Because this macro is triggered whenever Word starts, it serves to disable the fea- 
ture that WinWord.Nuclear uses to activate. 

Web, Internet, and BBS attacks 

By now it should be clear that virus writers are driven by a desire to spread their 
code as far as possible and are constantly seeking out new channels of distribution 
and methods of mfection. That is why all users of the Internet and the World Wide 
Web should be particularly alert to malicious code attacks. Treat all software down- 
loaded from Web pages or FTP sites with caution. Remember that, unhke commer- 
cial online services, such as CompuServe, or even well-run amateur bulletin boards, 
there is nobody in charge of the Internet and the Web. There is nobody, besides the 
culprit, who can be held responsible for subversion of the Web or the Internet as 
means of spreading viruses. 

Web users should be careful not to configure their Web browsers to launch pow- 
erful applications such as Microsoft Word. Some icons on Web pages represent files 
that can be opened by "helper apps" such as WHAM, which plays sound files. Some 
people have configured their browser so that it uses Word as a helper app, based on 
the DOC file extension. If this is the case, clicking on a DOC file, or an icon repre- 
senting such a file, automatically launches Word, whch in turn automatically loads 
the DOC file. If this file contains an automatic macro, it could infect your computer 
with a virus, or execute a nasty set of commands, such as DELTREE and FORMAT. 

The defensive response, apart from our earlier advice to h d e  destructive operat- 
ing system commands, is to use a Word document viewer as your DOC helper appli- 
cation, rather than full-blown Word. One such program is Microsoft Word Viewer, a 
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freeware program from Microsoft that is available from NCSA on the W.E.B. page and 
from CompuServe. There is no evidence that Microsoft had this use of the program 
in mind when it was released, and the Web pages where it is available at www. 
microsoft.com do not mention macro virus problems, but it is to the company's credit 
that such a program is freely available. Windows 95 users can view Word files in Word- 
Pad, which is part of the Windows 95 accessories. 

While commercial online services and legitimate bulletin board operators have 
fought hard to remove the specter of virus transmission from their services, devel- 
opments in communications software have opened a back door to malicious pro- 
grammers. To access a bulletin board or o n h e  service, you need a piece of software 
called a client. T h s  used to mean a generic communications program, such as Pro- 
comm or CrossTalk, whch could be configured to access many different online sys- 
tems. However, with the increasing sophstication of services like CompuServe and 
BBS operating systems, such as Excalibur and WorldGroup, dedicated client soft- 
ware has become the order of the day. This operates in concert with the server soft- 
ware at the other end of the phone, establishing a dedicated relationshp between 
your computer and the one you have called. 

This computer-to-computer relationshp might include "friendly" assistance, such 
as sending you image files of icons and buttons or even sending updates of the client 
software. This is a very convenient and efficient way of improving online cornrnuni- 
cations. It is how CompuServe displays forum logos in WinCIM and how AOL and 
MSN provide elements of their graphcal interfaces. Wkule it is unlikely that services 
of this size would be compromised, users need to be aware that the technology is 
open to subversion, particularly in cases where program code is sent to your ma- 
chme without explicit permission (I would like companies to standardize on a per- 
mission process, at least a YesINo dialog box prior to a code transfer). 

More virus data 

By the time you read this, there wdl be a lot more macro viruses in existence, as well 
as a growing number of more traditional viruses. So how wd1 you learn about them? 
This is where electronic resources become so valuable. A good place to start is a solid 
database of existing virus information, such as VSUM, whch was shown earlier in Fig- 
ure 9.12, or the Virus Encyclopedia that comes with Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus Toolkit 
(see Figure 9.14). Both of these are updated regularly if you purchase a subscription, 
in the case of VSUM, or the full Toollut, in the case of the Virus Encyclopedia. 

Another way to keep up with virus developments is to visit the NCSA InfoSecurity 
and Anti-Virus Vendor forums on CompuServe, plus the NCSA's Web pages. These 
contain links to all of the major antivirus sites on the Web. Some of them, such as the 
Syrnantec site shown in Figure 9.15, are operated by antivirus vendors but offer a lot 
of useful information about viruses in general. For example, the list that you see in 
Figure 9.15 shows viruses to watch out for in different parts of the world, with links 
to pages that describe those viruses and how to avoid them. 

You also should consider joining VIRUS-L, a moderated, digested mail forum for 
discussing computer virus issues. Discussions are not limited to any one hard- 
warelsoftware platform and diversity is welcomed. The complete set of posting 
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Figure 9.14 The Virus Encyclopedia supplied with Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus Toolkit 

guidelines, plus back issues and an FAQ, are available by FTP on CORSA.UCR.EDU. 
They also are available from the NCSA on CompuServe and the Web. 

If you want to learn more about how about viruses operate, without using real 
viruses, then check out the Antivirus Practice Lab, created by Zvi Netiv, author of an 
Israeli antivirus product called InVircible. The AWL is a self-contained tool with 
which users can explore the mode of action of several different types of file and boot- 
sector viruses. AWL allows the user to "infect" files and the master boot sector us- 
ing "emasculated" viruses that cannot and will not replicate. I strongly advise you 
not to buy so-called virus collections for "home-testing" of antivirus products. Test- 
ing is best left to people who have the extensive resources to perform scientific eval- 
uations without unintentional infection of "production" systems. 

A yankee-doodle dandy 

I wrote about this virus in the first edtion of this book and decided to keep the de- 
scription in this version because, after five years, this virus still is around. It is a good ex- 
ample of what someone obviously thought was an arnusmg experiment at the time. The 
name comes from the tune this DOS virus plays. The virus will infect any COM or EXE 
file on any disk, as long as the file is larger than 33 bytes to begin with. Referred to as an 
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indirect-action file virus, it causes COM files to grow when mfected. The amount of 
growth is about 2800 bytes. The date and time settings on the file are not altered by the 
act of infection. The main evidence of the virus is hearing Yankee Doodle, at 5:OOP.M. 

The way the virus works is to load itself into memory when you run an infected 
COM or EXE file. Any COM or EXE file loaded after that also is infected. Files that 
have been marked read-only are not protected. The virus sets their file attribute to 
r e a d k i t e ,  infects them, then resets the attribute after infection. The critical error 
handler in DOS is disabled while the file is being infected. This prevents write-pro- 
tected disks from producing an "Abort, Retry, Ignore" message. 

They're Back! 

On average, it took North American respondents to the 1991 Dataquest study 
four days to recover from a virus episode, and some MIS managers needed fully 
30 days to recover. Even more ominously, their efforts were not wholly effective; 
a single infected floppy disk taken home during cleanup and later returned to the 
office can trigger a relapse. Some 25% of those experiencing a virus attack later 
suffered such a reinfection by the same virus w i t h  30 days. 

Virus Alerts: 

Ten most commonly reported viruses (worldwide): 

1 Monkey R - Boot itfectos 
2 w- Boot infector 
3 Stealth B - Boot ufectoi 
4 AnbEJE - Boot infector 
5 - Boot infector 
6 Stoned.Michelwelo- Boot infector 
7 w- Boot infector 
8 Sat BUR Natas - File itlfrctor 
9 - Boot infector 

10 m t  - Boot infector 

See Virus Mbrmahon and Technology for de tds  on infector types 

Be on alert for the follorving viruses in the following areas: 

Figure 9.15 Valuable virus information for the business traveler from Syrnantec 
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Poor Form 

Form is the most common example of a boot-sector virus. In Figure 9.16, you can see 
the boot sector from a normal formatted MS-DOS floppy disk, as revealed by the 
Norton Utilities. In a moment, this will be used for reference. Now, if your computer 
gets infected by Form, it replicates on any floppy disks that you use on your com- 
puter. Also, it might trigger a clicking sound when you press keys on your keyboard. 
Apart from this Form is "harmless." However, unless you are prepared to spread the 
virus, you have to elimnate it, which can be time-consuming. The point is that even 
harmless viruses are expensive, and Form continues to appear all round the world, 
costing companies lost productivity and disruption. In Figure 9.17, you can see how 
the boot sector of the disk differs from a normal disk, shown earlier in Figure 9.16. 

Where Does MC Come from? 

This actually is two questions: Who creates malicious code and how does it get onto 
systems? You might recognize these questions as the polite version of "Who wrote 
this darn thing and how the heck did it get onto my computer?" I will try to answer 
both interpretations of the question. 

Malicious coders 

Viruses and other forms of malicious code are written by a wide range of people. The 
"typical" virus author has been described as male, 16 to 28 years old, with above av- 
erage programming skllls (NCSAl3M). However, as Rosenberger and Greenberg 
point out, many viruses are written and released by teenage hackers: 

One was released by a computer magazine publisher. According to one trusted military 
publication, the US. Defense Department creates computer viruses for use as weapons. 
Trojan horses for many decades sprang from the minds of middle-aged men; computer 
prices have only recently dropped to a level where teenagers could get into the act. 

One pioneer of the scientific study of virus writers, Sara Gordon, notes that "virus 
writers are not an homogeneous group. . . . There are too many observable differ- 
ences to categorize them into a generic construct." 

Gordon has observed that adolescent virus writers generally do not have a low level 
of ethcal understandmg; they just don't seem to see that releasing viruses is wrong. As 
Rosenberger and Greenberg note, "Ths whole thmg boils down to an ethcs issue, not 
a technology issue." Many experts, such as nppett,  concur that ethcs is "the root of 
the problem." He observes that "most of those who write and intentionally distribute 
computer viruses do not thmk that their particular virus is bad or damagmg or harm- 
ful." Indeed, many thmk of themselves as conductmg legtimate experiments and "feel 
that they are well w i t h  their nghts to do so." Most "have not yet developed a social 
conscience or a global awareness or a world-view. Most find the computer and com- 
munications medurn that insulates them from their 'victims' to be intoxicating." Fur- 
thermore, it would appear that "most don't even know that victims exist." 

What do we mean when we say that the "medium" of programming "insulates" 
people? Well, in effect, it allows for anonymity while being a voyeur. As nppet  notes, 
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Figure 9.16 The boot sector from a normal formatted MS-DOS floppy \levied with Norton C'tilities 

Figure 9.17 Boot sector affected by a boot sector virus 

"It allows one to ignore or even not believe that human beings are the ones who are 
ultimately harmed. It allows one to tempt fate with a Pandora's box-and to have the 
thrill of creation of a self-sustaining organism-a computer virus." At the same time, 
programming at this level "also provides community-with the same social pres- 
sures, social acceptance, and the need to 'belong' that any community has." 

Kits, boards, 'zines, and competitions 

As a community, or subculture, the virus writers have their own social framework 
and infrastructure. For example, there are dozens of "virus exchange bulletin 
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boards" and virus exchange sites on the Internet (see Figure 9.18). These are much 
like legitimate bulletin boards in that users can access them to upload and download 
programs and messages through the regular telephone system, hut the virus ex- 
change BBS system operators knowingly accept and provide viruses for general dis- 
tribution to those who want them. They might even run competitions encouraging 
newer, more powerful viruses. (It is important to note that, while some virus writers 
are also hackers, not all hackers are virus writers and that many hackers are strongly 
opposed to the release of viruses into the wild). 

According to Tippet: 

These virus BBSs often have thousands of different viruses available for domnloading. 
However, most mill not allow just anyone to download a virus. Instead, many require the 
authorized user to "belong." In order to become part of the "in" group that can share in 
the viruses, most virus BBSs require the user get points-most often by uploading some 
viruses. So a young adult, who has a natural curiosity and a natural need to belong and 
who reads endless message "threads" that expound on the "benign" viruses and how 
viruses are not illegal, and therefore are okay, sometimes succumbs. However, in order to 

Welcome to the VIRUS Source Homepage! 

Pielcotne atld thanks for risitqx this page Ys3a x e  rnsitor t~urrher M, s u r e  the g m d  
ope+ on August 24tk1 1495 issmethniulg else happened on tlis date, tm~o) E'leasr sign our & 
h i ' k  

%s page contains several rruus ccde genet-ators, a few tmtatiorl rq&~es, orrer 500 rritus source 
fles and cmver 2,10C executable rruw files T h  material is k'eing sulmntte~i for edricafioiarrl' 
purposes o d y  Play at you own risk But have fun! 

Yie purpose ofthis page is not to d a r ~ e ,  but to educate, stunulate m ( i  c o r ~ ~ : ~ t i t  you with 
alternative information on the setisitwe issue ofvmis cr-eation am:l propagat~ltlclti The oi-dy way in 
ndnch to h o w  the whole of a sulqect, is by gaitm~g k~loadedge k o m  erirty v x i e ~  of o y u o n  on the 
subject, and studykg all modes in ~7hicli ~t rati be lcmoked at Inform yourself by xl i rying a i d  
stu$u~g the source code of achial wuses ,  read the vitw rvtrbqg & 5:assenibly lanyymgr ti~torials 
Then consider- and exanme erresy variety l?f opuion on the sihje~:t, tkle anti-rrmis foks ,  rnmlstr-earn 
society, anti rnost irnpottmt3y Ideas m d  opmo11s that x e  considered rasdical, rrac.tiotiay. rnulorib; 
or- s t ipnaked  by some other u n c c m p h e n t a y  label 

Figure 9.18 Virus writing information on the Internet 
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get to the viruses, he usually must provide some. The simplest way to provide one is to 
create one, then upload it. 

So how do you go about creating a virus? Well, there are numerous "underground 
magazines" or "'zines" that describe how to write viruses. These are often available 
online. Of course, a knowledge of programming is certainly helpful, but there are 
programs (the "Virus Creation Lab" is one) that allow users to pick various charac- 
teristics of their desired virus from a group of menu selections, then the program au- 
tomatically will create the virus with the desired characteristics for the user. As 
Tippett puts it, "Poof-no programming needed! Another virus is born." 

The ethics gap 

Why do people not see the harm in this? Well, it is rather hard to learn ethical com- 
puting from parents. As nppett puts it: 

We are in a unique time. Most computer users do not have parents who also are com- 
puter users. Therefore, the majority of computer users never got the same kind of sand 
box training for computing ethics and etiquette from our parents that guides our social 
interactions in the noncomputing world. 

In fact, the ethics of computing are no different than the ethics of any other social 
interaction. The problem is that many young computer users, even some adult ones, 
never quite figure out that networked computers are, in fact, a community. Further- 
more, t h s  community is composed of people. 

Wreaking havoc around the community is harmful to those same people. That is 
one reason why the NCS4 joined with antivirus product developers to sponsor Virus 
Awareness Day. It is an acknowledgment that education and awareness about com- 
puter viruses is of paramount importance. The myths must be dispelled. Especially 
the myth that virus writing is "cool" and that virus distribution is protected, like free 
speech, and that everyone has a right to broadcast computer viruses, just like every- 
one has a right to an obnoxious opinion. 

Points of entry 

If you ask the question "Where does malicious code come from?", meaning in "How 
does it get into my system?", the answer is, the same way all other code gets there. 
Back in 1989, I suggested the following ranking, in terms of potential as a route for 
infection, was as follows: 

Disks-Floppy disks, removable hard disks, and other media. 

Ports-Communications ports and network interfaces. 

Input devices-The keyboard. 

In Figure 9.19, you can see the findings of the NCSADataquest survey, several 
years later, as to the avenue by which companies that actually had been infected re- 
ceived that infection. This bears out the previous ranking and suggests that all nor- 
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Sources of Virus Infection 

Diskettes in drive A 65% 

From user's own LAN 

BBS via modem 

Pre-loaded on new PC 

I 

Figure 9.19 Means by which infected companies were infected. (NCSA/Dataquest) 

ma1 channels of communication need to be protected against malicious code attacks. 
In the following sections, these channels are considered in more detail. 

Direct infection. To take the last item first, the use of an input device to attack your 
computer with malicious code means that someone sits down and types in the pro- 
gram. T h s  is not impossible; in fact, it might be the normal means of placing logic 
bombs on large systems. However, it probably is the least common method by whch 
personal computers get infected by viruses (even though they are very tightly 
coded, Infecting machines by writing the program at the keyboard is highly ineffi- 
cient, particularly as the primary motivation often is maximum spread). 

Protection against direct infection is a matter, firstly, of preventing unauthorized 
use of your computer and, secondly, of detecting infection by an authorized user. A 
password protectionluser-logging security system will prevent unauthorized use and 
show who has used the system. T h s  is a valuable deterrent against infection by an 
authorized user, what one might call insider infection. Antivirus products can be 
used to monitor files and system resources to prevent inappropriate manipulation. 

Phone infection. This does not mean another computer calls up your computer and 
infects it. What happens is, you download software from another computer, perhaps 
a bulletin board, and the software turns out to be mfected. As the manual for Corbin 
Vaccine, a virus-detection program put it: "Some viruses come from free programs 
placed on electronic bulletin boards-programs that appear to be innocent, useful 
uthties but really are vehcles for carrying the seeds of destruction." An early exam- 
ple of t h s  was ARC513.EXE, a utllity that claimed to offer file compression and archv- 
ing features like those found in ARC.EXE, a legitimate and very useful shareware 
utility. When ARC513.EXE is run, it does not compress files; it destroys track 0 of the 
floppy or hard disk! 

There have even been cases of malicious programs masqueradmg as antivirus soft- 
ware. A program pretending to be a new version of the legitimate virus-fighting 
Flu-Shot was found to render hard disks unreadable. These programs, referred to by 
virus writers as "bait files," actually are Trojan horses in that they gain entrance to your 
system because they look attractive but do somethmg other than you are led to expect. 
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Fortunately, operators of legitimate bulletin boards have been in the forefront of 
the fight against viruses and take effective steps to prevent their services from being 
a means of infection. A good bulletin board will allow programs to be posted only af- 
ter they have been checked by the system operator (sysop). If you upload a program 
to the bulletin board, it will not immediately appear for others to download. The 
sysop will copy the file onto a sanitized and isolated system and thoroughly check the 
file for signs of a virus. 

Of course, as a user of bulletin boards, you should not rely solely on the protection 
offered by a good sysop. After all, sysops are only human, and an infectious or ma- 
lignant file might slip through the screening process. You should always check down- 
loaded software on a safely backed up computer, preferably an isolated system. If 
you do find problems, you should let the sysop know immediately. Bulletin boards 
are a valuable forum for the exchange of ideas, tips, and helpful information. The 
world of personal computing would be a sorry and stunted place without them. Some 
large companies have taken to banning the use of bulletin boards by employees be- 
cause of the risk of virus infection. A more enlightened approach would be to insti- 
tute proper procedures and facilities for the vetting of downloaded software. 

Unfortunately, defenders of bulletin boards sometimes have erred on the positive 
side (i.e., saying that boot-sector viruses cannot be distributed in software that is 
downloaded over the phone). The basis for this claim is that boot-sector viruses typ- 
ically spread only if you directly copy an infected floppy disk, if you try to boot a 
computer from an infected disk, or if you use a floppy in an infected computer. Be- 
cause bulletin board software cannot directly copy a boot sector to your machine in 
the same way that a floppy drive can, you would think that they would be "immune" 
to this type of virus. However, special "dropper" programs, developed by virus re- 
searchers as an easy way to transfer boot-sector viruses among themselves, have 
been subverted to create Trojan programs that drop a boot-sector virus onto a disk 
when the program is downloaded and executed. In other words, it handles all down- 
loads with care, regardless of the source. 

The network negatives. Like all technology, networks are a two-edged sword. The 
benefits of connectivity are offset by the potential for rapid spreading of malicious 
code. Although relatively few viruses have been designed so far with network attacks 
in mind, some of the most common viruses can spread across a network. In effect, 
the network becomes the means of mfection. In the January/February 1993 issue of 
NetWare Connection, computer security pioneer Dr. David Stang observed that 
"the server is a potential virus target, a potential virus storage device, and the ex- 
tended network is, potentially, an agent through which the virus can be spread." 

However, Stang also warned against panic. Networks actually enable centralized 
antivirus protection. Network access controls, if used properly, also provide barriers 
to infection. Network operating systems themselves are less prone to direct attack 
by viruses (the number of virus writers who have access to a DOS-based PC is far 
greater than the number who have access to NetWare, although the latter is growing 
rapidly). Perhaps the most important point about network infections is that they 
must be identified and halted as soon as possible. Cleaning up a network infection 
that has spread undetected for any length of time is a major expense. 
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Network Infection 

Once a virus infects a single networked computer, the average time required to 
infect another workstation is from 10 to 20 minutes, meaning that a virus can par- 
alyze an entire enterprise in a few hours.-Symantec Virus White Paper 

The infected disk. Of course, as indicated in Figure 9.19, the primary source of virus 
infection has been the floppy disk. In Figure 9.20, you can see the source of disks re- 
sponsible for infecting company systems. It is clear that controls over the use of 
floppy disks in the workplace can play a major role in controlling virus mfections. 
They also prevent other problems, such as wandering data (see chapters 2 and 4, 
where the TAG and Reflex systems of disk control were described). 

In the majority of cases, there is nothing sinister about floppy disk infection. It 
happens accidentally, unintentionally, and most often as a result of bringing disks 
from home. The best defenses are: 

Disable booting from floppy drives. 

Provide user education and awareness. 

Enforce policies against outside disks entering the computer environment. 

Deploy AV products on all systems. 

Provide test facilities to clear disks that have to enter the computer environment. 

The last point refers to visiting clients, dignitaries, salespeople, engineers, audi- 
tors, and so on. You should not let the risk of annoying people stop you from insist- 

! Source of Disks Responsible for Virus Infections 

From home 

Sales demo disk 

Service technician's disk 

Store bought application disk 

Co-worker's disk 

Unknown visitor to user's computer 

From user's LAN administrator 

From college or library computer 

From a client 

From a consultant 

I (Represents breakdown of 65% of infections by disk) 

Figure 9.20 The source of disks responsible for Infecting company systems. (NCSA/Dataquest) 
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ing that all disks entering the office must be checked for viruses. One of the worst 
outbreaks of which I have personal knowledge came from a diagnostic disk used by 
an outside support engineer. Furthermore, scanning incoming disks is the mark of a 
responsible organization (and if you find a virus on a visitor's disk, you have done 
them a considerable service). For more on why people tend to copy software at 
home and how to obtain "safe" software, see appendix J. 

Virus Symptoms 

Viruses can spread only as long as they remain undetected. Antivirus tools, which 
will be described in a moment, are necessary to identlfy all infections, but some 
viruses are less than perfect and do provide some indication of their presence. The 
following list of symptoms is adapted from Symantec's antivirus Web pages: 

Changes in the length of programs. 

Unexpected changes in file date or time stamps. 

Longer than normal program load times. 

Slower system operation than normal. 

Unexpected reduction in memory or disk space. 

Bad sectors on floppy disks. 

Unusual error messages. 

Unusual screen activity. 

Failed program execution. 

Unexpected writes to a drive. 

Failed system boot. 

Of course, all of these can be caused by phenomena other than a virus attack. For 
example, some program files update their date and time stamp when you alter de- 
fault settings. I have been careful to use the word "unexpected" in several places. 
Virus awareness education should avoid giving the impression that every hccup is 
caused by a virus, while at the same time introducing viruses as one possible cause 
of abnormal operation. The main goal in an organizational setting is to get users to 
contact the help desk if they experience something that could be a virus infection. 
Experienced support staff soon learn to distinguish between user error/confusion 
and potential infections. What happens at that point is covered in the later section 
"Virus response and recovery." 

Antivirus Tools 

This section, whch is based on the NCSA's corporate AV briefing papers, describes 
the growing arsenal of weapons that can be used to detect and fight viruses, includ- 
ing active signature-based scanning, resident monitoring, checksum comparisons, 
and generic expert systems. Each of these tools has its specific strengths and weak- 
nesses, and an antivirus strategy that uses only one or two of the following tech- 
niques can leave you vulnerable to viruses designed to elude specific defenses. An 
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antivirus strategy that uses all of these techniques provides a comprehensive shield 
and the best possible defense against infection. 

Signature-based scanners 

One of the earliest approaches to detecting viruses was to examine files for pieces of 
code known to exist in viruses. Products taking this approach were dubbed scan- 
ners. Typically they can scan all files, or all files of a certain type, on any drive that 
you choose. The most common scanner approach is called signature-based analy- 
sis. Signatures are the fingerprints of computer viruses-distinct strands of code 
that are unique to a single virus, much as DNA strands are unique to a human being. 
Virus researchers and antivirus product developers catalog known viruses and their 
signatures, and signature-based scanners use these catalogs to search for viruses on 
a user's system. The best scanners have an exhaustive inventory of all viruses now 
known to exist. A good signature-based scanner can examine all possible locations 
for mfection-including boot sectors, system memory, partition tables and files- 
looking for strings of code that match the virus signatures stored in its memory. 

When the scanner identifies a signature match, it can identify the virus by name 
and indcate where on the hard disk or floppy disk the infection is located. Because 
the signature-based scanner offers a precise identification of known viruses, it can 
offer the best method for effective and complete removal. The scanner also can de- 
tect the virus before it has had a chance to run, reducing the chance that the infec- 
tion will spread before detection. 

Of course, signature-based scanners have limitations. At best, they can only detect 
viruses for whch they have a signature. They cannot detect so-called "unknown" 
viruses-ones which have not been previously discovered, analyzed, and recorded. 
Furthermore, polymorphic viruses elude scanner detection by altering the code 
string for which the scanner is searching. To identlfy these viruses, you need another 
technique. Stealth viruses also can elude detection by scanners by removing their 
tell-tale traces when the file is opened by the scanner for examination. To detect 
them, a scanner must include an antistealth defense that monitors MS-DOS calls at 
a very low level as the scan is underway. When it sees other code intercepting 
openlclose calls, the antistealth defense suspects an unknown stealth virus is at 
work. It then rescans the file in question whde it is closed, then again after it has 
been reinfected. If the result of the two scans is different, the antivirus software 
alerts the user to the virus activity. 

Another drawback of signature-based scanners is their inherent inability to stay 
current on virus detection. They offer no protection against viruses discovered after 
their inventory of signatures is assembled. Periodic update files are available, but 
these d offer a lag between the time a virus could infect your system and the time 
you receive the update. You must continually install updates on all of your systems 
and run the risk that individual users may fail to use them properly. 

TSR monitoring 

Virus scanners generally operate in batch mode, scanning files on hard disk or floppy 
disk, on system startup, or when requested by the user. Terminate-and-stay-resident 
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monitors, on the other hand, operate like other TSR programs-that is, in the back- 
ground, while other programs are running. Antivirus TSR programs can provide any 
combination of protective activities, including real-time monitoring of disks and files, 
expert system analysis of viruslike behavior and code, and stealth- and polyrnorphic- 
specific detection. 

The advantage of TSR-based virus protection is its automatic nature. Users, espe- 
cially the less-experienced, do not need to activate the software or remember to run 
it. That makes it more convenient and more useful, because it is always operating. 
TSR monitors protect systems invisibly, continuously, and without user intervention. 

As you might expect, this approach, like all others, has some weaknesses. The full- 
time, automatic nature of antivirus TSRs also can be a problem. They can take up 
scarce memory space needed for other TSRs or software. They can cause false alarms 
triggered by overreactions to normal disk writes and the unconventional techniques 
of backup, data compression, and sector editing software. Beyond being annoying, 
false alarms can lead some users to deactivate the TSR, reducing protection. 

Multilevel generic detection 

While signature-based detection is useful against known viruses, for whch tell-tale 
signature code can be identified and stored for comparison with suspect code, it can- 
not detect unknown viruses. Multilevel generic detection fills this gap. The tech- 
nique is, as the name suggests, a combination of defenses, including: 

Checksum comparison. 
Intelligent checksum analysis and cleaning. 
Expert system virus analysis. 

These tools meet the need to detect unknown viruses. Together with signature- 
based analysis, these tools produce an impressive detection rate on both known and 
unknown viruses. Furthermore, they result in the least false alarms (false positive) 
and the lowest risk of additional contamination during antivirus activity. 

Checksum comparison. Ths  is based on comparing the current checksums of a sus- 
pect file or disk to checksurns recorded when the system was in a known, clean state. 
Checksums are the fingerprints of a file, a unique representation of a file's bit se- 
quence. The checksum is created by an algorithm that reads a file's bytes sequentially, 
essentially creating a unique numeric code that represents the file. Any subsequent 
change to the file wdl produce a change in the checksum calculation. Comparing two 
checksums of the same file at different times can flag file changes caused by a virus. 

Intelligent checksum analysis and cleaning. This improves upon traditional check- 
sum comparisons in three ways. First, it distinguishes between legitimate changes to 
a file and those that might be caused by a virus, thanks to additional algorithms that 
can recognize file writes, for example, updating a device driver. It works to under- 
stand when and why the file was changed, leading to greater accuracy in distin- 
guishing virus activity from legitimate file changes. Second, it includes generic 
cleaning as well as generic detection. It can disinfect files, restoring them to their 
original condition (traditional checksums can only detect viruses). Third, it provides 
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better security against viruses that specifically target antivirus software (oh yes, 
some virus writers like to attack specific products). Together, these advances in- 
crease scanning speed, provide better and faster detection and cleaning against un- 
known viruses, and reduce the need for frequent updates. 

Expert system virus analysis. This adds two major benefits to the virus protection 
mix. First, it can locate previously unknown viruses-that is viruses without 
recorded signatures. Second, it can identify those viruses, as well as known viruses, 
without having any previous system Information to use for comparison. The expert 
system is considered superior to checksum-based generic antivirus technology that 
can be triggered by nonvirus file changes. It detects a higher percentage of boot-sec- 
tor viruses without using signature checking. 

An expert system is a series of proprietary algorithms that performs millions of 
tests on your system's software, examining the code flows, calls, and executions and 
other software functions. It assigns a number of points to the software based on the 
results of each of these tests and identifies a virus on the basis of these point scores. 
The better expert systems do not execute code in order to analyze it. As a result, 
they avoid the risk of additional system infection associated with opening files that 
might contain stealth viruses. 

As mentioned earlier, polymorphic viruses created with a virus construction toolkit 
such as the Mutation Engine can assume any of up to four billion forms. A full-fea- 
tured antivirus product will include an expert system that can identify and clean 
these viruses. This is no small task. First, the AV program must perform thousands or 
millions of tests on suspect code to determine the presence of a virus. Then, it runs 
tests to identify the virus' decryption code and decrypt the virus. In its true state, the 
virus can be positively identified if it is listed in the inventory of the antivirus soft- 
ware. The expert system algorithms detect and save the virus-specific decryption 
code, so they then can use t h s  code to retrieve the original file information and re- 
store or clean the host file to its original condition. 

AV products 

The preceding sections provided a quick overview of most of the techniques used by 
today's AV products. An exhaustive discussion of AV technology is beyond the scope 
of t h s  book for several reasons: 

AV technology is constantly improving, just as viruses threats are constantly changmg. 

AV technology is the subject of fierce debate between rival camps. 

AV products are routinely tested by reputable third parties. 

As you might expect, all vendors of AV products like to think that their technology 
is the best. In online forums and newsgroups, they engage in debate with other ven- 
dors and attempt to convince potential users as to the merits of their products. One 
of the fundamental debates can be described as protection versus detection-that is, 
protecting the integrity of files as an AV defense versus detecting viruses after in- 
fection. Some AV products include elements of both strategies. Faced with these de- 
bates the potential user has several options: 
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Follow the debates in detail, thereby increasing your understanding of the avail- 
able technologies. 
Accept an independent assessment of AV products. 
Use more than one AV product. 
All of above. 

I certainly can recommend using more than one product, particularly when it 
comes to network protection. T h s  increases your chances of detecting all viruses, 
particularly because virus writers have increasingly shown a wihgness  to target 
specific AV products (that is, they wdl release a virus designed to elude the detection 
techniques employed by, for example, Norton AV, so a second product probably vvlll 
catch it). While I have not felt it appropriate to include AV product reviews in this 
chapter, appendix K provides detailed notes on Microsoft AV, which is the most 
widely distributed AV product, despite the fact that it is one of the least effective. 

The guidance of third-party AV testers, such as V i m  Bulletin and McGraw-Hill's 
NSTL (National Software Testing Laboratories), is well worth seelung (see appendix F 
for contact details). Several magazines also perform AV tests and reviews, but you 
should check their methodology very carefully to make sure that the tests are sound. 
You also should be clear on the dstinction between a test and a review. The latter in- 
cludes aspects of the product, such as user interface, documentation, and pricing policy, 
which are more subjective than the level of virus detection and the speed of operation. 

The NCSA performs its own tests of AV products and certifies those that meet 
baseline performance standards, most notably the ability to detect all "in the wild" 
viruses. Clearly this is a benchmark that changes over time as some viruses become 
extinct (it does happen) and others are released into the wild. Upon request, the 
NCSA can provide detailed specifications for all certifications and is constantly 
working to improve its testing methodology. Most AV vendors agree that the NCSA 
certification plays a valuable role in assuring customers of a product's integrity. In- 
deed, some corporations will not purchase an AV product unless it is NCSA certified. 
The NCSA certification process also serves to counter meaningless claims such as 
"detects 5678 viruses" ( th s  suggests that there are 5678 viruses in the wild, rather 
than several hundred, and it says nothing about whch viruses are not detected). 

Here is one final note on AV products. Several companies make "scan only" ver- 
sions of their products available free of charge. They can be downloaded from many 
places (such as the NCSA forum on CompuServe and AV sites on the Web). These 
versions are handy to use the first time you suspect you have a virus. They also pro- 
vide you with an opportunity to evaluate some aspects of product performance. 
However, they might not provide the help that you need to recover from an infection, 
and they will be current for only a short period of time, requiring you to download a 
fresh scan-only version or purchase the full product. 

AV for networks 

Most of the leading AV vendors supply products for networks as well as individual com- 
puters. On NetWare networks, these usually run as NLMs (NetWare Loadable Mod- 
ules). They are able to protect the file server from virus mfections, and they can 
interact with TSRs running on workstation to protect them, when they are connected 
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to the network. Note that there is nothing that network software can do to prevent 
virus infection on a workstation that is not logged on to the network. The best that you 
can hope for is quick detection once an infected workstation logs on. That is why net- 
work AV protection is no substitute for standalone AV protection on workstations. 

AV consultants 

The NCSA offers both a corporate AV-policy kit and a virus-awareness training pro- 
gram to help companies create policies and implement them. The NCSA also sells a 
number of publications concerning viruses and computer security. In addition, the 
NCSA has a dedicated Help Desk to provide technical support for computer users 
who think their computer has been infected by a virus. Calls to the Help Desk are 
free to NCSA members. Other callers within North America can obtain pay-by-the- 
minute support on the NCSA Virus Help Line (1-900-555-6272, you must be 18 years 
of age or older). AU callers receive a free copy of NCSA's computer virus tutorial disk. 

Virus Response and Recovery 

How you deal with viruses once they have been discovered will depend upon your 
computing environment. If you are a smallhome office user and you detected the 
virus with an AV product, you should follow that product's recommendation for re- 
moval. If you work within a large organization, you probably have guidelines and 
policies for this eventuality. If you are running a network, your network AV product 
might set off an alarm to let you know that there is an infection (some network AV 
products can even send an alert to your pager). 

The basic response 

Perhaps the best generic advice for users who encounter a virus is the following, 
which comes from the "If You Find a Virus" chapter in the manual to Dr. Solomon's 
Anti-Virus Toolkit: 

Don't panic. More damage is caused by people attempting to repair the problem in- 
correctly than by viruses themselves. 
Make sure that you know what action to take. The Toolkit (or any other reputable 
AV product) includes straightforward repair methods. Read through this informa- 
tion carefully. 
If you are in any doubt, leave the computer turned off. 
If your company has procedures for dealing with viruses, you should follow them. 

One item that you should have handy is a write-protected system disk that is 
clean-that is, previously checked and found to be virus-free. This system disk is 
used to boot a suspect system and replace the system files andlor boot sectors, 
which are the most common targets of a virus attack. A backup of your programs and 
data also is essential in the case of a virus that has started deleting or corrupting 
files. Even if this backup was performed after the mfection took place, it will be use- 
ful. You can restore files selectively so that only the uninfected ones are used. 

If you do not have an AV product that performs repairs or if you found the infection 
without an AV product, then you wdl need to seek advice. (There is no such thmg as a 
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generic disinfection procedure, and there is simply not enough room in this book to 
provide details of how to handle all possible infections.) You can get advice from an AV 
consultant (see the earlier section) or from the NCSA forum on CompuServe. 

Big-time response 

If you are an organization that has discovered an infection, you need to plan a clean- 
up operation, preferably over a weekend, if you are going to be thorough about it. 
You will need two teams of staff. The "floppy team" will use a set of "clean machines" 
to scan all of the diskettes within the organization. Notebook machines work well for 
this in that they can be taken from place to place to perform the scans. The alterna- 
tive is collecting up all disks and taking them to the clean computers. 

At the same time, the "hard team" will go from machine to machine, checking the 
hard disks and performing the removal procedure (this should be tested and docu- 
mented before the hard team is given its marchmg orders). The hard team also will 
check the file servers on the network. Needless to say, the thoroughness with which 
the two teams do their work is critical to a successful cleanup. Otherwise, you will be 
reinfected and have to perform the whole operation all over again. Of course, an- 
other possibility is to bring in an outside company to tackle the cleanup. 

Virus Myths and Misconceptions 

By now, it should be clear that the virus problem is a relatively complex one. At the 
same time, it is a very public problem. This has led to a number of misconceptions 
becoming widely accepted as fact. There are even virus "myths" that have achieved 
"urban legend" status, right up there with the poodle-in-the-microwave. In the fol- 
lowing sections, I attempt to correct these erroneous perceptions, particularly those 
that tend to hinder the serious work of combating viruses. 

Common misconceptions about computer viruses 

The following five misconceptions are described by Dr. Peter nppett,  the founder of 
Certus, which was one of the first antivirus software companies (and later acquired 
by Syrnantec). Dr. nppet ,  who also is an experienced E.R. physician, is now Presi- 
dent of the NCSA. (The notes in italics are mine.) 

Misconception 1: Most viruses intentionally cause damage by erasing files, formatting 
disks, and so on. The fact is that most viruses do not intentionally cause any explicit 
damage. Even the viruses that are programmed to trigger a damaging activity almost 
never cause harm by t h s  programmed activity. T h s  is because most virus instances 
are discovered before the programmed "trigger date." Once discovered, the real costs 
of computer viruses come into play-the work involved in trying to find all instances 
of them in your computer and at your site, then trying to remove them and decontam- 
inate the computers, disks, and programs that the viruses have infected. 

Misconception 2: There are good viruses and bad ones. Those who write and d~strib- 
ute computer viruses commonly claim that theirs is a "benign" virus because it has no 
malicious trigger event and does no intentional harm. They are duped by the same set 
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of misconceptions that have duped the rest of us-that the problems computer viruses 
cause are mainly due to the payloads and trigger events. In fact, because all viruses, by 
defirution, replicate without the knowledge or consent of the computer user or owner, 
the very act of replicating is an act of contamination and is itself harmful. It is much like 
cancer. The cancer cells themselves normally are not harmful or poisonous, but the 
fact that they keep growing and cannot be easily dscerned or separated from the non- 
cancer cells makes finding and getting rid of the invasion particularly difficult. 

Misconception 3: The virus problem waxes and wanes every few years. Despite the 
fact that the news about computer viruses comes in waves (mamly the Friday the 
13tNColumbus day wave in October 1989, and the Michelangelo wave in Febru- 
ary/March 1992), the computer virus problem has grown rather s t e a d y  and pre- 
dictably since it began. During the Michelangelo "crisis," 95% of problems that users 
experienced from computer viruses were actually (and predictably) caused by virus 
strains other than Michelangelo! 

As antivirus products become more widespread, they are targeted by an- 
tivirus writers, complicating the AV response. Furthermore, the spread of dom- 
inant, crossplatform software, such as Microsoft Word, creates fertile territory 
for new viruses strains, much as overreliance on one species led to the Irish 
potato famine. 

Misconception 4: Computer security is effective against computer viruses. You 
might thmk that the reason that we have so many computer viruses is that our com- 
puters are not "secure." In fact, traditional computer security-that is, computer se- 
crecy including access controls and encryption-has almost no effect on computer 
viruses. During Desert Shield, a significant part of the U.S. command and control 
network (a quite "secure" network, as you might imagine) actually was infected by 
what was then the most common computer virus. The virus, called Jerusalem, works 
quite well in a system where everythng is encrypted; it too becomes encrypted, and 
becomes unencrypted only when it needs to Infect something. 

Back in 1984, Dr: Cohen demonstrated that the Bell LaPadula model of com- 
puter security, first promulgated in 1973, based on military-style hierarchical 
secrecy, was no defense against viruses. In other words, the ability of someone 
with a higher clearance to access files held by someone with a lower clearance 
provides a n  adequate path for infection. 

Misconception 5: Computer hardware manufacturers or computer operating soft- 
ware vendors ought to provide us with systems that cannot become infected. The 
fact is that computer viruses are just computer programs. Computers are designed 
to run computer programs, and there is nothing universal about computer viruses 
that would allow them to be distinguished in advance from any other program. Then 
we arrive at the unfortunate truth that computers are made to run computer viruses! 
Although it is possible to make it more challenging for computer virus creators, it is 
not possible to make a virus-proof computer (unless we do not let that computer run 
any new programs). 

When it comes to operating system software, Windows 95, OSI2, DOS, and even 
Windows NT systems are all easily and equally infected by the dozen most-common 
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computer viruses. It is true that some of these operating systems inhibit the replica- 
tion (spread) of some viruses, but many current computer viruses operate "well" in 
all of these systems. The newest versions of DOS and Windows-including Windows 
95, DOS 7, and Windows NT-do not and will not include any antivirus software or 
utilities. It will be completely up to the user to deal with the computer virus problem. 

Indeed, the Windows 95 documentation made no mention of viruses until 
users installing fromfloppy disks started having problems. These were attrib- 
uted to previously undetected boot-sector viruses being activated when the in- 
stallation program wrote data to one of the master disks (something that would 
have been avoided zlfMicrosoft had heeded the oft-repeated advice to write-pro- 
tect master disks). Also, bear in mind that macro viruses, like Winword.Con- 
cept, spread through applications and can be operating system independent 
(although delivering payloads, such as disk fomzatting and virus dropping, 
typically would be platform dependent). 

A dozen virus myths 

The following 12 myths are taken from "Computer Virus Myths" by Rosenberger and 
Greenberg, who have kindly allowed the document to be widely reproduced. The 
notes in italics are mine. 

Myth 1: All purposely destructive code spreads like a virus. Wrong. Remember, very 
few Trojan horses actually qualify as viruses. Newspaper and magazine reporters 
tend to call almost anything a virus because they often have lunited understanding 
of computer crime. 

Myth 2: Viruses and Trojan horses are a recent phenomenon. Wrong. Trojan horses 
have existed since the first days of the computer. Hackers toyed with viruses in the 
early 1960s as a form of amusement. Many different Trojan horse techniques have 
emerged over the decades to embezzle money, destroy data, fool investors, and so 
on. The general public really didn't know of this problem until the IBM PC revolution 
brought it into the spotlight. Banks still hush up computerized embezzlements to 
this day because they believe customers d l  lose faith in them if word gets out. 

Myth 3: A virus could destroy all the files on my disks. Yes, and a spilled cup of cof- 
fee could do the same thng.  You can recover from any virus or coffee problem if you 
have adequate backups of your data. Backups mean the difference between a nui- 
sance and a disaster. You can safely presume that there has been more accidental 
loss of data than loss by all viruses and Trojan horses (although the graph back in 
Figure 9.1 suggests the gap may not be that large). 

Myth 4: Viruses can hide inside a data file. Data files can't wreak havoc on your com- 
puter; only an executable program file can do that (including the one that runs every 
time you turn on or reboot a computer). If a virus infected a data file, it would be a 
wasted effort. However, let's be realistic: What you thmk is "data" actually might be 
an executable program file. For example, a "batch file" on an IBM PC contains only 
text, yet DOS treats it just like an executable program. (Furthermore, a data file 
that contains macro code is no longer merely a data file, so a virus can be 
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transmitted by a word processing or spreadsheet document that has tradition- 
ally been thought of as a data file.) 

Myth 5: Some viruses can completely hide themselves from all antivirus software, 
making them truly undetectable. This myth ironically surfaced when certain an- 
tivirus companies publicized how they could detect so-called "Mutation Engine" 
viruses. The myth gained national exposure in early 1993 when the Associated Press 
printed excerpts from a new book about viruses. Most viruses have a character- 
based "signature" that identifies it both to the virus (so it doesn't infect a program 
too many times) and to antivirus software (which uses the signature to detect the 
virus). A Mutation Engine virus employs an algorithm signature rather than a char- 
acter-based signature, but it still has a unique, readdy identifiable signature. The 
technique of using algorithm signatures really doesn't make it any harder to detect a 
virus. You just have to do some calculations to know the correct signature-no big 
deal for an antivirus program. 

The encryption used by some viruses to avoid detection also has a weak point 
in that the code has to be decrypted to execute. Furthermore, as D1: Solomon 
points out in his presentations on the development of AV tools, there is de- 
tectable generic code involved in the encryption/decryption process. Neverthe- 
less, you cannot expect to detect tomorrow's viruses with today's antivirus 
software, unless you keep it updated. 

Myth 6: My computer could be infected if I call an infected BBS. BBSs can't write in- 
formation on your disks; the communications software you use performs this task. 
You can transfer a dangerous file to your computer only if you let your software do 
it, and there is no "300bps subcarrier" by whch a virus can slip through a modem. A 
joker who called hmself Mike RoChenle ("micro channel," get it?) started t h s  myth 
after leaving a techy-joke message on a public network. Unfortunately, some highly 
respected journalists got taken in by the joke. 

Unfortunately, some recent developments in communications software do 
enable online infection. Dangers posed by the World Wide Web and automated 
upgrades were mentioned earlier in this chapter in the section called "Web, In- 
ternet, and BBS attacks." 

Myth 7: My files are damaged, so it must have been a virus attack. It also could have 
happened because of a power flux, static electricity, a fingerprint on a floppy disk, a 
bug in your software, or perhaps a simple error on your part. Power failures, spilled 
cups of coffee, and user errors have destroyed more data than all viruses combined. 

Myth 8: Donald Burleson was convicted of releasing a virus, and Robert Morris Jr. re- 
leased a benign virus on a defense network. Newspapers all over the country hailed 
a 1989 Texas computer crime trial as a "virus" trial. The defendant, Donald Burleson, 
had released a destructive Trojan horse on h s  employer's mainframe computer. The 
software in question couldn't spread to other computers, and prosecuting attorney 
Davis McCown claimed he "never brought up the word virus" during Burleson's trial. 
So why did the media call it one? 
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David Kinney, an expert witness testifymg for the defense, claimed Burleson had un- 
leashed a virus. The prosecuting attorney ddn't argue the point, and I don't blame 
him. Kinney's claim might actually have swayed the jury to convict Burleson. 

McCown gave reporters the facts behind the case and let them come up with their 
own definitions. 

The Morris Internet Worm was not a virus. Morris, the son of a chief computer sci- 
entist at the U.S. National Security Agency, decided one day to take advantage of 
bugs in the software that controls Internet, a network that the Defense Department 
often uses. These tiny bugs let Morris send a worm throughout the network. Among 
other things, the "Internet worm" sent copies of itself to other computers and 
clogged the entire network in a matter of hours due to bugs in the worm module it- 
self. The press called it a "virus," like it called the 1987 "Christmas worm" a virus, be- 
cause it spread to other computers. Yet Morris's work didn't infect any computers. 

The worm operated only on Sun-3 and VAX computers that employed the UNIX 
operating system and that were specifically linked into Internet at the time of the at- 
tack. The 6200 affected computers cannot be counted in virus infection statistics 
(they weren't infected). It cost way less than the estimated $98 million to clean up 
the attack. An official Cornell University report claims that John McAfee, the man 
behind this wild estimate, "was probably serving himself" in an effort to drum up 
business. People familiar with the case estimated the final figure at slightly under $1 
million. Morris could easily have added some infection code to make it both a worm 
and a virus if he'd had the urge. Internet gurus have since fixed the bugs Morris ex- 
ploited in the attack. Morris went on trial for launching the worm and received a fed- 
eral conviction. 

Myth 9: The U.S. government planted a virus in Iraqi military computers during the 
Gulf War. In early 1992, LT.S. News & World Report claimed that the National Secu- 
rity Agency had replaced a computer chip in a printer bound for Iraq just before the 
Gulf War with a secret computer chip containing a virus. The magazine cited "two 
unidentified senior US. officials" as their source, saying "once the virus was in the 
Iraqi computer system . . . each time an Iraqi technician opened a 'window' on his 
computer screen to access information, the contents of the screen simply vanished." 
However, the story shows amazing similarities to a 1991 April Fool's joke published 
by Info World magazine. 

Myth 10: Viruses can spread to all sorts of computers. The design of all Trojan 
horses limits them to a family of computers, something especially true for viruses. A 
virus written for the operating system of the IBM PC cannot infect an IBM 4300 se- 
ries mainframe, nor can it infect a Commodore C64, nor can it infect an Apple Mac- 
intosh. However, take note: Some computers now can run software written for other 
types of computers. For example, an Apple Macintosh, with the right products, can 
run IBM PC software. If one type of computer can run software written for another 
type of computer, then it also can catch viruses written for the other type of com- 
puter (and vzruses written in macro code for applications that haue cross-plat- 
form compatabzlzty can infect multiple platforms). 
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Myth 11: My backups will be worthless if I back up a virus. No, they won't. Let's sup- 
pose a virus does get backed up with your files. You can restore important docu- 
ments, databases, and spreadsheets-your valuable data-without restoring an 
infected program. You just reinstall the programs from master disks. 

Myth 12: Read-only files are safe from virus infections. T h s  common myth among 
IBM PC users has appeared even in some computer magazines. Supposedly, you can 
protect yourself by using the ATTRIB command to set the read-only attribute on 
program files. Yet ATTRIB is software; what it can do, a virus can undo. The ATTRIB 
command cannot halt the spread of most viruses. 

The Network Connection 

As was observed earlier, networks offer some protection against viruses, but they 
also open up new paths for virus infection. These days, it is assumed that any re- 
sponsible network manager will run at least one antivirus product at the server level, 
in conjunction with AV defenses at the workstation level, plus a policy of controlling 
modem and floppy disk use within the network domain. In the following paragraphs, 
I'll look at how viruses interact with NetWare, leading to further suggestions for net- 
work AV defenses. Much of the data used here is from David Stang's work, published 
in the JanuaryIFebruary 1993 issue of NetWare Connection and h s  excellent book, 
Network Security Secrets (Stang & Moon, 1993, IDG Books). 

The network effect 

In 1992, Stang conducted research into the interaction between viruses and Net- 
Ware. Working with a 20-user version of Neth7are 3.11, he set out to "give eight of the 
most common viruses the best possible opportunity to infect and damage server pro- 
grams." The results with common file viruses are shown in the tables in Figure 9.21. 

The first set of results shows what happens when viruses are run prior to NETX and 
IPX. In this scenario, the user has run a program containing a virus somewhere between 
booting up the workstation and logging in to the network. As you can see, NetWare does 
not let a virus infection come between the user and the network; however, in each case, 
NETX disables the virus. The reason for this somewhat felicitous state of affairs is that, 
when you run IPX and NETX, they "hook a number of interrupts (the signals that pro- 
grams use to get the attention of the CPU) away from COMMAND.COM. Most virus pro- 
grams need one or more interrupts to operate. NETX, when run after the virus, takes 
the interrupt away from the virus. However, t h s  does not necessarily stop the virus 
from mfecting IPX and NETX, the consequences of which I will return to in a moment. 

The second table of results from Stang's test shows what happens when the user 
runs a virus-infected program between logins, in other words, after IPX and NETX, 
both of whch remain in memory after the user logs out, have been loaded into mem- 
ory, as in the following scenario: The user boots up in the morning, logs on to check 
e-mail, logs out, runs an infected program, and logs in. Under these circumstances 
the user can log in quite normally with Cascade, Frodo, and Yankee Doodle active, 
but only Cascade wdl infect server files. Jerusalem ulll hang the workstation and 
prevent login, as will Green Caterpillar if COMMAND.COM is not already infected. If 
it is infected, the virus will infect both server and local files. 
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Table 1: Stang's test of & l i n s e s  on anunsecuted lletwork (vina, IPX, NETX, LOGIN) 

- - - -  

Table 2: Stang's test of& virmes anursecwedmtmlk (IPX, NETX, virus, LOGIN) 

Virus Name I Loain Notes I Infection Notes 1 

Virus Name 
Cascade 1701 
Cascade 1704 

Frodo 
Jerusalem Standard 
Yankee Doodle 2885 

Green Caterpillar 1 

Login Notes 
Login 1s normal 

Virus infected COMMAND COM and hung 
mach~ne, forclng rebout w ~ t h  infected 
COMMAND COM T h ~ s  proceeds as normal except 
virus is in memory, but it is d~sabled by NE iY  

1 -  I 

Figure 9.21 Stang's test of file viruses on an unsecured network 

Infection Notes 
Virus functionally disabled when run 
Does n d  infect anything on network 
Does infect IPX and NETX before betng 
disabled 

V~rus functionally disabled when run 

nut Infect anything On network 
Does Infect IPX and NETX before being 
disabled 

Cascade 1701 

Cascade 1704 

Frodo 

Green 
Caterpillar 1 

Jerusalem 
Standard 

Yankee 
Doodle 2885 

Based on the assumption that continued exposure to file viruses would eventually 
infect IPX and NETX, Stang tried logging in with infected copies, after a clean boot, 
to make sure that these files were the actual source of the virus. In all six cases, login 
proceeded as normal but the viruses were disabled and caused no further infection 
on workstation or server. Stang also experimented with boot-sector viruses, such as 
Stoned-16. Booting a workstation with a floppy infected with Stoned naturally in- 
fected the master boot record of the hard disk, but the virus was not able to affect the 
server in any way. T h s  is not surprising because NetWare uses its own file structure 
separate from DOS. However, Stoned did not prevent the workstation from logging in 
to the server and NetWare did not disable Stoned, which meant that the infected 
workstation could continue to infect floppies accessed by its floppy disk drive. 

Network symptoms and scenarios 

At this point, it is possible to make several important observations. First of all, as 
Stang states, "A delayed login is not a reliable symptom of a virus in memory." To 
this, I might add that normal login is not proof that a workstation is not infected. I 
can say that there is a very low chance that a boot sector virus will infect the server 
and, bearing in mind that Stang was not using any virus-prevention measures, it 
would appear that common file viruses cannot transfer their infection from worksta- 
tion to server. However, under the right circumstances, viruses can get to a server, 
and when they do so, the server becomes a powerful agent for further infection. 

Login 1s normal 

Log~n is normal 

If COMMAND COM not yet miected hangs 
up ~f virus run afler IPX and NETX W ~ t h  
COMMAND COM iniected login IS normal 
and vlrus remams In memory capable of 
infect~ng local and sewer files 

Machme hangshying to infect LOGIN EXE, 
wh~ch NetWare is protecting 
COMMAND COM w nut infected 
Login IS normal 

Infects COM files on sewer and local drlves, 
includmg IPX and NETX 

Does n d  ~nfect anything on sewer Infects IPX and 
NETX on bout dr~ve 

Will not infect files unless R finds an already 
infected file, then it infects both sewer and local 
files when DIR IS run Un~nfected files on the sewer 
do not infect when copied, but uninfected files on 
workstat~ons infect both source and destination files 
when copied including sewer files if copied to or 
from server 

No infect~on Machine hangs 

Does nut affect anyih~ng on the sewer Infects files 
on local dr~ves as they are run 
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Stang also looked at two other scenarios that, whde possible, should be implausible in 
any right-minded, virus-aware organization. The first of these was the effect of bootlng 
the server from a floppy disk infected with a boot-sector virus. If you do ths ,  the virus 
goes into memory and Infects the DOS partition of the server's hard disk, but the net- 
work does not load and so you reboot, this time from an infected hard disk DOS boot 
sector. However, when you run SERVER.EXE, memory is wiped clean, knoclung out the 
virus. You boot into NetWare with the virus segregated on the DOS partition of the hard 
dsk  and no longer in memory. 

Essentially the boot-sector virus is not a problem, unless you were to leave the 
server booted to DOS, but not NetWare, long enough for a destructive virus payload 
to be triggered. Under these rather convoluted circumstances, a payload that ren- 
ders the hard disk inaccessible will not respect the NetWare partition any more than 
the DOS partition. 

Slightly more plausible is the final scenario-an lnfected executable file is copied to 
the server. This assumes that someone who has the right to copy executables to the 
server does so without scanning the file or that the scanner fails to spot the virus. As- 
suming that you have tight restrictions against users loading programs onto the server, 
it is Lkely to be an oversight on the part of the admuustrator that leads to this situation. 

Finally, Stang found that all six of the common file viruses were "NetWare com- 
patible" in that they did not cause abnormal behavior. However, Frodo and Yankee 
Doodle failed to infect files on the server, infecting only files on local drives. Server 
files were infected by Jerusalem, the two versions of Cascade, and, under the right 
circumstances, Green Caterpillar. In other words, copying lnfected programs to the 
server can result in a rapid spread of virus infection. 

NetWare defenses 

The quickest route to the heart of a network is an attack on the server. All servers 
must be aggressively protected. This means that they sit in a locked room to which 
very few people have a key, rather than under the supervisor's desk. It also means 
that supervisors must protect their passwords with at least the same amount of zeal 
they urge upon users (see chapter 12 for details of how to protect NetWare servers). 

Workstations also must be defended, and access controls already have been dis- 
cussed in previous chapters. Perhaps one of the most contentious aspects of work- 
station management is the control of floppy disk drives. Disabhg floppy disk drives 
stops unauthorized programs, such as viruses and unlicensed copies, from appearing 
(and helps prevent valuable data from getting out). Disabling floppy disk drives is 
relatively easy to do, as many PCs now have BIOS-level floppy access control. How- 
ever, disabling floppy disk drives, or providing diskless workstations, can be unpop- 
ular, particularly in environments with a long tradition of "personal" computing. 

Both NetWare 3 and NetWare 4 provide a wide range of file attributes that allow you 
to control exactly what users can do with the fies. While Read Only attributes are 
widely recommended as an antidote to many forms of tampering, they have their lim- 
its. Common file viruses are not deterred by Netware's Read Only attributes, but the 
Execute Only attribute is an excellent deterrent. Even when used without any other 
NetWare security features, Execute Only stopped Cascade, Jerusalem, and Yankee 
Doodle. However, Execute Only is a pretty drastic attribute. It prevents files from be- 
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ing copied, m o a e d ,  or backed up. Furthermore, the attribute cannot be removed un- 
less the file is deleted (to be replaced by a copy made prior to setting the Execute Only 
attribute). As a less drastic step, you can make Read Only more effective by taking 
away the user's M o m  right in the directory where the protected files are stored. 

Summary 

In t h s  chapter, you have seen that some of the security products mentioned in previous 
chapters have reappeared. The defense against mahcious code is really an extension of 
the layered approach to overall security that this book advocates. Once you control the 
following: 

Who gets near the computer 

Who uses the computer 

m c h  programs and files can be accessed 

How often backup is performed 

you already are on the way to being well-protected. You probably wdl want to add a 
good working knowledge of how viruses operate, and make sure you: 

Know from where your software comes. 

Test any uncertified software on an isolated system. 

Regularly use virus-detecting software. 

Make regular backups. 

A further precaution that might be worthwhile is to make sure all use of the com- 
puter is logged in such a way as to identlfy the users, thus discouraging abuse by au- 
thorized users. If your computer is connected to others via the phone andlor a 
network, then you wdl want to ensure that these links are secured against viruses. 
For more on networks, see chapters 1 I and 12. See chapter 13 for more on securing 
phone M s .  For more about hackers and other human factors in malicious program- 
ming, see chapter 14. See appendix J for tips on obtaining safe software. By the time 
you read t h s ,  the NCSA 1996 Computer Virus Prevalence Study wdl be available for 
free downloading from the W.E.B. page referenced at the beginning of this chapter, 
providing fresh insight into t h s  problem. 



By Stephen Cobb 
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Secure Software 
Pirates, Bugs, and Other "Soft" Threats 
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'Xutodesk Collects $15 Million in Piracy Fines" 
NEWSBYTES, OCTOBER, 1994 

"Call 1-800-785-3448 to report counteveit 
products " 

MICROSOFT 

"Call 1-800-688-BSAI to report suspected 
softwaar piracy " 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE ALLIANCE 

Personal computers bring many benefits, but they also bring many risks. This chap- 
ter looks at some of the less obvious risks, starting with software piracy, which is 
the dlegal copying of programs. In fact, the widespread use of personal computers 
and digital media creates several other "risks" in the areas of privacy, intellectual 
property, and legal liability. I conclude the chapter with a look at software and hard- 
ware bugs that can threaten the integrity and availability of data. 

The Big Picture 

Some readers might not see an imrnedlate connection between these subjects and 
computer security. However, remember that, in the Introduction, security was de- 
fined as freedom from risks and dangers. This book was written to show you how to 
minimize the risks and dangers arising from the use of personal computers. 
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Things happen 

People who don't use computers don't risk $100,000 fines for using unlicensed soft- 
ware. They don't risk lawsuits from employees suffering keyboard-induced repeti- 
tive strain injury. They don't risk subpoenas demanding archive copies of electronic 
mail from attorneys representing dismissed employees. They don't risk shareholder 
lawsuits because year-end results failed to match faulty, computer-generated pro- 
jections. They don't risk wasting legal fees in a failed attempt to sue competitors, 
who poached floppy disks full of trade secrets, because their security measures did 
not meet the "standard of due care." 

All of these things have happened, and many more hke them will continue to hap- 
pen. Examples abound, and you can find many of them recorded in the News/ 
CasedZiness library of the NCSA Information Security Forum on CompuServe. If 
you would like further insight into the broader aspects of "risks," check out copies of 
Risks Digest in that Forum's USENET News Digests. If you are browsing the World 
Wide Web, check out http://catLess. ncl. ac. uk/Risks. 

As you can see from Figure 10.1, this is where you will find the Forum on Risks to 
the Public in Computers and Related Systems (USENET comp.risks). This forum is 
moderated by Peter Neurnann, the principal scientist at SRI International's Com- 
puter Science Laboratory. He also has written a book called Computer-Related 
Risks (Addison-Wesley, 1995) that is well worth reading. 

/ The Risks Digest Volume 17: Issue 7 I 11 1 Thurs 20 April 1995 

1 F o m l  on Risks to the Public in Computers and Related Systems I I1 
jl Acd.ICo*mmftee ora Coplaputers upad Publac Polacy. Peror I;. Neup?aarara, moderator 

Ij Contents 

8 New Massachusetts password law invoked on hospital techclan 

@ Less than robust wring desws 
Tim Kolar 

&b Fuse -by -Wre?  
James G Henderson 

11 8 11 B-boards ksmantled m Montreal 

Figure 10.1 The Web site for the Forum on Risks to the Public in Computers and Related 
Systems. 
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Taxing Times 

In 1994, the most widely used program for balancmg personal checkbooks was 
Quicken from Intuit. When American users of the Macintosh version came to do 
their 1994 taxes, many of them chose to use Macintax (over a &on people used 
Intuit software to do their 1993 taxes). However, as a sculptor in Oakland, Califor- 
nia figured out, when you used Quicken to supply numbers to the Macintax Per- 
sonal 1040 program, the software dropped every 30th income and expense entry. 
Intuit agreed to provide a free bug-fix update to registered owners and to pay any 
penalties arising from incorrect filings. A few weeks later it was revealed that a loop 
hole in the Macintax software meant that anyone with a modem and a copy of the 
software could download any of the tax returns that had been filed electronically by 
Macintax and were awaiting batch shipment to the Internal Revenue Service. 

Stay in touch 

So how do you stay abreast of the latest bugs and snafus, loopholes and liabilities? 
Even if you scour half a dozen newspapers every day, there is stdl a good chance that 
you will miss something. Fortunately, you can apply the power of computers to keep 
up on the problems that they cause. One option is to use an electronic clipping ser- 
vice, such as CompuServe's Executive News Service (GO ENS). As you can see from 
Figure 10.2, this service allows you to define search criteria that will identify news 

- WinCIM - Executive News Service 

Associated Press 
Deutsche Presse-Agentur 

Reuters World R 

Figure 10.2 News clipping service on CompuServe 
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Figure 10.3 Previewing stories clipped by ENS 

stories that are of interest to you. You create up to three folders, each of which can 
have up to seven sets of criteria. The system then searches a wide range of publica- 
tions every day and clips stories that match your criteria. 

Whenever you log into ENS, you can see how many stories have been clipped 
and preview stories to see if they are relevant (as shown in Figure 10.3). If a story 
is of interest, you can click the G e t  button to download it or use the Mark button 
to identify more than one story to be downloaded to your computer in a batch 
transfer. 

Another option for security managers who have extensive responsibilities in this 
field is to subscribe to a specialized infosecurity research service, such as ISRECON, 
which is offered by NCSA (see Figure 10.4). ISRECON functions as a proactive ex- 
tension to any organization's internal security efforts, going well beyond ordinary 
data gathering. Each week a team of research analysts searches hundreds of under- 
ground bulletin boards and little known FTP sites. They maintain all pertinent news- 
group postings and collect maintenance notices from hardware and software 
vendors to track potential vulnerabilities and recent failures. International contacts 
provide information of concern for electronic commerce, privacy and legal issues. 
NCSA's vendor consortia contribute the latest firewall and antivirus findings to 
ISRECON'S enormous o n h e  database, making ISRECON a cost-efficient option for 
thorough collection, analysis, and dissemination of security information focused on 
an organization's specific needs. 
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Figure 10.4 The online portion of the IS/REcon service from NCSA. 

Software Piracy 

This is one aspect of computer security that really is straightforward and easy to un- 
derstand. Here, in three short words, is your organization's policy on using u d -  
censed software: Don't do it! Why not? There are several very good reasons that I 
will discuss in a moment, but consider this one for starters: The first computer liter- 
ate employee that you annoy, dismiss, or pass over for promotion is going to call the 
antipiracy hotline. It's a free call, and the people who answer the phone have a mul- 
timillion dollar budget with which to respond. 

Piracy basics 

@ 

Let's be clear that, when we talk about software piracy, we are not tallung about 
wooden legs and shoulder-mounted parrots that say "PCs of eight." For several 
decades now, the term piracy has been widely used to refer to making Illegal copies 

In Hot 1993, stuff the Business Software Alhance collected more than $5 million in penal- 
ties from software copyright Infringers and received more than 10,000 calls to its 
North American antipiracy hotline. 
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of something. Software piracy means copying programs in violation of the terms un- 
der which they were licensed. Those terms are lctated by the owner of the software. 

Contrary to popular belief, the owner is not the person who goes into a store and 
pays money for the software. The owner is the person who created andlor wrote 
andfor published the software. The owner is a legal entity, an organization or person, 
that owns the copyright on the software. 

The primary risk arising from making an illegal copy of a piece of software is the 
possibility that you will be fined and prosecuted for doing so. Actions of t h s  nature 
tend to have an adverse effect on careers, bank balances, and peace of mind. They 
are definitely a threat to your security. If you supervise, manage, and/or employ 
someone who uses your organization's time and equipment to make an illegal copy of 
a piece of software, there is a possibhty that you will be liable for this person's ac- 
tion. A number of legal questions surround the extent of this liability, such as how 
much you knew of, condoned, or encouraged t h s  dlegal copying. However, it is a po- 
tential threat to your security and that of your organization. Secondary threats aris- 
ing from the use of pirated software include virus infections and lack of support or 
warranty protection. 

Expensive Lessons 

A computer training center at Colorado Free University in Denver has agreed to 
pay $60,000 to settle copyright infringement claims after U.S. Marshals and Busi- 
ness Software Ahance aultors raided the center and found unlicensed computer 
software. The raid was the result of a tip to BSA's antipiracy hotline. The marshals 
and audtors found products published by Aldus, Lotus, and Wordperfect in the 
computer training center. In addition to the payment, the school has agreed to 
purchase original software to replace the dlegal copies. 

Newsbytes, February, 1994 

In short, organizations that explicitly or implicitly condone illegal copying of soft- 
ware simply are creating a rod for their own backs. Beyond any moral arguments 
about the ownership of intellectual property and the charges made for its use, the 
fact that unauthorized copying of software is illegal means that to do it, or condone 
it, creates a threat to security. For this reason, all users of personal computer soft- 
ware should be clear as to what constitutes illegal copying. 

What constitutes piracy? 

When you "buy" a software package what you actually purchase is a license to use 
the software. The owner of the software is free, within certain legal parameters, to 
dictate the terms of that license, including the precise conditions under which 
copies can be made. As an example of this, consider the license agreement repro- 
duced in Figure 10.5. 

In many ways, buying a piece of software is like buying a book. The main difference 
is that we traditionally make a closer identification between the material substance 
of a book and its contents, and we use &ferent terminology. The person who buys a 
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LOTUS LICENSE AGREEMENT 

BY OPENING THE SEALED DlSK PACKAGE YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THlS 
AGREEMENT WHICH INCLUDE THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AND THE LIMITED WARRANTY (collectively 
the "Agreement"). THlS AGREEMENT APPLIES TO YOU AND ANY SUBSEQUENT LICENSEE OF THlS 
SOFTWARE PROGRAM ("software") 

IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT OR AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THlS AGREEMENT, DO NOT OPEN THE DlSK 
PACKAGE. PROMPTLY RETURN THE UNOPENED DlSK PACKAGES AND ALL OTHER MATERIAL IN 
THlS PACKAGE WITH PROOF OF PAYMENTTO YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER WHERE YOU OBTAINED 
THE PRODUCT FOR A FULL REFUND 

Lotus Development Corporation (Lotus) retains ownership of the enclosed program. This program is licensed 
to you for use under the following conditions: 

PERMITTED USESNOU MAY: 
Use the software on any compatible computer, provided you use the software on only one computer at a 
time. 
Use the software on a network, file server or virtual disk provided that access is limited to one user at a time 
and that you have the original copy of the documentation and the program disks. 
Dedicate this license for use with 1-2-3 Release 3 Server Edition as described in the 1-2-3 Release 3 Sewer 
Edition License Agreement. 
Permanently transfer the software to another user if you transfer the documentation and all disks and the 
other user agrees to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

PROHIBITED USES YOU MAY NOT: 
Make copies of the documentation or program disks, except as described in the documentation. 
Loan, rent, sub-license, or otherwise transfer the software or the documentation, except as provided above. 
Alter, modify or adapt the software or documentation, including, but not limited to, translating, decompiling, 
disassembling, or creating derivative works. 

This license and your right to use the software automatically terminate if you fail to comply with any provision 
of this license agreement. Upon termination you will destroy all documentation and disks. 

Lotus retains all rights not expressly granted. Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver of Lotus' rights 
under the U.S. Copyright laws or any other federal or state law 

Figure 10.5 Sample licensing agreement for software 

book is not free to make copies of it. The author or publisher owns the copyright. The 
purchaser of the book acquires a limited license to the contents thereof. The detailed 
terms of this license are contained in an established set of laws, but these days many 
books contain a short summary of the terms inside the front cover. 

Software license agreements really are a formalized statement of rights slrmlar to 
those that automatically pertain when you purchase a book. Software publishers feel 
the need to formalize the relationship in terms of a license agreement for a number 
of reasons, perhaps the most obvious being the ease with whch a copy can be made. 
A small utility program can be copied from one disk to another in a matter of sec- 
onds. In some cases, copying does not even require a disk. Software that is installed 
on a network can be loaded by several different users at the same time, creating ille- 
gal copies that exist only in computer memory. 

Licensing terms 

One reason that software licensing agreements tend to be lengthier than the state- 
ment of terms in a book is that software authors are quite creative in the disposition 
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of the rights. Tkus means that rights can vary from one package to the next. Some au- 
thors give up all rights of ownership to a program, making it public domain. A pub- 
lic domain program can be freely copied without charge. 

Another category of licensing is shareware. In tkus case, the owner of the copy- 
right retains ownership rights but extends M t e d  copying and sharing rights to al- 
low try-before-you-buy distribution. If you acquire a copy of a piece of shareware 
and decide to use it on a regular basis, then you are obliged to pay the licensing fee 
to the publisher (this is above and beyond any price you might have paid for the disk 
on which you obtained the program or any costs of downloading via modem). 

Shareware distribution has been successful for several different types of soft- 
ware. It often is the only way to get started for individuals or small companies who 
cannot afford the enormous expense of a commercial product launch. Typically, a 
shareware publisher will offer other incentives for registering the program besides 
honesty, such as complete documentation, free upgrade to the next version, and so 
on. Shareware has worked well for products that require regular updates to be ef- 
fective, such as antivirus software. A shareware version of an antivirus program can 
be freely distributed without damaging potential revenue because, as you saw in 
chapter 9, antivirus software is only as good as its updates. In most cases, the fee for 
registering a piece of shareware is quite reasonable, which helps to keep people 
honest. 

Gunning for Pirates 

Los Angeles County Sheriff's deputies have seized tens of thousands of counter- 
feit Microsoft software packages, computers used to copy the software, packag- 
ing, manuals, certificates of authenticity, $64,000 in cash, three handguns, and an 
assault rifle in raids at numerous locations. Four men also were arrested in the 
raids. The counterfeit software has an estimated retail value of over $5 million. 
The arms, 20,000 completed software packages, printing plates for instruction 
manuals, and the cash were seized at a printing business. A deputy told the Asso- 
ciated Press the company had produced about 83,000 manuals. 

Associated Press, February 1995 

Between shareware and public domain software lie several forms of copyright that 
can be lumped together as freeware. With freeware, the author retains the copyright 
but gives permission for widespread copying. T h s  might be accompanied by a re- 
quest for donations to a favorite charity or other voluntary conditions of use. Many 
Macintosh users are familiar with this type of licensing as it has been favored by com- 
munity-minded programmers writing for the Mac. A lot of early antivirus software 
was distributed in this manner. 

The main point to bear in mind about all forms of software licensing is that, when 
you buy a software package, you do not really gain anything in physical terms. What 
you get is a license to use a piece of human thinking that is contained in a set of disks 
and manuals. Suppose you have just purchased a new program. You sit down at your 
computer and open up the package to get at the disks. So far you might have been 
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unaware of the distinction between owner and licensee. However, a big sticky label 
on the plastic bag containing the disks reminds you: 

Warning! Do not break this seal until you have read the license agreement 

At this point, the license agreement becomes required reading. Having read words 
simdar to those in Figure 10.5, and having decided you can live with this agreement, 
you open the package and install the software. When you load the software, you of- 
ten find a further reminder of who owns the copyright, as shown in Figure 10.6. One 
reason for onscreen copyright messages is that failure to declare copyright can lead 
to loss of copyright. Some of the screens appear momentarily when you load the pro- 
gram, while others appear when you select the   bout command. Some programs 
will require you to press a key to get past the copyright notice, thus making it irn- 
possible to argue, "I never saw it." 

In the early days of personal computer software, license agreements often were 
difficult and burdensome reading. Borland International was one of the first compa- 
nies to come up with a simplified, no-nonsense license statement, an example of 
which is given in Figure 10.7. As you can see, this agreement addresses a special area 
of software licensing: programs that are used to make other programs. In t h s  sense, 
a piece of software is not unlike a book. One of Borland's first successes as a software 
publisher was Turbo Pascal, a simple but powerful programming language that en- 
abled users to write their own programs. 

Borland soon supplemented the programming language with program examples 
and collections of some program code, known as routines. These sample programs 
and routines gave programmers the foundations and building blocks for creating new 

Figure 10.6 An onscreen software license reminder 
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BORLAND BUSINESS PRODUCTS 
NO-NONSENSE LICENSE STATEMENT 

This software is protected by both United States copyright law and international copyright treaty provisions. 
Therefore, you must treat this software just like a book, except that you may copy it onto a computer to be used 
and you may make archival copies of the software for the sole purpose of backing-up our software and pro- 
tecting your investment from loss. 

By saying, "just like a book," Borland means, for example, that this software may be used by any number of 
people, and may be freely moved from one computer location to another, so long as there is no possibility of 
it being used at one location while it's being used at another or on a computer network by more than one user 
at one location. Just like a book can't be read by two different people in two different places at the same time, 
neither can the software be used by two different people in two different places at the same time (Unless, of 
course, Borland's copyright has been violated or the use is on a computer network by up to the number of 
users authorized by additional Borland licenses as explained below.) 

Figure 10.7 Simplified, no-nonsense license statement 

software. At some point, Borland needed to draw the copyright line between what 
the programmer created and the original tools and materials provided by Borland. 
The company's fairly liberal attitude on this question proved attractive, and Bor- 
land's languages have a loyal following among programmers. 

The extent of the problem 

Before going into any more detail about software piracy, it is important to get an idea 
of how many users violate software license agreements. This tends to vary dramati- 
cally from country to country. In the U.S., software licensing compliance is thought 
to be 65%. To put t h s  another way, the piracy rate is said to be 35%. T h s  means that 
one out of every three programs installed generates no revenue. Yet many of those 
illegal users will try to get techrucal support, depriving legitimate users of the full 
time and attention to which they are entitled. Research and development of new 
products also is adversely affected. The annual cost of software piracy worldwide is 
put at $12 billion. 

Piracy is by no means confined to "backward" countries. Five years ago, a survey 
by MORI in the U.K. found that more than 40% of people who regularly used a per- 
sonal computer, either at home or at work, adrmtted to having used software ille- 
gally. A survey of 300 senior British managers found that 55% of those using personal 
computers at work had copied software in violation of license agreements. One in 
three companies admitted to having no control over software duplication. This was 
despite the fact that Britain has tough copyright protection legislation and took the 
lead in outlawing products designed to defeat copy-protection schemes. 

According to calculations by MORI on the basis of their findings, the revenue lost 
to illegal copying cost the software industry in Britain 2300 million in 1989. That is 
half a billion dollars! As the head of Novell licensing enforcement for Europe and the 
Middle East put it to me: "If I achieve a 10% reduction in the pirating of Novell soft- 
ware, I d outperform every salesperson in the company." 

The regional piracy rate for Europe is thought to be about 60%, but there still are 
a number of what software companies refer to as "one disk countries." These are 
places where a single copy of a new program is purchased by one person who "lends" 
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it to another, who lends it to another, and so on. There are some countries in which 
a certain word processor is the universal standard, but its publisher makes close to 
zero revenue. In other countries, organized crime is involved, often supplying illegal 
software on stolen hardware. Many readers will have watched television news cover- 
age of the American-Chinese trade dispute early in 1995, which centered on soft- 
ware and other intellectual property. Such thngs as music and software CDs have 
been routinely counterfeited in China. Some of these copies are of high quality, but 
a contact at Novell describes uncovering bootleg packages of Novell DOS that left 
red ink stains on his hands. He put the likelihood of finding at least one virus in these 
pirated files as close to 100%. 

Casual copies and counterfeiting 

Most license agreements specify that you can use the software on only one machine 
at once. In some cases, this is further restricted to "install on one machine at once." 
This is where the differences between a book and piece of software begin to emerge. 
Take the situation where you have one copy of an application on your desktop ma- 
chine at the office. You would like a second copy of the program on your notebook 
computer so that you can use it while t ravehg.  T h s  creates the possibility that both 
copies could be used at the same time, whch would be a violation of most cornmer- 
cia1 license agreements, even if this was not your intent. 

As soon as floppy disks began to emerge as the standard medium for software dis- 
tribution, efforts were made to prevent unauthorized copying-to enforce the hon- 
esty of a user who installs the same copy of a piece of software on two machines with 
the intention of only using it on one machine at a time. The key disk and dongle 
methods of copy protection, which are discussed later in this chapter, are the prime 
examples of this. They allow the copying of software onto more than one machine, 
but only one key is provided per software license purchased. On the face of it, this is 
not a great inconvenience for the legitimate user who simply has to carry the key 
from one machine to the other. However, such protection techniques have an implicit 
message of mistrust, and they work far less conveniently in practice than on paper. 
(Consider a user who has a second copy of the software on her home computer. If 
she leaves the key disk at the office, she is faced with being unable to use the soft- 
ware at home, even though it is not being used at the same time at the office.) 

If a software license forbids the installation of the software on more than one ma- 
chine at once, then this might be seen as an excessive restriction, preventing the 
itinerant user from enjoying access to a product for which good money has been 
paid. Definition of the term "install" becomes critical as well, because it could be ar- 
gued that copying a key-disk protected program onto a hard disk is not instalhng it 
on that machne, because the program ulll not run "as is." 

Some license agreements forbid, and some copy-protection systems prevent, mak- 
ing copies of the original software disks. Some users feel that t h s  is unfair. They 
want to be able to make several copies to be stored separately as backup, thus help- 
ing to guarantee uninterrupted access to the program. The legality of restrictions on 
archival or backup copies is a matter of debate (in England, the 1988 Copyright Act 
specifically outlaws the sale and use of devices whose purpose is the circumventing 
of copyright-protection schemes). 
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The type of piracy that occurs when a company buys one copy of Microsoft Excel 
and installs it on three computers can be distinguished from the type of operation in 
which copies of Excel are mass produced in packages that are made to look like the 
original, down to the hologram. This is commercial counterfeiting, a practice that oc- 
curs in many areas of commerce where a copyrighted design or brand name carries 
a premium. If you know where to look, you can buy counterfeit jeans, perfumes, lug- 
gage, and more. The extent to which software is counterfeited is hard to gauge, but 
there have been some major seizures in recent years, involving tens of thousands of 
illegal copies. 

While some people make a distinction between bootleg software (privately made, 
hand-labeled, pirated copies) and counterfeit software (commercially distributed 
look-alike copies), both are clearly illegal under the present system of intellectual 
property rights. Some people think those rights need to be changed, but neither 
form of piracy is the right way to achieve this. The private pirating of software might 
be tougher to stop than large-scale counterfeiting, particularly when users cling to 
such justifications as "it's only one copy." 

Further complications 

Apart from the ethical and legal transgressions involved in piracy, there are other 
negatives. As was noted in the preceding chapter, pirated software is a serious 
source of virus infection, and viruses pose a significant security threat to data, pro- 
grams, and normal operations. The use of illegal software also opens up the door to 
the extortionist and blackmailer threatening to turn a company in for license agree- 
ment violations. 

Even if you have never pirated a piece of software in your life, you need to be 
aware that there are people who do. Consider the not uncommon practice of creative 
network licensing. Suppose your organization pays Bloated Network Consulting to 
design and install a 10-station NetWare network running a custom accounting appli- 
cation developed with Borland's Paradox. After several months, the network is up 
and running and the application is working fine. You are feeling pretty good about 
things until you get a phone call from Novell. 

Were you aware that BNC has been installing networks without properly licensing 
NetWare? You check BNC's invoice. They charged you for a 10-user NetWare license, 
and you paid. Unfortunately, however, BNC never paid Novell and it turns out that 
the same copy of NetWare is operating on six different networks around town. BNC 
is suddenly out of business, so you have little chance of recovering your money or 
getting support for the network or the accounting application, which, it turns out, 
was written with an unlicensed copy of Paradox, for which you also were charged. 

The lessons here are to insist on proof positive that the software that you purchase 
is legitimate licensed software. Always be suspicious of deals that sound too good to 
be true (if BNC got the job because their price was considerably below the other 
bids, you have to wonder why it was so low). 

The enforcers 

Software companies are always interested in hearing about organizations who condone 
dlegal copying of their software. Many have their own licensing enforcement depart- 
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ments, and larger companies such as Microsoft have their own toll-free piracy report- 
ing phone number. There also are a number of industry watchdogs that pursue piracy 
allegations. These include FAST (the Federation Against Software Theft), BSA (the 
Business Software AUlance) , and SPA (the Software Publishers' Association). These 
are not just talking shops for industry insiders. For example, since its inception in 1988, 
BSA has filed over 500 piracy lawsuits worldwide. In 1993, it collected more than $5 
million in penalties. The money was reinvested to fund future antipiracy programs. 
During 1993, the BSA antipiracy hotline received calls from each of the 50 states in the 
US., more than 10,000 calls in total. 

Not all of the work involves prosecution. Piracy prevention also is addressed, usu- 
ally through educational and awareness programs. According to BSA, enforcement 
and education programs do have an effect. For example, in Europe, the regional 
piracy rate had been reduced to 61% by the end of 1993, from something like 80% a 
few years earlier. A good example is Italy, where software piracy fell from 86% to 50% 
during 1993, and the legitimate software market jumped by 300%, largely because 
the Italian government made a strong commitment to eradicating software piracy. 

The software industry also works to make government policy piracy-aware. For 
example, the new North American Free Trade Agreement led the Mexican govern- 
ment to adopt copyright act amendments (this resulted in an almost immediate 30% 
increase in software sales). In South Korea, BSA persuaded the government to 
strengthen its copyright law, increasing maximum penalties for infringement from 
$3750 to $37,500. 

Why Cheat? 

So why is it that some people prefer running the risk of fines and prosecution to the 
very simple alternative, whch is paying for software? Apart from the age-old answer, 
greed, there are more subtle arguments. F a d a r i t y  with these wdl help you fight 
piracy in your organization. As with security in general, this fight is largely one of rais- 
ing awareness plus understanding where the problems come from in the first place. 

Perceived value 

Most people would agree that software just doesn't appear to be as valuable as hard- 
ware. The value of software is intangible, buried in the lines of finely crafted code 
that most users never see. Consider an accounting program that outwardly consists 
of a ring-bound manual and half a dozen floppy disks. The material cost of making up 
each copy is a few dollars, yet the selling price per unit might be 50% or more of the 
price of the personal computer on which it is designed to run. This is because writ- 
ing the program might take thousands of programmer-hours. 

Despite the downward trend in prices for major software packages in the 1990s, it 
has not matched the steady decline in absolute hardware prices. Of course, hardware 
and software have improved over the years. Today's entry-level machine is yester- 
day's top-of-the-line. Today's spreadsheet does t h g s  unthinkable in earlier versions. 
Although measuring the relative power of hardware and software tends to be sub- 
jective, it is possible to argue that there has been a steady rise in raw computing 
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power per dollar (hardware) without a corresponding rise in applied power (soft- 
ware). For example, for several years after the first Pentium-based machmes ap- 
peared, very little software exploited the chip as anything more than a very fast 486. 

The lack of perceived value in software presents an obstacle for software pub- 
lishers trying to get what they see as a fair price for their products-one that cov- 
ers past product development, research into new products, support of existing 
products, and the huge bill for marketing. Unfortunately, much of this marketing is 
aimed at beating out competing products and little effort goes into educating the 
consumer as to the large and very real costs of product development. As a conse- 
quence, many people resent paying full price for software, and some will take every 
opportunity to avoid paying it. Some people would say that software companies will 
have a hard time pleading poverty while the head of the world's largest software 
company also is the richest man in America (these things fluctuate, but the value 
of Microsoft stock held by Bill Gates has been in excess of $10 billion for some 
time). 

Resentment towards software companies is fueled by the fact that there have been 
a lot of broken promises. Sometimes some software companies fail to deliver the lev- 
els of support to which paying customers are entitled. T h s  has left some users fee@ 
"why pay more for a legitimate copy when you do not get more." The antidote to this 
perception is a greater effort by software companies to keep faith with customers. 

Ethical dilemmas 

When one company sees another enjoying the productivity benefits of computeriza- 
tion without paying the price, there is a big temptation to follow suit. If $50,000 
worth of computer equipment is required to stay competitive, and your competitor 
paid only $25,000, you will not be able to enjoy the same profit margins if you pay full 
price. This type of argument is f a d a r  at a personal level when it comes to breaking 
all sorts of inconvenient rules: "Everybody else does." The fact that so doing is fool- 
ish should be adequate dissuasion. 

The first microcomputers were not developed by giant corporations looking for a 
new consumer market to monopolize. They were developed by some very unique in- 
dividuals who were not unfamiliar with the radical political and social movements of 
the late 1960s and early 1970s. Some saw microcomputers as bringing computing 
power, once the prerogative of giant corporations and the military, to the masses. A 
lot of programs were created and distributed by individuals with no thought of per- 
sonal gain. As commercial interests threatened to become the dominant influence on 
the direction of hardware and software design, a backlash developed in which com- 
mercial software was seen as a "rip-off' and making a copy for personal use was "lib- 
erating" the technology that had been appropriated by the software publisher. 

Today some programmers still do not believe that software should be a commer- 
cial commodity. They write programs that are then given away. It remains to be seen 
whether this approach will ever pose a threat to commercial publishers. However, 
the idea of "liberating" commercial software by making illegal copies is a dangerous 
one. It belongs with "all property is theft" in the trash can of simplistic responses to 
the inequalities and injustices of life. 
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A Brief History of Copy-Protection 

Over the last two decades, dozens of techniques have been developed to prevent il- 
legal copying of software. Most of the major software companies have used one or 
more of these techniques at one time or another, although the trend over the last 10 
years has been to drop copy protection from products. One of the last major software 
vendors to do this was Lotus Development, whose 1-2-3 package probably was the 
most widely sold copy-protected program. Most of the techniques used to prevent il- 
legal copying and spread of software fall into two categories: disk-based and hard- 
ware-based. The disk-based techniques involve tinkering with the distribution disk 
to make it difficult to copy. Hardware-based techruques usually involve use of a key 
device, without which the software cannot be used (see Figure 10.8). 

Key disks 

Although software distribution on CD-ROM is becoming increasingly popular, floppy 
disks stdl are the primary me&a by whch personal computer software is delivered to 
the end-user. Floppy &sks are very easy to copy. Operating systems use two methods 
to copy disks: file-by-file and image. In a file-by-file copy, each file from the source 
disk is copied onto a formatted target disk. An image copy simply transfers a track- 
by-track image of the source disk onto the target disk. In this case, the target disk 
does not need to be preformatted; the image that is transferred includes the format. 

It is possible to design a disk so that part of the contents are hidden and not trans- 
ferred from source to target during a normal file-by-file or image copy. It also is pos- 
sible to write instructions on a disk that are activated by the copying process. Thus 
a disk might be set up so that attempting to copy it d l  scramble a small but vital part 

A range of copy protection methods 

Key disk required 
in floppy drive. 

Counter on disk 
limits installs. 

Dongle must be 
plugged in before 
program will load. 

Match image from the 
manual before program 

will load. 

Before program can load it must check all computers on the network to make sure that 
no copies with the same license number are running at the same time. 

Figure 10.8 Software protection schemes. 
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of the program code, rendering the program unusable. A less drastic alternative 
would be to hide a vital part of the copy-protected program on the original disk so 
that it could not be copied to another floppy or to a hard disk. This requires that the 
original disk be placed in the computer whde the program is loading for the program 
to read the "key" section. This is known as the key disk approach, and up until the 
mid-1980s, it was the most widely used form of copy-protection. 

The best-known application of this technique was Lotus 1-2-3, which was copy 
protected until 1989. When loadmg protected versions of 1-2-3, the program would 
read the serial number and display it on screen. The serial number originally was 
embedded on a special key disk supplied with the package. The program was de- 
signed not to load without reading this serial number. The number could not be 
copied to another disk by normal DOS commands. Two key disks were provided 
when you bought the package, giving you a backup in case one was damaged. Users 
who somehow damaged both disks found that waiting for Lotus to send a replace- 
ment was hghly inconvenient and not without cost. 

When hard disks became the norm for program storage, 1-2-3 users objected to 
the fact that reading from a floppy disk slowed down the loading process. Further- 
more, users were apt to leave the key disk in the drive, which caused problems when 
rebooting or restarting the system. In response, Lotus came up with a program that 
transferred the serial number from the key floppy to the hard disk. This obviated the 
need for the key floppy to be inserted in the drive every time 1-2-3 was loaded but 
caused a whole new set of problems. Hard disk damage or reformatting wiped out 
the serial number, and if this happened twice, you had to get a new key floppy from 
Lotus. 

Tokens 

A software key that can be transferred from disk to disk can be thought of as a to- 
ken. The now defunct Ashton-Tate used such a system to prevent bootlegging of 
dBASE I11 Plus. The token system used by dBASE was annoying in the extreme be- 
cause it took a long time to write the token from the floppy to the hard disk. It also 
took a long time to move it back to the floppy when the program was being trans- 
ferred from one machine to another. When a token was removed from a system, it 
had to go back onto the correct copy of the program disk, otherwise the token was 
lost. I recall setting up a network of six machines running dBASE and having to per- 
form nearly two dozen token transfers in the process of arranging the hardware to 
the client's needs. 

Painful Protection 

Although the dBASE I11 token system was a royal pain, it was better than one 
short-lived Ashton-Tate copy protection experiment that involved a disk defor- 
mity: an extra hole in the disk. Some users claimed that their floppy drive 
readlwrite heads were physically damaged by this technique, which was quickly 
dropped. 
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Dongles 

One of the most effective copy-protection systems is a hardwarelsoftware combina- 
tion involving a device called a dongle. A dongle is a small circuit board that contains 
a microchip that can generatelstore a serial number. The dongle is plugged into one 
of the computer's ports (typically the printer port). Under the control of software, 
the computer is instructed to check for the presence of the dongle. If it is not there, 
the software stops. The hardware usually is encased in epoxy resin to prevent tam- 
pering. Several examples are pictured in Figure 10.9. 

The first dongles to be produced in any quantity were designed for the Commodore 
PET personal computer in the early 1980s. Llke many early personal computers, the 
PET had a number of spare ports, allowing the dongle to be used without interfering 
with other inputloutput. Readers kicking themselves for not having invented the don- 
gle can take some consolation in the fact that its fortunes have been at best "mixed." 

After the IBM PC was introduced and started to become a standard, dongles went 
into d e c h e .  T h s  was due mainly to the lack of suitable ports in which to insert 
them. The first IBM PCs did not have a serial port as standard, and the color model 
did not even come with a printer port! The monochrome model had a parallel printer 
port; however, but to be used on this port, a dongle had to be "transparent" so that 
the printer could work normally. It was some time before designers developed "pass- 
through" dongles that worked reliably. 

Although dongles are rare among mass market commercial applications, they have 
established themselves as the preferred option when copy protection is used. Today 
this is primarily found on specialized software. Basically, big-selling multipurpose 
software packages hke Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3 rely on volume sales to recoup 
product development costs. Programmers who develop more specialized applications 
cannot do that, so they might consider dongle protection to protect their investment. 

One drawback of dongles is cost. The cheapest version rmght, in bulk, run about $2 
a unit. T l s  is substantially more than the cost of a &sk-based key or token. It makes it 
unfeasible to use a dongle on a computer game selling for $20. However, $2 is a small 
proportion of a $2000 metallic stress simulation program. One major advantage of us- 
mg dongles is that they impose no restrictions on the copying of the software itself. The 
user can make multiple archive copies and even install the software on several ma- 
chmes. However, because all copies of the program are tied to a single dongle, only one 
copy can be used at once (good dongles are practically impossible to copy). This means 

Figure 10.9 Examples of dongles 
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that an engmeer can have a copy of the program on her machine at the office and an- 
other copy on her machine at home and simply transport the dongle between the two. 

Dongle technology 

More sophisticated dongles include cipher keys, such as a random number that has 
to be subtracted from the program to make it work. T h s  enables the manufacturer 
to "license" how many computers could use the software, and even identify a partic- 
ular user. Dongles are avadable that plug into the serial or parallel port, keyboard 
socket, or internal bus slot, but the majority are serial or parallel types. 

Wherever a dongle is accessed, it has to produce a key or sequence that cannot be 
generated elsewhere. The three general types of dongle are key-of-the-door, RAM 
type, and pseudo-random number generator (PRNG). A key-of-the-door dongle typ- 
ically delivers 8,16, or 32 bits of data. The program that it is protecting checks to see 
if this key is correct and continues accordingly. This type of dongle gives the least se- 
curity. It is possible to "debug" a program protected with a dongle of t h s  type and 
bypass the part of the software that accesses it. There has to be a point in the soft- 
ware where it says somethmg like, "Has the dongle compared correctly? If Yes, carry 
on; if No, then abort." The hacker simply changes the Yes/No branches to make the 
program work without the dongle. 

A RAM dongle usually holds 64 or 128 bits of user-definable password-protected 
data. This dongle is rather like the key-of-the-door type except that it is easier for the 
program author to alter what the program expects to come from the dongle, such as a 
date or a counter. To make either dates or counters effective, the program must write 
to the dongle. To do that, it must write the password first. Because these passwords 
are relatively short, it will not take a determined hacker long to guess it and rewrite a 
counter back in. Furthermore, unless the software company origmally buying these 
RAM type dongles has a unique or "special" dongle made, a hacker can buy a similar 
one with the same write passwords and therefore duplicate the software. If you are a 
software developer looking to use a dongle to protect your software, be absolutely sure 
that nobody can buy dongles with the same internal sequence that you are receiving. 

The Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) dongle contains hardware that wdl 
produce a very large nonrepeating sequence of random numbers (in excess of 1 d o n  
bits without repetition). Of course, they do repeat their own sequence on request. 

When using a dongle to protect software, the methods fall into two main headmgs: 
key-of-the-door and encryption. With the key-of-the-door method, any of the discussed 
dongle types can be used. The programmer places a copy of the dongle's output some- 
where in his code. When the protected software is run, it examines the dongle and 
checks that the bytes produced are the same as those placed within the program when 
it was originated. Ths  dongle data can be anythmg from one to four bytes for the key- 
of-the-door type dongle, up to a practical limit of about 500 if a PRNG dongle is used. 

The encryption method is by far the most effective way to protect software from 
illegal use, although it is not as easy to implement as the key-of-the-door method. 
One method of encryption to protect software is to take, say, one kilobyte of code or 
data, the same amount of pseudo-random data from a PRNG dongle, then exclusive- 
or the two together. This produces one kilobyte of pseudo-rubbish where the pro- 
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gram code or data used to be. The program eventually sold to the end user will have 
areas of code that can reverse this process each time the program is run or each time 
a certain part of the program is activated. The program now will work only with a 
suitable dongle. For further security, the program could destroy or re-encrypt this 
data after use. The antidebugging advantage here is that, without the dongle in 
place, it is not possible to decrypt the "pseudo-rubbish." 

Despite the advances in dongle technology, whch mean that they now are com- 
pletely compatible with other hardware and do not interfere with normal operation 
of the computer, there remain several objections. Users still seem suspicious of 
something they have to plug into their machine. It is a nuisance, particularly if the 
computer has to be relocated to make room for the dongle sticking out of the back. 
However, perhaps the most obvious problem is that of the user who wants to work 
with two programs, both of which require dongles. Only the adoption of an industry- 
wide standard for dongle design would allow such an arrangement without conflicts, 
and who knows how they would all be plugged together. For this reason alone, it is 
likely that dongles will remain a specialty item. It is unhkely that large corporate pur- 
chasers of software will accept hardware-based copy protection. 

Other methods 

Several other methods of copy protection have been used, with varying degrees of 
success. Some game software requires that the user answer a question, the answer 
to which is in the documentation, making the pirating of the disk alone ineffective. 
Other game manufacturers experimented with codes on their packaging. When the 
program was loaded, the user was required to type in the colors in the correct se- 
quence to begin the game. In theory, it was impossible to run the program if you 
didn't have the original packaging. In practice, of course, cheat sheets could easily be 
written down and passed on by hand. 

A lot of game software has enjoyed a certain amount of copy protection by default 
thanks to two distribution formats: cartridges and CD-ROM disks. Both of these are 
hard to copy on a casual basis. The increased size of business application software, 
much of which also is available on CD-ROM disks, also has made casual copying more 
challenging. Of course, low cost CD-ROM product systems have made it possible for 
pirates to pack a lot of software on one disk. In Hong Kong, you can find tens of thou- 
sands of dollars (U.S.) worth of pirated commercial programs for sale on a single CD- 
ROM for less than $10 (US.). 

One piracy deterrent is now used extensively: software registration. The software 
serial number and the user's name is written into the software when it is installed. 
This information appears whenever the software is loaded. The idea is that you will 
not want to be caught running software that says it is licensed to Joe Blow at Fred's 
Tool Emporium when your name is Bill and you work for Bill's Real Estate. This is ef- 
fective against casual piracy and people with scruples, but you can copy the original 
program disks before they are installed, so each copy can be installed by the illegal 
owner. Registration does help limit CD-ROM pirating as the bootlegged discs all pro- 
duce the same registration information, whch should deter users who realize that 
t h s  makes detection relatively easy. 
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The retreat from protectionism 

These days most commercial programs for personal computers rely on the public 
morals for copy protection. A constant stream of customer complaints about the in- 
convenience of copy protection finally began to wear down the companies who 
used it. Sales were being lost to nonprotected work-alike programs. A further nail 
in the coffin came from the decision by some major customers, such as the U.S. 
government, to insist on protection-free software. The government, particularly 
the military, argued thus: We have a right to make archive copies of programs that 
we buy. Copy-protection is a dangerous infringement of that right. In critical appli- 
cations at critical times, it is not reasonable to send off to the manufacturer for a re- 
placement disk. After all, the silos and bunkers could be overrun in the time that it 
takes to get a new master disk for the spreadsheet program used to calculate de- 
fensive strategy. 

W e  few people took seriously the image of a bullet-dodging courier scrambling 
over the barbed wire, key hsk in hand, the basic point was sound: As personal com- 
puters take on more and more critical tasks, there is no room for copy-protection 
schemes that might impede maintenance or hsaster-recovery operations. By 1985, the 
leading software manufacturers were having second thoughts about copy protection. 
At the Softcom 85 exhibition in Atlanta, Georgia, Seymour Rubenstein of Micropro an- 
nounced his company was dropping protection from their new WordStar 2000 pack- 
age. Users of the earlier, unprotected WordStar were not upgrading to WordStar 2000 
as fast as Micropro had hoped, and the copy-protection was seen as a major factor. 

At the same conference, industry analyst Will Zachrnan warned, "Any company 
laying plans on the basis of copy protection is heading for disaster." 

In 1986, Software Publishmg Corporation, makers of PFS File, a popular copy-pro- 
tected filing program, removed copy protection from their programs, and Microsoft 
dropped it from their MS-DOS software. In 1988, Lotus started dropping protection 
from its products as new versions were released, and by 1990 all products were pro- 
tection-free. A number of companies announced their about-face on this issue with 
the face-saving line: Copy-protection is no longer needed now that the public prop- 
erly understands the legal framework of software licensing. 

Only extensive research can reveal the true extent of the impact of piracy on soft- 
ware revenues. Certainly software companies are free to press their case and encour- 
age compliance with license agreements. More imaginative licensing arrangements, 
such as site licenses, go a long way toward eliminating what appears to be a major 
area of revenue loss: Organizations that buy one legitimate copy of a program then is- 
sue illegal copies to employees. Piracy is likely to be around for some time to come 
but the level of piracy will be determined by a number of factors: 

The cost of legitimate copies 

Perceived value of the software 

Ease of copying 

Practical value of the software 

Effectiveness of copyright-awareness campaigns 
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Other Rights and Wrongs 

Several other areas of modern business activity are affected by the widespread use 
of personal computers. The following sections describe some, but by no means all, 
of them. 

Name that tune 

Software piracy is not the only way in whch issues of copyright and copy protection 
affect the use of computers. The growth of desktop pub l i shg  and multimedia tools 
has meant that many organizations are creating their own publications and presen- 
tations, sometimes without due care and attention to copyright issues. This has the 
potential to expose the company to claims of copyright infringement. 

Intellectual property rights over things like music, pictures, and words, are a fairly 
recent phenomenon in human hstory. Mozart and Beethoven enjoyed no effective 
copy protection on the tunes that they wrote, wMe Lennon and McCartney did. 
Modern developments, like computer programs and digital media, only complicate 
matters. From a historical perspective, copyright concepts appear full of contradic- 
tions and shortcomings. Whatever your tastes in music, it is hard to argue that copy- 
right either fosters or proscribes true genius (Mozart and Beethoven did okay 
without it, but it didn't seem to slow down Lennon and McCartney). Be sure that all 
company documents comply with current copyright laws, even if they are for inter- 
nal use. If in doubt, do not use copyrighted material. 

E-Mail Explosion 

W e  computer magazines attempt to enthrall us with endless articles about live 
video and stereo sound and the rest of the multimedia bandwagon that is suppos- 
edly rolling down the information superhghway, it seems clear to me that over 
the last few years the "killer application" for personal computers has been e- 
mail-pure and simple ASCII text transmitted electronically. The main thing that 
the Internet has done so far in its short commercial history (whch only dates 
from 1990) is link all of the world's electronic mail systems. If you use America 
Online, you can e-mail someone on CompuServe, who can forward your message 
to an Internet account, which can send it on to a Fidonet node. 

I am averaging 100 outgoing messages a month, at about 1.2K per message. In- 
coming messages probably are three times that (it's not that I don't answer mes- 
sages, but some of my e-mail is press releases). That's only on one machine. It 
doesn't include traffic in my Internet account. These days, it seems like I produce 
more e-mail than a n y t h g  else, and this pattern is probably repeated throughout 
the business world. 

E-mail exposure 

It is reasonable to assume that at least half of the world's personal computers are 
connected to local area networks. About 30% of those that are not on LANs proba- 
bly are equipped with modems that allow them to connect with other computers 
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over telephone lines. Users of these networked and "connected" computers can send 
messages, known as electronic mail or e-mail, to each other. These messages often 
are transmitted by and stored on computers that belong to the people who send and 
receive the messages. Indeed, many of the messages are business related. However, 
access to the content of these messages is a legal and ethcal minefield. 

Electronic messaging privacy policy 

The Electronic Messaging Association has been at the forefront of efforts to promote 
better use of e-mail systems, particularly with regard to privacy concerns. I am grate- 
ful to the EMA's Executive Director, Bill Morone, for the following advice on where 
to start. He firmly states, "If your company does not have an electronic messaging 
privacy policy, it should." He notes that "the appropriate policy d l  differ for each 
company depending on the needs of the organization, the reasonable expectations of 
employees, the rights of outsiders, and a balancing of various complex interests." 
The only policy that can be vigorously endorsed by EMA for virtually all circum- 
stances is summarized like this: 

A company should have a policy with regard to protection of its employees' privacy and 
should tell employees what that policy is. 

Most employers should establish privacy solutions that deal with all media of com- 
munication used by employees, rather than s inghg out electronic mail as if it posed 
some unique threat to employee privacy. The following six questions should be con- 
sidered by employers in the course of formulating a policy. 

Who has a stake in establishing a responsible policy regarding access to and 
disclosure of company electronic mail? How will the policy affect the: 

Employer? 

Employee? 

Third parties? 

Law-enforcement authorities? 

Electronic communications service providers? 

What baseline legal rights and duties constrain any policy? 

Legal duties not to invade employee privacy 

Federal and State Law duties regarding use, interception, access during storage, 
and disclosure of electronic communications without authority 

What operational features of electronic communications systems should af- 
fect any  policy on access, use, and disclosure? For example: 

Electronic mail typically is stored pending receipt. 

Electronic mail can easily be forwarded. 
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Electronic files are more easily transferred than paper files. 

Company files can be transferred off the network by electronic mail. 

What analogies can be used to help formulate a consistent set of policies? You 
might want to analyze your policy choices by considering your reactions to the fol- 
lowing roughly analogous situations. For example: 

Inspecting an employee's desk 

Intercepting or monitoring employee telephone calls 

Regularly reviewing files kept in filing cabinets by employees 

What criteria should be used to evaluate a proposed policy? For example: 

Does the policy maintain a productive workplace? 

Does the policy provide for adequate security? 

According to the EMA, three additional areas should be considered when estab- 
lishing procedures that will be used to put together an organization's privacy policy: 

Who from your organization should participate in the development of the 
policy? For example: Senior Management, Human Resources, Legal Counsel, Em- 
ployee Users, Security, Union Representatives, MIS Director, and Chief Informa- 
tion Officer. 

What corporate assets should be considered in formulating overall workplace 
privacy policies? For example: paper file cabinets, employee officesldesks, LANs, 
hard disks, floppy disks, voice mail, electronic mail, telephones, call accounting 
records, audio recording equipment, paper mail, and closed-circuit television. 

What information will you want to gather in advance or during the course of 
fomulating your policy? Examples include: the number of electronic mail users, 
the connection of the electronic mail system through gateways to other systems, 
and contracts with electronic mail service providers. 

More EMA 

T h s  advice was adapted from a publication of the Electronic Messaging Associa- 
tion called "Access to and Use and Disclosure of Electronic Mail on Company 
Computer Systems: A Tool Kit for Formulating Your Company's Policy," which 
was prepared by David R. Johnson of Wilrner, Cutler & Pickering and John 
Podesta of Podesta Associates, Inc. for the EMA. The EMA publishes a variety of 
books and papers on electronic messaging issues, including "Protecting Elec- 
tronic Messaging: A Guide to the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) 
of 1986." You can reach the EMA on the Internet via info@ema.org or through the 
contact details provided in appendix F. 
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Monitoring keystrokes 

A closely related area of concern is keystroke monitoring. T h s  subject was raised in 
chapter 6 under keystroke dynamics, the use of keystroke rhythm as a biometric to 
identlfy the computer operator. Some systems then continue to monitor keystrokes 
throughout a session, ostensibly to prevent operator substitution. However, moni- 
toring also can be used to determine work rates, whch is a practice that is consid- 
ered controversial, particularly in light of injury claims from keyboard operators. It 
also has been resented as an invasion of privacy. These are all factors to consider be- 
fore implementing keystroke monitoring. 

Hardware bugs 

We have all heard people say, "That's what the computer says; it must be right." Our 
tendency to rely on computers is natural but probably not healthy. They can make 
mistakes, and not just because they have been given the wrong data to work with. We 
all know the old adage about GIGO (Garbage In = Garbage Out). However, if your 
hardware is buggy, you can put good information in and get bad information out. 

Perhaps the best known example of this was the incident known as the Intel Pen- 
tium Chip Flaw. Intel first became aware of problems with floating point calculations 
in the Pentium chip during the summer of 1994, but the company chose not to make 
them public. Intel did correct the flaw in new chips, but that left an estimated 2 mil- 
lion flawed chips in computers that were either being used or waiting to be sold. 
Eventually, the problem was made public by Thomas Nicely, a professor of mathe- 
matics at Lynchburg College in Virginia. His findings were reported in an article in 
the November 7,1994 issue of Electrical Engineering Times. News of the Pentium 
bug quickly spread over the Internet. 

Intel's initial response to public concern was to offer to provide replacement chips 
to users who could "show their work requires them to perform floating point unit cal- 
culations." The company neglected to make clear that t h s  meant all spreadsheet 
users (at the same time, Intel was running TV ads that showed someone balancing a 
checkbook with a Pentium computer). 

As you can tell from the following Intel statement, the company attempted to give 
the impression that very few people would be affected: "Intel detected a subtle flaw 
in the precision of the divide operation for the Pentium Processor. For rare cases 
(one in 9 billion possible divides), the precision of the result is reduced." Intel also 
said that it discovered this "subtle" flaw during its own testing, and that "there has 
only been one reported instance of t h s  flaw affecting a user, to our knowledge." Fur- 
thermore, "extensive engineering tests demonstrated that an average spreadsheet 
user could encounter this subtle flaw of reduced precision once in every 27,000 
years of use." 

Now take a look at the spreadsheet in Flgure 10.10, which shows some business cal- 
culations that "encounter this subtle flaw of reduced precision." You can see that "re- 
duced precision" is computer-speak for "the answer is wrong." The statement that you 
could "encounter this subtle flaw of reduced precision once in every 27,000 years of 
use" glosses over the fact that, if you do encounter the error, it wdl not go away (some 
1738 numbers have been identified that produce errors every time that they are used). 
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Stephen Cobb's NCSA lntel Pentium Chip Test Sheet 

The Right Answer Current'r'ear (Actual) Neal'ear (Projected) 
Units Sold 4,195,835 6,000,000 
Gross Rwenue $ 3,145,727 $ 8,002,923 
Revenue per Unit $ 1 333820 L - 

4,1 Y5,835 
Gross Re\wnue $ 3,145,727 5 
Revenue per Unit $ 1 333739 and te-etitet tn rerieat the te:;t 

Gross Revenue $ 3,145,727 9; 
Revenue per Urlit Begin Test Enter 4195835 in E l l  

19 Notes: 
2P 1 Some lntel Pent~um processors conta~n a b l ~ g  or flaw lntel has admitted that th~s W 

rnay cause them to miscalculate the results nfdivision by certaln large numbers 
In the above example, a faulty chip w o l h l  return an error of almost $500 calculating 
gross revenue based on 6 millinti units sold, sirlce the revenue per iuriitrigtrre is 

Figure 10.10 Examples of problems created by flawed Pentium 

Intel was not eager to point out the statistical reality that your chances of en- 
countering the error the first time that you used your flawed chip were 100% equal 
to your chance of encountering it in the year 28,994. IBM came up with calculations 
showing that errors would be more prevalent than Intel predicted. IBM promptly 
stopped sales of all Pentium-based machines. While many learned voices joined the 
debate over rival arithmetic, few seemed to grasp the statistically significant fact 
that, in the meantime, someone could be making important decisions based on a 
spreadsheet that is entirely correct in the way it is written, but wrongly calculated by 
the "state-of-the-art" machine on which it is running. Fortunes, careers, even lives 
were at risk. Thankfully Intel reversed its earlier decision and made a commitment 
to replace all defective chps,  whether they belong to rocket scientists, accountants, 
mathematicians, or school kids. 

The Pentium Flaw spreadsheet 

The spreadsheet that you see in Figure 10.10 was designed to test for the presence 
of the flawed c h p  and demonstrate the effect it has on formulas. Within weeks of the 
Pentium bug story reaching the public, copies of t h s  spreadsheet were uploaded to 
several forums in CompuServe. Several hundred people downloaded copies within a 
few days. Versions were developed for Microsoft Excel, Novell Quattro Pro, and Lo- 
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tus 1-2-3. Eventually these were distributed to over 100,000 people in Europe on the 
Personal Computer World cover disk. 

The spreadsheet gives you three examples of the same calculation in which a com- 
pany figures out the revenue per unit (gross revenue divided by units sold). The 
units that were sold number 4,195,835 while the revenue totals 3,145,727 (it is for- 
matted in dollars but could easily be pounds, yen, or whatever). The result extends 
to eight decimal places, and these are not rounded off, which is reasonably realistic 
given the large numbers involved. (Scientists are not the only people who use a lot 
of decimal places. You can bet McDonald's doesn't forecast profits based on revenue 
per Big Mac rounded to two places.) 

In the first of the three examples, the correct answer is shown, using fixed num- 
bers instead of formulas. In the second example, the wrong answer produced by a 
defect Pentium chip is shown, again using fixed numbers instead of formulas. The 
third example is "live" so that you can enter the units sold yourself and see the result 
produced by your machine. Three cells that contain IF formulas return a variety of 
text strlng responses based on the result (you might find these formulas useful if you 
need spreadsheets to return text answers based on numerical calculations). 

In each of the three examples, an adjacent column shows the effect of using the 
result in a projection of future revenue. While the difference between right and 
wrong here is not great, it could run into thousands of dollars if the company were to 
plan a big expansion. The point of this calculation is to show that, whde the original 
error is small, the knock-on effect could be dramatic. 

Other spreadsheet problems 

Because all software applications have to convert numbers to and from binary code, 
there is always the possibility that minor discrepancies wdl occur between two num- 
bers that are supposed to be the same. This is relatively easy to demonstrate in Lo- 
tus 1-2-3. In Figure 10.1 1, you can see an example of this phenomenon (similar cases 
have been reported in some versions of Excel and Quattro Pro). 

In the 1-2-3 example, you add up the columns in a table of numbers, then total 
these totals. Then you compare this figure to a total of the row totals from the same 
table. This emulates the traditional bookkeeping practice of "cross-footing" to check 
for errors. Unfortunately, for some combinations of numbers, you will find the result 
of the comparison is in error. This occurs despite the fact that no multiplication or 
division is involved and the numbers being added have no more than two decimal 
places. In other words, 1-2-3 says the numbers are not equal when they actually 
should be. The cause of this discrepancy is a decimal fraction (such as .0000001) 
that erroneously appears at the end of one of the totals. Problems like this lead to the 
following rules of thumb when using spreadsheets: 

Always have a rough idea of what the answer to any calculation should be before 
you create the formula to perform the calculation. 

Before basing any important decisions on the results of a spreadsheet calculation, 
check that what it is telling you makes sense (be especially suspicious of answers 
that are too good to be true). 
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Calculate formulas with the ROUND function whenever appropriate, as in ROUND 
( formula, places) . This function strictly limits the number of decimal places in 
the result. Unless you use this function, the spreadsheet will retain all decimal 
fractions (to as many as 15 places). 

The format of the number does nothing to the number. That's right, formatting 
only affects the look of the number, not the value stored by the spreadsheet. 

Health and safety 

The health and safety implications of using computers are beyond the scope of this 
book, but you need to be aware that there are health risks associated with comput- 
ers, and if you ask people to use computers as part of their job, then you might be ex- 
posed to liability claims resulting from those health Lhreats. The primary areas of 
concern are ergonomics and radiation. The ergonomics issue has been highlighted 
by compensation claims by victims of RSI, or repetitive strain injury. This is associ- 
ated with heavy-duty typing. There are numerous aids on the market to help offset 
the strain of typing, such as wrist rests, wrist supports, and even special gloves. 
Many states have regulations requiring regular breaks for employees who use key- 
boards and visual display terminals. 

Many of us find that our work involves sitting and looking at a monitor all day. This 
activity raises several concerns. First of all, there is posture and seating. You need a 
well-designed chair with plenty of adjustment, a good desk at the right height, and 
an adjustable display stand to allow for variations in viewing angle. You need proper 
lighting without glare. Some countries now require employers to pay for regular eye 
exams for employees who have to use computer screens all day. 

Figure 10.11 A problem adding numbers in a spreadsheet 
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You will want to use an antiglare screen that is rated as "low radiation." While the 
jury is s t d  out on the link between human health and radiation from computer 
equipment such as monitors, any sensible organization already will be practicing a 
policy of "prudent avoidance." T h s  could be enough to fend off future lawsuits 
should a direct link be established. I addressed some of the concerns about radiation 
in chapter 5 where I mentioned the inexpensive EMF measuring device called Dr. 
Gauss. Using one of these devices wdl help you identify problem areas and decide 
whether or not to call in an expert. (See appendix D for more on this subject.) 

The Network Connection 

When applications run on a network, you can use the network to help control soft- 
ware licensing compliance. In fact, some applications do this for you, keeping track 
of the number of licenses installed, relative to the number of users. One of the first 
applications to check licenses over a network was FileMaker Pro from Claris, which 
was originally designed to run on a peer-to-peer AppleTalk network. Whenever you 
load FileMaker Pro, it checks any network connections to see if any other copies of 
the program are running. Because each application is coded with a unique serial 
number, it can prevent you from running more than one copy per network. On a file 
server network, where a single network version of an application might be support- 
ing multiple users, a pool of licenses might be available, to be used on a first-come, 
first-served basis. 

In fact, network software metering software, from companies such as McAfee, can 
turn licensing agreements to your advantage by malung sure that you buy no more 
licenses than you need. Typically, licensing agreements allow no more than one per- 
son to use a single-use license at one time, but if employees work in skufts or if your 
network spreads across time zones, some license units might not be used all the 
time. Site-metering software can juggle licenses for you to prevent you from buying 
additional licenses before they are needed. Network auditing software can provide 
early detection of pirated or unauthorized software and therefore help you to keep 
your network safe from software-based risks. 

Summary 

In h s  immensely important book, Infomzation Warfare, Winn Schwartau described 
the phenomenon of "computers everywhere." From the microwave that cooks our 
scrambled eggs for breakfast to the engine-management system in the car that we 
drive to work, from the big gray box sitting on our desk when we get there to the per- 
sonal digital organizer that we carry with us to meetings, from the machine that an- 
swers our call to the bank and transfers money between accounts to the airline 
reservation system that tells us we can have an aisle seat on the 5:30 flight, comput- 
ers are everywhere. Such heavy reliance on a particular form of technology comes , 
with risks attached. Some of them we make worse by greed, neglect, or ignorance. 
The antidote is to apply those standards of behavior that we have come to accept 
and expect in other areas of our lives and to exercise due care and vigilance over our 
use of technology, lest the benefits be outweighed by the threats to our security. 
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"What boots it at one gate to m k e  defense, 
And at another to let in the foe?" 

JOHN MILTON, SAMSON AGONISTES, 1671 

"Three m y  keep a secret, two of them are 
dead " BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 

POOR RICHARD'S ALMANAC, 1735 

This chapter examines the security aspects of local area networks, or LANs, concen- 
trating on the security threats and responses that are common to all such networks. 
Advice on securing specific network systems, such as Novell NetWare and Microsoft 
Windows NT Advanced Server, can be found in the next chapter. Security issues aris- 
ing from communication between networks, whch is referred to as internetwork se- 
curity, is addressed in chapter 13, which also covers remote access security and 
wide area networks (WANs) . 

LAN Security: Basics 

I'll begin with an overview of security issues surrounding the use of Local a rea  net- 
works, which are groups of personal computers wired together to share data and de- 
vices. I then will discuss the pros and cons of networking from a security perspective 
and assess the seriousness of network security problems. Obviously, such discussions 
require a certain famiharity with the basic terminology of personal computer net- 
working, which some readers already possess. They wdl be able to dig into t h s  chap- 
ter right away. However, if you should feel, now or at any time during t h s  chapter, 
that you need help with network basics, you will find a network primer in appendix I. 
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LANs, WANs, and distributed computing 

A more technical definition of LAN is "a d a t a c o m  system allowing a number of in- 
dependent devices to communicate directly with each other, w i t h  a moderately 
sized geographic area over a physical communications channel of moderate rates" 
(IEEE, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers). In other words, part of 
what defines something as a LAN is its scope. Most LANs start out small, just a few 
computers cabled together, as shown in Figure 11.1. Each machine might share re- 
sources with the others (peer-to-peer), or one machine might provide shared re- 
sources for the others (file server). 

When a LAN grows, which most LANs tend to do, it eventually becomes something 
else, typically referred to as a wide area network, or WAN. From the description of 
a typical WAN shown in Figure 11.2, you can see that such entities can grow to be 
very large and extremely complex. However, when broken down into its component 
parts, such an entity is essentially a collection of computers, most of which are per- 
sonal computers. In other words, and t h s  is an extremely important point, LANs 
and WANs are constructed from inherently insecure technology, that is, per- 
sonal computers. 

These days, this point cannot be stressed strongly enough because "LANs have 
become a major tool to many organizations in meeting data processing and data com- 

A. Peer-to-peer network with 
file and printer sharing. 

B. File server network with 
central storage and backup 
plus shared network devices 

L~erminator Local drives, can be shared Local printer, can be shared C. Similar file server network 
but in "star" topology with hub. 

Local drive not Hard drive can be File server with Printer is shared Modem is shared 
required, PC can used to boot PC as tape backup unit as a network as a network 
boot from floppy well as local storage device device 

Figure 11.1 Diagram of basic LAN arrangements, peer-to-peer, and file server. 
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Figure 11.2 Diagram of a typical WAN, with branch offices and telecommuters. 

munication needs" (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 191, 
Guidehes for the Analysis of Local Area Network Security, 1994). Figures from 
Romtec, a British market research firm, suggest that, in 1993, the proportion of per- 
sonal computers connected to networks was well over the 50% mark. Romtec found 
that 9 out of 10 companies with more than 50 employees were using local area net- 
works (LANs). In those companies that had LANs, 70% of all PCs were networked. 
A 1995 joint Open ComputingOJCSA survey of almost 400 companies indicated that 
90% were using local area networks, and four out of five of these were file server 
based. 

Not only is the number of connections growing, the value of the information 
passed through those connections also is increasing, thanks to trends with names 
like client/server, downsizing, and rightsizing. More and more organizations are 
trusting networks to handle "mission-critical" applications, whch means that the 
wires are humming with what we might call "life-or-death" data (i.e., information 
that the temporary or permanent loss or compromise of which would prevent an or- 
ganization carrying out it primary objectives). In 1995, more that three-quarters of 
the 1200 companies surveyed by Ernst & Young for Infosecurity News were using 
LANs to run mission-critical applications. For example, the diagram in Figure 11.2 
might represent the main computer system used by one of the top 10 American 
banks. 
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Would You Know If You'd Been Hacked? 

The 1995 Open ComputingNCSA survey found that 77% of IS (Information Sys- 
tems) managers thought their networks were safe from hackers. However, t h s  
might well indicate complacency. Consider the results of a test performed about 
12 months earlier by the Defense Information Systems Agency. It attacked De- 
partment of Defense computer systems (which are required by law to comply 
with strict security guidehes) to see how vulnerable they were. Of the 9000 com- 
puters attacked, 7900 were broken into! Furthermore, only 4% of the successful 
attacks were detected by the target organization. If Department of Defense secu- 
rity has a failure rate of 88%, it is frightening to contemplate how wide open the 
rest of the government is, not to mention the private sector. 

The growth of distributed, clientlserver computing is confirmed by a 1993 Ernst & 
Young survey, which was conducted in conjunction with Information Week. Replies 
from nearly 900 chief information officers revealed that, over the last 5 years, dis- 
tributed computing has increased in more than 9 out of 10 organizations. At the 
same time, more than 75% of those who responded believed that information secu- 
rity risks had increased. Distributed computing not only means that valuable corpo- 
rate data is accessible from the desktop, it usually means that the desktop is 
accessible from outside the office. It also means that risks, assets, and responsibh- 
ties are distributed, making controls more difficult to implement. 

Network pros and cons 

There are many positive reasons for increased intercomputer communications. You 
can achieve significant cost savings from sharing resources and make productivity 
gains from provision of faster, better communications and information sharing. 
There also are potential security benefits. Any serious network operating system, or 
NOS, contains security features, and every NOS is more mindful of security than the 
popular desktop operating systems. The centralized storage of information that 
comes with server-based networking makes that information easier to protect, at 
least in terms of backup. 

However, these gains come with risks attached. Connecting two computers opens 
up a new front for the attacker who can exploit the connection, either to get at the 
data being transferred or to penetrate one or more of the connected systems, as 
shown in Figure 11.3. Simply put, establishing a connection between two or more 
computers means: 

More to lose 

More ways to lose it 

What sort of losses are we talking about? Infonetics Research of San Jose, Califor- 
nia, compared corporate losses due to real LAN outages in 1989 and 1993. The aver- 
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Access gained at one Users may copy confidential All devices on the Access gained via 
machine can lead to data from the file server to network become a modem attached 
valuable data, even local storage, where it may potential points to the network or 
if there is no data be less secure. User errors of attack, such as to a single machine 
stored on the first can cause problems for the the print queue, on the network, can 
machine that is server, possibly denying from which data expose all of the data 

accessed. access to other users. can be hi-jacked. on the network. 

As networks grow, 
the potential targets 
increase, as do the 
possible points of 
entry, which might 
be on a network 
outside of your 
direct control. 

Devices such as 
hubs, bridges, and 
routers can also be 
a source of attack, 
e.g., unauthorized 

connections of 
insecure systems 
and alteration of 
access controls. 

Connections to other All devices that can connect 
networks increase with the network are a source 
the total value and of attack, such as an old 
amount of data that maintenance modem on a 

can be compromised mainframe or mini to which 
by a single breach. the network has a gateway. 

5J ( Gateway -1 

Figure 11.3 Networkmg makes possible new methods of attack. 

age total losses (i.e., revenues plus employee productivity) for companies that ex- 
perienced losses were $4.2 million per company in 1989. In 1993, that figure was 
$7.5 mikon! Furthermore, practically all of that increase came from lost revenue. 
This figure rose from an average of $650,000 per company in 1989 to $3.9 million in 
1993, a whopping 500% increase. 

On the Right Track 

Back in 1989, I wrote: "More and more organizations see LANs as a major part of 
their overall information technology strategy. Micro-to-mainframe h k s  are ex- 
panding as micros become better able to work effectively with large amounts of 
downloaded data. The use of online databases, bulletin boards, and electronic 
mail facilities is rising steadily. Channel protection wdl become increasingly irn- 
portant in all three areas: LANs, micro-to-mainframe connections, and online ser- 
vices." See the section "The channel factor" later in t h s  chapter for more on 
channel protection. 
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The increase in potential gains from a single successful penetration of security 
makes the connected computer a far more promising target for the attacker. You still 
have to worry about IHIs (inhouse interlopers, from the merely curious to the seri- 
ously fraudulent), as well as DISEMs (disgruntled employees, for whom intercom- 
puter connections are a target for belligerence). However, you also need to consider 
outside hackers, both amateur and professional, who live and breathe intercomputer 
communications. (Remember that hacker Kevin Mitnik's first arrest was for stealing 
manuals from a Pacific Bell switching station. That was in 1981, when he was 17.) 

LAN Security: Structure and Goals 

Personal computers have so few lnherent security features that opening up new 
channels of access for and between them is, almost by definition, a risky proposition. 
In this section, I wdl try to create a framework for addressing these risks and estab- 
lish the goals of LAN security. 

Two factors 

The act of establishing connections between computers, either locally or over con- 
siderable distances, has several important security implications: 

Normal security problems associated with an unconnected computer system are 
multiplied by a factor roughly equal to the number of computer systems connected 
together. T h s  can be referred to as the multiplication factor. 
Opening up channels of communications between computer systems, providing 
access into a computer through one port or another, creates a new security area 
that can be called the channel factor. 

Taken together the multiplication factor and the channel factor create a unique set 
of security problems, whch normally are referred to as network security, although I 
like the term manzlfold security. Networks of connections between large computer 
systems have been around for many years, and an established body of knowledge 
deals with the question of how to ensure the integrity of information on these large- 
scale networks. Unfortunately, much of this knowledge cannot be applied directly to 
personal computers because of major differences in design and application. Personal 
computers are rarely located in secure or controlled environments. Neither personal 
computer hardware nor the operating systems that control it offer much in the way of 
built-in access control, particularly when it comes to connections with other hard- 
ware. Indeed, the term "marufold security" well-describes the situation confronting 
those responsible for securing personal computers that need to communicate. 

The multiplication factor 

The security of computers that are connected has to start with individual computer 
security. You cannot combine a number of insecure computers into a network and 
create a secure system from the top down (unless you remove all local storage and 
processing, whch in effect reduces the personal computer to a dumb terminal). 
While any decent network operating system wdl provide extensive security mea- 
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sures (examples of which are given in this chapter and the next), these are defeated 
or weakened if the individual systems are not secure. 

If I have uncontrolled use of your PC and you are connected to a network, then I have 
an excellent platform from which to attack the network, not to mention data that you 
already have transferred from the network to your PC, whch d be mine for the tak- 
ing. If the network is securely configured, I rmght have difficulty lo= on from your 
PC, but the network itself cannot do anythmg to protect the PC. This is a serious prob- 
lem that is not likely to disappear any time soon gven that the default, as-delivered 
state of most PCs continues to be unlocked and unprotected. Consider Windows 95, the 
first major new desktop operating system in many years. It contains plenty of hooks to 
which network security features can be attached, but it offers no standalone security. 

The point is clear: Intercomputer security begins with everything in t h s  book so 
far-from boot protection to backups, theft prevention to power conditioning, and 
access control to virus prevention. According to the layered approach that this book 
advocates, each computer connected to another must be: 

Protected by site-, system-, and file-access control. 

Supported by suitable power and data backup facilities. 

Watched over by a vigilant operatorladministrator. 

The multiplication factor implies that protecting two computers is at least twice as 
difficult as protecting one. For example, a network actually can increase the damage 
and disruption that a virus can cause. The potential fallout from the errors, omis- 
sions, and malicious actions of individual users is magmfied when they are network 
users. Typically, a higher degree of user supervision is required; however, this is not 
always forthcoming. Users accustomed to the freedom and independence of stand- 
alone computing might find it irksome to submit to the rules for network users. 

The channel factor 

In previous chapters, you have seen how the layered approach to security is built up. 
So far, the concern has been the protection of personal computers as separate enti- 
ties, vulnerable to abuse by users putting information in, or taking it out, via disk, 
screen, and keyboard. The layered approach to standalone security can be sumrna- 
rized like ths :  

Access control 

Site-Controlling who can get near the system. 

System-Controlhg who can use the system. 

File-Controlling who can use specific files. 

System support 

Power-Keeping the supply of power clean and constant 

Backup-Keeping copies of files current. 

Vigilance-Keeping tabs on what enters and leaves the system. 
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This arrangement needs to be expanded whenever a computer system is con- 
nected to another system. Intercomputer connection opens a channel of communi- 
cation between machmes. This adds a third layer, channel protection, which can be 
divided into three areas: 

Channel control . Channel verification . Channel support 

Channel control. A connection between two computers is one more way for an at- 
tacker to steal, delete, and corrupt information or otherwise undermine normal op- 
erations. To prevent a channel of communication from becoming an avenue of 
attack, you need to control who can open, use, and close a channel. 

Clearly the first step is to ensure that proper site- and system-access controls are in 
place. The next step is to decide who needs to use a particular channel, then restrict 
access to authorized users. In network terms, t h s  might be a matter of using pass- 
word-controlled logon procedures or two-part token authentication. Password protec- 
tion can be used for mainframe connections as well. Most commercial o n h e  services 
require an account number and password for access, and these should be closely 
guarded. However, system access control should be particularly tight on all personal 
computers equipped with modems (see chapter 13 for more on modem controls). 

Channel verification. To be on the safe side, you should thmk of a channel of commu- 
nication as a path through enemy territory. Whatever passes along that path runs the 
risk of being ambushed. Secure communications involves ongomg verification of the: 

Identity of users 

Integrity of data 

Integrity of the channel 

Users of a communication channel should be required to identlfy themselves, 
whether the connection is a network hookup, a modem, or a mainframe link. When 
you are on the receiving end of intercomputer communications (i.e., acting as the 
host for users calling in), you need to be able to verlfy the claimed identity. Network 
nodes need to be able to venfy the legitimacy of packets received. 

One of the most important requirements for secure communications between com- 
puters is verification of identity. On a local area network, t h s  mght mean that each 
user has an ID number and a password, both of whch must be entered before login 
can be completed. Entry of a valid ID numberlpassword combination does not guar- 
antee the identity of the person usmg them, but the network software will tell the ad- 
ministrator who claims to be using the system. In small sites, a tour of the LAN can 
provide visual verification of these claims. In large installations, where the adminis- 
trator might not be expected to put a name to every face, assistance might be pro- 
vided in the form of photo-ID tags or biometric controls (as described in chapter 6). 

When data is being transferred via a communications channel, it is subject to pos- 
sible distortion, tampering, or theft. Verlfylng the integrity of the channel means 
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making sure that this does not happen. Most communications software includes 
some form of error checking. At a rudimentary level, t h s  can check that the amount 
of data received matches the amount transmitted. More sophisticated methods con- 
firm details of the transmission. 

Verlfylng the integrity of the channel also means making sure that nobody is lis- 
tening in or preventing the theft of anytlung useful if someone is. This is best accom- 
plished by encryption (see chapter 7 for more on encryption). You wdl need to assess 
the likehhood of anyone attempting to intercept or overhear your communications. If 
the risk is high enough, then you can encrypt important communications, using a va- 
riety of devices. Some software systems encrypt all network and telephone line traf- 
fic. Hardware encryptionldecryption devices can be placed at each end of a 
communications link. Some of these are combined with data verification systems. 

Channel support. Intercomputer communications can be established only when a 
large number of different parameters are properly coordinated. Once established, 
communications need to be maintained. This requires a hgh  degree of reliability in 
communications hardware and software. The need for reliabhty and protection cen- 
ters on those components that serve more than one user, in proportion to the num- 
ber of users served. For example, in a local area network where one personal 
computer is acting as a file server for others, disruption or failure of the server can 
have far greater consequences than the breakdown of a single personal computer 
working on its own. Once established, channels of communication must be sup- 
ported or else those tasks that depend upon them will be jeopardized. 

LAN security goals and terms 

In chapter 1, I said that information security meant upholding the confidentiality, in- 
tegrity, and availability of information. These three factors must be addressed when 
defining the goals of LAN security, which adds a fourth element, authenticity: 

Maintain the confidentiahty of data as it is stored, processed, or transmitted on a LAN. 

Maintain the integrity of data as it is stored, processed, or transmitted on a LAN. 

Maintain the availability of data stored on a LAN, as well as the abdity to process 
and transmit the data in a timely fashion. 

Ensure the identity of the sender and receiver of a message. 

According to the Federal Information Processing Standards document in which 
the previous definitions appear, adequate LAN security requires "the proper combi- 
nation of security policies and procedures, techrucal controls, user training and 
awareness, and contingency planning." 

Terms of the trade 

Now might be a good time to review some of the basic security terminology applied 
to LANs. We define a threat as being any person, object, or event that, if realized, 
could potentially cause damage to the LAN. Threats can be malicious, such as the in- 
tentional modification of sensitive information, or can be accidental, such as an error 
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in a calculation or the accidental deletion of a file. Threats also can be acts of nature, 
such as flooding, earthquakes, and lightning. The immediate damage caused by a 
threat is referred to as an impact, such as information disclosure, modification, de- 
struction, or denial of service. This can be distinguished from consequences, which 
are the long-term effects, such as lost business, violation of privacy, civil law suits, 
fines, or even loss of human life. 

We use the term vulnerabilities for weaknesses in a LAN that can be exploited by 
a threat. For example, threat of unauthorized access to the LAN arises from the vul- 
nerability of a poor password choice made by a user, which might be exploited by an 
interloper who guesses or cracks the password protection. Reducing or eliminating 
the vulnerabilities of the LAN can reduce or eliminate the risk of threats to the LAN. 
For example, a tool that can help users choose robust passwords might reduce the 
chance that users will uthze poor passwords and thus reduce the threat of unautho- 
rized LAN access. 

We use the term security sermice for the combination of security mechanisms, 
supporting data files, and procedures that help protect the LAN from specific 
threats. For example, the identification and authentication service helps protect the 
LAN from unauthorized LAN access by requiring that users identify themselves, as 
well as verifymg those identities. The security service is only as robust as the mech- 
anisms, procedures, and so on that make up the service. 

Controls implemented to provide the security services needed to protect the LAN 
are referred to as security mechanisms. For example, a token-based authentication 
system, which requires that the user be in possession of a required token, might be 
the mechanism implemented to provide the identification and authentication service. 
Other mechanisms that help maintain the confidentiality of the authentication infor- 
mation also can be considered as part of the identification and authentication service. 

LAN Functions, Concerns, and Policy 

You can think of a LAN as providing three main functions: distributed file storing, re- 
mote computing, and messaging (see appendix I for further definition of these func- 
tions). Each of these raises its own concerns, which are discussed, together with the 
wider issue of LAN management and policy, in the following sections, derived from 
the Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 191, Guidelines for the 
Analysis of LAN Security (this document includes a very helpful generic LAN Secu- 
rity Policy, which is included in appendix C). 

Distributed file storing 

Network file servers provide users with access to various parts of the file system. 
Typically this is done by allowing a user to attach a certain file system, or directory, 
to the user's workstation to be used as though it is a local disk. This presents two po- 
tential problems. First, the server might provide access protection only to the direc- 
tory level so that a user granted access to a directory has access to all files contained 
in that directory. To minimize risk in this situation, proper structuring and manage- 
ment of the LAN file system are important. 
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The second problem is caused by inadequate protection mechanisms on the local 
workstation. For example, a personal computer might provide minimal or no protec- 
tion of the information stored on it. A user that copies a file from the server to the lo- 
cal drive on the PC loses the protection afforded the file when it was stored on the 
server. For some types of mformation, this might be acceptable; however, other 
types of information might require more stringent protections. T h s  requirement 
points to the need for access controls in the PC environment. 

Remote computing 

In t h s  context, remote computing refers to the abhty of one computer to run appli- 
cation software that resides on another computer, as opposed to simply using the other 
computer's data storage. A LAN allows you to remotely run an application on one or 
more components, while h a m  the appearance of running locally. Ths  allows you to 
u t k e  the processing power of the LAN as a whole. However, remote computing must 
be controlled so that only authorized users can access remote components and remote 
applications. Servers must be able to authenticate remote users who request services 
or applications. These requests also mght call for the local and remote servers to au- 
thenticate to each other. The inability to authenticate can lead to unauthorized users 
bemg granted access to remote servers and applications. There must be some level of 
assurance regardmg the integrity of applications utilized by many users over a LAN. 

Messaging services 

In the early days of personal computer networking, few people predicted that send- 
ing messages between computers would be one of the main driving forces behind the 
growth of network connections. Today, one has the impression that some organiza- 
tions, and a good many users, could not survive without their e-mail. Unfortunately, 
messaging services add additional risk to information that is stored on a server or in 
transit. Inadequately protected e-mail can easily be captured and perhaps altered 
and retransmitted, affecting both the confidentiality and integrity of the message. 

Topologies and protocols 

The LAN topologes and protocols used today demand that messages be made avadable 
to many nodes in reaching the desired destination. This is much cheaper and easier to 
maintain than providing a drect physical path from every machme to every machine. 
Indeed, on large LANs, direct paths are mfeasible. The possible threats inherent in- 
clude both active and passive wiretapping. Passive wiretapping includes not only in- 
formation release but also traffic analysis (using addresses, other header data, message 
length, and message frequency). Active wiretapping includes message stream modl- 
fications (includmg m o ~ c a t i o n ,  delay, duplication, deletion, or counterfeiting). 

LAN management and security policies 

A weak security policy also contributes to the risk associated with a LAN. A formal 
security policy governing the use of LANs should be in place to demonstrate man- 
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agement's position on the importance of protecting valued assets. A security policy 
is a concise statement of top management's position on information values, protec- 
tion responsibilities, and organizational commitment. A strong LAN security policy 
should be in place to provide direction and support from the hghest levels of man- 
agement. The policy should identlfy the role that each employee has in assuring that 
the LAN and the information it carries are adequately protected. 

The LAN security policy should stress the importance of, and provide support for, 
LAN management. At the same time, LAN management should be given the neces- 
sary funding and resources. Poor LAN management can result in security lapses. 
The resulting problems could include security settings becoming too lax, security 
procedures not being performed correctly, or even the failure to implement the nec- 
essary security mechanisms. 

Lack of user awareness regarding the security of the LAN also can add risk. Users 
who are not familiar with the security mechanisms and procedures might use them 
improperly and perhaps less securely. Responsibihties for implementing security 
mechanisms and procedures and following the policies regarding the use of the PC 
in a LAN environment usually fall to the user of the PC. Users must be given the 
proper guidance and training necessary to maintain an acceptable level of protection 
in the LAN environment. 

LAN Threats 

The following discussion of threats and vulnerabilities is derived from the Federal In- 
formation Processing Standards Publication 191, Guidelines for the Analysis of LAN 
Security, which looks at each threat as if it is realized. The approach is to categorize 
the types of impacts that can occur on a LAN so that specific technical threats can 
be grouped by the impacts and examined in a meaningful manner. For example, the 
techrucal threats that can lead to the impact "LAN traffic compromise" in general 
can be distinguished from those threats that can lead to the impact "disruption of 
LAN functionalities." While many threats might result in more than one impact, for 
this discussion, a particular threat will be discussed only in conjunction with one im- 
pact. The impacts that wdl be used to categorize and discuss the threats to a LAN en- 
vironment are: 

Unauthorized LAN access: Results from an unauthorized individual gaining ac- 
cess to the LAN. 

Inappropriate access to LAN resources: Results from an individual, authorized 
or unauthorized, gaining access to LAN resources in an unauthorized manner. 

= Disclosure of data: Results from an individual accessing or reading information 
and possibly reveahg the information in an accidental or unauthorized intentional 
manner. 

Unauthorized modi;fication to data and software: Results from an individual 
mo-g, deleting, or destroying LAN data and software in an unauthorized or ac- 
cidental manner. 
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Disclosure of LAN traffic: Results from an individual accessing or reading infor- 
mation and possibly revealing the information in an accidental or unauthorized in- 
tentional manner as it moves through the LAN. 

Spoofing of LAN traffic: Results when a message appears to have been sent from 
a legitimate, named sender, when actually the message had not been. 

Disruption of LAN functions: Results from threats that block LAN resources 
from being available in a timely manner. 

Unauthorized LAN access 

LANs provide file sharing, printer sharing, file storage sharing, and so on. Because 
resources are shared and not used solely by one individual, there is a need for con- 
trol of the resources and accountability for use of the resources. Unauthorized LAN 
access occurs when someone, who is not authorized to use the LAN, gains access to 
the LAN (usually by acting as a legitimate user of the LAN). Three common methods 
used to gain unauthorized access are password sharing, general password guessing, 
and password capturing, as diagrammed in Figure 11.4. 

Password sharing allows an unauthorized user to have the LAN access and priv- 
ileges of a legitimate user, with the legitimate user's knowledge and acceptance. 
Password guessing was addressed in chapter 7 and is a common means of unau- 
thorized access when proper password policies are not enforced. Password cap- 
turing is a process in which a legitimate user unknowingly reveals the user's login 
ID and password. T h s  might be done through the use of a Trojan horse program 
that appears to the user as a legitimate login program; however, the Trojan horse 
program is designed to capture passwords (see chapter 9 for more on Trojan 
horses). Capturing a login ID and password as it is transmitted across the LAN un- 
encrypted is another method used to ultimately gain access. The hardware andlor 
software to capture cleartext LAN traffic, including passwords, is readily available 

Passwords can be: Passwords can be: 
a. read, from the screen, or notes c. sniffed by Trojan programs 
b. guessed, from personal information d. stolen from network traffic or file servers 
c. shared, to "help" other users e. disclosed by social engineering I 

Figure 11.4 Unauthorized LAN access is due to poor password protection 
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today. Unauthorized LAN access can occur by exploiting the following types of w l -  
nerabilities: 

Lack of, or insufficient, identification and authentication scheme 

Password sharing 

Poor password management or easy-to-guess passwords 

Using known system holes and wlnerabhties that have not been patched 

Single-user PCs that are not password protected at boot time 

Under-utilized use of PC l o c h g  mechanisms 

LAN access passwords that are stored in batch files on PCs 

Poor physical control of network devices 

Unprotected modems 

Lack of a time-out for login time period and log of attempts 

Lack of disconnect for multiple login failures and log of attempts 

Lack of "last successful login dateltime" and "unsuccessful login attempt" notifi- 
cation and log 

Lack of real-time user verification (to detect masquerading) 

Inappropriate access to LAN resources 

One of the benefits of using a LAN is that many resources are r e a d y  available to many 
users, rather than each user having hmited dedicated resources. These resources 
might include file storage, applications, high-end printers, modems, scanners, data, 
and so on. However, not all resources need to be made avadable to each user. To pre- 
vent compromising the security of the resource (that is, corrupting the resource or 
lessening the availability of the resource), only those who require the use of the re- 
source should be permitted to utilize that resource, as diagrammed in Figure 11.5. 

Unauthorized access occurs when a user, legitimate or unauthorized, accesses a re- 
source that the user is not permitted to use. Unauthorized access might occur simply 
because the access rights assigned to the resource are not assigned properly. However, 
unauthorized access also might occur because the access control mechanism or 
the privilege mechanism is not granular enough. In these cases, the only way to grant 
the user the needed access rlghts or privileges to perform a specific function is to grant 
the user more access than is needed or more privileges than are needed. Unauthorized 
access to LAN resources can occur by exploiting the following types of vulnerabilities: 

8 Use of system default permission settings that are too permissive to users 

Improper use of administrator or LAN manager privileges 

Data that is stored with an inadequate level or no protection assigned 

Lack of, or improper use of, the privilege mechanism for users 

PCs that utilize no access control on a file-level basis 
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User A enters customer orders: Users A and B have legitimate User B enters payroll data: 
readlwrite access to the order need to print, but full control readlwrite access to some fields 

database is appropriate, access of print queue is not appropriate, in the accounting database is 
to accounting database is not. nor is the abilitv to ~ r i n t  all data amro~riate, full access is not 

Users C and D are 
in shipping so their 

use of modem to access 
shipping company data is 

appropriate, but unlimited use 
of modem, for example. to "surf 

the net" is not appropriate 

Figure 11.5 Appropriate access to LAN resources requires careful planning. 

As LANs are utilized throughout an organization, some of the data stored or 
processed on a LAN might require some level of confidentiality. The disclosure of 
LAN data or software occurs when the data or software is accessed, read, and possi- 
bly released to an individual who is not authorized for the data. This can occur when 
someone gains access to information that is not encrypted or views monitors or 
printouts of the information. The compromise of LAN data can occur by exploiting 
the following types of vulnerabilities: 

Improper access control settings 

Data, which has been deemed sensitive enough to warrant encryption, stored in 
unencrypted form 

Application source code stored in unencrypted form 

Monitors viewable in hgh-traffic areas 

Printer stations placed in hgh-traffic areas 

Data and software backup copies stored in open areas 

Unauthorized modification of data and software 

Because LAN users share data and applications, changes to those resources must be 
controlled. Unauthorized modification of data or software occurs when unauthorized 
changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) are made to a file or program. 
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Changes to data and software are 
rapidly propagated across a wide 

range of devices, including file 

reports, both paper 

Figure 11.6 Consequences of unauthorized modification of data and software 

When undetected modifications to data are present for long periods of time, the 
modified data might be spread through the LAN, possibly corrupting databases, 
spreadsheet calculations, and other various application data. T h s  can damage the 
integrity of most application information, as diagrammed in Figure 11.6. 

When undetected software changes are made, all system software can become 
suspect, warranting a thorough review (and perhaps reinstallation) of all related 
software and applications. These unauthorized changes can be made in simple com- 
mand programs (e.g., in PC batch files, in utility programs used on multiuser sys- 
tems, in major application programs, or any other type of software). They can be 
made by unauthorized outsiders, as well as those who are authorized to make soft- 
ware changes (although the changes that they make are not authorized). 

These changes can divert information (or copies of the information) to other des- 
tinations, corrupt the data as it is processed, or harm the availability of system or 
LAN services. Unauthorized modification of data and software clearly includes 
viruses. Currently viruses have been limited to corrupting personal computers and 
generally do not corrupt LAN servers, although viruses can use the LAN to infect 
workstations (there will be more on the network aspect of viruses in chapter 12). 
The unauthorized modification of data and software can occur by exploiting the fol- 
lowing types of vulnerabilities: 

Write permission granted to users who require only read permission to access 

Undetected changes made to software, including the addition of code to create a 
Trojan horse program 

Lack of a cryptographic checksum on sensitive data 

Privilege mechanisms that allow unnecessary write permission 

Lack of virus protection and detection tools 
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Disclosure of LAN traffic 

The disclosure of LAN traffic occurs when someone who is unauthorized reads, or 
otherwise obtains, information as it moves through the LAN. LAN traffic can be com- 
promised by listening and capturing traffic transmitted over the LAN transport me- 
dia (tapping into a network cable, listening to traffic transmitted over the air, 
misusing a provided network connection by attaching an analysis device, and so on). 
Many users realize the importance of confidential information when it is stored on 
their workstations or servers, but it also is important to maintain that confidentiality 
as the information travels through the LAN. 

Information that can be compromised in this way includes system and user names, 
passwords, electronic mail messages, application data, etc. For example, even 
though passwords might be in an encrypted form when stored on a system, they can 
be captured in plaintext as they are sent from a workstation or PC to a file server. 
Electronic mail message files, which usually have very strict access rights when 
stored on a system, often are sent in plaintext across a wire, making them an easy 
target for capturing. The compromise of LAN traffic can occur by exploiting the fol- 
lowing types of wlnerabhties: 

Inadequate physical protection of LAN devices and medium 

Transmitting plaintext data using broadcast protocols 

Transmitting plaintext data (unencrypted) over the LAN medium 

Spoofing of LAN traffic 

Data that is transmitted over a LAN should not be altered in an unauthorized man- 
ner as a result of that transmission, either by the LAN itself or by an intruder. LAN 
users should be able to have a reasonable expectation that the message that was sent 
is received unmodified. A modification occurs when an intentional or unintentional 
change is made to any part of the message including the contents and addressing in- 
formation. 

Messages transmitted over the LAN need to contain some sort of addressing in- 
formation that reports the sending address of the message and the receiving address 
of the message (along with other pieces of information). Spoofing of LAN traffic in- 
volves the ability to receive a message by masquerading as the legitimate receiving 
destination or masquerading as the sending machine and sending a message to a 
destination. You can see this diagrammed in Figure 11.7. To masquerade as a receiv- 
ing machine, the LAN must be persuaded into believing that the destination address 
is the legitimate address of the machme. (Receiving LAN traffic also can be done by 
listening to messages as they are broadcast to all nodes.) 

Masquerading as the sending machme to deceive a receiver into believing the mes- 
sage was legitimately sent can be done by masquerading the address or by means of 
a playback. A playback involves capturing a session between a sender and receiver, 
then retransmitting that message (either with the header only and new message 
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A: Sender B: Receiver 

Normal transmission 

Note: Diagrams follow Staiiings, 
Network and Internetwork Security 

Spoofing: C sends message to B 
which B assumes is from A 

Interception: C obtains a copy 
of data intended for B only. 

Interception: C masquerades as B 
so A thinks B received message 

Modification: C intercepts and 
changes data intended for B 

Monitoring: C iearns about A 1 and B by analyzing t ra fk  

Figure 11.7 Threats to normal LAN traffic (after Stalhgs) 

contents or the whole message). The spoofing of LAN traffic or the modification of 
LAN traffic can occur by exploiting the following types of wlnerabhties: 

Transmitting LAN traffic in plaintext 
Lack of a dateltime stamp (showing sending time and receiving time) 

8 Lack of message authentication code mechanism or digital signature 
Lack of real-time verification mechanism (to use against playback) 

Disruption of LAN functions 

A disruption of LAN functionality occurs when the LAN cannot do the job that it was 
designed to do in an acceptable, timely manner. A disruption can interrupt one type 
of functionality or many. A disruption of LAN functionalities can occur by exploiting 
the following types of vulnerabilities: 

8 Inability to detect unusual traffic patterns (i.e., intentional flooding, sometimes 
called spamming) 
Inability to reroute traffic, handle hardware failures, and so on 
Configuration of LAN that allows for a single point of failure 
Unauthorized changes made to hardware components (reconfiguring addresses 
on workstations, modifymg router or hub configurations, and so on) 
Improper maintenance of LAN hardware 
Improper physical security of LAN hardware 

LAN Security Services and Mechanisms 

A security service is a collection of mechanisms, procedures, and other controls 
that is implemented to help reduce the risk associated with threat. For example, 
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the identification and authentication service helps reduce the risk of the unautho- 
rized user threat. Some services provide protection from threats, while other ser- 
vices provide for detection of the threat occurrence. An example of this would be a 
logging or monitoring service. The following services will be discussed in this sec- 
tion: 

Ident~ication and authentication: Helps ensure that the LAN is accessed by 
only authorized individuals. 

Access control: Helps ensure that LAN resources are being utilized in an autho- 
rized manner. 

Data and message confidentiality: Helps ensure that LAN data, software, and 
messages are not disclosed to unauthorized parties. 

Data and message integrity: Helps ensure that LAN data, software, and mes- 
sages are not modified by unauthorized parties. 

No,nrepudiation: Prevents the entities involved in a communication from denying 
having participated. Specifically, the sending entity cannot deny having sent a 
message (nonrepudiation with proof of origin) and the receiving entity cannot 
deny having received a message (nonrepudiation with proof of delivery). 

Logging and monitoring: Ensures that uses of LAN resources can be traced 
throughout the LAN. 

Identification and authentication 

The first step toward securing the resources of a LAN is the ability to verify the 
identities of users. The process of verifyng a user's identity is referred to as au- 
thentication. Authentication provides the basis for the effectiveness of other con- 
trols used on the LAN. For example, the logging mechanism provides usage 
information based on the user ID. The access control mechanism permits access to 
LAN resources based on the user ID. Both these controls are effective only under 
the assumption that the requester of a LAN service is the valid user assigned to that 
specific user ID. 

Identification requires the user to be known by the LAN in some manner. This usu- 
ally is based on an assigned user ID. However the LAN cannot trust the validity that 
the user is who the user claims to be, without being authenticated. The authentica- 
tion is done by having the user supply somethmg that only the user has (such as a to- 
ken), something that only the user knows (such as a password), or something that 
makes the user unique (such as a fingerprint). The more of these that the user has 
to supply, the less risk in someone masquerading as the legitimate user (see the dia- 
gram in Figure 1 l 3). 

A requirement that specifies the need for authentication should exist in most 
LAN policies. The requirement might be directed implicitly in a program-level pol- 
icy that stresses the need to effectively control access to information and LAN re- 
sources, or it might be explicitly stated in a LAN-specific policy that states that all 
users must be uniquely identified and authenticated (see chapter 3 for more on 
Formulating policy). 
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I I I 

Something you have = STRONG 

Something uniquely you AND Something you know = STRONG r r 
Figure 11.8 Reliability of identification increases with multiple proofs 

On most LANs, the identification and authentication mechanism is a user IDIpass- 
word scheme. To quote from a 1991 National Computer Systems Laboratory Bul- 
letin, entitled Advanced Authentication Technology: 

Password systems can be effective if managed properly, but they seldom are. Authentica- 
tion that relies solely on passwords often has failed to provide adequate protection for 
systems for a number of reasons. Users tend to create passwords that are easy to remem- 
ber and hence easy to guess. On the other hand, users that must use passwords generated 
from random characters, while difficult to guess, also are difficult to be remembered by 
users. This forces the user to write the password down, most likely in an area easily ac- 
cessible in the work area. 

As I discussed in chapter 7, proper password selection (striking a balance between 
being easy to remember for the user and difficult to guess for everyone else) has al- 
ways been an issue. Passwords created by generators that produce passwords that 
consist of pronounceable syllables have more potential of being remembered than 
generators that produce purely random characters. Password-checker programs can 
be used to help the user to determine whether a new password is considered easy to 
guess and thus unacceptable. 

Password-only mechanisms, especially those that transmit the password in the 
clear (in an unencrypted form), are susceptible to being monitored and captured. 
This can become a serious problem if the LAN has any uncontrolled connections to 
outside networks. If, after considering all authentication options, LAN policy deter- 
mines that password-only systems are acceptable, the proper management of pass- 
word creation, storage, expiration, and destruction becomes all the more important. 
However, because of the vulnerabilities that st111 exist with the use of password-only 
mechanisms, more robust mechanisms might be preferred. As described in chapters 
6 and 7, considerable advances have been made in the areas of token-based authen- 
tication and the use of biometrics. 

A smartcard-based or token mechanism requires that a user be in possession of 
the token and additionally might require the user to know a PIN or password. These 
devices then perform a challengelresponse authentication scheme using real-time 
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parameters. Using real-time parameters helps prevent an intruder from gaining 
unauthorized access through a login session playback. These devices also can en- 
crypt the authentication session, preventing the compromise of the authentication 
information through monitoring and capturing. 

Loclung mechanisms for LAN devices, workstations, or PCs that require user au- 
thentication to unlock can be useful to users who must leave their work areas fre- 
quently. These locks allow users to remain logged into the LAN and leave their work 
areas (for an acceptable short period of time) without exposing an entry point into 
the LAN. 

Modems that provide users with LAN access might require additional protection. 
An intruder that can access the modem might gain access by successfully guessing a 
user password. The availability of modem use to legitimate users also might become 
an issue if an intruder is allowed continual access to the modem. 

Mechanisms that provide a user with his or her account usage information can 
alert the user that the account was used in an abnormal manner (e.g., multiple login 
failures). These mechanisms include notifications such as the date, time, and loca- 
tion of last successful login and the number of previous login failures. The type of se- 
curity mechanisms that could be implemented to provide the identification and 
authentication service are: 

Password-based mechanism 

Smartcardkmart token-based mechanism 

Biometric-based mechanism 

Password generator . Password locking . Keyboard locking 

PC or workstation locking 

Termination of connection after multiple failed logins 

User notification of "last successful login" and "number of login failures" 

Real-time user verification mechanism 

Cryptography with unique user keys 

Access control 

A variety of access control mechanisms and privilege mechanisms can protect 
against the unauthorized use of LAN resources. Most file servers and multiuser 
workstations provide this service to some extent. However, PCs that mount drives 
from the file servers usually do not. Users must recognize that files used locally from 
a mounted drive are under the access control of the PC. For this reason, it can be im- 
portant to incorporate access control, confidentiahty, and integrity services on PCs 
to whatever extent possible. 

In chapter 7, I mentioned that access controls could be categorized as discre- 
tionary or mandatory. Discretionary access control is the most common type of ac- 
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cess control used by LANs. The basis of this kind of security is that an individual user 
or a program operating on the user's behalf is allowed to specify explicitly the types 
of access other users (or programs executing on their behalf) can have to informa- 
tion under the user's control. Discretionary security dlffers from mandatory security 
in that it implements the access control decisions of the user. Mandatory controls are 
driven by the results of a comparison between the user's trust level or clearance and 
the sensitivity designation of the information. 

Access control mechanisms exist that support access granularity for acknowledg- 
ing an owner, a specified group of users, and the world (all other authorized users). 
This allows the owner of the file (or directory) to have different access rights than 
all other users and allows the owner to speclfy different access rights for a specified 
group of people and also for the world. Generally, access rights allow read, write, and 
execute access. Some LAN operating systems provide additional access rights that 
allow updates, append only, and so on (see chapter 12 for rights provided by specific 
network operating systems). 

A LAN operating system might implement user profiles, capability lists, or access 
control lists to specify access rights for many individual users and many different 
groups. Using these mechanisms allows more flexibility in granting different access 
rights to different users, which can provide more stringent access control for the file 
(or directory). Access control lists assign the access rights of named users and 
named groups to a file or directory. Capability lists and user profiles assign the files 
and directories that can be accessed by a named user. User access can exist at the 
directory level or the file level. Access control at the directory level places the same 
access rights on all of the files in the directory. For example, a user that has read ac- 
cess to the directory can read (and perhaps copy) any file in that directory. Direc- 
tory access rights also can provide an explicit negative access that prevents the user 
from any access to the files in the directory (see Figure 11.9). 

Some networks control how a file can be accessed, in addition to controlling who 
can access the file. Implementations can provide a parameter that allows an owner 
to mark a file sharable or locked. Sharable files accept multiple accesses to the file at 
the same time. A locked file d l  permit only one user to access it. If a file is a read- 
only file, making it sharable allows many users to read it at the same time. 

These access controls also can be used to restrict usage between servers on the 
LAN. Many LAN operating systems can restrict the type of traffic sent between 

Access Control List User Profile: Ron Directory Access 

Directory access: Directory: Inventory 

lnventory (R) 

Orders (R) RO: Sue, Sales, Ron 

Projects ( R N )  

Groups: none 

Printing: Yes 

Figure 11.9 How different approaches to access control describe access permission 
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servers. There might be no restrictions, which implies that all users might be able to 
access resources on all servers (depending on the user's access rights on a particu- 
lar server). Some restrictions might be in place that allow only certain types of traf- 
fic (e.g., only electronic mail messages), and further restrictions might allow no 
exchange of traffic from server to server. The LAN policy should determine what 
types of information need to be exchanged between servers. Information that is not 
necessary to be shared between servers then should be restricted. 

Privilege mechanisms enable authorized users to override the access permissions or, 
in some manner, legally bypass controls to perform a function, access a file, etc. A priv- 
ilege mechanism should incorporate the concept of least privilege. The NIST Glossary 
of Computer Security Teminology defines this as "a principle where each subject in 
a system be granted the most restrictive set of privileges needed for the performance of 
an authorized task." For example, the principle of least privilege should be imple- 
mented to perform the backup function. A user who is authorized to perform the 
backup function needs to have read access to all fdes to copy them to the backup me- 
dia. (However, the user should not be gwen read access to all files through the access 
control mechanism.) The user is granted a "privilege" to override the read restrictions 
(enforced by the access control mechanism) on all files to perform the backup function. 

The more granular the privileges that can be granted, the more control there is, 
without having to grant excessive privilege to perform an authorized function. For 
example, the user who has to perform the backup function does not need to have a 
write override privilege; however, for privilege mechanisms that are less granular, 
this might occur. The types of security mechanisms that could be implemented to 
provide the access control service are: 

Access rights, defining owner, group, and world permissions 

Access control lists, user profiles, and capability lists 

Mandatory access control 

Granular privilege 

Data and message confidentiality 

The data and message confidentiality service can be used when the secrecy of infor- 
mation is necessary. As a front-line protection, t h s  service can incorporate mecha- 
nisms associated with the access-control service but also can rely on encryption to 
provide further secrecy protection. In this way, if the access-control service is cir- 
cumvented, the file can be accessed, but the information stdl is protected by being 
in encrypted form. (It is interesting to note that Federal Information Processing 
Standards specifically point to the use of encryption on PCs that do not provide an 
access-control service as a front-line protection.) 

It is very difficult to control unauthorized access to LAN traffic as it is moved 
through the LAN. For most LAN users, this is a realized and accepted problem. The 
use of encryption reduces the risk of someone capturing and reading LAN messages 
in transit by making the message unreadable to those who might capture it. Only the 
authorized user who has the correct key can decrypt the message once it is received. 
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A strong policy statement should dictate to users the types of information that are 
deemed sensitive enough to warrant encryption. A program-level policy can dictate 
the broad categories of information that need to be stringently protected, while a 
system-level policy can detail the specific types of information and the specific envi- 
ronments that warrant encryption protection. 

At whatever level the policy is dictated, the decision to use encryption should be 
made by the authority w i t h  the organization charged with ensuring protection of 
sensitive mformation. If a strong policy does not exist that defines what information 
to encrypt, then the data owner ultimately should make this decision. The types of 
security mechanisms that could be implemented to provide the message and data 
confidentiality service are: 

File and message encryption technology 
Protection for backup copies on tapes, diskettes, and so on 

Physical protection of physical LAN medium and devices 
Use of routers that provide filtering to limit broadcasting (either by blocking or by 
masking message contents) 

Data and message integrity 

The data and message integrity service helps to protect data and software on work- 
stations, file servers, and other LAN components from unauthorized modification. 
The unauthorized modification can be intentional or accidental. This service can be 
provided by the use of cryptographic checksums and very granular access control 
and privilege mechanisms. The more granular the access control or privilege mech- 
anism, the less likely an unauthorized or accidental modification can occur. 

The data and message integrity service also helps to ensure that a message is not al- 
tered, deleted, or added to in any manner during transmission. (The inadvertent mod- 
ification of a message packet is handled through the media access control implemented 
within the LAN protocol.) Many of the security techniques available today cannot pre- 
vent the modification of a message, but they can detect the modification of a message 
(unless the message is deleted altogether). 

The use of checksums provides a modification-detection capabihty. A Message Au- 
thentication Code (MAC), which is a type of cryptographic checksum, can protect 
against both accidental and intentional, but unauthorized, data modification. A MAC 
is calculated initially by applying a cryptographic algorithm and a secret value, called 
the key, to the data. The initial MAC is retained. The data is later verified by apply- 
ing the cryptographic algorithm and the same secret key to the data to produce an- 
other MAC; this MAC then is compared to the initial MAC. If the two MACs are equal, 
then the data is considered authentic (see the diagram in Figure 11.10). Otherwise, 
an unauthorized modification is assumed (any party trying to mod* the data with- 
out knowing the key would not know how to calculate the appropriate MAC corre- 
sponding to the altered data). 

The use of electronic signatures also can be used to detect the modification of 
data or messages. An electronic signature can be generated using public-key or pri- 
vate-key cryptography. Using a public-key system, documents in a computer system 
are electronically signed by applying the originator's private key to the document. 
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Message Authentication 
MESSAGE SENDER Using ~onYventiona1 Secret Key MESSAGE RECEIVER 

and Public Key Cryptography 
(after Barkley, NIST SP800-7) 

Message Digest (1) Verifies Received Signature 

Notes: 
1. Message Authentication Code 
may be referred to as a cryptographic 
checksum or a digital signature. 
2. Computing the MAC using the 
message digest provides integrity. 
3. Computing MAC using sender's 
private key provides authentication 
and non-repudiation of origin. 
4. Fast, secret key encryption makes 
for more efficient operation. 
5. Encrypting the message provides 
the secrecy. 
6. Encrypting the secret key using the 
receiver's public key guarantees that 
only the receiver can decrypt the key 
needed to decrypt the message. 

Computes MAC as Function 
of the Message Digest (2) 

and Sender's Private Key (3) 

Creates a Conventional 
Secret Key 

Encrypts Message 
e.g. with DES (4) 

Using Secret Key (5) 

Encrypts Secret Key 
Using Receiver's 
Public Key (6) 

Appends Encrypted Secret 

Generates Digest for 
Received Message 

Key and MAC to the 
Encrypted Message 

Decrypts Message Using 
Secret Key 

- i H Decrypts Secret Key Transmits Message Using Receiver's 
to Receiver Private Key 

L I I I I I 

Figure 11.10 Cryptography enables protection against unauthorized data modification (after Barkley). 

The resulting digital signature and document then can be stored or transmitted. The 
signature can be verified using the public key of the originator. If the signature veri- 
fies properly, the receiver has confidence that the document was signed using the 
private key of the originator and that the message had not been altered after it was 
signed. Because private keys are known only to their owner, it is possible to verify 
the originator of the information to a third party. A digital signature, therefore, pro- 
vides two distinct services: nonrepudiation and message integrity. 

The message authentication code (MAC) described earlier also can be used to pro- 
vide an electronic signature capability. A MAC can be used to identlfy the signer of the 
information to the receiver. However, the implementations of this technology do not 
inherently provide nonrepudiation because both the sender of the information and 
the receiver of the information share the same key. The types of security mechanisms 
that could be implemented to provide the data and message integrity service are: 

Message authentication codes used for software or files 

Use of secret key-based electronic signature 

Use of public-key digital signatures 

Granular privilege mechanism 

Appropriate access control settings (no unnecessary write permissions) 

Virus-detection software 

Workstations with no local storage (to prevent local storage of software and files) 

Workstations with no diskette driveltape drive to prevent introduction of suspect 
software 
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Nonrepudiation 

Nonrepudiation helps ensure that the entities in a communication cannot deny hav- 
ing participated in all or part of the communication. When a major function of the 
LAN is electronic mail, this service becomes very important. Nonrepudiation with 
proof of origin gives the receiver some confidence that the message indeed came 
from the named originator. The nonrepudiation service can be provided through the 
use of public-key cryptographic techniques using public-key digital signatures. 

Logging and monitoring 

The use of logging and monitoring performs two functions. The first is the detection 
of the occurrence of a threat, although the detection does not occur in real time un- 
less some type of real-time monitoring capability is utilized. Depending on the extent 
of the logging, the detected event should be traceable throughout the system. For 
example, when an intruder breaks into the system, the log should indicate who was 
logged on to the system at the time, all sensitive files that had failed accesses, all pro- 
grams that had attempted executions, etc. It also should indicate sensitive files and 
programs that were successfully accessed in this time period. 

The second function of this service is to provide system and network managers 
with statistics that indicate that systems and the network as a whole are functioning 
properly. This can be done by an audit mechanism that uses the log file as input and 
processes the file into meaningful information regarding system usage and security. 
A monitoring capability also can be used to detect LAN availability problems as they 
develop. The types of security mechanisms that could be used to provide the logging 
and monitoring service are: 

Logging of identification and authentication information (including source ma- 
chine, modem, and so on) 

Logging of changes to access-control information 

Logging of the use of sensitive files 

Logging of modifications made to critical software 

Utilizing LAN traffic management tools 

Use of auditing tools 

LAN Hardware Security 

In the next chapter, I will look at some of the vulnerabilities of specific network op- 
erating system software. The following section looks at the hardware aspects of LAN 
installation and use. Installing a LAN involves combining a number of computers 
with additional hardware and software. Some network hardware opens new fronts 
for security attacks, while other hardware actually can provide increased security. At 
the most basic level, hardware purchased to create a network adds a further area of 
potential loss from theft. However, the right combination of network hardware can 
make data on a network harder to steal or corrupt than if it were stored on a stand- 
alone system. The main hardware components of a LAN can be grouped as follows: 
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Cables carry signals between the computer's network interface and the rest of the 
LAN. 

Interfaces and connectors make the connection between the network cabling and 
the main circuitry of the computer. 

Expanders or peripherals supply shared fachties like printing, facsimile transmis- 
sion, and connections between networks or to remote computers (personal or 
mainframe). 

Security components provide backup, redundancy, and access control. 

Cables 

The cables used to form a LAN range from simple telephone wire, to coaxial cable 
like that used with televisions, to optical fibers. The installation of LAN cables can be 
a very expensive and disruptive undertaking. Some office buddings now are con- 
structed with cables already installed to avoid the time and expense of retrofitting. 
The value of the cable itself usually is not so great as to make a tempting target for 
thieves, but the installed cable does represent a significant asset, which needs 
proper protection. Cables should be installed professionally, in such a way as to min- 
imize the risk of accidental cutting, abrasion, or other damage. If data is the lifeblood 
of the organization, then network cables are its arteries. The most common threats 
to cabling can be summarized as: 

Interference: The data traveling along the cable is altered by electrical fields. 
These might be generated by power cables for heavy machinery or by radio and 
microwave equipment. Metal cables normally are shelded to prevent such inter- 
ference (fiber-optic cables do not suffer from this problem). 

Cable cutting: The connection made by the cable is broken, preventing the flow of 
data along the cable. T h s  can happen when equipment is moved or the structure 
housing the data is altered. 

Cable damage: Normal wear and tear can weaken the shielding that preserves 
the integrity of transmitted data or damage the cable itself, leading to unreliable 
communications. 

For most organizations, these problems come under the category of natural dan- 
gers, slrnilar to those faced by a lot of other office equipment. However, they also could 
be seen as a means of attaclung a network if the sole aim was to disrupt its operation. 
Network cable provides a new front for attack by the determined interloper seelung 
access to your data. Cable does not have to be physically penetrated for the data that 
it carries to be revealed, thanks to the EM1 factor (electromagnetic interference, whch 
was described under eavesdropping in chapter 7). Because it does not emit electro- 
magnetic radation, fiber-optic cable is relatively impervious to eavesdroppmg. How- 
ever, fiber and copper cables ahke can be tapped. Even bendmg fiber-optic cable 
sharply wdl allow light to escape, as wdl slight cracks in the insulation. W e  it is more 
Mficult to tap fiber than coax, it still is possible. The moral, as LAN Magazine put it, 
is "People who don't need to access the cabhng shouldn't be allowed to." 
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Interfaces and connectors 

Despite the growing acceptance of LANs as a way of increasing the productivity of 
personal computers, a lot of personal computer models still do not come with a net- 
work interface. T h s  means that, for most machines, a network interface is an added 
extra, usually in the form of a circuit board installed in the system unit. 

From a security perspective, network interfaces do not pose much of a problem. 
External interfaces can be seen as one more piece of equipment that can go missing, 
but securing them to desks is easy enough to do. Network interfaces even can be 
given a positive security role. By providing a locking network connection, a worksta- 
tion's use of the network can be controlled independently of the network software or 
workstation access control. 

Expanders and peripherals 

One of the reasons for networking computers is to spread the cost of acquiring ex- 
pensive peripherals that are shared between many users. These peripherals include 
laser printers, typesetters, optical drives, facslrnile transmitters, modems, and gate- 
ways to other networks or mainframe systems. Some of these components present 
potential security problems. For example, several users on a network might share a 
single laser printer. T h s  often leads to a situation in whch one or more users are 
having their documents printed at a printer that they cannot see. 

It should go without saying that printed documents are a very vulnerable form of 
data. For example, there is no point using password protection on the payroll data- 
base if payroll reports sit in a print tray where those who should not read them can. 
Access to network devices designed for communication beyond the network-such 
as gateways, mainframe connections, network modems, and network fax machines- 
needs to be controlled. Remember the need for channel control, and make sure that 
only authorized users can make the connections that network devices provide. 

Security components 

For the interloper seeking access to data on a network, the two most promising lines 
of attack are remote access (dealt with in chapter 13) and a network workstation. 
This means that workstations must be protected very carefully. There must be sys- 
tems in place that prevent unauthorized users from logging on to the network, copy- 
ing information off it, or even printing data from it. The network administrator might 
want to classify network users to impose the appropriate level of security. This is a 
suggested three-level system: 

Administrative level: Those who design, maintain, and run the network. This 
might be the administrator alone or, more likely, a small group of support and man- 
agerial staff. 

k s t e d  users: Those who are competent, stick to the rules, and whose work ben- 
efits from greater freedom of access to the network. 

8 Vulnerable users: Those who are lacking in competence, are excessively curious 
or belligerent, or are for any reason not to be trusted. 
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These levels can be reflected in the number of barriers to system access that are 
erected and the type of access rights granted once logon is accomplished, as well as 
the level of supervision and frequency of compliance checks made. 

Network access control 

Here you can use any number of the defensive weapons mentioned earlier in the 
book, depending upon the value of the data that you are protecting and the sophis- 
tication of likely attackers: 

Restrict access to workstation areas through keys, ID cards, smartcards, or bio- 
metrics. 

Restrict workstation power-up through keys, ID cards, smartcards, or biometries. 

Password-protect network sign-on. 

Password-protect all sensitive data areas and restrict programs on a need-to-use 
basis. 

Log all workstation activity, identified by user ID. 

Password-protect or lock out all copy-to-floppy operations on workstations. 

Monitor all copy-from-floppy operations on workstations. 

Use disk authorization and tagging schemes, such as DiskNET and TAG. 

The diskless workstation 

Clearly there is a need to prevent the copying of programs and data off the network 
onto floppy disks and to eliminate the possibility of viruses and other malevolent pro- 
grams being copied from floppies onto the network. On the other hand, the person 
responsible for running the network needs wide-ranging access to all drives. One an- 
swer is to provide vulnerable users with diskless workstations. These units essen- 
tially use the same arcl-utecture as an ordinary personal computer, but with the 
important difference of no floppy or hard disk drive. The user stores data on the net- 
work server's hard disk. By eliminating the disk drive, diskless PCs make it difficult to 
introduce viruses onto the network. Diskless PCs also prevent users from stealing 
corporate information or software. 

You might wonder how a PC can work without a disk; after all, how can it load the 
disk operating system and the network operating system? The solution is to place 
operating system instructions in ROM. With DOS burned into ROM chips, it cannot 
be corrupted by a virus, pirated, or erased by a user. Network interface cards can be 
fitted with network ROM so that, when the diskless PC is turned on, everything loads 
from ROM and the connection to the network is made. Operating system details spe- 
cific to individual workstations can be stored in battery-backed CMOS, allowing each 
one to be configured with its own password and so on. 

Diskless PCs offer other benefits over regular personal computers, like taking up 
less space on the desk and operating more quietly (many do not need a cooling fan). 
However, despite the fact that many manufacturers have offered such systems, they 
have not been well-received, particularly by users accustomed to "proper" personal 
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computers. They resent being "downgraded" to a diskless unit. These units might be 
easier to "sell" to new operators or when a complete change in working patterns is 
introduced. 

Protecting the server 

The most important part of the network is the server. The concentration of data on 
the server, in terms both of quantity and sensitivity, makes it essential to protect it 
from all eventualities. 

Securing the server. Servers are not room-sized mainframes. They can be carried 
away, or at least wheeled away. Even if you have not used physical tethering systems 
on your workstations, you should consider it for the server and its immediate pe- 
ripherals. The room housing the server should be off limits to anyone but the LAN ad- 
ministrator. People who do not need to use the server should not be allowed near it. 
Printers and other peripherals also should be kept away from prying eyes (why pass- 
word-protect the payroll if the mail clerk can watch the paychecks being printed?). 

Backing up the server. It goes without saying that regular and frequent backups will 
be made of data on the server. See chapter 8 for more on backup devices and 
regimes. Remember that file server backups are a particularly valuable resource, and 
they should be kept in locked storage. A set of backups should be moved offsite reg- 
ularly to a secure location. Also, be careful to whom you delegate backup duty. Some 
backup systems require that the backup station be logged in with supervisor or ad- 
ministrator privileges. Giving an untrusted employee this type of access could be 
dangerous. 

LAN Fault Tolerance 

Networks, like individual personal computers, must function when you need them to 
and must keep functioning. Fault tolerance is the ability of your network to continue 
functioning in the event of a major problem or catastrophic breakdown, with no dam- 
age to data and with no perceptible change in operation. Most commonly, fault tol- 
erance entails a redundant piece of hardware that automatically takes over in case 
the primary component fails. However, fault tolerance can mean as little as storing 
duplicate file allocation tables and directory entries on separate areas of the same 
disk or simple read-after-write verification, which ensures that data is never written 
to a bad sector on the disk. 

Relatively tolerant 

Not every network will require the same degree of fault tolerance. Fault tolerance 
usually involves additional costs, so you will want to weigh these against your uptime 
requirements. The basic question to answer is: What happens if the network breaks 
down? If you stand to lose serious money or goodwill from such an event, then you 
need to consider investing in some form of fault tolerance. For example, a catalog 
sales operation using a LAN for order taking, inventory control, and cash receipts 
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would be badly hit by any corruption of its data and could not tolerate extended net- 
work downtime. Not only would the company lose transactions made since the last 
backup, but it also would lose potential customers whde the computers were down. 
Slrmlar scenarios can be imagined for banking, trading, and reservation systems. 

Fault tolerance has several levels. At the ultimate level, every hardware compo- 
nent is duplicated, even triplicated, to ensure nonstop network performance. The 
most common form of fault tolerance is at the low end, where the only replicated 
component is the one responsible for nine-tenths of network failures: the file server 
hard disk. This is the part of the network most prone to failure because it is the only 
part with moving parts. Moving parts can wear out, break down, or otherwise mal- 
function. Apart from catastropl-uc failure, sectors of the disk surface often go bad un- 
der normal usage, and data written to these sectors will be corrupt. Fault tolerance, 
therefore, entails not only redundancy but error detection. 

Duplexing and mirroring 

The first fault-tolerant systems were implemented with a second disk drive that was 
a mirror image of the first. Any data that was written to the first drive also was im- 
mediately written to the second. If the primary drive failed for any reason, the sec- 
ondary &sk would take over, allowing the first drive to be replaced without disrupting 
file server operations. Referred to as disk mirroring or disk duplexing, this stdl is 
a widely used method of providing fault tolerance, support for which has been inte- 
grated into the major network operating systems. 

Even within the area of disk mirroring, there are different levels of redundancy 
and fault tolerance. W e  most duplicate the data from one &sk to another, some 
duplicate only critical data to the secondary disk. Keep in mind that mirroring need 
not mean only two disks; it is not uncommon for a disk to be mirrored by three or 
more backup disks. Although the use of the terms mirroring and duplexing over- 
laps, the generally accepted difference is that the latter uses two controllers. If you 
feel that the potential failure of the controller card poses a threat to the network, 
two disks can be duplicated using two controllers. Although controller failure is less 
likely than hard disk failure, there are those who cannot afford the risk. The level of 
redundancy implemented should be determined by the importance of the system. 

A positive spin-off from duplexing is that it improves network performance. With 
two separate controllers, the system has split-seek capability. Not only can users 
read files simultaneously, but the server can determine which disk can service a read 
request more quickly. A server with duplexed drives also can read from one disk, 
write to another, then, once the read is finished, mirror the data that had been writ- 
ten to the secondary disk. 

Some people will argue that tape backup overlaps with disk mirroring. However, 
disk mirroring is done continuously, whereas tape backup is done at intervals, say 
every night or once a week. You cannot substitute one for the other, and a completely 
fault-tolerant network will have both. With disk mirroring alone, you always run the 
risk of your data f a h g  victim to user error. Remember that not only the writes but 
also the deletes are mirrored to the secondary disk. Any data mistakenly erased or 
corrupted is gone immediately, and if you do not have tape backup, it is gone forever. 
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While tape backup offers a measure of data protection, it does nothing for those sys- 
tems that need to stay up, and for which downtime means many lost dollars. 

As we have stated, the primary benefit of mirroring and duplexing (disk drive re- 
dundancy) is accompanied by a secondary benefit: improved performance. A third 
benefit of multiple drives-reduced storage costs-led to the development of RAID, 
which originally stood for Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (as outlined in 1988 
by Patterson, Gibson, and Katz, three researchers at U.C. Berkeley). The idea was to 
group relatively inexpensive drives as a single logical drive to achieve a large volume 
of mass storage for mainframe and minicomputers, but at a lower cost than a single 
drive of similar capacity. At that time, large drives were built to very high specifica- 
tions with very low failure rates for use in mission-critical applications. With RAID, it 
was possible to use cheaper, less reliable, low-capacity drives, but without sacrificing 
fault-tolerance if they were properly configured. 

In 1988, five RAID configurations, levels 1 through 5, were defined. A newer ver- 
sion, referred to as data striping, or Level 0, offers some performance advantages 
over other RAID levels but no data redundancy. According to Matthew Leeds, writ- 
ing in MacWorld, the basic components of a RAID system include "two or more 
drives and RAID software. Most RAID systems also include one or more SCSI cards. 
. . . RAID 3 and 5 systems, usually intended for use on a server, often incorporate one 
or more hot-swap features-redundant power supplies, fans, or removable-drive 
trays-that allow you to replace a failed drive (and reconstruct the data on the new 
drive) without shutting down the RAID system." 

Writing about RAID technology in Communications Week, Louis Connor observes, 
"One rule of thumb is that certain levels of RAID are useless for primary backup; only 
with levels 3 and 5 does true fault tolerance come into play. Employing decbcated 
drives for parity and redundancy, these levels provide the Inherent backup that offers 
real security." Connor calls the RAIDItape combinations "a dynamic duo when it comes 
to mirroring your LAN to the PC level." To describe how t h s  works in practical terms, 
Connor quotes Gregg Ormsbee of Tandberg Data who advises, "Use RAID to do a quick 
backup and then tape can be used to download data from the RAID for archiving. . . . 
The result is that the tape drive is baclung up the RAID array, which creates removable 
meda to be taken off-site for ultimate safety. This means no downtime." 

You will find detailed descriptions of RAID referenced on the W.E.B. page. Note 
that some people now define RAID as Redundant Array of Independent Drives. For 
an account of RAID in print, try The Wznn L. Rosch Hardware Bible (Brady, 1994), 
which is an excellent all-around guide to personal computer technology. Compaq is 
currently the leading supplier of RAID-based servers for personal computer net- 
works, and sophisticated network software has been developed to allow servers to 
continue operating even while damaged drives and other components are replaced. 
While RAID storage systems are typically more expensive than one or more large 
disks that have no special hardware or software controls, they are well worth the in- 
vestment if up-time is important to your network operation. 

The power factor 

Ultimately, a truly fault-tolerant network not only is completely redundant but also in- 
cludes power protection and tape backup as well. Power protection is simple enough: 
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Plug any critical workstation into a UPS (uninterruptible power supply; for more de- 
tails, see chapter 5). Certainly the network file server deserves a UPS, many of which 
now have the ability to signal the file server, through a cabled connection, that mains 
power has failed and that there is only a limited supply of power in the UPS batteries. 
Network software llke Novell NetWare has the ability to respond to this signal and 
warn the administrator who then can take the necessary steps. This includes making 
sure that all files on the server are saved before the system is shut down. 

If all workstations are on UPS systems, an outage would not prevent the network 
administrator from communicating with users via electronic mail, issuing a "save all 
work" order. If the outage is likely to be prolonged, the administrator can organize an 
orderly shutdown. Some systems will shut down the network for you, logging out 
clients in an orderly fashion and making essential backups while there stdl is backup 
power available. These intelligent power supplies allow you to run operations unat- 
tended and provide an extra measure of security and convenience. 

The backup factor 

These days few people would consider operating a network server without tape 
backup fachties. However, backing up a network is no easy task, particularly today, 
when the quantity of data involved is rapidly increasing, along with the number of 
hours in the day during which the network is required to be fully operational. In 
chapter 8, I discussed some of the scheduling problems associated with large backup 
tasks. I also mentioned the choice faced by network administrators, between back- 
ing upon at the file server or from a workstation. There also is a question over what 
to do about backing up workstations themselves, because they often contain valu- 
able programs, data, and system configuration information that is a pain to recreate 
if the workstation's local storage expires. 

When a network is small and operates principally during office hours and you have 
limited resources, backing up the file server from a workstation can make a lot of 
sense. You avoid slowing down or tripping up the server with backup software. You 
can schedule the operation to take place "after hours" when network traffic is mini- 
mal. Periodically you can run software on all of the workstations that allows their lo- 
cal storage to be backed up as well. However, as the amount of storage on both 
workstations and the file server increases, t h s  approach can run into bandwidth lim- 
itations; the network cannot move the data from the file server to the backup work- 
station fast enough to complete backup in a reasonable amount of time. 

One solution is to use faster network connections, such as 100BASE-T Fast Ether- 
net, whch is rapidly becoming more affordable. However, as storage capacities con- 
tinue to increase, the alternative approach-backing up at the file server-makes 
more sense. Backup devices attached directly to the file server bus can cope with 
much higher speeds (such as the 12 gigabytes per hour recorded by William Wong in 
LAN Magazine, March 1996, using the JetArray from Storage Dimensions with 
Cheyenne Software's Jetserve; the JetArray borrows some of the data-striping tech- 
niques employed in RAID hard drive systems). 

As a network grows from one file server to several, new strategies come into play. 
Do you back up each file server individually on its own backup device or do you back 
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up all of the servers from a single backup server? Shane R. Yamkowy, Finance Net- 
work Manager at AMOCO Canada, laid out the following five guidelines in the May, 
1995 issue of Network Computing: 

1. If you have one small server, you can attach a tape drive to one of the PCs on the 
network and run the backup software from there. 

2. If you have one server and from 2GB (gigabytes) to 4GB of data, put one tape 
drive and the backup software on the server. This is a common design. If you ex- 
ceed the capacity of one tape, consider either a second drive or a tape changer. 
However, companies often quickly outgrow t h s  configuration as their backup re- 
quirements grow or change. 

3. If you have one server but your capacity has grown beyond lOGB, consider using 
multiple tape drives and parallel andlor tape streaming operations. You also can 
save yourself from changing tapes during full backups by splitting the backup ca- 
pacity across the two drives. 

4. If you have multiple file servers in different locations, consider using some com- 
bination of multiple tape devices on one or two of the servers at the different lo- 
cations, keeping in mind the speed of the network at each location. T h s  usually is 
necessary only if those servers have very large amounts of data. 

5. Using a dedicated backup server also is becoming a more popular option for envi- 
ronments where multiple servers exist, t o t ahg  around 20GB or more. You also 
could have one server at your main site with field locations accessible at accept- 
able network speeds. It also is useful when double full backups are required each 
week to satisfy off-site storage requirements. 

As you can see, at the multi-server level, t h g s  get pretty complicated. Fortunately, 
plenty of innovative solutions have appeared in recent years. For up-to-date informa- 
tion, check the W.E.B. page (for example, you will find a lmk to the excellent article by 
Richard Furnival on baclung up Windows NT networks, from the April 1996 issue of 
Windows Magazine). A comprehensive review of new backup technology was pro- 
vided in the February 1996 issue of LAN Magazine, written by Robert W. Harbison 
and Dan Felder of Network Integration Consultants, based in Sausalito, Cahfornia. 
Products hghhghted by Harbison and Felder include: 

Open File Manager from St. Bernard Software (San Diego, California). This pro- 
gram for NetWare networks helps to resolve the open file backup problem (i.e., the 
inability to back up files when they are open, which forces network administrators 
to choose between shutting down some applications to complete backup or settling 
for an incomplete backup). 

Replica from Stac Electronics (San Diego, California). T h s  software rejuvenates 
the concept of image-based backup, whch is much faster than the currently more 
common file-by-file approach. Using patent-pending object-replication technol- 
ogy, Stac has overcome the limitation of image backups-the need to restore on 
physically identical media. Entire NetWare servers or single volumes can be repli- 
cated, on the same server or other servers on the same LAN. 
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LANtegrity from Network Integrity (Marlboro, Massachusetts). This is a fresh ap- 
proach to server mirroring, which takes the concept of disk mirroring and applies 
it to the entire server. LANtegrity provides "hierarchical data vaulting," which 
means that it archives data plus changes to data. It does this for multiple servers 
and has the ability to monitor server availability, then provide stand-in services in 
the event of failure of any protected server. 

StandyServer32 and Snapshotserver from Vinca (Orem, Utah). This software mir- 
rors a NetWare server on a second server and provides a stand-in server if the pri- 
mary server fails. It "freezes" mirrored volumes on the standby server so that they 
can be backed up without closing files or applications. 

At t h s  point, you have been exposed to most of the technologies involved in de- 
signing today's network backup strategies. One further concept of importance to fu- 
ture developments is Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM). According to Steve 
Kalman, writing in STACKS, in February of 1995, HSM "involves traclung the last- 
accessed dates on all files; when the files reach a certain age (most default at around 
90 days, but it's configurable), the data is "pre-staged." Pre-staging means copying 
the file to near-line storage, usually tape or optical, then tracking the free space on 
the disk drive. The term near-Line distinguishes removable media storage from on- 
line, fixed disk storage. Kalman continues, "When the free space drops below an ad- 
ministrator-defined size, pre-staged files d l  be deleted from the disk, but their 
directory entry information will remain (they'll show up as zero-byte files). Addi- 
tional pre-staged files will be deleted until the available free space rises to an amount 
that the administrator has defined as sufficient." 

If you request a file that is near-he, as opposed to online, there is a slght delay in re- 
trieval, but you don't have to go searchmg for it. You mght have to switch tapes or re- 
movable disk cartridges but, if you have followed the labehng instructions in the HSM 
software, you won't have to guess which one the file is on. HSM for networks is a large- 
scale version of products like Infirute Disk from Chh Pepper Software (Atlanta, Geor- 
gia) and Never Endmg Disk, from Sytron (Westboro, Massachusetts), which were 
described in chapter 8. The security of archvlng is combined with greater ease of ac- 
cess than the nonnally arduous task of recovery from backup media. With the cost of 
recordable CD-ROM rapidly decluung, you can expect to see more of this type of 
backup power. 

Summary 

More and more companies and organizations are relying on LANs to perform mis- 
sion-critical computing, despite the fact that some of the components out of which 
these LANs are constructed are inherently insecure. This means that the people re- 
sponsible for LANs have a lot of work to do if they hope to make them even moder- 
ately secure. This chapter has described the overall terrain and the general problems 
that networking creates. In the next chapter, you can read more specific advice on 
securing LANs that use the major network operating systems. 
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Secure Networks II 
Protecting Name-brand Networks 

W.E.B. connection: http://www.ncsa.com/pclan/chapl2.html 

"Oh what a tangled web we weave 
When first we practice to deceive!" 

SIR WALTER SCOTT 

Ths chapter provides a wide range of tips for securing speclfic local area network 
operating systems. Some of them are quite techrucal; others could be classified as 
"applied common sense." If you already have made an effort to secure your network, 
some, and perhaps most, of these tips will be old hat. However, if just one of them is 
news to you, it could be the one that saves your network the next time it is attacked. 
Indeed, you stand to gain from reading t h s  chapter even if you have already taken 
care of every issue it raises: You will have satisfied yourself that you are on top on 
things! 

Method in the Madness 

To quote from a Jefferson Airplane song, "Life is change." Few thmgs change faster 
than network security checkhsts, so this chapter also points you to sources for the 
very latest information. On the subject of sources, the security tips in this chapter 
were gleaned from a variety of sources, including conversations, both digital and ana- 
log, with networking professionals, plus numerous articles from trade journals, in- 
cluding John Taschek in PC-Computing, December 1993; Jason Lamb in LAN 
Magazine, October 1993; Frank Derfler, Jr., Max Schireson, and Tim Stefanini in PC 
Magaxine, September 28, 1993; Carol and Craig Elhson in PC-Computing, March 
1993; Martin Cheek and Ann Steffora in Computer Weekly, Jan 28, 1993; as well as 
assorted issues of Phrack, edited by Erik Bloodaxe (a.k.a. Chris Goggans); LAN 
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Times; Infoworld; and Infosecurity News. In my opinion, these publications are the 
best places to look if you want to stay on top of network security issues. 

I am also indebted to the following for very helpful conversations, both virtual and 
real: J. D. Abolins, Dr. Richard Ford, Christopher Hughes, Dr. Mich Kabay, David 
Kennedy, Christopher Klaus, Wdliam Hugh Murray, Marcus Ranurn, Winn Schwartau, 
and Dr. Peter Tippett, to name but a few. Helpful also were Internet postings and Web 
pages by Bruce M. Clay, Paul Constance, Richard Charles Graves, Peter Gutmann, 
Frank Ramos, Frank Andrew Stevenson, and Somar Software, as well as Novell and 
Microsoft. Much of the material on Windows NT Advanced Server was provided by 
Charles Rutstein, one of the first information security experts to recognize the true 
potential of NT. However, any errors and omissions on the subject of NT, or anythmg 
else for that matter, are mine alone. T h s  is perhaps the chapter most subject to the 
ravages of time, in that new developments, both threats and solutions, are appearing 
by the day. For that reason, I urge you to check out the W.E.B. links that lead the way 
to a world of up-to-date, product-specific network security mforrnation. 

NetWare: Then and Now 

Microsoft's MS-DOS has been the dominant personal computer operating system 
ever since it was adopted by IBM for the first IBM PC in 1981. Not long after Novell's 
NetWare was announced, in 1983, it became the leading Network Operating System 
(NOS). At times NetWare has held as much as 80 percent of the NOS market. For the 
past few years, it has held about two thrds  of the market, despite challenges from 
IBM's LAN Manager, Banyan VINES, and Microsoft NT Advanced Server (NTAS). 
However, Windows NTAS is making sigruficant progress at the server of choice when 
corporations expand their existing networks or create new ones. 

NetWare evolves 

The various versions of NetWare, which make up Novell's' portion of the network pie, 
can be categorized as 2.x, 3.x, and 4.x. In terms of security, the rule of thumb is: The 
hgher the number, the better. In other words, if you are in the process of designing a 
new NetWare network from the ground up and are concerned about security, it makes 
sense to go with the latest incarnation of 4.x. Unfortunately, life is seldom that simple. 
Many Novell networks continue to use 2.x and 3.x simply because there is a lot of merit 
in the maxim: "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." There is no doubt that NetWare 4.x offers 
many advantages over precechng versions, but the logstics of upgradmg are forrnida- 
ble, even with versions 4.02 and 4.1, whch smoothed the upgrade path considerably. 

Ths  situation has created an opportunity for Microsoft to market NTAS to Net- 
Ware 3.x users as an alternative path to large-scale, multi-server networking. In a 
sense, NetWare is a victim of its own popularity. In version 3.x, whch has a well- 
deserved reputation for reliability, information about users and their access rights is 
stored in a special-purpose, flat-file database known as the bindery. This is rela- 
tively easy to understand and not too difficult to manage. However, the structure of 
the bindery is not adequate to the task of managing the multiple resources found on 
multi-server networks, whch are becoming the norm, nor is it amenable to being 
spread across several servers to improve disaster recovery and fault tolerance. 
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Fourth generation 

NetWare 4 replaced the bindery with NDS, NetWare Directory Services, a hierarchi- 
cal, distributed, replicated, special-purpose database that provides a common inter- 
face to each resource, regardless of the particular server to whch the resource is 
attached. In other words, NDS is a naming service that stores all of the names of all 
of the resources on the network-such as users, servers, printers, and print queues- 
regarding them all as objects, whch then can be grouped according to an organiza- 
tion's particular needs. 

Nobody could accuse Novell of half-measures in the design of NDS, but the fact 
that it was created to address the increasing complexity of multi-server networks 
meant that it is inevitably more complex than the bindery services that it replaced. 
Novell could have done a better job of introducing and explaining NDS, but accord- 
ing to Toby Corey, Senior Director of Marketing for Novell's NetWare Products Divi- 
sion, the company has been listening to users and so "reducing the complexity of 
NetWare Directory Services has been a high priority." He notes that "NetWare 4.02 
gives users a simple directory setup" (PC Week). 

This means that you now can elect to bypass using the complicated and tirne-con- 
suming hierarchical directory in favor of a flat-file version that wdl automatically cre- 
ate a single-level directory of users and network resources. In the NetWare 4.01 
directory setup, adrmnistrators had to supply a lot of detailed information about or- 
ganizational structure and what individual user responsibilities are. You can set up 
NetWare 4.02 and later simply by supplying time zone, company name, and system 
administration password. NetWare 4.02 also introduced better WAN support, up- 
dated print utilities, and included faster CD-ROM installation. In terms of security, 
versions after 4.01 make it easier for network administrators to organize user and ob- 
ject rights, particularly on smaller networks where the hierarchical structure en- 
forced by previous releases was overkill. 

On the techrucal side, 4.02 introduced interim improvements to the NetWare Direc- 
tory Service that foolproof the directory's database to prevent inadvertent crashes, 
blocking split and join operations until the directory is synchronized. This improves 
on the earlier situation that relied on a warning message urging administrators to 
wait for the directory to synchronize before attempting split or join operations. 

With NetWare 4.1, Novell delivered further improvement to directory structures and 
the integration of 3.x binderies. With 4.1, you get better compatibility with 3.x NLMs 
(NetWare Loadable Modules), integrated MHS (Message Handling System) and better 
management tools, with more aspects of user and system control handled by the main 
administrative program-NWADMIN or NETADMIN (for example, pruning and graft- 
ing directory trees, whch is essential for support of dynamic user populations and 
ever-evolving organizational structures). 

NetWare 3.x Security Features 

Although NetWare 3.12 addressed a number of security weaknesses, such as forged 
packet attacks (whereby a NetWare Core Protocol request packet could be injected 
into a privileged session to grant rights to the intruder), NetWare 4.x is clearly de- 
signed to hgher security standards. Nevertheless, some organizations probably will 
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continue to use 3.x for quite a whde, so the following sections address the main con- 
cepts of NetWare 3.x security, hghlight the weak points, and describe fixes that you 
can implement as well as thrd-party products that can help. 

In charge of NetWare 

One concept central to Novell and many other networks is the network administrator 
or supervisor, the person responsible for overall management of the network. Such a 
position is deemed essential to coordinate the diversity of users on the system as well 
as the large number of important decisions that need to be made about how data and 
programs are organized and who gets access to what. Each NetWare 3.2 network has 
a set of access privileges defined as Supervisor. The Supervisor account is, or should 
be, controlled and operated by the network administrator. NetWare 3.x provides a rea- 
sonably good set of security mechanisms for security-conscious network adrninistra- 
tors. As mentioned earlier, a central security fachty, called the bindery, drects a range 
of security alternatives, including: 

. Account-level security . Password-level security 

Directory security 

File security 

Internet security 

Each of these mechanisms is accessible either through uthties that accompany 
NetWare 3.x or through program-level commands that can be issued at the command 
line. The main aim of these mechanisms is to give network administrators the capabil- 
ity to design a secure, protected operating environment based on the indwidual re- 
quirements of each user, workgroup, department, and organization in an installation. 
Thus, varying degrees of freedom and restriction can be mixed to form the best pos- 
sible security environment. 

In a bind 

The bindery is a database of named objects. An object can be a user, resource, user 
group, or any other logical or physical entity that has been given a name. Associated 
with each object in the bindery is a set of properties that contain the information 
known about the object. These properties include passwords, internet addresses, a 
mad directory, a list of authorized users, and so on. Two types of properties, items and 
sets, are attached to bindery objects, allowing a complete representation of each ob- 
ject's attributes. Items are stnng values used to store miscellaneous information about 
the object (e.g., network addresses, passwords, and accounting information). Sets are 
lists of other object ID numbers (e.g., a list of authorized users, a list of the members 
of some group, or a list of the groups in whch an object belongs). 

Users desiring to access network services and resources initiate a connection 
with the network operating system by sending a login request. This might be ac- 
companied by the user's name, otherwise referred to as the user ID, as in LOGIN 
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STEPHEN. The operating system scans the bindery and reads the user's bindery in- 
formation into memory (if the LOGIN command is entered without a name, the user 
is requested to supply the name). The user, also referred to as the client, then is 
asked to supply the appropriate password. If this is done, the user's ID, along with 
all security information, is placed into the server's connection list. The client or user 
then is said to be "logged in." In this way, resources with security levels above the 
level of the requesting client will not be "visible" and, hence, cannot be read, writ- 
ten, or destroyed by the client. 

Security masks and status flags 

Each bindery object has a security mask associated with it. This is a one-byte field that 
controls which users can find the object and which are allowed to add properties to the 
object. The first half of the byte (known as the first nibble) specifies the security level 
required to read the object. The second nibble specifies the security level required to 
alter the object. Five different security levels are defined: 

0-Access is allowed to all clients even before logging into the server. 

1-Access is allowed to all clients who have successfully logged into the server. 

2-Access is allowed only if the station requesting access is logged in as the object 
it is attempting to access. 

3-Access is allowed only to those clients with Supervisor status or Supervisor 
equivalence. 

4-No clients are allowed to access this object. Access is allowed only to the 
server. 

Suppose an object has a security mask of 13; that is, 1 for the first nibble, 3 for the 
second. Ths  means the object can be read by any user that has successfully logged 
into the network but can be altered only by users that have Supervisor security clear- 
ance. Like objects, each property also has an associated security mask. Access to each 
property is allowed or denied in the same manner as it is for the security levels. 

In addition to a security mask, each object and each property has an associated 
status flag, as diagrammed in Figure 12.1. The status flag is used to determine 
whether the respective property is an item or set and the expected lifetime of the ob- 
ject or property. An object or property might be dynamic in nature and therefore can 
be erased during system initialization. Static items or properties must be explicitly 
removed by the Supervisor. 

Groups, equivalence, and Supervisor access 

NetWare can place objects into sets, calledgroups. Suppose you have a bunch of users 
in an intra-office department such as accounting. Some will need more rights than 
others, so they are split into groups. Each group then can be assigned rights according 
to the type of network access necessary for their responsibilities. Each group can be 
referenced by name. For example, a group called DATA ENTRY would be given rights 
to write and view in specific directories, while rights to delete could be withheld. This 
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mechanism allows network administrators to greatly simplify the security process 
whle retaining absolute control. 

When objects entered into the bindery need to have equal rights with an existing 
object, they can be designated as equivalent to the existing object. This is accom- 
plished with a bindery property known as SECURITY EQUALS, attached to each client 
bindery object. SECURITY EQUALS is a set property and lists other client bindery 
objects to which the client has equivalent privileges. 

When users correctly identlfy themselves to the server, the server gathers all group 
and equivalence information about them. These access rights then are logically ORed 
(added together) with the users' rights mask. The network operation system uses the 
resulting rights mask while servicing the users' requests. An object named Supervisor 
is defined by the network administrator and has access to all network resources, ex- 
cept the Queue Management System. Another bindery object, named Operator, con- 
trols all administrative privileges for the queuing system. 

Login, scripts, and profiles 

As was mentioned earlier, users initiate a connection with the network operating 
system by sending a login request. After the operating system has read the user's 
bindery information into memory, it asks the user to supply the correct password. 
Following successful login, the operating system views the user as a consumer with 
a set of rights. These rights are defined by the user's security mask and status flags. 
The user, however, has not established a processing environment. For this reason, 
the login program also executes a configurable batch file called a Login script that 
initializes environmental variables, maps network drives, and controls the user's 
program execution. 

To make network administration easier, a test for group membership is incorpo- 
rated into the login script services. T h s  allows the administrator to perform many 
functions on the basis of workgroup membership and expands the usefulness of 
groups beyond that of security. Virtual drive mappings also can be configured based 
on the various groups that a user belongs to. NetWare 3.x uses the bindery to irnple- 

Named network objects are collected together in the Bindery 
Each object has a list of associated properties 
Each object and property has a Security Mask and Status Flag 

Figure 12.1 NetWare 3.2 security masks and flags 
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User runs LOGlN 
on CLIENT. 

User enters name* - 

f 

Jser enters password - 

User is logged on.+ 

LOGlN asks user 
for name. 
- 

LOGlN asks SERVER for 

Object ID. 
LOGlN issues LOGOUT 
request to SERVER for 
previous CLIENT. 

SERVER sends 
LOGIN asks for Log Key. 
user password (pw). - 

* 
-0GIN passes to bindery on SERVER the password 
mcrypted with Object ID, then erases from CLIENT. - SERVER stores 

encrypted password. 
-0GIN encrypts pasword with Log Key and passes 
o Bindery on SERVER for authentication. SERVER compares 

to stored encrypted 
password. If it matches 

j \ C L I E N T  is admitted. 
J 

Figure 12.2 The NetWare 3,s login process 

ment the login procedure and login script. Part of the login procedure initializes the 
user's security privileges, w N e  the login script initializes the user's environment. 
The result of these two processes is referred to as a user profile. In essence, this 
profile becomes the user's window onto the network. Both NetWare 2 . 1 5 ~  and 3.10 
now use password encryption during the login process (diagrammed in Figure 12.2), 
whch proceeds as follows: 

1. The client runs the LOGIN program as an application at the workstation. 

2. The LOGIN program asks the user for a user name. At this point, the user can 
specify another serverluser name combination. 

3. The LOGIN program issues a LOGOUT request to the server to clear all informa- 
tion stored for any previous client at that connection number for this server. 

4. The LOGIN program asks the server for the Object ID of the entered user name. 

5. The LOGIN program requests a Log Key from the server. The Log Key is a ran- 
domly generated number used to encrypt the password before it is sent to the 
server. 

6. The server sends the client the Object ID and the Log Key. 

7. The LOGIN program asks the user for the user's password. 

8. At t h s  point, the LOGIN program begins a two-step irreversible encryption 
process. It first encrypts the entered password with the Object ID and then re- 
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moves the password from local workstation memory. This encrypted password 
value is stored in the bindery at the server. 

9. The LOGIN program then uses another irreversible encryption algorithm to fur- 
ther encrypt the encrypted password value with the Log Key. 

10. This final value is sent to the server for authentication. Because the server has 
remembered the Log Key for t h s  client's session, it performs this same last en- 
cryption on the stored encrypted password value from the bindery files. 

11. If the value the client sent to the server and the server's calculated value match, 
then the login process completes and the client is admitted to the system. 

So what happens if they do not match? The login attempt is rejected and the in- 
truder-detection count is incremented by one ( ths  occurs even if the intruder-detec- 
tion feature is not implemented). Note that the server actually performs its encryption 
prior to sending the Log Key and Object ID. 

Security checks 

NetWare 3.x provides a collection of security restrictions that allow the system ad- 
ministrator the flexibility to restrict user login and server access. These include ac- 
count expiration dates, login time restrictions, and accounting, all of which require a 
workstation to satisfy certain conditions to remain logged in. NetWare 3.x performs 
a security check to make sure that all connections satisfy these conditions. 

Every half hour, NetWare checks each workstation connection to make sure that 
it has the right to continue receiving services from the server. If NetWare determines 
that the workstation does not have the right to remain attached, then an "automatic 
logout" process is begun. Initially, a message is broadcast to the workstation asking 
the user to log out. After four minutes, if the user has not logged out, NetWare broad- 
casts another message informing the user that the connection d be terminated in 
one minute. One minute later the connection is cleared. 

Expiration dates and disabled accounts 

An account can be disabled without actually being deleted from the server bindery. 
Users with disabled accounts are denied access to the server until the Supervisor en- 
ables the account. If an account is disabled while in use, the connection is termi- 
nated during the next security check. The Supervisor account cannot be disabled. 
An account expiration date can be affixed to any account except the Supervisor ac- 
count. Any attempt to log in after the account expiration date causes NetWare to dis- 
able the account. The expiration date is effective at midnight on the specified date; 
therefore, any active accounts affected by the expiration date are disabled during 
the next security check. The Supervisor can enable the account at any time. 
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Station and time 

Server access periods can be defined for each account, in half-hour increments for 
each day of the week. Users attempting to log in during unauthorized periods are de- 
nied access to the server. Users who are connected to the server when their autho- 
rized time period expires are subject to the half-hour security checks. Any time 
restrictions attached to the Supervisor account will be enforced. 

A user's login capabilities can be restricted to specific physical network numbers 
and individual node addresses. Restrictions can apply to entire networks of worksta- 
tions or to individual workstations scattered across an internet. Also, a limit can be 
placed on the number of concurrent connections for individual users. This applies to 
concurrent connections with individual servers and does not apply to internet con- 
nections. If the user already has logged in from the specified number of stations, any 
further login attempts will be rejected by the server until one of the existing con- 
nections is logged out. If the Supervisor does not set a connection limit on an ac- 
count, that user can log in from as many stations as desired. Connection h t s  
placed on the Supervisor account will be enforced. 

Intruder detection and lockout 

The intruder-detection fackty in NetWare allows the Supervisor to set a threshold 
that determines whether an attempt to break into an account is being made. The 
threshoId is specified as a number of incorrect login attempts during a specified 
length of time. If the incorrect-login limit is reached in the specified time period, an 
audit note specifymg that an intruder was detected is generated. T h s  appears on the 
file server so that the network administrator can take appropriate action. The audit 
note includes the time of detection, the account name, and the physical node ad- 
dress of the intruding workstation. The incorrect login count will be reset to zero 
when a correct login occurs or if a period of time greater than the threshold time pe- 
riod has passed since the last incorrect login attempt. 

In addition to generating an audit note, the Supervisor can specify that an account 
should be locked if an intruder is detected. If the Supervisor specifies that the ac- 
count should be locked, a time period that the account should remain locked must 
also be specified. The time period can be from one minute to over a month. The lock- 
out feature can be used to discourage breaking into an account by trying random 
passwords. For example, the definition of an intruder might be three successive in- 
correct password attempts, after which the account is locked for 15 minutes. T h s  
means the would-be intruder can only try 12 passwords in an hour, effectively dis- 
couraging the use of lengthy lists of soft passwords. 

The Supervisor has the ability to clear a lock on any account should a legitimate 
user need access and, if account lockout has been activated on the server, the Su- 
pervisor's account will also be locked if an intruder is detected attempting to break 
into the Supervisor's account. A lockout on the Supervisor's account can be cleared 
from the server's console. 
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Password-level security 

NetWare 3.x provides for passwords for each user account on each server. The fact 
that these start out as optional reflects the relative simplicity of life back in the late 
1980s when NetWare 386 (whch became 3.0) was designed. The following security 
features allow system administrators to configure the way passwords are enforced 
on an account basis. 

Mandatory passwords. For those accounts that require mandatory security, the 
system Supervisor can flag the account, mandating a password. I suggest that pass- 
words be required on all accounts and most definitely on the Supervisor's account. 

Forced periodic password changes. In addition to mandatory passwords, individual 
accounts can be forced to change passwords at regular intervals. The interval is 
specified in days. Once the expiration date arrives, the login program WIU warn the 
user of the need to change the account password. In addition, a number of "grace 
logins" can be specified. A grace Login is one that is allowed after the specified in- 
terval has expired. The account is disabled once the grace logins are used. This re- 
quires the user to talk to the Supervisor before further access to the account is 
allowed (because this feature is not supported on the Supervisor account heed the 
wise advice of Paul Robinson, editor of the journal, Secure Computing, "Write down 
the supervisor password, seal it in an envelope, and lock it in the office safe"). 

Passwords changeable only by Supervisor. The Supervisor can specify that an ac- 
count password cannot be changed by the user. This is useful for accounts such as 
GUEST where the Supervisor wants to set the account to no password or to a pass- 
word that is known to all who should use the account. The user will not be able to 
change the password even though he knows the current account password. 

Minimum acceptable password length. The Supervisor can specify a minimum ac- 
ceptable length for a user's password. These days, I suggest 8 as a minimum 
(padding characters or double words can be used; for example, robinxxx or spar- 
rowfeed). Passwords submitted by the user must comply, or they will be rejected. 

Required unique passwords. If the Supervisor flags an account requiring a unique 
password, NetWare wdl track the previous eight passwords used by the account. 
When the account specifies a new password, the user is forced to enter a unique 
password, one that has not been used the last eight times. 

Password encryption. All passwords are encrypted with a nonreversible encryption 
algorithm before they are stored on the server disk. This makes it more Mficult for 
people with direct access to the server to find passwords. In adltion, the Supervisor is 
no longer allowed to view a user's password. This wdl allow a user to employ the same 
password on several servers, without the Supervisor on one server knowing his or her 
password on the other servers. 
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Directory-level security 

The network operating system provides a mechanism to grant and revoke access 
rights to specific users at any level w i t h  a directory tree. Each directory can have 
attached to it a list of trustees (users) and their access rights. These lists are ac- 
cessed by network users only through secured network primitives. Directory 
trustees correspond to objects w i t h  the bindery. All users requesting service within 
a specific directory must own an object ID in the server bindery (be a member) and 
be assigned access rights within the specific directory. Trustee access rights are 
stored in a one-byte mask with the following format: 

0-Read from files in this directory. 

I-Write to files in t h s  directory. 

2-Open existing files in this directory. 

3-Create files in this directory. 

4-Delete files in this directory 

5-Has parental rights in this directory. (Parental rights include the ability to cre- 
ate and delete subdirectories and the right to make other objects trustees of this 
directory or its descendants.) 

6-May search this directory. 

7-May modify the status flags of files/subdirectories in t h s  directory and rename 
files. 

By combining these separate privlleges, a system administrator can tailor trustee 
access rights to suit a wide variety of installation security requirements. Some users, 
for example, might only require search, open, and read privlleges, while others might 
require the freedom to create subdirectories and files. 

In addition to the rights granted to each trustee individually, each directory has 
associated with it a maximum rights mask that indicates which access actions 
might occur in the directory. The trustee's access mask is logically ANDed with the 
directory's maximum rights mask to obtain the set of actions the trustee might ac- 
tually perform. Consequently, a user with delete privileges will not be able to use 
them if the maximum rights mask does not allow that privilege in that specific di- 
rectory. 

File-level security 

The file server strictly enforces file access security to ensure that users are allowed 
access only to those files that they have been granted rights to access. In addition to 
the constraints imposed on a user by directory access rights, each file has a file flag 
mask that controls its access characteristics. In fact, when file flags and directory ac- 
cess rights are properly administered, they present a powerful capability to design a 
secure multi-user environment. 
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Bit 0-Set if the file is read-only. 

Bit 1-Set if the file is hidden. 

Bit 2-Set if the file is a system file. 

Bit 3-Set if the file is an execute-only file that can be executed but not copied or 
read. 

Bit 4-Unused. 

Bit 5-Set if the file has been changed since the last archive. 

Bit 6-Unused. 

Bit 7-Set if the file is shareable by multiple clients. 

NetWare 3.x and internet security 

While there is only one Internet with a capital "I," we can use the term internet to 
describe two or more networks that are connected. NetWare 3.x system architecture 
provides secure and reliable distribution of services on an internet. Security for each 
subnet is handled by the local server on the network offering the requested services. 
Therefore, internet resources with security levels higher than those of a requesting 
user, regardless of the user's location, will be "invisible" to the user and hence can- 
not be read, written, or destroyed by the user. 

Netware's open architecture and programming interfaces offer the capability to de- 
velop custom login applications. A user using a custom login procedure can be kept 
completely unaware of services and resources that h s  application is accessing. Inter- 
net users can be separated from entire groups of servers and resources through this 
capabhty. In fact, developers can incorporate services and resources from through- 
out the internet into an application without the user having any knowledge of the 
process or knowing the location and identity of the resources. Thus, valuable re- 
sources can be physically removed and logically hdden from any or all network users. 

These mechanisms are enhanced by the inherent security of the network server. 
The server file system is not accessible from the server itself. This means that the 
only access method, short of stealing the machine or disk drive, is through the net- 
work operating system that, in turn, administers system security. By definition, then, 
NetWare 3.x provides the capability to design a very secure multi-user environment. 
This does not mean that all networks built around NetWare 3.x will be secure. A lot 
depends upon the implementation, which must adhere to sound security policies, 
and upon system administration, which must ensure that network security policies 
are properly maintained. In the next section, I'll look at some of the threats that you 
have to watch out for. 

NetWare 3.xTips, Tricks, and Attacks 

Some of the following advice applies to some systems besides NetWare 3.x, but all 
NetWare 3.x networks need to cover these bases. If some of them strike you as obvi- 
ous, give yourself a pat on the back (because we know from experience that many 
people have overlooked the obvious). 
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Trojan horse attacks 

If the attacker has access to a workstation on an active network but no physical ac- 
cess to the file server, two approaches are likely: the Trojan horse attack, considered 
here, and the Dictionary attack, discussed later under "Password attacks." As you 
read in chapter 9, a Trojan horse is a program that is presented as something other 
than what it really is. A typical Trojan horse attack is a LOGIN program written to 
save a user name and password combination whde either allowing a legitimate login 
to occur or rejecting the attempt. For t h s  attack to be implemented, an individual 
would need access to the LOGIN program in the SYS:LOGIN directory on the file 
server or be able to redirect workstations to run the intruder's login program rather 
than the one in the SYS:LOGIN directory. 

Another example of a Trojan horse program is a keystroke catcher. Tough as you 
make your passwords, they can fall prey to a keystroke-capturing program (one of 
these, called THIEF, is widely available, although the program is often called some- 
thing different, like GETIT.COM ). Typically t h s  is loaded as a TSR (Terminate and 
Stay Resident program) on a workstation from whch users log on, probably from the 
machme's unprotected AUTOEXEC.BAT. As the users log on, the keys that they type 
for ID and password are saved to disk somewhere. The captured passwords then al- 
low the interloper to use those accounts. 

Where do they get this stuff? 
You might be wondering where anyone, either an outsider or an employee, would 
get a password-capture program or any of the other hacking tools mentioned in 
t h s  chapter. The answer is from hackers, magazines, bulletin boards, and Web 
pages on Internet, like the one shown in Figure 12.3. By adding electronic com- 
munications to traditional methods of publication, hackers have created a very ef- 
ficient, albeit informal, distribution system for new "hacks." You need to stay in 
touch with other network managers and your hardware and software suppliers to 
stay on top of the latest developments. 

So how do you defend against these techniques? First of all, if you are a supervi- 
sor, be careful not to be duped into logging in from an ordinary user's m a c h e  unless 
you are sure that it is not running a keystroke-capture program. Monitor tell-tale 
signs of tampering, like the file sizes of critical programs, such as LOGIN.EXE and 
SETPASS.EXE, where a hacker might try to leave a hidden keystroke collector. Also, 
as the network supervisor, keep track of any programs or batch files that you run 
when logging in. It is possible to look at the spent keyboard buffer and capture a 
password after one has logged in. 

One obvious defense is to make use of encrypted passwords. Encrypting pass- 
words as they are typed is standard in NetWare 3.x, but it was not supported by Net- 
Ware earlier than 2 . 1 5 ~  (unless you upgraded them with NetWare 3.x utilities). T h s  
means that the following line might have been placed in AUTOEXEC.NCF to enable 
backward compatibhty during the upgrade process: 

SET ALLOW UNENCRYPTED PASSWORDS = ON 
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* * * IMPORTANT PHRACK ANNOUNCEMENT * * * 

n-ie Queshon on everyone's m d  is %THERE IS P m C K  487 

WeU, t h g s  have been h d a  hechc here at Phrack over the past several months I (Fmk Bloodaxe, 
your fathhl  editor) have been h d a  swamped with overseas travel, consu l tq  contracts and 
assofled other real-life thmgz that acbtally pay my rent 

On top of all that, there have been two hard disk crashes with some data loss, an extreme lag in 
getting files from would-be contributors and a 1500 mde cross country-move that have added to 
the d i s p s t q  delays 

Figure 12.3 Web sites like this are one source of NetWare hacking tools. 

Assuming that you are no longer supporting NetWare below 2.2, you should re- 
move this h e  or change ON to OFF. Also, make sure that you have LOGIN.EXE Ver- 
sion 2.15C or later. 

Encrypted passwords also are a good defense against "sniffers" and NICs operating in 
promiscuous mode that can be used to capture passwords. Sniffing uses a piece of 
equipment, called a network analyzer, that monitors the network line to eavesdrop on 
communication between client and server. This equipment is popular with serious in- 
truders. However, whde usmg an analyzer allows someone to observe the traffic be- 
tween client and server, it cannot decrypt encrypted passwords. The encrypted, stored 
password value is never transmitted over the wire. Both server and client encrypt this 
value locally with the transmitted Log Key. Furthermore, the encryption process in- 
volvmg the Log Key is irreversible and destroys the original value. You cannot retrieve 
the onginal value in an irreversible encryption process, even if you know the encryption 
algorithm used. Here are further suggestions for defense against Trojan horse attacks: 

Make sure all clients run the LOGIN program from the SYS:LOGIN directory on the 
network drive. Do not put or allow copies of LOG1N.EXE on the local hard dlsk ( ths  
also aids network adms t ra t ion  because Novell periodically updates LOGIN.EXE 
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and updating it is greatly simplified if your users are usmg the one on the network 
drive). 

Make sure that only system admmistrators have rights to the SYS:LOGIN directory 
(the Read and File Scan rights necessary for running the LOGIN program in t h s  
directory are automatically granted to all authorized users). 

Check workstations periodically for unauthorized terminate-and-stay-resident 
(TSR) programs and for viruses. 

Protect workstations from unauthorized access to prevent the planting of Trojans 
(use keyboard locks and password-protected screen savers for short-term protec- 
tion during work hours, BIOS passwords and other access control tools after 
hours, as described in chapters 6 and 7). 

Saving more than screens 

The use of password-protected screen savers has been advocated in several chapters 
of this book, and reference has been made to the Microsoft Windows screen saver 
that is accessed through the Desktop module of the Control Panel. Ever since ver- 
sion 3.1 of Windows, this screen saver has had a password feature. However, activa- 
tion is by a timer setting; for example, two minutes. This means that your 
unattended screen could be exposed for the period of time between leaving your 
desk and the saver activating (you can use the T e s t  but ton in the Desktop module 
to activate the screen on your command, but t h s  is rather clumsy). 

You have several alternatives to t h s  situation, including numerous commercial 
screen saver programs that have "hot key" or "hot zone" activation (you invoke the 
screen saver with a special combination of keys or move the mouse pointer to a spec- 
ified corner of the screen). Some access control programs, such as METZlock and 
Mergent's PCIDACS, include password-protected screen savers of this kind (with 
PCDACS, the screen saver is automatically set up with the same password as the 
user's account). A third option is a handy shareware program called Screen Saver 
Enhancer or SSE (Figure 12.4). This program adds hot zones and other features, 
such as automatic enabling on startup, to any standard Windows screen saver (you 
will find a copy of SSE on the Cobb/NCSA Computer Security Resource disk that is 
included with this book). 

Of course, one way to defeat the regular Windows screen saver is to reboot the 
system (if you delete the Screensaver entry in CONTROL.IN1 before rebooting, then 
the screen saver wdl not be protected any more). However, if your boot process is 
also password-protected, this rebooting will do the interloper no good, and it wdl 
alert you to tampering when you return to your machine. Nevertheless, you must ex- 
ercise caution when using the standard Windows screen saver. As Joel McNamara 
has pointed out, the Windows screen saver password is stored with relatively weak 
XOR encryption, meaning that it is easily decrypted. Why is t h s  important? Users 
have a tendency to employ the same password in different applications, so discover- 
ing the Windows screen saver password also might reveal the network login pass- 
word. Obviously, well-trained users would not create this vulnerability, but it is 
something to bear in mind when setting policy and performing end-user education. 
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Figure 12.4 The SSE program gives you greater control over any standard Windows screen saver 

More about login 

To further protect the login process, use SYSCON to select Intruder Detectiofiock- 
out. T h s  lets you abort a login if the user enters an incorrect password or user name 
more than the permitted number of times. Consider establisl-ung restrictions on 
login times and login stations (for example, if the office is supposed to be empty at 
night, disable the login capability between midnight and seven in the morning). In 
NetWare 3.x, you can restrict both time and stations by logging in with Supervisor 
rights and entering SyscoN at a network prompt. Select User In£ ormation, and 
press F5 to indicate each user you want to restrict. Press Enter, and choose Time 
Restrictions. Use the spacebar to block off the hours during which you want to 
block log-ins in the time grid provided. Here are some more suggestions: 

Run SECURITY. The NetWare utility program checks each user name for excessive 
rights and lists possible security loopholes onscreen (log in with Supervisor rights 
and enter SECURITY at the prompt). 

Modify the default account restrictions to set minimum security measures for all 
users. Load SYSCON, and select Account Balance/Restrictions. Then enter 
upgraded settings, as shown in Figure 12.5. 

First Things First 

If possible, set up your default account restrictions as soon as the network is in- 
stalled. The restrictions apply only to users added after the defaults are estab- 
lished. If you establish all your users first and then implement a password policy, 
the account restrictions for each user will have to be changed individually. 
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Default faults 

The default NetWare 3.,x installation establishes two users. These are the SUPERVI- 
SOR, who has complete right,s to the network, plus the GUEST, who has limited 
rights. Neither ID comes with a password or is forced to create one. Unless you do 
something about this, anyone who logs on as SUPERVISOR will have unlimited ac- 
cess to your network. So, right after installing NetWare, you should choose and as- 
sign a password for SUPERVISOR by logging on as SUPERT.TSOR! entering SYSCON 
at the network prompt, then selecting user Information from the first menu. Now 
select SUPERVISOR followed by Change Password. Enter the password, which then 
is verified. Do the same for GUEST, otherwise you still have a security loophole. Al- 
ternatively, you could delete GUEST (log on as SUPERVISOR and run SYSCON to 
bring up the User menu, select GUEST, and press Delete). 

Server protection 

Various attacks are possible if the attacker has physical access to the server. Apart 
from the most obvious "denial-of-senice" attacks (such as stealing the server), unhin- 
dered physical access to the server permits the replacement attack, in which NetMTare 
is reinstalled. Someone armed with NetWare installation disks and a knowledge of Net- 
Ware networks can reinstall the network during off-hours, setting it up to access all 
files in all subdirectories. Although this security breach is blatant and easily discovered 

Figure 12.5 Setting Account Balance/Restrictions mlth SYSCON 
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(the intruder will have to delete all current user names and passwords), the damage 
already d have been done. Here are some suggested countermeasures: 

= Place the server in a locked room accessible only to system administrators. 

Lock the keyboard when it's not in use. 

Lock the file server console for NetWare 3.x servers. 

Issue the SECURE CONSOLE command for a NetWare 3.x server. 

Watch for "social engineering" attacks in which someone tries to gain access to the 
file server room by assuming a false identity, such as maintenance worker. 

Bindery and VAPINLM attacks 

If someone has physical access to the server, they can perpetrate a bindery attack. 
The bindery can be attacked in several ways. For example, after downing the server, 
you can boot it with a local operating system, then use a &sk utihty like Norton to lo- 
cate the bindery files in the File Allocation Table (FAT) of the server's SYS: volume. 
Now you can erase the files (by deleting the first character of the filename). Alterna- 
tively, you could rename them by changing any of the filename characters or change 
the file name extensions to .OLD. Now you reboot the server computer with NetWare. 
As the server initializes, it scans the SYS:SYSTEM directory and, when it fails to find 
the bindery files, it creates the default system bindery files, including the SUPERVI- 
SOR and GUEST accounts, neither of whch has a password. Thus you can proceed to 
log in as SUPERVISOR. To cover your tracks, you could recreate the users in the 
bindery or, if you named the files to OLD, you can use the BINDREST utility to restore 
a current set of bindery files that leave you logged in as supervisor. 

Another avenue of attack is Netware's own version of TSR programs, called VAPs 
and NLMs (Value Added Processes and NetWare Loadable Modules). These can be 
used for attacks by someone who has access to the server. For example, someone could 
write an NLM or a VAP that somehow circumvents or abuses NetWare security. One 
known NLM attack simply uses NetWare routines to destroy the Supervisor's password. 

Password attacks 

NetWare 3.x generally provides good protection against break-ins. For example, it pro- 
vides a false front when an incorrect user name is entered, asking you for a password 
anyway, so that you cannot irnrnelately tell that you have used an invalid name. How- 
ever, a lot of the defense depends upon good passwords. Even one person with an ob- 
vious password, or no password at all, puts the security of the entire network at risk. 

Consider requiring users to change passwords on a fixed schedule, such as once a 
month. To change your password, enter SETPASS at the NetWare prompt. NetWare 
prompts you for both your old password and a new one, which you must enter again for 
confirmation. If you reenter the password correctly and it meets your system's require- 
ments as to length restrictions, a message d tell you that your password has been 
changed. If you are logged into multiple servers, you will be asked if you want to syn- 
chronize your passwords; that is, make them the same for all the servers. This is usually 
a good idea as it removes the need to remember multiple passwords, which in turn leads 
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to writing down passwords. Your new password will be synchronized on all attached file 
servers (note that synchronization also will reset expiration dates on your passwords). 

Remember that the maximum password length in NetWare is 127 ASCII charac- 
ters, and the more characters you use, the more difficult it is to crack the password. 
Encourage longer passwords, such as two words, rather than one (as in eggsandba- 
con). Encourage special characters and symbols: 

For example, eggs+bacon. If you use phrases or song titles, you can get long pass- 
words without making them hard to remember (of course, if you have an auto- 
graphed photograph of Elvis by your computer, it would not be wise to use 
passwords like HoundDog or BlueSuedeShoes) . 

The so-called dictionary attack is a computerized attempt to guess passwords. A 
specially written program attempts to log in to a system under a user name, then 
submits password guesses one after another until the program guesses the right one. 
Typically the program then stores the successful password. Where do the guesses 
come from? There are three options. First you can use a dictionary of standard, of- 
ten-used passwords, such as SECRET and PASSWORD, augmented with other lists, 
which can be downloaded from hacker bulletin boards. Second, as featured in the 
movie Clear and Present Dangeq you can add any localized data that you have 
available, such as the person's name, date of birth, employer, address, phone num- 
ber, and so on. Third, you can simply call upon the sledgehammer approach, typified 
by the program NETCRACK, which tries to exhaust the possibilities by starting with 
A and working through the alphabet (as in A-Z, AA-ZZ, AAA-ZZZ). 

Because NetWare passwords can be 128 characters long and can include more 
than the 26 alphabetical characters, you might think that the sledgehammer ap- 
proach would take ages, and you'd be right (about 10 minutes for a single-letter 
password using NETCRACK, 30 minutes for two letters, and more than a weekend 
for a 45-letter word). However, the basic dictionary attack is often very successful. It 
was used by the Morris Internet Worm, and these days you can obtain some very ex- 
tensive dictionaries (including ordinary aardvark-to-zebra ones). Fortunately, you 
can counter dictionary attacks with some inexpensive measures: 

Use the Intruder Detection feature. Set the parameters for the feature just long 
enough to necessitate involvement from a system administrator. 

Insist on secure passwords. Used with Intruder Detection, this can render dictio- 
nary attacks infeasible (see chapter 7 for more on passwords). 

Implement the NetWare 3.x password-security features (requiring passwords, 
speclfylng a minimum length for passwords, and requiring that users change their 
passwords periodically). 

Run the SECURITY.EXE program periodically (performs basic checks against 
password weaknesses, such as making sure the password is not the user name). 

Use Smartpass, a program that performs a thorough analysis of all NetWare pass- 
words (see Figure 12.6). Essentially this simulates a dictionary attack so that you 
can strengthen your password settings accordingly. 
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Figure 12.6 Smartpass analyzes passwords based on dlctlonaries a11d other parameters 

Net So Dumb After All 

During the early 1990s, there was a persistent myth about a flaw in the NetWare 
password system. This was "revealed" by a dictionary-attack program for Net- 
Ware that gained access to the SUPERVISOR account after surprisingly few 
guesses. However, the reason for this actually was a bug in the encryption algo- 
rithm used in the second step of the login encryption process. According to Jason 
Lamb, "When certain Log Keys w-ere generated, the encryption algorithm would 
crunch the numbers and return all zeros. The server then believed that no pass- 
word existed for the account, and the client would be logged in." This problem ex- 
isted in NetWare versions 2 . 1 5 ~  and 3.10, but Novell quickly developed patches 
for the problem and made them available to users. The patch basically watched 
for the generation of weak Log Keys and rejected them from use by the server. 
This fix was later incorporated into Neth'are 2.2 and 3.11. 

Under attack 

You can assume that every network operating system is constantly being probed for 
weaknesses, by the vendor, by hackers, and by academics. When weaknesses are dis- 
covered, they are publicized and "fixes" are created and distributed. If the vendor 
finds the weakness, then the publicity might be low-key (nobody likes to shout about 
problems with their products). However, the fix distribution should be immediate 
and extensive (while Novell has a good track record in this regard, the same cannot 
be said for Microsoft, which has a hard time admitting to problems and a definite ten- 
dency to understate them-as in the case of the password file weakness in Windows 
for Workgroups and Windows 95). 
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Of course, if a hacker finds the weakness, the "underground" publicity is likely to be 
considerable, possibly migrating to the mainstream press, but the fin might be some 
time in arrivmg. Academic discoveries fall somewhere in between, possibly creating 
some adverse publicity, but often resulting in an immediate fix. For example, in 1992, 
students and professors at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands tested NetWare 
3.x against a technique borrowed from Unix hacking, known asforging packets. This 
allows one user to masquerade as any other user currently logged onto the network, 
even a more primleged user. Ths  is possible because of the way that NetWare 3.x han- 
dles processes between client and server, which Jason Lamb explained as follows: 

When a client opens a session with the server, among the many things that both client 
and server track is the sequence number for each request. I ask to read a file from the 
server, and the server sends it and increments my sequence number by one. When I send 
my next request, I tell the server that this is request number 2. The server processes it 
and increments my sequence number. If, along the way, I were to send a request that was 
out of sequence, the server would simply trash the request. The server assumes that 
some garbled communications screwed up the sequence numbering. 

For someone to send a request to the server pretending to be another person at 
another workstation, all that is required is to know that workstation's network ad- 
dress, its connection number, and the sequence number. Both the network address 
and connection number are available. Lamb notes that "running USERLIST / A  is one 
way to obtain that information." As for sequence numbers, they simply begin at 0 
and increment to 255. Once they reach 255, they begin again at 0. The techruque 
used by the Dutch academics was to acquire the network address and connection 
number using a method similar to the USERLIST command, then "simply send the 
request 256 times, as sequence number 0 through 255." 

The process operates numerous times in succession, cycling through all possible 
sequence numbers, and there is a fairly high probability that the attacker will hit the 
right sequence number. As Lamb observes, "This procedure will generate a little bit 
of confusing traffic, the response to the request will be sent to the forged worksta- 
tion, and the sequence numbers will have to be resynchronized, but eve ry thg  hap- 
pens very quickly with no one the wiser. Except the forger, of course." 

Packet signatures 

It should be noted that any system, not just NetWare 3.x, that does not use a method 
for validating the identity of the requester is susceptible to this attack. Many types 
of computer systems are vulnerable in this way. In the case of NetWare 3.x, this 
means that, if the supervisor is currently logged in, you can submit a series of re- 
quests as the supervisor to create a user and give that user supervisor equivalency. 

Novell's initial response to t h s  attack was to implement a technique, known as 
packet signature, that validates the requester in server-to-client communications. 
Lamb describes it thus: "During the login process, a Session Key is assigned to each 
client, requesting a Packet Signature. Every time a request is generated by the 
client, the client signs it by calculating an encrypted signature, using the session key, 
the last packet's signature, and a fingerprint algorithm. T h s  signature then is ap- 
pended to the packet and sent to the server." 
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By performing the same calculations and comparing the results, the server de- 
cides whether or not the packet will be processed. If there is a mismatch, the packet 
is discarded and the system console receives an alert message. This patch was made 
available as SECUREFX.NLM for NetWare 3.x and SECUREFX.VAP for 2.x. The lat- 
est versions of NetWare now incorporate full packet encryption, whch offers greater 
security than packet signatures without significant loss of performance. One conse- 
quence of this attack coming to light at an academic institution was a piece of soft- 
ware called HACK.EXE, which embodies the attack. This has since been widely 
circulated among hackers. 

Hack and Phrack 

Older versions of NetWare have been plagued by the distribution of another pro- 
gram, KNOCK.EXE, which lets hackers log onto a NetWare server and "knock" con- 
tinuously until they get in. Such hacking tools are commonly shared among hackers. 
For example, the electronically published magazine, Phrack, published HACK.EXE 
in 1993 under the heading "Help for Verifying Novell Security." T h s  points to the 
fundamental dilemma of hacking, which aids network adrmnistrators by finding 
weaknesses in the system, but then spreads the tools by which to exploit those 
weaknesses. The argument in favor of distributing something like HACK.EXE is that 
legitimate network administrators can use it to test their networks. The argument 
against is that some people will use it to break into networks that have not put the 
available "patches" in place. 

In the following paragraphs, I have hghlighted further weaknesses in NetWare 
that were exposed in a later issue of Phrack. This should give you a clearer picture 
of the ambiguous nature of "hacking" publications. Indeed, the front page of this par- 
ticular issue announces a competition to write the next Internet Worm or other soft- 
ware that "makes COPS and SATAN look like h g h  school Introduction to Computing 
assignments." The article, written by "Otaku," is headed "Novell NetWare and 
Ethernet Address Spoofing with ODI" and promises "some thmgs to consider about 
Novell NetWare for your next Security Audit or Hacking Session (depending on 
whch side you are on) ." 

The article opens with an observation that provides a stark reminder of the im- 
portance of keeping your network upgraded: "NetWare has been one of the few 
widely available systems that offer some form of login encryption of accounts and 
passwords over the wire, as standard, however, because it is so popular, there are 
likely to be plenty of systems out there that have not been upgraded to the latest ver- 
sions and patch releases and that still might be vulnerable to programs like KNOCK, 
the patched ATTACH command, or the University of Leiden's HACK." 

Showing a keen understanding of the real-world of network administration, the 
writer observes that the latest security features are implemented as Value Added 
Processes for NetWare 2.x, which require the server to be brought down to install 
them, so "it is likely that there are many NetWare 2.x systems that still are vulnera- 
ble." He is scornful of limited installations where "none of the security features have 
been switched on, all the programs and data are in a single SYS: volume and the Net- 
work Address of the cable is the default 00000001." He counsels that the more you 
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know about your particular Novell LAN, the easier it gets to "explore." He suggests 
that you log in as GUEST (a good reason for deleting this account) or "borrow" a 
normal account, then use the following command to see who else is using the system: 

USERLIST /A > C:\ULIST.TXT 

T h s  produces a list of users currently logged in, with their Ethernet card ad- 
dresses saved to a text file. He notes that "your current connection will be marked 
with an asterisk. If your system has 100 or more users, then any sane Supervisor will 
have used some form of logic when allocating the user's login accounts, probably 
based on personnel or ID number, often including their initials." 

At this point the goal is to access SYSCON with privileges; however, even without 
privileges, SYSCON still can be used "to look at your own account, change your pass- 
word. . . . You also can see a list of all the other registered users." The writer suggests 
that you "sort the accounts into normal and privileged accounts (obviously SUPER- 
VISOR, but often there are SUPERVISOR equivalent accounts, or Work Group Man- 
ager accounts that stand out from the list). You are quite likely to see an account 
called something like TAPE-BACKUP or DATA-LOGGER, TRAINER, STUDENTI, 
and STUDENTB; that is, accounts that do not belong to individual humans." 

These accounts are useful because they often require abnormal security privi- 
leges. For example, at an academic or industrial site, "you are likely to find data-log- 
ging PCs connected to instrumentation or machinery that needs to be monitored or 
controlled 24 hours a day. These PCs are likely to have 24-hour accounts that are not 
time restricted at weekends." The same is true for backup accounts because ordi- 
nary users might be automatically logged off during the evenings, which is when 
backups need to be made. He continues "if you can get physical access to this sort of 
PC, either data logger or tape backup unit, you have a good chance of finding the 
password on the local drive C:, possibly in a file with Hidden andlor System attri- 
butes (have a look at the AUTOEXEC.BAT and see what it calls)." 

These accounts can pose a challenge because "security-aware Novell supervisors 
wdl have set up any such accounts with an extra level of security that restricts logins 
to only those Ethernet addresses that have been specified. The really sensible ones 
wdl have made sure that any such machines are located in physically secure areas, 
as well." However, the writer suggests that Novell has provided, in the form of Open 
Datahk Interface (ODI), the replacement for monolithc IPXNETX, a mechanism 
that allows a person to hack around these precautions. He describes how Novell's 
ODI, and its slower Microsoft equivalent Network Driver Interface Specification 
(NDIS), "both work by putting a common layer of software between the hardware of 
the Network Interface Card and the rest of the MS-DOS Redirector." The purpose is 
to allow multiple protocol stacks and frame types to be bound to the same physical 
card, which is diagrammed in Figure 12.7. 

Earlier versions of NetWare required you to generate a hardware-specific version 
of 1PX.EXE for your Ethernet card by entering IPX followed by NETX, with extra pa- 
rameters, such as preferred server or machine type, stored in SHELL.CFG. Now you 
need LSL, followed by NE2000, IPXODI, then NETX. The parameters are stored in 
NET.CFG. The article observes that, "with ODI, there are more parameters for 
NET.CFG but the worrying/interesting one is the ability to specify a different MAC 
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1 Hardware specific device driver (for example, NE 2000) I 
Figure 12.7 The role of OD1 

level address from that of your actual Ethernet card." Ths  is required for NetWare 
to coexist with TCPAP or DECnet and typical settings might be: 

BUFFERS 100 
MACHINE TYPE COMPAQ 
PREFERRED SERVER FINANCE 
NODE ADDRESS AA-00-04-00-12-34 

The writer points out that, "because this DECnet address does not depend on the 
'real' unique Ethernet address that has been burnt into the PROM on the card and is 
centrally registered (onginally by Xerox, but now by the IEEE), this mechanism allows 
you to put a different Ethernet card address into NET.CFG, thereby foohg the Ad- 
dress Restriction security." For example, you could change the NET.CFG fle to read: 

NODE ADDRESS 02-60-04-00-34-56 

As you can see, the writer has the same detailed knowledge of the system as a net- 
work engineer but is simply looking at it from a different perspective. The writer 
notes that the scope of this "hack" of the Address Restriction security may be cur- 
tailed by the location of the target PC, because if it is on a different LAN segment, 
then "routers or intelligent hubs might restrict your abhty to do this, or at least 
record attempts in a log file that can trace your activity, provided that suspicions are 
aroused before they are periodically wiped out." In an excellent example of the con- 
cept of incremental information leveraging that is discussed in chapter 14, he 
notes that t h s  is where "the data that you gathered earlier with USERLIST and 
SYSCON becomes threateningluseful." 

Denial of service 

Ths article in Phrack also talks about denial of sewice, a concept of increasing im- 
portance in the ongoing rnformation security ddectic. As more and more organiza- 
tions deploy encryption and authentication to address two of the three pillars of 
information security (confidentiality and integrity), it is possible that attacks will in- 
creasingly focus on the third pillar (availability). After all, inhibiting access to informa- 
tion can be just as damaging as steahng it, snooping it, or changing it. Various scenarios 
suggest themselves, such as extortion (pay us or we screw up your system) and com- 
petitive advantage (we steal your customers while your systems are down). 
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In this particular case, the Phrack writer observes that the connection parameter, 
which can be hacked to bypass Address Restriction security, could be changed to 
match another PC on the same network. He observes that "the file server (Novell, 
DEC, or Unix) and the Ethernet have no way of preventing some packets intended 
for just one unique address going to the other, if they are both online at the same 
time." The consequences are machines that hang, files improperly closed, contents 
possibly lost, plus damage to File Allocation Tables. 

The ambiguous nature of Phrack is clear when the article continues: "If by acci- 
dent or design, you set your PC to have the same address as the file server (Novell, 
DEC, or Unix) or a router, then you can cause havoc to the whole network segment. 
This could be acheved with a simple command in the AUTOEXEC.BAT." The article 
provides the syntax of the command, but I do not feel inclined to repeat it. If you ex- 
perience the symptoms that he describes, you now know where to look and will spot 
the offending command immediately. When he describes the act of placing it in AU- 
TOEXEC.BAT, the writer notes that "it will only take effect the next time the PC is 
rebooted (allowing a good head start for the perpetrator). This also could be the pay- 
load of a virus, which would cause more havoc than simply trashing the hard disk of 
a single PC." Is this a suggestion or a warning? For more discussion of the dilemmas 
of the "hacker" mentality, see chapter 14. In the meantime, be sure that your net- 
work is defended against attacks such as these. 

NetWare 4.x 

I'll now turn to NetWare 4.x, which is inherently more secure than 3.x. Some might 
argue that Windows NT, with its graphic security management tools, currently offers 
more manageable security than NetWare 4.x. However, the Network Directory Ser- 
vices (NDS) that Novell introduced in NetWare 4.0, give it a solid foundation upon 
which to compete with both Banyan VINES and Windows NT in terms of functional- 
ity, while Novell has been working hard to improve the management tools. In De- 
cember, 1994, Infoworld concluded that "NDS now delivers the most robust 
administration scheme of the NOSs we tested." A long-standing reputation for per- 
formance and reliability, plus impressive fault-tolerant features, obviously contribute 
to the appeal of NetWare 4.x. 

Certified safe 

When it forms part of a comprehensive security model, NetWare also stands up well 
against Unix and even mainframe systems. Novell has submitted NetWare 4.x to the 
requisite governmental bodies in Europe and North America to obtain certification 
relative to published standards. In Table 12.1, you can see the levels of security, from 
minimal to maximal, described in the US. government's Orange Book and Red Book 
(officially titled Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria and Trusted Net- 
work Interpretation of the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, re- 
spectively). 

NetWare 4 is tested as a network server to C2 level under TNI (Trusted Network 
Interpretation) at the NCSC (National Computer Security Center). NetWare 4 also is 
evaluated to E2, the equivalent European rating, administered by ITS. In Table 12.2, 
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TABLE 12.1 Security factors and 
Levels from the U.S. Government's 
OrangeBookandRedBook 

Level Description 

Minvnal protection 

Discretionary security protection 

Controlled access protection 

Labeled security protection 

Structured protection 

Security domains 

Verified design 

TABLE 12.2 The Basis for Orange and Red Book Evaluation of System Security 

Factor Description 

Security policy An explicit and well-designed security policy must be enforced by the system 

Identification Every subject must be uniquely and convincingly def ied .  Access requests 
must be checked 

Marking Every object must be associated with a "label" that indicates the security level 
of the object. 

Accountability The system must maintain complete, secure records of actions that affect 
security, i n c l u h g  user setup, assignment or change of security level, and 
access attempts that are denied. 

Assurance The system must maintain mechanisms that enforce security and it must be 
possible to measure the effectiveness of these mechanisms 

Continuous protection The hardware and software mechanisms that implement security must be pro- 
tected against unauthorized change. 

you can see the six factors that form the basis for Orange and Red Book evaluation 
of system security. Note that NetWare 4 will operate at C2E2 level only when used 
in conjunction with workstation access control (the Cordant ASSURE Card was cho- 
sen for the evaluation but other devices may be acceptable). 

Microsoft obtained C2 certification fm Windows NT, but for "use as a standalone 
workstation only" and only when Service Package Number 3 has been properly in- 
stalled. This is quite different from certlfylng NTAS, the Advanced Server edition, as 
a file server. Furthermore, as Richard Charles Graves observes, writing in the alt.se- 
curity newsgroup, "Windows NT does not actually quahfy for its claimed C2 security 
rating because it lets you know if you try to log on as a user that doesn't exist, at least 
over the IPX protocol." As noted earlier, the correct response, which NetWare gives, 
is to ask for a password anyway, thus preventing an interloper from determining that 
a given user name does not exist (there is more on NT later in this chapter). 
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C2 or not C2? 

Whde there is considerable debate about whether or not evaluations such as C2 
are useful in the context of commercial systems, it seems clear that they can play 
an important role in product marketing and positioning. As security awareness 
continues to spread, there is increasing value in being able to say "our product is 
C2 certified." However, such statements must be carefully qualified before they 
become meaningful or even accurate. As noted earlier, NetWare 4 must be used 
with added access control to qua@. While Novell has made no effort to obscure 
this fact, major rival Microsoft has done little to halt careless application of the 
term "C2 certified" to Microsoft Windows NT. 

Security as Novell sees it 

To be evaluated under TNI, you need an NSA (as in Network Security Architecture, 
not National Security Agency). T h s  is the theoretical framework for security, and it 
must be clearly documented. Novell also has described NetWare security in several 
W1-ute Papers and Application Notes with NetWare Global Security Architecture in the 
title. These make interesting, if not required, r e a m  and can be ordered from Novell 
Cparticularly helpful is the April, 1994 issue of Novell Application Notes). Recurrent 
themes in these documents are Netware's fault tolerant features and "key services." 
This term refers to the parts of NetWare that provide three essential mgredients: 

Control of access from workstations (login) 

Control of access to directories and files 

Administration of these controls 

As the White Paper on NetWare Global Security Architecture puts it, these con- 
trols take the form of "tools that enable network administrators to set up users and 
accounts based on sound organizational policies and procedures." Various Novell 
documents have categorized these tools and other security services as: Authoriza- 
tion, Access control, Audit, Administration, and Assurance. I will examine and assess 
each of these. 

Authorizationlauthentication 

I'll start where the user starts, at the login, the purpose of which is to identlfy and au- 
thenticate the user. Ths  involves two pieces of information, an ID and a password, 
which the user must supply. However, NetWare 4 provides "single lo@' for all network 
services so that it is only required once per session, regardless of whch servers or re- 
sources are used during the session. The authentication of identity-the initial match- 
ing of password to ID and the ongolng use of that information to allow or deny access 
based on the rights assigned to the user-is transparent to the user. NetWare 4 uses 
RSA encryption technology to protect the integrity and security of this process. 
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While password protection is not infallible, NetWare 4 provides a comprehensive 
set of tools for making login passwords very effective. These include a minimum 
length setting, enforced and regular password changes, blocking of repetitive pass- 
words, plus intruder detection and lockout, as well as limited login times and session 
length settings. 

Access control 

Whle it might sound like the same thing as authorization, access control refers to the 
mechanisms by which an authenticated user is restricted. NDS provides a compre- 
hensive system for assigning rights to objects. Everything from users to files and 
print queues is treated as an object with rights. Five concepts are important here: ac- 
cess control list (ACL), inheritance, inherited rights filter (IRF), security equiva- 
lence, and trustee assignments. The ACL attribute specifies what objects have rights 
to access and modify another object and its associated attributes. 

To avoid a tedious object-by-object assignment of rights, rights can be inherited 
from layer to layer of the hierarchical structure that NDS imposes. They also can 
be assigned on the basis of equivalence between two objects. Rights can be filtered 
out by use of the IRF, which controls which rights are inherited. NetWare 4 pro- 
vides limitations on file and directory access similar to those in 3.x but imposes 
those controls rather differently. Whereas 3.x granted users and groups trustee as- 
signments to parts of the file system directory tree, any NetWare 4 object can re- 
ceive a trustee assignment, including users, groups, organizational units, and even 
servers. 

Administration 

For NetWare 4's extensive access controls to be effective, administrative tools are re- 
quired. These are provided by NetWare and fall into six categories: 

General Administration (NWADMIN and NETADMIN) 

Server Management (SERVMAN and MONITOR) 

NDS Management (DSREPAIR and DSMERGE) 

Storage Management (SERVER, VREPAIR, and CDROM) 

Printing (NPRINTER) . Backup (SBACKUP) 

According to Infoworld, "NetWare 4.1 significantly augments this administrative 
power with a new utility called NetSynch, which allows a NetWare 4.1 server to ad- 
minister as many as 12 NetWare 3.x servers by adding them to the NDS context. 
Users can access this functionality through a new GUI-based utility called NWAD- 
MIN, which presents the whole network visually." 
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Audit 

Auditing can be described as: "Knowing who is doing what to which, plus where and 
when they are doing it." The value of auditing as a security tool is three-fold. First of 
all, audting can tell you what exactly it is that you are trying to protect and what se- 
curity measures, such as access controls, are in place. Second, audt  tools can help you 
identlfy and diagnose problems as they occur. For example, when a virus infection oc- 
curs, an audit trail can help to identlfy the source of the mfection. Third, auditing acts 
as a deterrent to the malignant or merely curious user. For example, attempts to gain 
degal access are hkely to be reduced if it is known that they are logged. 

Assurance 

Obviously, fault tolerance is a major factor in assuring the availability and integrity of 
information-two of the three main goals of security systems. The fault tolerant fea- 
tures of NetWare 4.x are diagrammed in Figure 12.8. 

Net infallible? 

If you build a network using only NetWare 4.x and if you correctly employ alI of the 
security features that NetWare 4.x provides, then you will have a very secure net- 
work. However, those are two big "ifs" and the results are "very secure" rather than 
completely secure (there is no such thing as completely secure). Clearly, the strong 
authentication and access control technology in NetWare 4 is a major deterrent to all 
but the most determined attacker. The improved login technology of NetWare 4, 
with the encryption of authentication, closes several potential loopholes. So the at- 
tacker is going to target weak points, such as LAN segments that are not NetWare 
4.x or workstations that are not properly protected. 

Hot fix Mirroring and duplexing 1 1 1 Mirrored servers 1=1 
NDS replication 1 --- 

Redundant disk arrays Backup services Intelligent UPS interface 

Figure 12.8 Fault tolerance in NetWare 4.2 
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Remember that the network operating system is not what is running your work- 
stations, so you cannot rely on NetWare 4.x alone. You must control access to work- 
stations. Obviously, you also must control access to servers. If you control which 
programs get onto the network, you can defeat sniffer programs, whch capture 
passwords and IDS; snoopers, whch gather data; or spoofers, which impersonate ob- 
jects with high-level access rights. You also should be able to defeat NLM attacks that 
allow hackers to change passwords. 

Server protection 

By now, it should be clear that NetWare security in general depends to a large extent 
upon keeping out the great unwashed, the viruses and Trojans, the hackers and 
snoopers, in short, anything or anybody that shouldn't be there. Ironically, making 
the most of an advanced network operating system requires some basic security con- 
cepts. For example, the key to the office is as much a part of computer security as 
encryption. You should know who is allowed in and keep out who is not. Protect 
servers in locked rooms/closets, and remember that the server also is a key player in 
the fight against viruses, using antivirus NLMs. Here are some more server tips: 

Novel1 recommends that you use the REMOVE DOS command to prevent NLMs be- 
ing loaded from floppy disks. 

Use SECURE CONSOLE to disable keyboard entry and restrict the loading of NLMs 
from anywhere other than the SYS:\SYSTEM directory. 

Disable all remote console capabilities, or assign RCONSOLE a unique password. 

Make sure that the console password is different from the ADMIN password, and 
never store it in the AUTOEXEC.NCF. 

Workstations and other devices 

An unprotected workstation is a platform from which to mount attacks on the net- 
work. Use keyboard locks and BIOS-level passwords. Control floppy dsk  drives and 
use a floppy dsk  labehg and tracking system. Consider integrated access control sys- 
tems, such as Mergent DACS or Watchdog from Fischer International. Keep worksta- 
tions away from areas to which the public has access, but also bear in mind that the kid 
in the mail room could easily know more about hacking than many of your users. 

NetWare itself does a pretty effective job of screening out unauthorized users, 
you fully enable and implement the password and access options. This means a seri- 
ous minimum length setting, enforced and regular password changes, blocking of 
repetitive passwords, intruder detection and lockout, limiting login times and ses- 
sion length, and limiting directory space as well as access. 

Pay close attention to network objects other than servers and workstations, no- 
tably printers. There is little point battening down the hatches elsewhere if com- 
pleted print jobs containing sensitive data sit unattended in the paper tray. Be aware 
of printers and print queues as a possible loophole and protect them as NetWare ob- 
jects with passwords and limited access rights, as physical objects with suitable su- 
pervision and access control. 
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File access 

Both NetWare 3 and NetWare 4 provide a wide range of file attributes that allow you 
to control exactly what users can do with the files. Whde Read Only attributes are 
widely recommended as an antidote to many forms of tampering, they have their 
limits. Remember that file viruses are not put off by Netware's Read Only attributes. 
However, the very powerful Execute Only attribute provides an excellent deterrent. 
Even when used without any other NetWare security features, Execute Only stops 
such viruses as Cascade, Jerusalem, and Yankee Doodle, all of which can overcome 
Read Only (when it was the only protective measure). 

Bear in mind that Execute Only is a pretty drastic attribute. It prevents files from 
being copied, modified, or backed up. Furthermore, the attribute cannot be removed 
unless the file is deleted (to be replaced by a copy made prior to setting the Execute 
Only attribute). You can make Read Only more effective by taking away the user's 
Modify right in the directory where the protected files are stored. 

Logic and proportion 

Even the best-laid security plans are apt to go astray unless you retain a sense of pro- 
portion. Training end users to reduce the number of honest errors is highly cost-ef- 
fective, as is a security-awareness program. There is no such thing as a safe ignorant 
user. Security-awareness training is considerably more cost-effective than expensive 
biometric access controls. Users who understand that maintaining security means 
maintaining their future are much more likely to maintain security. They will certainly 
be much easier to work with than users who feel put upon by suspicious supervisors. 

A sense of proportion tells you that investment in signature-based login authenti- 
cation ($200 per node) is going to look a little sdly if your workstations are not bolted 
to the desk ($50 per node) and someone steals them. Simple devices that are locked 
into floppy disk drives are very effective and can be a lot easier to administer than 
drive access software controls. 

Miscellaneous matters 

Of course, there can be no going back to the fortress mentality of mainframe days. 
To mix and mash a few metaphors: Within the global village, beside the bustling in- 
fobahn, no network is an island. You have users who want to bring in all kinds of soft- 
ware that they have discovered, users who are on the road and want to dial in, plus 
users who want to dial out, notably to the Internet. Remote access and Internet con- 
nections are dealt with in the next chapter. As far as scrutinizing and disinfecting in- 
coming files, whether on disk or over the wire, t h s  is best done on a standalone 
machine fitted with a good virus-detection program. 

Remember that viruses are not the only thing that you are looking for. Trojan 
horses and unlicensed programs also need to be screened out. You might want to 
consider a disk authorization system, such as Reflex DiskNet. T h s  ensures that all 
disk activity is authorized and legitimate. Organizations might find it easier to ac- 
commodate controlled and scrutinized use of floppies rather than institute a whole- 
sale ban, whch users might well resent. 
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The following is a list of other miscellaneous security matters: 

Restrict physical access to file servers. Consider removing the monitor and key- 
board. Lock the machines in properly ventilated closets/rooms. 

Use only password-protected screen savers. 

Install a protocol monitoring device that can track cabling usage and notify you 
when unauthorized taps are made. 

Consider advanced routers that let you filter out Service Advertising Protocol 
(SAP) requests and responses, Routing Information Protocol (RIP) packets, and 
specific frame types. Consider filtering nonessential packets to increase perfor- 
mance as well as provide security. 

Always use naming standards and require passwords. 

Force periodic password changes every 30 to 45 days. 

Restrict the minimum password length to at least 8 characters. 

For most network administrative work, don't use the SUPERVISOR or ADMIN ac- 
counts; use an equivalent instead. 

Always use intruder detection and lockout. 

Beware of the Supervisor account. If it becomes locked, you must use ENABLE 

LOGIN at the file server console to unlock it. T h s  is a potential Catch 22. Make 
sure to change the MONITOR utihty lock password, because the Supervisor pass- 
word won't work. 

Classify people into security levels and identify the highest security risks. Imple- 
ment countermeasures against these people, including training sessions, usage 
tracking, or extensive auditing. 

Be careful when assigning Workgroup and User Account Managers. Be sure that 
they can be trusted. Remember, power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts ab- 
solutely. 

Finally, some advice from a Novel1 Technical Information Document entitled "Se- 
curity Considerations on NetWare 4." This document suggests that administrators 
who are concerned about security problems should "consider partitioning of their di- 
rectory tree." The reason for t h s  is that the Console SET command allows you to set 
the bindery context of a server to any context in a partition that is stored as 
r e a d k i t e  or master on that server. Physical access to one server (direct or with 
RCONSOLE) thus allows you to set the bindery context and then log in as Supervi- 
sor to have access to all objects in that container with bindery utilities like SYSCON. 

The document points out that you can use this "feature" to "recover a lost ADMIN 
password. During this first step, your access is h i t e d  to the containers in the cur- 
rent server's partition." However, the document notes that the "number of possible 
leaks for intruders grows with the size of the network. In larger networks, even the 
supervisor of one server or the manager of one container might be a possible in- 
truder on another part of the tree." As a result, an intruder could employ t h s  effect 
and expand control to other partitions, if any object in the first partition has access 
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rights to other directory partitions. In other words, "intruders could grant them- 
selves security equivalence to that object or change that object's password with 
SYSCON, then log in as that object and access the other partitions." 

The bottom line is that, when a readlwrite or master partition is stored on one 
server, its supervisor can potentially manage all objects in this partition. If a server con- 
tains a read-only replica of a directory branch, you cannot set your bindery context to 
a container in that area, but you can disconnect the server from the network and run 
DSREPAIR on that server to change the partition to "master." To avoid these problems, 
the document suggests that adrmrustrators should consider several precautions: 

Try to restrict objects' rights to their own partition. 

Create partition replicas only on "trusted" servers. Every replica is a potential se- 
curity hole. 

Use different RCONSOLE passwords on different servers. 

Lock the server console, and lock up the server (I've said it before, but it bears rep- 
etition). 

NetWare Extras 

Unlike the situation five years ago, there are now plenty of tools to help NetWare 
administrators get on top of network management and security enforcement. The 
following paragraphs cover just a few of the leading contenders. The selection is 
somewhat arbitrary and does not represent endorsement, merely an indication of 
what is out there. 

Security auditing 

One of the best deterrent/detection tools for combating network attacks is auditing. 
If authorized users know that all network activity is tracked and recorded, they will 
be less inclined to stray from the straight and narrow. Intruders will be more inclined 
to look for softer targets if they find auditing programs at work on a network that 
they have penetrated. If unauthorized activity continues despite audit measures, 
those measures will at least make it easier to identify the problems and even the per- 
petrators. 

There is no auditing facility built into NetWare 3.x, and although NetWare 4.x al- 
lows you to create an activity log file, there is not much scope to customize the audit 
set and reports. Fortunately, there are additional tools, like BindView from LAN Sup- 
port Group (the same company that offers Netsqueeze compression and encryp- 
tion), that make the auditing task work a lot easier. One security-oriented auditing 
tool, AuditTrack NLM, offers a wealth of audit data accessed via a Windows interface. 
AuditTrack monitors and records any combination of files, users, node addresses, 
and servers, using eight predefined audit sets or new sets of your own design. 

AuditTrack is not just a passive auditing tool. It notifies you or a select group of 
users if unauthorized users try to gain access. Whenever somethng goes wrong, the 
detailed records of all server activity enable you to identify who, what, where, and 
when. AuditTrack loads as an NLM, and there is no workstation software required. 
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If you think this might be a helpful tool, you can test the software for 30 days (a 
trial version is available in the PC/MAC/LAN section of the NCSA InfoSecurity Forum 
on CompuServe) . 

Another audit tool that monitors system activity, but that has a more security- 
focused design, is Kane Security Analyst (see Figure 12.9). This program analyzes 
not only passwords, but also account restrictions and access rights. It allows you to 
graphically set standards for the network and audit activity to make sure it conforms 
to that standard. 

By incorporating years of security-consulting experience into an expert system, 
the Kane Security Analyst (KSA) actually advises you on security weaknesses. Re- 
port cards on server security are presented in clear summary format, and security 
parameters can be graphed for immediate identification of problem areas (see Fig- 
ure 12.10). This greatly simplifies the task of forming conclusions or assessments 
based on raw audit log data. Furthermore, this auditing can be done from any work- 
station because KSA is not an NLM. It is a normal executable program and, as long 
as you have supervisor privileges, you can run it from anywhere on the network with- 
out affecting network performance. 

You also can look into the details of specific security settings for individual users. 
The report card will show both the settings and their compliance, on a passlfail ba- 
sis, with security parameters. A series of professionally formatted reports can be 

Figure 12.9 Kane Security Analyst allows you to graphically set and maintain security standards 
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Figure 12.10 A graphical presentation of risk-analysis survey results in Kane Security Analyst 

printed from KSA, providing excellent documentation for the network administrator 
(see Figure 12.11). It makes sense to run something like KSA right after you have in- 
stalled a network to spot any holes that you have left open, then periodically there- 
after, because networks are always growing and changing. 

A slightly different kind of security-management software for NetWare is Network 
Security Organizer (NSO) from Thompson Network Software, "a second generation 
of antivirus programs for networks." (See Figure 12.12.) "Instead of being just an- 
other scanner, checksurnrner, or behavior monitor, it uses a completely different ap- 
proach to protecting a network. It is not meant to replace any other antivirus 
product, but rather to augment or enhance those products." Based on the idea that 
it is better to plug the holes in a leaky s h p  than buy a big pump, NSO has five main 
features. 

Network Risk Analysis analyzes the network and prepares a list of infectable di- 
rectories. It does this by looking for directories that have programs in them, then 
looking for users with sufficient privileges to Infect them. Workstation Inventory al- 
lows a system administrator to track what hardware and what software is installed at 
each workstation. Electronic Software Distribution keeps track of what version of 
antivirus software is installed at each workstation. If a new version is placed on the 
server, then each workstation can be automatically updated as each user logs in. Au- 
dit Trail has a device driver that can create a log of any programs that are run or 
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Figure 12.1 1 A summary of account restrictions pro~lcled by Kane Security Analyst 

Figure 12.12 rietwork Securlty Organizer from Thompson Ketmork Software 
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copied from a floppy drive. This means that, if you get a new virus, you have a way 
of backtracking to find out where the virus came from. Finally, there is Antivirus 
Scanner. T h s  can be Thompson's own scanner, called DocLite, which uses a suffi- 
ciently small amount of RAM that it is able to run from a network login script as a 
user logs in. However, t h s  is not meant to replace any other antivirus product that 
you already might have, but rather to enhance that product (generally speaking, two 
independently extracted virus search patterns are better than one). You can find a 
shareware version of NSO in the PC/MAC/LAN Security library of the NCSA InfoSe- 
curity Forum on CompuServe. 

Security cracking 

There are some situations in whch the supervisor or owner of a network has a legit- 
imate need to "hack" the net; for example, if the supervisor forgets his or her pass- 
word and is the only person with supervisor privileges. Similar situations might 
occur if the only person with supervisor privileges leaves the company on a sour note 
or is an outside consultant who has not been paid in full (the suggestion of writing 
down the supervisor password and locking it in a safe does not protect against abuse 
by a supervisor who later changes the password). 

Three programs can help in these situations. The TEMPSUP program is loaded as 
an NLM on the server and gives you temporary supervisor privileges without a pass- 
word, which you then can use to change the supervisor password (note that the 
main protection against this program is to physically restrict access to the server and 
control the use of RCONSOLE). As described earlier in this chapter, the program 
NETCRACK simply tries all possible passwords until it logs on. The THIEF program, 
also known as GETIT, is loaded to monitor login keystrokes and can be used to un- 
obtrusively obtain the password from a supervisor who is under suspicion (you se- 
cretly install the program on a workstation and then ask the supervisor to log on as 
SUPERVISOR from that station). Because these tools are open to abuse, I oppose 
their open distribution. However, they can be made available to legitimate users 
through appropriate inquiries to the NCSA. A commercial product, NTPass, is avail- 
able from AccessData Corp. 

Secure access 

There are numerous access-control systems that are specifically designed for Net- 
Ware networks. For example, Mergent offers NetDACS, whch adds centralized Net- 
Ware administration to the workstation controls provided by PCDACS. Fischer 
International extends its Watchdog access-control product line to the network with 
Watchdog Director-LAN. This offers centralized adrmrustration of access controls on 
network workstations. If these are protected with hardware, such as the Watchdog 
Armor circuit board, complete centralized access control is possible, from worksta- 
tion boot-up. This is one response to the enduring problem of network security: how 
to control workstations when they are not on the network. 

There are network implementations of most of the access-control systems men- 
tioned in chapters 6 and 7, such as COM&DIA DaiLOCK Boot Network and Eliashim 
LANPlug and PC Security's Stoplock V. T h s  includes two-factor authentication sys- 
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tems, such as the Dallas SignOn tokens and SecureID two-factor cards. The latter can 
be used with Watchdog and other programs or implemented with the ACEIClient and 
ACEIServer products offered by Security Dynamics, makers of the SecureID units 
(refer back to Figure 1.5). The ACEIClient NLM for NetWare requires valid user cre- 
dentials (ID and PIN from memory plus time code from the card) before LOGIN can 
proceed. This system offers the option of ongoing validation (a request can be sent to 
any network workstation at any time, asking the user to enter the current time code). 
Plus it can be easily extended to include remote access (see the next chapter for 
more on remote access and wide area network security products). 

Security and Networking with Windows 

Some people would say that Windows security is an oxymoron (the very name sug- 
gests images of important data flying out of the window). Indeed, there is very little 
security in versions of Windows prior to Windows NT or Windows 95, and Microsoft 
has been heavily criticized for the weak password systems (e.g., in Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11) that give a false sense of security. Nevertheless, many networks 
are running Microsoft Windows and the effect of this upon security needs to be ad- 
dressed. Furthermore, since the introduction of Windows for Workgroups and Win- 
dows NT, the sharing of file and print resources has been part of Windows itself. 

The Windows phenomenon 

Most people agree that a GUI (graphical user interface) is easier to use, thus train- 
ing costs are lower and productivity is higher. Microsoft Windows has become the 
most widely used GUI, largely through highly effective, if at times questionable, busi- 
ness practices. The first version of Microsoft Windows that was not hopelessly un- 
stable was 3.1, which started shpping in 1992, some 10 years after Windows was 
originally announced. Windows 95 appeared about only three years behind schedule. 

While Windows NT and Windows 95 are operating systems, regular Windows and 
Windows for Workgroups up through 3.11 are not. They are merely operating envi- 
ronments loaded on top of DOS. This makes for a complex and inefficient system, 
particularly when you add a network operating system (NOS) to the equation. The 
number of potential confhcts between software components is enormous, not to 
mention the hardware conflicts (if there were only 6 different categories of hard- 
ware devices and just 12 possible choices in each category, you still would have over 
2 million different combinations to deal with). 

The result is a system that can work, but often doesn't. There are some networks 
somewhere that run Windows 3.1 on top of a network operating system, on top of 
DOS, with very few hiccups. However, you can bet that it took a long time to fine- 
tune that particular setup, and the people who run it will be loathe to make any 
changes that might disrupt the delicate balance that they have achieved. In many 
other cases, people learn to live with limitations, such as the occasional crash, unex- 
plained error messages, and application choices based more on what works than 
what the users would like to run. 

This is not the place to describe how to run Windows 3.1 on a network. It is possi- 
ble, and there are several good books on the subject, but there are some obvious pit- 
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falls and limitations to this choice of software. For example, logging in and logging 
out of a NetWare system from withm Windows is not advisable. Windows has been 
known to trash the environment and mapping and "generally gets all messed up if 
you attempt logging in and out from inside Windows" (message from a network man- 
ager on CompuServe). You should only log in before loading Windows and log out af- 
ter exiting Windows. This situation changes when you run Windows 95, which finally 
integrates network support and graphical user interface into a single network-savvy 
GUI operating system. However, before I talk about this latest version, I need to look 
at its predecessor. 

Windows 3.11 for Workgroups 

Prior to Windows 95, the "standard" version of Windows was Windows for Work- 
groups 3.11, which contained optional peer-to-peer networking. If you have a bunch 
of PCs cabled together with Ethernet and running DOS, you can load Windows 3.1 1 
for Workgroups and share your drives and printers. Any other PC on the network 
that is running Windows 3.11 for Workgroups then can see and use those shared re- 
sources, as long as they comply with the password restrictions. You can share data as 
read only or readwrite and provide different passwords for each type of access (see 
Figure 12.13). 

Unfortunately, access control over shared resources is the only password protec- 
tion that exists in Windows for Workgroups. It does not perform any access control 
on the local resources and is relatively weak. When you launch Windows for Work- 
groups, you are handed an existing user name and asked to enter a password. If you 
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Figure 12.13 Sharing with Windows 3.11 
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don't know the password, you can simply create a new user account with a password 
that you choose. Furthermore, the password protection on sharing in Windows for 
Workgroups is easy to circumvent (delete the *.PWL files in the Windows direc- 
tory-these are referenced by name in SYSTEM.IN1). Further limitations include: 

No password length restrictions. 

No password time restrictions. 

No time out or retry lirmtation on incorrect password attempts. 

Whde peer-to-peer networking with minimal password protection might be ade- 
quate for a small office where there is a lot of trust, it offers little defense against out- 
side attacks and should not be used for hghly sensitive data. The key point here is 
that Microsoft seems quite happy to sell Windows NT Advanced Server as a secure 
network operating system, without warning you that using Windows for Workgroups 
as the client software, whch a lot of people do, is far from secure. Here are further 
problems with Windows for Workgroups: 

The password caching feature actually records passwords from other systems to 
which you connect, such as a network server. 

The encryption of the PWL file is weak, and there are programs available to crack 
the file in a matter of seconds. 

There are some steps you can take to reduce these problems, and you should def- 
initely take them if you are using Windows for Workgroups as a client on an NT, Unix, 
or NetWare network: 

Add the line PasswordCaching=no under the [Network] section of SYSTEM.IN1. 

g Delete \WINDOWS\*.PWL. 

Download the Windows for Workgroups password encryption fix from Microsoft's 
Web site. 

Windows 95 

This massively-hyped and heavily-marketed version of Windows started shpping as 
this book was being written, bringing with it a whole host of security questions. 
Whde there are plenty of security "hooks" in Windows 95 that can be used for cen- 
tralized management on a network, the operating system itself is woefully lacking in 
meaningful security features. Many of the holes are mentioned in this chapter, and 
as more appear, you are likely to find them documented on the Web at 
http://www.c2.org/hackmsoft, whch was created in response to an alleged statement 
by Microsoft that it offered better security than Netscape. Security professionals felt 
that such a claim was so preposterous it deserved serious refutation. The result is a 
very helpful catalog of security weaknesses in mcrosoft products. 

The background to t h s  situation is that some folks at Microsoft would prefer cor- 
porate America to use Windows NT instead of Windows 95 (while the latter is given 
away with systems and NT sells, in early 1996, for about $900 per 10-license server, 
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plus $300 per workstation client). This could explain why Microsoft kept serious se- 
curity out of Windows 95, whereas previous competitive pressure, notably from Nov- 
ell Personal NetWare and LANtastic, led Microsoft to include some form of 
networking in Windows 95. Given the one-way growth that is the hallmark of feature 
lists, Microsoft was forced to include networking in Windows 95 because the pre- 
ceding version, Windows for Workgroups 3.11, offers peer-to-peer connectivity 
(sadly it does this with virtually no security although the peer-to-peer networking in 
Personal NetWare is much more secure). So Windows 95 includes networking, but 
not security, in an attempt to encourage the progress that NT has been making in the 
lucrative corporate network and clientlserver market. 

Windows 95 does represent progress in terms of stability (it crashes less than 3.11 
but more than NT) and usability (it is closer to the Apple Macintosh, the ease-of-use 
benchmark that inspired the very first version of Windows). However, it creates new 
risks, such as a false sense of security and automated hardware configuration (the 
latter could be exploited maliciously or inadvertently, as in the case of automatic net- 
work connection exposing unprotected local resources to the net). The good news is 
that future versions of Windows are likely to enjoy more robust security, somethng 
that Microsoft is capable of providing, as evidenced by Windows NT. 

Windows NT Advanced Server 

The one piece of Microsoft software that is serious about security is Windows NT. 
Current plans call for it to coexist with Windows 95 in the near term and be com- 
bined into a single code base over the longer term (Windows NT now can use the 
same desktop interface as Windows 95). The NT software exists in two forms: Win- 
dows NT Workstation, whch is a standalone system with peer-to-peer capability, and 
Windows NT Advanced Server (NTAS), which is aimed at the LAN and applications 
server market. I will concentrate on NTAS because peer-to-peer networking is lim- 
ited in both scale and security potential. NTAS is increasingly popular. Following an 
introduction in October of 1994, NTAS 3.5 had captured about 13% of the server op- 
erating system market w i t h  one year. 

Microsoft has positioned NTAS against Novell's NetWare, as a file and print server 
for LANs and multiserver WANs. Integration with NetWare continues to grow with 
products such as the NetWare Gateway Server for NTAS and File and Print Services 
for NetWare. The entire installed base of NetWare user workstations can seamlessly 
access resources on NTAS servers. Windows NTAS is the first mainstream desktop 
operating system designed with security as one of its principal foundations. How- 
ever, networking professionals still are learning how to best design and administer 
secure NTAS networks. 

NT is a fully modern 32-bit operating system. It shares some characteristics with 
its primary competitor, IBM OSl2 Warp (which is not surprising, considering that 
both grew out of the same original development effort, OSl2 2.0). To understand and 
appreciate the level of integration that the security subsystem has with the rest of 
the operating system, you first must understand the global architecture of the 0s. 
From there, you can proceed to examine the architecture of the security subsystem 
and understand why it can, or cannot, be considered secure. 
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NT was designed from the beginning to allow for multiplatform support. Currently, 
NT runs on four platforms: Intel x86, DEC Alpha, MIPS, and with version 3.51, the 
PowerPC. This flexibility comes at the cost of some additional complexity in the low- 
est levels of the operating system (see Figure 12.14). At the very base of the operat- 
ing system is HAL, the Hardware Abstraction Layer. This is a relatively small 
segment of code that serves to abstract the differences among the varying hardware 
platforms on which NT can reside. Though it does not elimmate all variations in 
hardware, it does perform most of these tasks. Note that there stdl is a separate ker- 
nel written for each of the supported platforms. 

Above the HAL are the various kernel-level managers and monitors that are cen- 
tral to the stability of the operating system. Each of these (as well as the HAL) exe- 
cutes in the most protected mode of operation, Kernel mode. For our purposes, you 
need only recognize that the Security Reference Monitor exists as one of these core 
protected elements. All security validity checks wdl be performed via this protected 
code. The Security Subsystem (or Security Server), on the other hand, runs in the 
less protected user mode of operation (see Figure 12.15). Other similar servers in- 
clude those for environmental compatibility (for example, POSIX, Win32, OSl2, and 
so on). W e  their memory spaces are protected from other programs, they are less 
protected than the central monitors and managers in kernel mode. 

NT access control 

NT access control becomes apparent as soon as you boot the system. Immediately 
after the boot occurs, the user is asked to enter a secure key sequence (Ctrl-Alt-Del 
on Intel-based PCs). T h s  key sequence is trapped by NT and triggers the authenti- 
cation subsystem. By default, the authentication subsystem requires only a simple 
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Figure 12.14 The architecture of Windows NTAS 
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Figure 12.16 Adding third-party authentication devices to the NTAS boot process 

password. Unfortunately, there is no built-in protection against poor password 
choices (or the use of a rogue floppy boot disk). 

Note, however, that NT does provide hooks that can be used by third-party au- 
thentication packages. These packages might include such thmgs as smart access to- 
kens or biometric authentication (see the diagram in Figure 12.16). Once 
authentication is complete, NT loads the Win32 subsystem in preparation for the 
loading of Program Manager. As Program Manager loads, NT prepares the system en- 
vironment that is stored for each individual user. This environment includes things 
such as screen colors, defaults, environment variables, and so on. 

As mentioned earlier, NT supports three different file systems. FAT and HPFS are 
offered primarily to retain backward compatibility with DOS and OSl2 respectively. 
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NTFS, on the other hand, represents a step forward in terms of speed, reliability, and 
security. Indeed, the only way to fully protect files on an NTiNTAS machine is to first 
ensure that they reside on an NTFS partition. Once tlus is assured, files can be pro- 
tected via ACLs (Access Control Lists) from within the GUI itself. The NT imple- 
mentation of ACLs is centered around a single-token model through which each user 
can be positively identified. In other words, all requests for access to ACL-controlled 
system resources are funneled through the security server and reference monitor. 
This includes all direct requests for access, such as when a user asks to open a pro- 
tected file, as well as indirect access, such as when a user's chld process asks for ac- 
cess to a protected resource. 

The user's process token is carried throughout all of her interactions with the op- 
erating system. That is, each process spawned by the user carries a copy of the to- 
ken to be used for authentication. In turn, these processes can create their own child 
processes, which can create child processes, and so on, limited only by system re- 
source availability. Each of these child processes carries a valid copy of the original 
users' access token. 

NT security issues 

Any network operating system that attempts to provide backward compatibility with 
earlier operating systems is bound to suffer from compromises. For example, Net- 
Ware 4.x has had problems emulating 3.x binderies to support the older version. 
With Windows NT, the backward compatibility with DOS leaves NT with no boot pro- 
tection. In other words, you can boot up an NT server with a DOS diskette, even if 
the machine is configured to use the more sophisticated HPFS or NTFS (the latter 
being required if all security controls are to be enabled). This allows access to hard 
disk data by DOS utilities that read sectors at a low level. 

According to Paul Constance, writing in Government Computer News, there was 
a very impressive demonstration of this by Robert Wainright, a security consultant 
from Camden, N.J., at the Armed Forces Communications and Electronic Associa- 
tion's conference in the spring of 1995. Despite t h s ,  the DoD has purchased some 
100,000 copies of NT and the Defense Systems Information Agency plans to install 
NT on every system connected to DISAnet, a 6500-node government network in the 
"sensitive but unclassified" category. It will be interesting to see how secure these 
systems prove to be in practice. 

BIOS-logical Warfare 

You can provide boot protection with BIOS settings, such as "boot from C before 
A" or "never read from A." However, you can defeat this in two ways: 

Reset the BIOS by draining the CMOS battery (another good reason for locking 
cases). 

Take out the hard disk and attach to another machine (yet another good reason 
for locking cases). 
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Lack of boot protection also means that a diskette with a boot-sector virus can in- 
fect the machine. W e  the likelihood of the infection spreading to other disks or ap- 
plications under NT is relatively small, a Master Boot Record virus, such as 
Michelangelo, stdl could execute a disk damaging payload and erase data. Of course, 
a properly protected server is unlikely to be booted from a rogue floppy, but an an- 
tivirus scanner should always be installed on the server. Scanning for file viruses, as 
well as boot-sector viruses, should be performed at least once a day as a matter of 
course as there now are viruses that specifically target Windows NT and Windows 95 
(the first of these was Boza, a relatively uninfectious file virus, which appeared in 
early 1996). 

Securing NTAS Networks 

Centralized NTAS security administration is simplified by the GUI tools provided 
with the operating system. Among the most important tools are the User Manager 
(used for managing user accounts), the Event Viewer (used for analyzing audit 
logs), and the File Manager (used for setting file access privileges). To use these 
tools, it is necessary to understand the hierarchy of user accounts and privileges 
within the NT operating system. NT allows for security control of objects, both from 
a user-level and from a group-level. The use of groups to classify large numbers of 
slrmlar users allows for easier maintenance, administration, and auditing of NT work- 
stations and servers. It is recommended that organizations use the grouping func- 
tionality provided to ease their administrative burdens. 

User Manager 

The User Manager, seen in Figure 12.17, is where you set user privilege levels, es- 
tablish password policies, and group users into administrative units. Within User 
Manager, a system administrator can create, modify, and delete both users and 
groups. For individual users, the System Manager has a wide array of configuration 
options. The options available for setting account policy include: 

Password expiration, in days 

Password minimum length (I recommend 8) 

Number of unique passwords over time 

Accounts can be set to expire after a given period of time or set to "lockout" after 
any number of login attempts with a wrong password. In fact, t h s  lockout can be of 
any given duration, and the bad login attempt counter can be reset after any given 
time period. 

The User Manager also can be used to set auditing policy for the computer on 
which it resides (or another computer in the domain). While not as finely grained as 
some other operating systems, NT does provide the administrator with a range of op- 
tions in auditing both the success and failure of system events. Among the events 
that can be audited are logons and logoffs, changes to the security policies, changes 
to user- and group-management policies, and the use of previously granted user 
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rights. The success or failure of any of these events can be mixed and matched to 
provide optimal auditing for the system. This is considerably more powerful than the 
auditing tools built into NetWare. Note that, whle auditing policy is set within the 
User Manager, the actual audit logs are accessed via the Event Viewer (see the sec- 
tion "Event Viewer" later in this chapter). Users should be careful to audit only those 
events that are likely to aid in maintaining security policy and a secure audit trail. 

Perhaps the most important role of the User Manager, however, is in assigning 
users to logical security groups. These groups have different levels of security ac- 
cess, which can, under some circumstances, be interlocking to form the necessary 
security access. By default, NT assigns users to one or more of several groups. 

Administrators. The administrators serve as the primary users for securing and ad- 
ministering the system. They can be likened to Supervisors (under NetWare) or Su- 
perusers (under Unix). However, they have one distinct trait that separates them 
from both Supervisors and SuperUsers: default access to system resources. In both 
Unix and NetWare, the respective system administrator has default access to all files 
in the files system. Under NT, however, administrators have default access only to 
those files to which they have been given explicit access. They can, however, take 
ownership of any file in the file system and thus gain access to it. This change of file 
ownership can, and should, be audited in the event log. 
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Backup operators. The backup operators represent a potential security vulnerabil- 
ity in the NT security architecture. As noted earlier, there is no user in the system 
with default access to all system files, but backup operators are given the ability to 
bypass file access restrictions to perform backups and restores. The implication is 
that system administrators must be circumspect in the granting of backup rights, es- 
pecially because, according to Somar Software, a leading supplier of security soft- 
ware for NT, it is "trivial to write a program in C that takes advantage of the backup 
right to read any file in the system." Somar also points out that, while the option in 
the User Manager to audit the use of user rights should include backup and restore 
rights, due to "poor design of the audit logging mechanism, exercise of these rights 
is not logged unless a registry value is set" in the specific manner shown here: 

key : HKEY-LOCALMACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentContro1Set\Control\Lsa 
name : FullPrivilegeAuditing 
type : REG-BINARY 
value: 1 

This setting is recommended because you should be keeping an eye on how your 
backup operators use their rights. Note that this issue, as well as many others that 
impact security, is discussed in the Windows NT 3.51 Resource kit, which Microsoft 
should distribute free with NTAS, but doesn't. Also note that backups using built-in 
NT commands are not encrypted. 

Power users. By default, power users are granted the ability to share, with other 
users, those system resources over which they have control. Because NT has peer- 
to-peer sharing ability, this can represent a significant security threat to an NT net- 
work. I recommend that only fully trusted users be given this abhty. 

Users. The users are those with access to specific system resources (those explic- 
itly granted to them). They have no other special rights. 

Guests. The guests have extremely limited access to network system resources. 
However, the default installation of NT Workstation includes a Guest account with a 
blank password. Somar Software has pointed out that, thanks to something called 
SMB, which is described later in this chapter, attaching such a workstation to the In- 
ternet means that there is the potential for anyone on the Internet to connect to any 
shared directories on that machine and log in as Guest, with the potential to acquire 
information about your network that could be valuable in mounting further attacks 
(with the potential to wreak havoc on your file system or connect to the registry and 
cause considerable damage). Given the extent to which information leveraging is ex- 
ploited by attackers, the Guest account should be disabled as a matter of course. 

Event Viewer 

As noted earlier, auditing policies are set within the User Manager. The actual logs, 
however, are viewed using the Event Viewer. Alternately, the logs can be exported as 
either text or comma-delimited text files. T h s  gives administrators the ability to 
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maintain logs over time in a centralized spreadsheet or database. By default, NT 
maintains three separate audit logs: one for security, one for system events, and one 
for application-related events. Each can be viewed and exported separately. In addi- 
tion, each can be filtered and adjusted independently of the other two. For example, 
you might want your security log to be of an unlimited size (or at least, only limited 
by the available disk space) and to never roll over to reuse previously used space. 
This would prevent a system intruder from covering his tracks by forcing the is- 
suance of hundreds of security events about activities unrelated to his real purposes. 

Other logs, however, are not likely to be as critical to maintain over time. Indeed, 
application logs probably are best left at smaller sizes and should be allowed to roll 
over on a much more frequent basis. Note that some logs can fill quickly, especially 
on large NT networks. Also, logs can be cleared manually from the event viewer con- 
sole. Be aware that clearing the security log manually causes an undeletable entry to 
be placed in the new security log indicating the time and date of the log reset. Note 
that Event Viewer can be used to monitor event logs on a series of computers across 
an entire domain (for more information on Domains, see the next section, "Design- 
ing secure networks"). As a result, administrators never need leave their desks to 
trace audit trails across an entire organization or enterprise. 

Designing secure networks 

It is important to distinguish between the server-based networking of NTAS and the 
peer-to-peer networking built into NT Workstation. The latter allows sharing of re- 
sources, such as directories, between NT Workstation machines and is less secure 
than the server-based security of NTAS. Even so, designing secure networks around 
Windows NTAS requires careful planning and a meticulous sense of detail. W e  the 
configuration flexibility provided by NTAS is quite reasonable, administrators and 
systems architects must be careful about how users interact with various adminis- 
trative units (for a complete account of secure networking with NT, see Microsoft 
Windows NT 3.5 Guidelinesfor Security, Audi t  & Control from Microsoft Press, 
based on a joint research project between Citibank, Coopers & Lybrand, the Institute 
of Internal Auditors, and Microsoft). 

NT domains 

The NTAS network architecture model is based on the notion of independent ad- 
ministrative units called domains .  These domains allow for centralized administra- 
tion of security and user accounts. Moreover, through trust relationshps between 
domains, users can use network resources in a seamless fashion. Note that trust re- 
lationshps need not be two-way. It is possible to allow one domain to trust (that is, 
allow access to) another, whde not receiving the same trust in return. 

NTAS domains must have an NTAS machine that acts as the domain controller. 
This controller stores the master copy of the domain userlgroup database. This data- 
base, in turn, is replicated to other NTAS servers within the domain. Through this 
replication mechanism, NTAS networks can provide seamless access for users across 
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the NTAS domain structure. There are several well-accepted models for designing 
the domain structure for an NTAS network. Each has advantages and disadvantages; 
it is up to each organization to select the proper model (or combination of models). 
Note that Microsoft now provides a wizard with the NT 3.5 resource kit to help make 
domain design decisions. 

Single domain model. The single domain model is designed for those organizations 
with a relatively small number of users. If there is no organizational need to split 
users into different groups, this model provides both simplicity for users and ease- 
of-management for administrators. Note that there is only a single domain, so there 
are no trust relationships that need be established. 

Master domain model. The master domain model consists of one master domain for 
all network accounts and a series of other domains for other network resources. As 
a result, all user accounts can be managed centrally, often by an MIS department, 
while allowing other departments to manage their other resources. In this model, 
each user is a member of the master domain. Networks using this model should re- 
member to have a backup domain controller available to take over in the case of a 
primary controller failure. In addition, keep in mind that the organization must trust 
other departments to manage access to their resources. 

Multiple master domain model. The multiple master domain model allows larger or- 
ganizations to have some degree of centralized administration and control while still al- 
lowing for large-scale growth. The model allows for a small number of master domains 
that, much as in the master domain model, contain only user accounts. Other domains 
control the allocation of other network resources. This model is a simple extension of 
the master domain model. 

Complete trust model. The complete trust model, much as the name indicates, is 
one in which a series of domains are considered fully trusted by all of their peer do- 
mains. In other words, every user has rights to every domain; in essence, the do- 
mains are used only for logical administrative grouping. Be careful when using this 
model, as it assumes that all system administrators in each domain are fully trusted 
to allow only trusted users into the domain system. 

The SMB and registry issues 

While the domain models built into NTAS facilitate the design and administration of 
secure networks, there are several aspects of NTAS that raise security flags. Some of 
these are omissions that could be remedied easily, such as the admission of nonexis- 
tent accounts. Others involve connection to different versions of Windows, which will 
be dealt with in the next section. This section simply brings to your attention two oft- 
neglected aspects of NT that are central to its design. The first of these is the Server 
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Message Block (SMB) protocol. This is part of the Session layer, the fifth layer in the 
seven-layer Open Systems Interconnect model of networking, which looks like this: 

Application 
Presentation 
Session 
Transport 
Network 
Data link 
Physical 

In practical terms, the session layer "allows applications on different computers on 
a network to establish, use, and end a connection or session. This layer manages se- 
curity measures and name recognition between computers" (Windows NT 3.51 Un- 
leashed, Cowart et al, SAMS, 1995). While Windows NTAS uses SMB as its primary 
session layer protocol to provide message types for remote file and print services, 
SMB is not the only session layer protocol available in NT. If you add the NetWare Re- 
quester to NT, you also can use Novell's NetWare Core Protocol (NCP), plus Network 
File System (NFS) can be employed using products from companies such as Sun and 
NetManage. SMB also is implemented in Windows for Workgroups and Windows 95. 

It is through the existence of SMB that several vulnerabilities appear, particularly 
when an NTAS network is connected to the Internet. The best advice is to disable SMB 
services over TCPAP. On a router connection, you disable udbltcp ports 137, 138, and 
139. On a &al-up connection, you remove the binding between the Server, Worksta- 
tion, and NetBios services and the TCPAP protocol (Somar Software). You also should 
disable the Guest account, through whch a brute force attack can be mounted, over 
SMB, on the a d m s t r a t o r  account (you cannot h i t  failed login attempts on this ac- 
count because that would enable a denial of service attack through repeated login fail- 
ures, so rename the account to something obscure, use a very long and strong 
password, and consider denying network login for the account). I will return to prob- 
lems with SMB when I discuss network vulnerabilities in other versions of Windows. 

The second design aspect of NTAS that needs further thought from a security per- 
spective is the Registry. A sort of super-IN1 file, the Registry in NTAS is a database 
that combines the functions of WIN.IN1 and SYSTEM.IN1 in regular Windows, plus as 
program IN1 files, as well as AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIGSYS in DOS. According 
to Wi?zdows NT 3.51 Unleashed, the "overall effect is to centralize all NT settings 
and provide security and control over system, security, and user account settings." 
There are some 6000 settings, or keys, grouped in a number of hives. You might ex- 
pect such a precious part of the system to be well-protected; however, when an NT 
Workstation shares resources, by default, the group Everyone has write access to 
much of the Registry (you can verify t h s  with a program such as Somar DumpAcl, 
which lists all account permissions). 

The problem is that you cannot stop sharing the Registry, and altering the access 
permissions is tricky, because doing so could interfere with the basic functioning of NT 
(even more than malung changes to files hke WIN.IN1 and PROGMAN.IN1 interferes 
with the normal operation of regular Windows). This means that the Registry is open 
to malicious manipulation. Microsoft says that it is working on t h s  problem and has is- 
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sued some information about which parts of the Registry can be protected, but more 
work is needed to help system administrators better control access to this resource. 

Windows Network Warnings 

The preceding description of NTAS security highhghts several areas that deserve close 
attention. NTAS is a solid basis for secure networkmg, but you have to implement it 
with due care. Standard network security procedures-such as those outlined in chap- 
ter 11, and many of the more general tips for NetWare security in this chapter, such as 
locking up the server and only giving hgh level access to people who are highly 
trusted-need to be observed. Furthermore, there are several reasons for concern if 
you are planning to support versions of Windows other than NT on your NTAS network. 

Holed or not? 

In March of 1994, there was considerable debate about NT security weaknesses on 
the ZiffNet Executive Online service, sparked by an article reporting the "rediscov- 
ery" of a security loophole in NT by developers with the ZiffNet online service (whde 
working on a file-tracking utility that "watched" keystrokes entered in File Open and 
File Save halog boxes, they discovered that this same technique also could be used 
to grab passwords from applications, such as e-mail programs, or even passwords en- 
tered in the User Manager, the NT component where you create new user accounts). 

The response from Microsoft was to acknowledge that Wmdows NT's kernel design 
allows programmers to capture passwords under certain condtions but to affirm that 
NT is secure enough for most applications. Accordmg to Bob Muglia, director of Wm- 
dows program management for Microsoft's Personal Systems, when you use NT, "a 
user's password isn't displayed as a message. . . . Encryption happens at the kernel 
level. The only people who would be able to read passwords would be developers 
working in a development environment." Furthermore, Muglia pointed out that the 
ability of a utility installed on a user's desktop to capture that user's passwords "isn't 
contrary to C2- or even B-level security. . . . This is a problem that can only be pre- 
vented by proper security procedures. If you're operating with secure procedures, the 
problem of someone installing a rogue program on your system will never happen." 

To summarize this threat, NT can be attacked by a keystroke-capture program writ- 
ten at the API level and smuggled onto a workstation. The same attack can be exe- 
cuted on NetWare and Unix workstations that are not properly secured, so pointing 
the finger at NT was probably somewhat unfair. NT is an impressive product for a com- 
pany with a limited background in mainframe and multiuser operating systems. One 
correspondent sketched out a secure environment that would mitigate the threat: 

The user has only a limited nonpublic write area. 
The user must send all code updates via e-mail to a QA group. 
No bootable non-NT systems are accessible to potentially hostile employee con- 
tract programmers. 

The bottom h e  is that no network operating system, whether it is NTAS, Unix, or 
NetWare, can provide protection against trusted insiders who abuse that trust. Fur- 
thermore, just because you are using trusted software does not mean that you can 
trust every message delivered, or command executed, by that software. For example, 
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a system abuser, or a hacker who has penetrated a system, can pull several tricks to 
gain further access. One of these is "spoofing" a message to a more privileged user so 
that it appears to come from a supervisor. The message tells the user that passwords 
are being changed following suspicious activity and provides a new password. If the 
user does not verify the message and does change the password, the abuser then can 
log in as that user. The defense is to train users to verlfy all instructions purporting to 
come from the network administration that have a security implication, such as: 

Adding a new program to a workstation. 

Altering the login script or procedure. 

Adopting a given or highly specific (that is, easily determined) password. 

Shutting down or abandoning the workstation without logging off. 

Changing the workstation configuration, such as altering the PATH statement. 

Allowing an unknown person access to the system (such as a purported tech sup- 
port engineer). 

Users should promptly double-check requests that fall into these categories, not 
only because they affect security, but also because, if bogus, they immediately point 
to hacking activity within the system (note that, as Christopher Klaus has pointed 
out, the WinPopup utility for broadcasting messages to stations on the network lacks 
any form of authentication and thus could be abused for this type of attack, particu- 
larly as users tend to assume messages that appear on their screens are legitimate). 

More Windows threats and defenses 

Ironically, some very real threats to NT security have come from Microsoft's own 
products, notably Windows 3.11, Windows 95, Word, and Access. The first two open 
up holes through bugs in the PWL algorithm mentioned earlier. Windows 95 used the 
same password encryption system as the versions that it superseded. Although there 
now are patches and fixes available for both versions, the recommended response is 
to stick with NT client software if you want to keep your NT network really secure 
(note that the PWL problem also affected Unix machines accessed through the 
Samba utility described later in this chapter). 

Eye DLL? 

At this point, we have not seen many examples of Trojan code that exploit the 
Windows DLL (Dynamic Link Library). However, this could be a growth area in 
the future, particularly as we have tended to focus on .EXE and .COM files as car- 
riers of malicious code. However, a .DLL is a program and a malicious version 
could be loaded without the user consciously executing a program. For example, 
consider loading Windows Help files, either from within an application or by dou- 
ble-clicking on a help file icon within Program Manager. The effect is to execute 
WINHELP.EXE, which loads the appropriate .HLP file, which we tend to think of 
as a document file. However, an .HLP file is coded hypertext, and it can call a 
DLL. Typically this is done to customize the Help pages, but it could be used to 
plant a logic bomb or keyboard sniffer. 
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Microsoft Word has proved capable of spreading malicious code across all Win- 
dows platforms and thus has the potential to deliver Trojan code, like the previously 
mentioned keyboard sniffer, onto an NT network. It would even be possible to use 
Word documents as the vehicle for a Trojan .EXE or .DLL that decrypts the .PWL file 
and e-mails the results to an attacker at an untraceable location (an America Online 
trial account or a fake Internet account at an academic site, both of which are easy 
to set up). As far as Access is concerned, Paul Brainard has pointed out that anyone 
can access databases in network-enabled Access 95 as any user, without knowing 
the password. 

W e  fixes and patches and workarounds for these problems eventually appear, 
there is cause for concern on two points. First, Microsoft does not do enough to pub- 
licize the problems and distribute the fixes, possibly because it is so bottom-line- and 
market-conscious. Second, the existence of these problems points to a level of con- 
cern about security at Microsoft that is patently out of sync with today's users and 
administrators. 

The Internet connection 

One of the strong selling points of Windows 95 and Windows NT is the built-in sup- 
port for TCPIIP, the networking protocol on which the Internet relies. It is relatively 
simple to connect a Windows 95 or NT machine to the Internet, either over the 
phone with the Dial-Up Adapter connection or over a network running TCPAP with 
an Ethernet adapter. Perhaps it is too easy. 

If you install TCPAP on networked Windows 95 or NT Workstation computers so 
that they can, for example, browse the Web, over a network-Internet connection, 
any directories that have been shared, using the bulk-in peer-to-peer networking ca- 
pability, also will be shared with the Internet (the same is true when using TCPAP 
with Windows for Workgroups, but TCP/IP is much harder to install on Windows for 
Workgroups). Point-and-click resource sharing is scary enough when performed by 
well-behaved users who are well-trained in security policy and procedures. The 
prospects for organizations who do not exercise control over, or inspire compliance 
from, their users are alarming. 

Consider this warning from the Hack Microsoft page on the Web, which affects 
Windows for Workgroups, Windows 95, and Windows NT Workstation: 

Bugs in Microsoft's implementation of SMB over all network protocols allows access to 
the whole drive, with whatever permissions the sharename was given. These resources 
are advertised on a browse list that is made available to anyone on the local network by 
default and to anyone on the Internet who knows the machine's IP address. 

This has implications for anyone who shares any folder over TCP/IP. If you do so 
without a password, "you are opening the whole disk to the whole Internet." Why the 
whole disk? Well, when you share any directory, you also share all of its subdirecto- 
ries, and the so-called ".." bug, whch wdl be described in a moment, means that 
higher directories also are accessible. 

Hopefully, not using a password would be a violation of your organization's secu- 
rity policy. However, what if you do use a password? There is no built-in protection, 
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in Windows for Workgroups or 95, against a brute force attack (the Internet Security 
Scanner can make about 18,000 password attempts in under 2 minutes). Once ac- 
cess to a shared directory is gained, a bug in the Windows operating system allows 
you to access higher directories because the use of dots to denote parent directories 
is not detected. In other words, anyone who shares any folder over TCP/IP, even with 
a password, is "opening the whole disk to the whole Internet." Fortunately, there 
now is a fix for the ".." bug, available from Microsoft's Web site (www.rnicrosoft.com). 
Properly enforced policy should prevent sharing without a password, or even better, 
any sharing over TCP/IP on systems that are connected to the Internet. 

Note that these problems also appear when using the Samba program, which al- 
lows a Windows machine access to storage and printing resources on Unix-based 
machines. The SMBCLIENT software could be used to gain access to whole drives on 
Windows machnes when only a part of the drive was shared. A fix for this also is 
available. Samba has another problem in that Windows users who employ Samba to 
access a Unix host could be caching the password to the host in the insecure PWL 
file mentioned earlier. 

Summary 

The bottom line is that secure networking, even when using products such as NTAS 
and NetWare, which have impressive security features, is all about administration. 
You must enforce policies, install fixes, and stay informed about the latest threats 
and vulnerabilities. While connecting to the Internet opens new avenues of attack, as 
described in this chapter and the next, it also provides a great source of fresh infor- 
mation about threats and often gives direct access to the solutions. 

The thriving after-market in security add-ons for network operating systems sug- 
gests that there still is room for improvement in basic NOS design. It is incumbent 
upon system administrators and security professionals to respond to the relentless 
pressure to cut costs, which has forced far too many mission-critical applications 
onto networks assembled from leaky boxes, tied together with software that still is 
ropey in places, with facts and figures that show just how insecure these systems 
presently are and just how much we have to spend to make them suitably and re- 
sponsibly secure. 



There are bound to  be days when network 
management  feels  just like  this.. 
By Stephen Cobb 


